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HIGHLIGHTS THIS MONTH Full contents overleaf

SURPRISE
OF THE MONTH

To our shame, we haven’t paidmuch attention
to Ubuntu Linux these past few years, but the
Ubuntu-based Dell XPS 13 we review on p54
has reminded us just what a capable OS this – if
you’re happy to tweak how youwork.

p74

REVIEW
OF THE MONTH

Apple iMac Pro
We’re spoilt for choice when it comes to new

hardware this month, whether it’s the Samsung
Galaxy S9 (see p62), Dell XPS 13 (p54) or the latest
Raspberry Pi (p58). But it’s the iMac Pro that takes
pride of place. We’ve accused Apple of ignoring

creative professionals in its relentless pursuit of the
affluent mainstream, and that criticism still holds:
four years betweenmajor hardware releases isn’t

good enough. However, only themost hard-hearted
of critics could fail to be impressed by the amount

of graphical and CPU- based power inside
this new release. Whether it’s
worth the asking price is
quite another matter.

p124

THE LABS IN
ONE NUMBER

p50

TIP OF THE MONTH
If you own an Echo (and aremore impressed
than Nicole Kobie – see p25), take advantage
of the tips and tricks we showcase in our “13
secrets of the Amazon Echo” feature. From
multiroommusic to multiple users, we have
tips to enhance your smart speaker life.

STAR-GAZERS
OF THE MONTH

Ever wondered how futurologists plucked
industry growth figures seemingly out of the
air? Nicole Kobie interviews the people who do
the star-gazing and reveals the techniques they
use to predict the tech future.

PERSON OF
THE MONTH
Lee Grant
Lee, who co-runs a computer
repair shopwith his wife,
explains why fixing laptops is
getting tougher by the year –
and shares the nerve-jangling
experience of migrating a
customer’s 30,000
emails from
Windows Live
Mail to Outlook.

p42p54

SURPRISE 
OF THE MONTH

p54

p116
Running out of disk space? No problem.
Several of the dozen NAS drives we test
this month can store up to 56TB, which
should keep you going for a while.
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3 SUBSCRIBE:
THREE ISSUES
FOR £1
Subscribe to
PC Pro today and
you can benefit
from our three
issues for £1 offer –
visit subscribe.
pcpro.co.uk now.

10 Facebook data: how far has it leaked?
The Cambridge Analytica scandal could be just the
start. Privacy experts warn against the social
network’s willingness to hand over data.

12 Unveiled: Hot hardware releases
Apocket-sized Sony projector, the £2,000 display
for pros, andDell’s AMD-powered laptops.

13 Windows 10 S demoted to a “mode”
Confusion reigns as the lightweight operating
system is folded into full-fatWindows 10.

14 One year to Brexit: technology’s
divorce plan
With just a year to the EU exit deadline, the
potential impact on the tech industry is
becoming clearer. Stewart Mitchell reveals all.

BRIEFING

VIEWPOINTS

24 DARIEN GRAHAM-SMITH Block viruses by
all means, but leave the ethics tome.

25 BARRY COLLINS It’s time for all of us to
become health data donors.

25 NICOLE KOBIE When it comes to
technology, first isn’t always best.

26 DICK POUNTAIN Patch Tuesday is about
to get muchmore interesting.

COVER STORY
30 Time to dump Office?
Office 365 promised continual improvements,
but are they really making the core applications
better – and are rivals such as G Suite and
LibreOffice catching up?

COVER STORY
38 Reddit: The very best and the
very worst of us
It’s one of themost notorious sites on the
internet, and yet also one of the kindest. Barry
Collins tackles the enigma that is Reddit.

COVER STORY
42 13 secret skills of the Amazon Echo
Amazon’s voice assistant can do a lot more than
just playmusic and tell you the weather.We
explore the secrets of the Echo.

46 Charge up your neighbours
Vastly improved battery storage could result in
consumers selling excess power to people down
the street. Could you benefit?

22 Smartbox
Wemeet theWorcestershire-based, family-
owned business that makes assistive devices
with truly all-day battery life for people
with disabilities.

FEATURES

PROFILE

3 THE PC PRO
PODCAST
Join the PC Pro
podcast live every
fortnight or
download via iTunes.
Visit mixlr.com/
pcpro to sign up

p38
Is Reddit a useful forum for
debate, the funniest site on the
web or just a lair for trolls?
We put it on trial
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makes Reddit tick? p38
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RASPBERRYPI:
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Raspberry Pi ever p58
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120STEVE CASSIDY Steve tackles spontaneous computer
combustion and the incoming effect of 5G in business

networks, plus amix-up overmoos andmoons.

Editor’s letter 7
The A-List 16
Readers’ comments 28

Subscriptions 108
Next month 129
One last thing… 130

124 Tech time travel
How do futurists make their predictions?

126 Machines at work
We take a look at the robots already on the job.

127 What is... Quantum internet?
Qubits could be used to send unhackable data.

128 Q&A: Boosting batteries
How sensors could extend the life of batteries.

92 Rack servers
Buying your first server or just looking for an
upgrade? DaveMitchell tests four options.

99 Cheat Sheet: User experience
UX is very important, but it’s easy to get wrong.

102 Automate your business
How IFTTT canmake your staff more productive.

106 What are the benefits of leasing
IT equipment in 2018?
We explore why leasing canmake sense.

FUTURES

THE NETWORK

REGULARS

p62

p76
Ten laptops
from £299
to £599

113PAUL OCKENDEN Paul revisits the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) from a different angle, looking at the

various rights that it brings to individuals.

110 JON HONEYBALL You can’t just addWi-Fi to household objects
in a vacuum: you need to test the software too. Plus, why Jon

is unhappy about the price of toner.

REAL WORLD COMPUTING

118DAVEY WINDER Davey eats his own dog foodwhen it comes to
website encryption, and provides some expert tips for

searching through Gmail.

116LEE GRANT Lee shares tales from one of the toughest areas of
tech support: running a local computer shop, and dealing

withMicrosoft’s odd software.

REVIEWS THIS MONTH

WORKSTATIONS
Apple iMac Pro 50
Dell Precision 5820 Tower 53

LAPTOPS
Dell XPS 13 9370 54
Toshiba Tecra X40-E 56
Huawei MateBook X Pro 57

SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 58

SMARTPHONES
Samsung Galaxy S9 62
Samsung Galaxy S9+ 65

PERIPHERALS
Logitech MK470 Advanced 68
Fitbit Versa 72

TABLET
Huawei MediaPad M5 Pro 70

NAS APPLIANCES
Qnap TS-453Be 80

Synology DS918+ 81
Thecus N4810 82
WD My Cloud EX4100 83
Asustor AS-6302T 84
Asustor AS-6404T 84
Buffalo TeraStation TS-5210DN 86
Netgear ReadyNAS 422 86
Synology DS218 87
Synology DS418 87
Thecus N2810 Pro 88
WD My Cloud EX2 Ultra 88

RACK SERVERS
Broadberry CyberServe
Xeon SP1-208S 94
Dell EMC PowerEdge R540 95
Fujitsu Server Primergy
RX2540 M4 96
Lenovo ThinkSystem SR550 97

MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTER
Brother MFC-L2750DW 100

ENTERPRISE NAS
Synology RackStation RS2818RP+ 101

Your
supercharged
cloud

NAS
DRIVES

The Galaxy S9 looks
stunning, but is it
significantly better
than the S8?

p74
We put 12 NAS
drives through
their paces
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Steve Cassidy
In a month that saw a
client’s CD drive explode,
Steve ties in moon-based
data, moo-based data and
business networks. Find
out how from p120

don’t get jealous, but I just spent two days on the Spanish
coast. It was a work trip, but nothing like the ones I
normally go on (think factory tours, conference centres
and overcast German skies). Wewere still subjected to far
toomany presentations, but I spent about half of my time
inmy running kit as Fitbit encouraged us to put its latest
product, the £200 Fitbit Versa (see p72), through its paces.

Despite the constant threat of cardiac arrest, it’s
something that was said during one of those elongated
presentations that stuckwithme. I’m paraphrasing here,
but it was along the lines of “the world is getting fatter and
we’re here to do something about it”.

And it’s true. As I type these words – on a Sunday
morning, the day before we go to press, so no panic – the
Fitbit Versa onmywrist has just popped up amessage to
say “236 steps left this hour!”. Get up, get up, it’s saying!
Move your sorry body!While not exactly subtle, this is a
solid example of how tech can change our behaviour.

The tricky problem for Fitbit is that, since the launch of
its first product in 2011, obesity has only becomemore
widespread. To quote an Imperial College study from 2016,
“some high-income andmiddle-income regions are now
facing an epidemic of severe obesity”. Those are the same
regions where Fitbit is themost popular, with the US and
UK both proudly leading the way for tubby tummies.

Am I saying the world would be better without Fitbit?
Absolutely not.When I spoke to Fitbit executives about
this apparent contradiction, they emphasised Fitbit’s
approach of empowering the individual tomake their own
choices, rather than trying to force societal change.

It’s tough to arguewith this. If we’re going to reduce
obesity in the UK, then it will need to be a government-led

effort. But tech could be a key part of the solution – along
with healthier processed foods, embedding fitness into the
school day and partnerships with the NHS.

Howmight it work? Simply capturing data can be
valuable: in a previous column, Jon Honeyball described a
tiny blood-sugar sampler that relays the information live
to an app on your phone, for example. And if every obese
person, plus everyone at risk of obesity, had access to
Fitbit-like technology, that would be a powerful source of
information to both themselves and their GP.

Pilots are already underway. Back in November 2017,
the NHS gave 5,000 obese people at risk of Type 2 diabetes a
Fitbit-style tracker to see what effect it had on their weight
and fitness. If it proves beneficial after a year, the idea
could be rolled out around England. Fitbit is also working
with US life insurance companies to lower premiums for
people who can demonstrate they’re living an active life.

Perhapsmore controversially, Fitbit has eight-to-13-
year-olds inmindwith its next release, the Fitbit Ace.
Again, the idea is to encourage children to step away from
their devices by incentivising them to take steps. One
example is a Tamagotchi-style pet built into the device that
will disappear if you don’t hit 5,000 steps per day.

I’ve seen backlash articles arguing that it’s the parent’s
role to keep kids active, not a toy’s – and that’s true. But as
a parent of three kids I can safely say that we all need help
sometimes, whether it’s to improve our own health and
fitness, or that of our children.

Stuart Andrews
Not content with asking if
people should dump Office
365 (see p30), Stuart also
puts a dozen NAS drives
to the test. Discover which
suits your needs from p74

Barry Collins
What is it about Reddit that
makes it one of the top ten
most visited sites in the
world? Barry explores its
potential for both good
and evil on p38

Jon Honeyball
A Wi-Fi Hoover sets Jon
on the warpath against
manufacturers releasing
hardware without thinking
about the supporting
software. See p110

CONTRIBUTORS

Tim Danton
Editor-in-chief
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“I moved to LibreOffice four
years ago when I bought a

Yoga that didn’t come bundled
with Office – and I was already

annoyed by that ribbon
interface anyway. Libre

works very well, but I recently
weaned myself onto Google

Docs, which is just as good for
my needs and much faster.”

“Yes, I’m still loyal. I
periodically try the others,

but they’re not as good for a
multitude of reasons. And

despite its numerous flaws,
nothing lays a glove on
Outlook for those with

multiple email accounts.”

“I use Excel all day every day,
simply because we have very

complex things in it and the
clients use it. However, I

could move to LibreOffice
and it would probably

work fine.”

“I still use it, but not
exclusively. I’m not loyal: I

mainly use it for legacy
reasons. Not just because

clients still use it and to
open old documents, but

because ‘that’s how we’ve
always done it’ counts as

legacy, too.”

“I use Office more when
I’m away: at home I use
Bean, which is a macOS

word processor that
stopped being developed

long ago. I’ve rolled it
forward through several

home Mac Pros using
Apple’s Migration

Assistant. When that
finishes, if it’s still in the

apps folder and opens okay,
I keep using it. Try doing

that with Microsoft Office!”

“Office who? Using Office is
now behind me, as my
essay-writing days are

over. It’s all Google now.”
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THE FACEBOOK DATA scandal could be the
tip of the iceberg, according to privacy
experts, whowarn that the social
network’s willingness to hand over
users’ data will result in further leaks.

In an investigation led by news
organisations, researchers discovered
that psychoanalytical influencer
Cambridge Analytica had gained
access to huge swathes of Facebook
users’ data, whichwas originally
collected by a personality testing app
on the social network.

That informationwas sold to
Cambridge Analytica, who allegedly
used it to target voters whomight be
sympathetic to Donald Trump.

According to experts, the fact that
Facebook allows app developers to
access somuch datamakes scandals
inevitable. “What Cambridge
Analytica is doing is just what you can
dowith this kind of a system andwhat
you can dowith Facebook’s way of
collecting, generating and providing
data,” said Paul Bernal, a lecturer at
the University of East Anglia’s School
of Law.

Developers and partners can gain
access to user data through their apps
or the “Log in with Facebook” tool,
with the system relying on them to act
responsibly and not pass on data. “If
we think that Cambridge Analytica is
the only company that has realised

this, I thinkwe’re probably pipe-
dreaming,” said Bernal. “I think there
is almost certainly a whole lot more
going on and this storymight inspire
copycats. I suspect there will bemore
things leaked and the potential for the
future is much bigger.”

Ask and you shall receive
At the heart of the problem is the way
Facebook shares data with partners
and developers through its API.

Partners can garner basic data
through the Facebook login process
or can request more data permissions
through their own apps, whether
they’re games, personality tests or
quizzes that seek personal data in
exchange for participation.

Depending on user settings and
permissions, developers can access
swathes of data, and Facebook is
effectively relying on third-party
partners to use it responsibly.

“Don’t sell, license or purchase any
data obtained from us or our services,”
the company states in its terms and
conditions. “Don’t transfer any data
that you receive from us (including
anonymous, aggregate, or derived
data) to any ad network, data broker.”

Facebook says it has changed its
policies since the data was harvested,
but experts question the impact of
those changes and believe that app

developers are allowed to play fast and
loose with collected data

“An app developermakes an
account and uses the APIs as they see
fit, ignoring the pages of terms and
conditions that somewhere say ‘please
don’t be naughty’,” said Fennel
Aurora, a consultant with F-Secure.
“They continue doing this for as long
as it takes for someone outside the
company to notice andmake a big
enough fuss that they are cut off.

“Cambridge Analytica has been in
the news since
before Brexit for
clearly unethical
behaviour using
Facebook data,
yet faced no
consequences
until this blew
up. Meanwhile,
it still has that

data and themachine learning
algorithms trained on that data,
which it can then use in a ‘new’
companywith a new account and a
new app.”

Facebook declined to answer our
questions onwhat changes had been
made to the data third parties collect.

Not a data breach
Facebook explained that Cambridge
Analytica had gained access to the

ABOVE Cambridge
Analytica allegedly
targeted Facebook
users who may be
sympathetic to
now-president
Donald Trump

Briefıng
Background and analysis on all the important news stories

Unveiled: hot new hardware
A pocket-sized projector, £2,000
monitor and Dell’s AMD laptops p12

Windows 10 S demotion
The lightweight OS has been
folded into full-fat Windows 10 p13

PC Probe
One year to Brexit: tech’s
divorce plan p14

If we think that
Cambridge Analytica is
the only company that
has realised this, I think
we’re pipe-dreaming

The Cambridge Analytica
affair may be Facebook’s
biggest data scandal yet, but
it won’t be the last. Stewart
Mitchell investigates

Facebookdata:
howfar
hasitleaked?
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Briefing News

information in a way that breached its
terms, not its systems. “This was
unequivocally not a data breach,” it
said in a statement. “People chose to
share their data with third party apps
and if those third party apps did not
follow the data agreements with
us/users it is a violation. No systems
were infiltrated.”

The data came to Cambridge
Analytica via Aleksandr Kogan, a
psychology professor at the University
of Cambridge who collected data on
270,000 people who had logged into
his app through the Facebook API.
Because of the way data sharing was
set up, Kogan gained access to details
of those 270,000 users’ friends –
bringing the total number of accounts
harvested to 50million.

According to privacy experts, the
environment that allowsmass data
slurping is unlikely to changewhile
the industry remains lucrative. Only
stricter rules and enforcementmight
stop the rot. “Unfortunately there
seems to be very little appetite, either
in these companies or in governments,
to change this situation,” said Aurora.

“There is some glimmer of hope
with the EU’s GDPR going into effect
in May, because there are potential
serious fines that could be applied to
Facebook and others. Until there are
severe financial penalties for allowing
abuse of their platforms, enforcement
efforts will probably continue to look
like window dressing.

“It is baked into the business model
of gathering themaximum of data
about themaximum of people and
selling targeted use of that data to the
maximumpeople. And that business
model is far too profitable to stop.”

Political pressure
The case has sparked fresh calls for
Facebook to bemore transparent,
with officials accusing the company of
misleadingMPs about what data it
shares and under what circumstances.

The chairman of a committee
looking into the company’s role in
fake news demanded answers as these
latest reports contradicted Facebook’s
earlier statements about data use.
“Data has been taken from Facebook
users without their consent, andwas
then processed by a third party and
used to support their campaigns,” said
Damian Collins, chair of the Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport Committee.
“Facebook knew about this, and the
involvement of Cambridge Analytica
with it, and deliberately avoided
answering straight questions from the
Committee about it.”

Research fromMozilla also shows
that Facebook isn’t alone: mobile
apps, web advertisers and Twitter also
amass personal details that could be
used to influence users.

Five
stories
not to
miss

1Firefoxsilencesnuisance
notifications
Firefox 59 has been released with a new
feature that prevents websites asking
users to allow notifications. The latest
version of the browser also includes
performance enhancements, and a
revamped version of Firefox for the
Amazon Fire TV.

4Ransomwarepaymentsa
50-50gamble
Ransomware is a fact of life, but advice on
whether to pay the ransom has been
muddled: some victims report that
payment results in successful recovery,
while others have lost both files and
money. Now we have stats. According to
security firm CyberEdge’s fifth annual
Cyberthreat Defense Report, payment
resulted in data recovery in 51% of cases.

Amazon Fire TV. 

3IntelissuesMeltdown
fixforfuturechips
Intel has outlined further plans to mitigate against
the Meltdown and Spectre weaknesses that
impacted nearly all x86 chips due to a
system design flaw. Intel says its next
generation of Xeon Scalable Processors
(Cascade Lake), due later this year, will
include hardware fixes for Meltdown
and a partial fix for Spectre, as will
new versions of some of its current
eighth-generation Core processors.

Firefox silences nuisance 

Firefox 59 has been released with a new 
feature that prevents websites asking 
users to allow notifications. The latest 
version of the browser also includes 
performance enhancements, and a 

2Ageverification
plansdelayed
The controversial age-verification system
for adult sites has been pushed back amid
fears over privacy, standards and
implementation. The system that was due
to start in April was delayed until “later in
the year”, two weeks before it was
supposed to go into effect.

5Microsoftgives
itselftheEdge
Microsoft riled Windows 10 watchers
with plans to force links in Windows Mail
to open in the company’s Edge browser,
even if it wasn’t set as the default.
Microsoft justified the decision by telling
its Insider programme users that the
changes in Skip Ahead (Build 17623) were
because Edge “provides the best, most
secure and consistent experience on
Windows 10”.
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Sony MP-CD1
Mobile Projector
Pocket-sized projectors have been on
the market for several years, but Sony
has remained surprisingly reluctant to
enter the fray – until now.

The MP-CD1 Mobile Projector is
truly a palm-sized gadget, around the
same size as portable hard disk drive.

Despite its size, it’s still capable
of producing an image that’s 120in
across from 3.5m away. With a
brightness rating of ANSI 105 lumens
and a 854 x 480 resolution, the
projector is clearly no match for a
serious home theatre or conference
room display. Sony is instead pitching
the device as an on-the-go all-
rounder, capable of showing business

presentations or
entertainment when
away from home.

The 280g device
has a 5,000mAh
built-in battery,
which Sony claims can
function for two hours,
although the device can
also be charged via USB-C
during operation. Battery life is
boosted by Texas Instruments’ DLP
IntelliBright tech, which uses image-
processing algorithms to manage
brightness and save power. Automatic
keystone correction promises a
full-screen display without distortion,
even when projected from an angle.

The main connection is via HDMI
for PC or Xbox connectivity, but Sony
says an optional HDMI dongle opens
the door for phones and tablets.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Price €400
Available April 2018
Dimensions (WDH) 83 x 150 x 16mm
Weight 280g
Battery life Up to two hours

Dell Inspiron 17
5000 AMD
AMD’s comeback continues
apace, with Dell deciding to add
the latest Ryzen processors to
its previously Intel-only range
of laptops.

The Inspiron 17 5000 range will
be the first Dell products to offer
the AMD Ryzen 5 2500U with Vega
8 graphics and the Ryzen 3 2200U
with Vega 3.

No matter what processor you
choose, all of the laptops in the
range come with a 17.3in 1,920 x
1,080 anti-glare LED-backlit
display, and feature an optical

drive, an HDMI 1.4b interface
and an SD card reader.

The top-of-the-range machine
features the four-core, eight-
thread 2500U, which boasts a
maximum clock speed of 3.6GHz.

The Inspiron 17 5000 laptops
with AMD ship with a 42WHr,
three-cell battery, but Dell makes
no estimate of battery life.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Price $649 to $999
Availability Currently available in the
US (UK to be confirmed)
Processor AMD Ryzen 3 2200U with
Radeon Vega 3 graphics to AMD
Ryzen 5 2500U with Radeon Vega 8
Memory 8GB to 16GB
Storage 1TB to 2TB
Ports 2 x USB 3.1, USB 2, HDMI 1.4b,
Noble lock, SD card reader

Connectivity Dual-band 802.11ac+,
Bluetooth 4.1
Battery 42WHr, three-cell

Asus ProArt
PA32UC
Asus has already edged into the
professional monitor market with
high-specced displays that
undercut rivals by compromising
on length of warranties. The ProArt
PA32UC continues the trend, with
an impressive specification for a
display at a sliver under £2,000.

From the spec sheet, this
appears to be a highly detailed,
colour-accurate monitor that could
appeal to imaging professionals. It
boasts a 3,840 x 2,160 resolution
and 1.07 billion colours. Asus
claims the display can output a
colour gamut that runs to 99.5%
Adobe RGB, 95% DCI-P3 and 100%
sRGB for high-end video editing.

In a bid to ensure those hues are
accurate, the ProArt PA32UC also
has an advanced calibration
technology that includes a 14-bit
lookup table and 5x5 grid

uniformity testing. Each display
is also pre-calibrated to ensure
colour accuracy with a Delta E
value below 2.

The ProArt PA32UC is based on a
32in Ultra HD 4K IPS panel, but the
key change from previous
examples in the range is a step up to
384 optimised LED backlit zones
with dynamic local dimming. We’ll
have a full review next month.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Price £2,000
Available Now
Panel size 32in
Resolution
3,840 x 2,160
Max brightness
1,000cd/m2
Contrast ratio
1,000:1
Response time 5ms
Signal inputs
2 x Thunderbolt 3,
4 x HDMI 2.0b,
DisplayPort 1.2

Unveiled
The key details of this month’s hot hardware releases

BELOW With a
resolution of 3,840
x 2,160 and high
colour accuracy,
the 32in Asus
ProArt PA32UC
will appeal to
creatives

1,080 anti-glare LED-backlit 
display, and feature an optical 

drive, an HDMI 1.4b interface 

ABOVE Despite its
diminutive size, the
Sony MP-CD1 can
produce a 120in,
854 x 480 image
from 3.5m away

RIGHT The
Inspiron 17 5000 is
Dell’s first laptop
range to include an
AMD Ryzen 5
2500U with Vega 8
graphics
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MICROSOFT HAS DITCHED the standalone
Windows 10 S operating system and
plans to make it a “mode” within
Windows 10, marking yet another
confusing change to the company’s
fleet of operating systems.

Windows 10 S was launched as a
stripped-down version of Windows
for its Surface devices. It disabled
features such as the command line
and PowerShell, and restricted users
to installing apps from the Windows
Store to make the OS more watertight.

Windows 10 S was eventually
preinstalled on many other devices,
too, and users could switch to the full
Pro version of Windows by paying $50
to unlock their devices.

Microsoft claimed that Windows
10 S was popular with consumers
because it offered improved
“security, faster boot time, better
battery life and consistent
performance over time”.

It will now be available to anyone,
regardless of whether they are on
Home, Pro or Enterprise versions of
Windows 10. “With the next update to
Windows 10, customers can choose to
buy a new Windows 10 Home or
Windows 10 Pro PC with S mode
enabled, and commercial customers
will be able to deploy Windows 10

Windows10Sdemotedtoa“mode”
Confusion as the lightweight OS is folded into
the main Windows 10 offering

Fakecertificatesforsale

CODE-SIGNING CERTIFICATES

tell security features
within browsers and
Microsoft’s Defender
SmartScreen whether to
allow files or apps onto a
device – theoretically
showing that the code
comes from a trusted,
legitimate source.

In recent years there
has been a problem with
malware creators
compromising
certificates from legitimate
companies. Windows 10’s
SmartScreen was developed purely to
thwart rudimentary fake certificates.

But, according to new research,
there’s an emerging market where
criminals sell complex certificates in a

Enterprise with S mode
enabled,” said Joe Belfiore,
Microsoft’s corporate vice
president for Windows.

Belfiore said he
expected manufacturers
to offer hardware with
the S mode enabled by
default alongside devices
using a standard Windows
installation, but with
the possibility of switching to
S mode.

Analysts say the decision will boil
down to what applications consumers
and businesses rely on. “The whole
point of having an OS is to provide an
interface between the hardware

and the applications that
people really use – or need

to use,” said Michael
Cherry, an analyst with
Directions on Microsoft.

“So, while there may
be some users who

switch to S mode for
performance or reliability,

there will be an equal
number who switch away

from S mode because there is
not an application in the Windows

Store,” said Cherry. “The basic
trade-off with S mode may be
performance and reliability versus
ability to run older legacy apps.”

But the episode has done little
to clear the muddy waters caused by
the company’s seemingly endless
versions and branding changes. “My
original understanding of ‘Windows
as a Service’ and Windows 10 was it
was intended to get more people on
fewer versions of Windows to make
support (by Microsoft and others)
more efficient,” said Cherry. “So,
instead of having people on Vista, 7,
8, and 10, everyone would be on
Windows 10. However, while more
people are on Windows 10, now there
are still as many, if not more, versions
currently in support.”

ABOVE Windows
10 S only allows
users to install
apps from the
Windows Store

form that will
bypass these
increased security
checks. According
to researchers
from the
University of
Maryland and
Masaryk
University in the
Czech Republic,
basic bogus
certificates from
authorities such as
Comodo can be

bought from stores for just $350.
These might fool some systems, but

there’s a sliding scale of trust, with
SmartScreen requiring a certificate
and a high reputation score to let code
run unchecked. “This provides a

challenge for malware developers,”
the researchers explained in their
Issued for Abuse: Measuring the
Underground Trade in Code Signing
Certificate report. “Even when they
manage to obtain a valid signature,
if they want to go unnoticed they
need to build a reputation for the
certificate first by signing benign
programs and installing them on
many client machines.”

However, the researchers say
malware writers can pay $7,000 to
black market sellers who build a
reputation for their certificates by
acting like proper software companies
before putting them up for sale. “If the
application has a track record and is
deemed benign, then the application
launches without any warnings,” the
researchers said.

According to the report, the cause
of the problem could be malware
producers setting up shell companies
who apply legitimately for
certificates, but later use them to
peddle malware. The researchers
called on certificate authorities to
improve vetting of new clients.

Security academics warn that a key component in the fight against
malware has been compromised

certificates from legitimate 

LEFT The stripped-
down operating
system will now be
available to all
Windows users

ABOVE Criminals
are selling complex
certificates that
bypass Defender
SmartScreen
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It’s not only the Single Market that the UKwill leave in
April 2019, but the Digital Single Market (DSM).

A year into the process, the divorce plan is becoming
clearer – even if several key factors remain to be decided.
Data roaming charges, the geoblocking of digital content,
the flow of data through the UK and investment in
broadband networks are all set to be disrupted by our
departure from the DSM. Here’s what we know so far.

Mobile roaming
One of the DSM’s key achievements was an end to the
“bill shock” of mobile and data roaming, with phone
companies gouging consumers and business travellers
whowanted to stay connectedwhile abroad. Once Britain
leaves the EU, those regulations would no longer apply –
but there’s no guarantee that consumers will see a return
to high charges.

The UK’smain operators, for example, have all said they
have no plans to re-introduce charges post-Brexit. Time to
relax? Not yet. Plans can change and the industry has no
control over the wholesale charges European Union
operators may impose. In its impact assessment for leaving
the EU, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) said, “the government would be able to cap the
wholesale roaming charges that UK-based operators could
impose on EU operators for using their networks, but could
not require EU-based operators to reciprocate when UK
consumers used EU networks”.

There’s a worrying precedent here, too. In its written
evidence to the DCMS, BT pointed out that “customers of
Swiss mobile operators face significantly higher roaming

costs than customers of EU operators as the Swiss
operators do not benefit from regulated wholesale rates”.

And even if operators don’t re-introduce nominal
roaming charges, they are likely tomake up the shortfall
elsewhere. “We’ve seen a number of operators say ‘we’ll
maintain a roaming status quo and swallow the cost’,” said
Jeremy Lilley, a policymanager at industry group TechUK.
“But it’s important for people to understand that has a
knock-on effect elsewhere, whether it’s costs being passed
on to consumers or a reduction in investment in the
networks – these aren’t zero sum games.”

Content geoblocking
Another key consumer advantage of
the DSM is the promise of being able
to buy or rent digital content from
anywhere in the region – so UK
travellers canwatch Netflix or other
streaming services when abroad.

The EU plans to remove such
media borders in 2019, but experts

say there’s “still a longway to go” with implementing the
legislation, irrespective of Brexit. “Geoblocking figures
highly in conversations, and the complexities from a
content rights perspective because contracts are
negotiated within each country,” explained ChrisWood, a
video platform architect withmedia company Spicy
Mango. “What does it mean for content providers?Would
the EU overrule local agreements andwould distributors
such as Vodafone or Discovery be at risk of being sued
because content has to be distributed outside of market?”

Plans can change and
the UK-based industry
has no control over the
wholesale charges EU
operators may impose

With a year to the EU exit deadline, the potential impact on the
tech industry is becoming clearer, discovers Stewart Mitchell
With a year to the EU exit deadline, the potential impact on the With a year to the EU exit deadline, the potential impact on the 

Oneyearto
Brexit:tech’s
divorceplan
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TechUK, the UK represents 3% of global GDP,
but 11.5% of global data flows, with 75% of
data passing through the UK flowing
between Britain and the EU.

“Wewant to build on that but the way to
do that is not by breaking the ability to free flow data in to
the EU,” said Derrington. “Wewill only find success by
maintaining that and having close regulatory alignment
and then looking for business opportunities.

“We sent a letter to Liam Fox to say, ‘Look, we
understand that youwant to do trade deals, but don’t do
that if it will diverge from the free flow of data that breaks
the link to the EU.”

Broadband investment
Although officials, such as Brexit minister David Davis,
have painted Brexit as a boost to broadband because it
would allowUK taxpayer investment in infrastructure,
others believe that leaving the EU and DSMwill have a
negative impact.

“The UK is already lagging behind in terms of high-
speed broadband access and this already has a detrimental
effect on SMEs and businesses, in particular those in rural
areas,” Theresa Griffin, a LabourMEP, told PC Pro.
“Regions in the UK have previously received European
Regional Development Funds to upgrade their broadband
provision, such as Cornwall receiving £132million.”

According to Griffin, not only would leaving the DSM
pose funding problems, it could also stifle ambition, with
EU chiefs pushing targets that are far ahead of those in the
UK. “In the Digital Economy Bill, the government has set a
target for all UK citizens to have broadband speeds of
10Mbits/sec by 2017, while the EU’s target is 30Mbits/sec
by 2020,” she said. “The UK risks being left behind in terms
of internet access and the government has already
demonstrated very low ambitions for improving it.”

Being outside of the EU, however, will mean firms
operating in Britain won’t have to abide by the rules. That
could create a content silo, where British content isn’t
automatically available to the EU countries and vice versa.

Free flow of data
Hikedmobile bills and content restrictions could seem like
mere potholes if the UK can’t reach an agreement with the
EU about data controls. The EU’s principle tool for data is
the newGeneral Data Protection Regulation, which in the
UKwill sit hand in handwith the Data Protection Act.

“We absolutely need to ensure amutual adequacy
decision between the EU and the UK to ensure that free
flow of data can happen and the primeminister had
positive words on that in that Mansion House speech,” said
Lilley. “She said the UKwants to go beyond adequacy and
have a regulatory alignment with a continued role for the
UK ICO [Information Commissioner’s Office] on the EU
data protection board. That’s a key area onwhether there
are opportunities to do something different.”

But the impact report highlighted that the UKwill have
less say in the DSM policy, while still having to adhere to it.
According to TechUK, the UKwill also have to bend to the
will of the DSM, while seeking opportunities elsewhere.
“There are opportunities there, but a lot of those
opportunities aren’t worth pursuing if they outweigh the
benefits,” said Giles Derrington, head of policy for TechUK.

“There isn’t a land of milk and honey that’s better than
what we’ve got – things are going to have to change. And
we’ll have to be cleverer and see how the rest of the world
works tomitigate some of the potential downsides.”

One of those downsides is the UK ceasing to become the
port throughwhich data travels. At themoment, Britain is
a staging post between the US and the EU, partly due to
language and political ties, but also because somuch
cabling infrastructure passes through the UK. According to

Leaving the DSM isn’t the only
knock-on effect that the tech
industry will feel from Brexit. One
subject sits right at the top of the
list of concerns for British tech
companies: how freely will the
skilled workers needed by industry
be able to move between the UK
and our EU neighbours?

“People are still a huge issue,
because we still don’t know what the
migration landscape will be like or
where there are opportunities,” said
Jeremy Lilley of TechUK. “Easy
access to people and the ability to
move people around Europe if you’re
operating from the UK as your

European hub – that’s going to be an
important thing.”

Another big factor for cross-
border trade is the reclaiming of
VAT, an issue that is yet to be sorted.
It’s also unclear what tariffs may be
imposed, although IT companies
don’t expect that trade deals will
have a massive impact on software
and services. “We build software –
we don’t manufacture physical
goods – and until we have clarity
around trade and tariffs and
agreements it’s hard to say what the
impact will be,” said Wood.

“But the one thing I can say is
that the customers that we have…

say, ‘we’re
not going to
stop doing
business
with you just
because there’s a
cost of 2%’. We
are trusted partners
and people they work with are
more important than some of
those levies.”

There are potential benefits
down the line, too, not least the
opportunity to buy goods more
cheaply from China and other tech-
producing countries. Import duty on
goods entering the EU is set by

Brussels, and in
the UK that
means paying

duty on anything
more than £15.

Outside of the EU that
could change.

“At the moment, the
threshold for things coming into
the UK (or EU) is low and that
poses e-commerce challenges,”
explained Lilley. “You go to the post
office to pay £40 or whatever to
have the article released and that’s
because we have a low threshold.
The US has just increased its
threshold to $800.”

Theknownunknowns

ABOVE Cornwall
has previously
received £132
million from the
EU to improve
broadband across
the region
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The A-List The best products on
the market, as picked
by our editors

ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVES ALTERNATIVES

SMARTPHONESPREMIUM LAPTOPS

EVERYDAY LAPTOPS

This 2018 update to the all-dominant Dell
XPS 13 keeps tweaks to
the minimum:
slimmer bezels,
eighth-generation Intel
Core processors and the promise of even longer battery life are the
key benefits. Just note that Dell has embraced USB-C ports at the
expense of the old-fashioned Type-A. REVIEW Issue 284, p54

Samsung Galaxy S8
Android, 64GB, £609
from samsung.com/uk

Acer Aspire 5
A515-51
This 15.6in laptop lasted
9hrs 8mins in our tests,
and packs in plenty of
power, too. A superb
choice if you’re after an
all-rounder. £585 from
cclonline.com
REVIEW Issue 283, p82

Asus ZenBook
UX330UA
A superb 13in laptop
with a top quality screen,
Core i7-7500U processor,
8GB of RAM and a 512GB
SSD. Build quality is
great, too. £858 from
laptopsdirect.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 266, p62

The Samsung ads that claim the S8 reinvents the
phone may be a little over the top, but it has created
something beautiful. With the screen spreading
across almost every surface, including the left and
right edges, it’s stunning to behold. The price is
equally stunning, but in return you get an excellent
camera, great battery life and chart-topping speed.
REVIEW Issue 273, p74

Dell XPS 13 9370
Ultraportable from £1,249
from dell.co.uk

HP Chromebook
13 G1
A stylish and high-quality
laptop, but with Chrome OS,
not Windows. It’s fast, has
all-day battery life and won’t
look out of place in a
boardroom. £610 from
pcpro.link/271hpc
REVIEW Issue 271, p54

ALTERNATIVES

TABLETS

Apple iPad
9.7in tablet from £339
from apple.com/uk

The most basic iPad topped the rest in
our huge roundup of tablets. While the
iPad Pro models are faster and have
nicer screens, the iPad remains slick
and is still terrific value – although we
would be tempted to pay the extra £90
for 128GB of storage rather than the
32GB version.
REVIEW Issue 278, p82

Huawei
MediaPad M5
Pro
This stylish Android tablet
comes with a stylus, 64GB
of storage and plenty of
power. 4G, €499 from
huawei.com
REVIEW Issue 284, p70

Amazon Fire
HD 10
A top-quality tablet for
the price, with a 10.1in IPS
display and solid turn of
pace. Only the cameras
disappoint. 32GB, £120
from pcpro.link/279hd10
REVIEW Issue 279, p71

It was always going to take something special to
kick the Asus UX330 off the A-List – and it’s no
surprise that Asus was the one to do it, with the
UX410UA having the looks and feel of a
much more expensive
machine. Consider
upgrading to the more
expensive version with 8GB of RAM and a
256GB SSD, though. REVIEW Issue 280, p68

Asus ZenBook UX410UA
Stunning 14in budget laptop, £637
from pcpro.link/280zenbook

Scan 3XS LG17
Carbon Extreme
A brilliant 17in, 4K laptop
for demanding gamers,
with a desktop Core
i7-8700 chip, 16GB of RAM
and GeForce GTX 1080
graphics. £2,580 from
scan.co.uk/3xs
REVIEW Issue 283, p57

OnePlus 5T
OnePlus upgrades the
5 with an excellent 6in
screen, but keeps the
top-end performance,
battery life, dual-lens
camera and price. 64GB,
£449 from oneplus.net
REVIEW Issue 280, p58

Apple
iPhone 7
Despite the launch of the
iPhone 8 and iPhone X,
the iPhone 7 retains its
place as the best-value
Apple phone. 32GB, £549
from apple.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 266, p54

It was always going to take something special to 
kick the Asus UX330 off  the A-List – and it’s no 
surprise that Asus was the one to do it, with the 
UX410UA having the looks and feel of a 

expensive version with 8GB of RAM and a 
REVIEW Issue 280, p68

Asus ZenBook UX410UA
Stunning 14in budget laptop, £637
from pcpro.link/280zenbook

Lenovo Yoga 920
An ultra-thin convertible
from Lenovo that not
only looks great, and
has supreme power, but
lasted for an impressive
12 hours in our battery
tests. £1,350 from
lenovo.com REVIEW
Issue 281, p51

Microsoft
Surface Book 2
A unique and versatile
laptop with a screen
that detaches to become
a tablet – the £1,999
version is our pick of the
bunch. From £1,499 from
microsoft.com/store
REVIEW Issue 281, p48

Honor 9 Lite
A huge 18:9 display and
stylish design give this
budget phone a high-end
look. There’s even room
for a dual-camera setup
on the front. £200 from
store.hihonor.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 283, p70

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Apple iPad
Pro 10.5
With the Pencil and Smart
Keyboard, the Pro is
pricey but – for mobile
workers – it’s definitely
worth it. 64GB, £619
from apple.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 278, p89
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WORKSTATIONS

ENTHUSIAST PCs

While AMD’s Ryzen chips rule the mid-range, Scan
shows that a system based on an Intel Coffee Lake CPU
(the i7-8700) and fast GTX 1080 graphics can work to
tremendous effect. With a high-quality supporting cast,
it’s a great buy. REVIEW Issue 280, p69

PC Specialist
Enigma K7
Whether you want to explore virtual
worlds, play the latest games at 4K
or just get on with some demanding
tasks, this well-balanced system – with
a Core i5-8600K, 16GB of RAM and 6GB
GeForce GTX 1080 graphics – will serve
you well. £999 from pcspecialist.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 283, p56

Scan 3XS Gamer
Intel Coffee Lake PC, £1,650
from scan.co.uk/3xs

Apple iMac Pro
There are no major design changes,
but the new iMac Pro’s internal
components are a very different
matter. Apple creates a compelling
workstation with an octa-core Xeon
processor, AMD Radeon Pro Vega 56
graphics and 32GB of ECC memory.
From £4,899 from apple.com
REVIEW Issue 284, p50

MONITORS

Philips 276E7QDAB
The obvious sacrifice you make
for a 27in IPS panel at this price is
resolution – it’s 1,920 x 1,080 – but
it offers good all-round image
quality and looks attractive on the
desk thanks to a slimline design.
£190 from laptopsdirect.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 272, p75

Eizo FlexScan EV2450
1080p display, £294
from pcpro.link/263eizo

ENTHUSIAST/SMB NAS DRIVES

Eizo ColorEdge CG277
Spectacular image quality; stunning
colour accuracy across its 2,560 x
1,440 pixels; amazing flexibility. Just
three reasons the 27in Eizo ColorEdge
CG777 won our group test dedicated
to monitors for professionals. £1,599
from wexphotovideo.com
REVIEW Issue 260, p88

PC Specialist Apollo X02
PC Specialist provides a terrific-value
alternative with this system based
on Intel’s eight-core Core i7-7820X.
Overclocked to 4.6GHz, with support
from 32GB of 3GHz RAM and Nvidia
Quadro P4000 graphics, it proved a
solid performer in modelling tasks.
£2,500 from pcspecialist.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p83

A great-value 24in IPS display that offers
more colour-accurate images than you’ve
any right to expect at this price – and a reassuring
five-year warranty too. REVIEW Issue 263, p72

WIRELESS NETWORKING

Not the smallest nodes, but that’s for a
reason: each one crams in a dedicated 4x4 antenna array for the backhaul
alongside separate 2x2 arrays for connected clients. The result? Lighting-fast
Wi-Fi and impressively wide coverage for a reasonable price.
REVIEW Issue 282, p85

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
The best-value mesh networking
system around thanks to a price drop
from £300 to £189. For that, you get
three discs and fast, stable speeds
throughout your home. Perfect for
medium-sized houses, and it can now
be expanded with extra discs. £189
from shop.bt.com
REVIEW Issue 282, p81

TP-Link Archer
VR2800
A terrific value router, able to beam
a powerful signal throughout a
medium-sized home. Add strong
parental controls and two handy
USB 3 ports, and it’s our top choice
for people who don’t want to go the
mesh route. £182 from box.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 274, p85

Zyxel Multy X
Mesh networking, £250
from pcpro.link/282multy

An overclocked Core i9-7980XE processor, together with
64GB of 3GHz DDR memory and Nvidia’s Quadro P4000
graphics, ensured this was a great all-rounder. With a
2TB hard disk and 500GB SSD, it’s a brilliant showcase
for Intel’s top-end CPU. REVIEW Issue 281, p84

Scan 3XS WI6000 Viz
i9-7980XE workstation, £4,650
from scan.co.uk

Alienware Area-51
Threadripper Edition
We tested the ridiculous £5,299
version, with dual GeForce GTX
1080 Ti graphics cards, but if that’s
overkill – and you still want the latest
Threadripper processors – you’ll
find the Area-51 an excellent choice.
From £2,149 from dell.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p56

WIRELESS NETWORKING

Not the smallest nodes, but that’s for a 

Synology DS918+
Four-bay NAS, £505
from laptopsdirect.co.uk

Qnap TS-453Be-4G
Qnap markets the TS-453Be at
businesses rather than home
users – although, in our opinion, it’s
equally at home in both situations.
It’s straightforward to use and a
very solid performer, as well as
being extremely versatile. £515
from pcpro.link/284qnap
REVIEW Issue 284, p80

WD My Cloud EX4100
If you’re looking for a solid, speedy
NAS – particularly for a small office
– then take note of the affordable
WD My Cloud EX4100. Despite that
reasonable price, it includes four
bays, and its mid-range specification
can handle office duties well. £305
from pcpro.link/284wd1
REVIEW Issue 284, p83

NEW ENTRY NEW ENTRY NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

While all Synology’s NAS drives share the
same great OS, with all the attendant apps,
the DS918+ stole top spot in our Labs due to
its horsepower, the four available drives and the sheer
number of roles it can perform. REVIEW Issue 284, p81
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HOME OFFICE PRINTERS

WORKGROUP PRINTERS

The C600DN hit 53ppm speeds in our tests,
managing 50ppm double-sided, and produced
great results even on cheap 75gsm paper. Low
running costs of 1.1p mono and 6.4p colour only
add to its attractions. REVIEW Issue 283, p98

Kyocera Ecosys
M5526cdw
Low running costs and easy
maintenance are the key factors
here, with 1.3p per mono page and
9p for colour. Print quality is great
too, even if you’re kept waiting a
little longer for 600dpi prints.
£339 from printerland.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 279, p101

Brother HL-L9310CDW
If you can’t quite afford the Xerox
VersaLink C600DN, consider this
good-value rival from Brother. This
colour laser provides great output
quality, low running costs (1.1p/7.8p),
speeds of up to 32ppm, and plenty of
security features. £432 exc VAT from
printerbase.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 283, p94

Xerox VersaLink C600DN
Colour laser, £734 exc VAT
from printerland.co.uk

A high-quality and versatile printer – it can
even print in A3 – with a tempting price, and
it won’t cost the earth to run. Provided you
have space for it, it’s a great choice for home and
small office use. REVIEW Issue 273, p84

Epson EcoTank ET-4750
If you do lots of printing then this
EcoTank is almost certainly going
to save you money, with enough ink
supplied to last 14,000 black pages
and 11,200 in colour. And, unlike
previous EcoTank printers, the image
quality is pretty good, too. £398
from pcpro.link/282epson
REVIEW Issue 282, p62

Brother MFC-J5330DW
All-in-one inkjet, £116
from pcpro.link/273bro

BUSINESS WI-FI

A brilliant router for businesses that demand
excellent security features, while its VPN
support is second to none – the price includes
support for 32 IPsec VPN tunnels. It’s worth
every penny. REVIEW Issue 258, p95

WatchGuard AP420
Not cheap, but SMBs wanting
enterprise-class wireless security and
central management will find it money
well spent. The cloud portal is one
of the best we’ve seen, performance
is great and WatchGuard’s WIPS
delivers smart wireless security. £648
exc VAT from broadbandbuyer.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p97

Cape Networks
Wireless Sensor
The perfect wireless monitoring
solution for SMBs thanks to a superbly
designed cloud portal, packed with
information, for a very tempting price.
A huge range of network and service
monitor features also impress. £650
exc VAT from irisnetworks.com
REVIEW Issue 279, p104

DrayTek Vigor 2860Ln
Secure router, £328 exc VAT
from comms-express.com

SCANNERS

A brilliant choice for heavy workloads,
the DocuMate 6440 hit speeds of nearly
70ppm in our tests. It also has a large
ADF and versatile software.
REVIEW Issue 278, p98

Brother ADS-3000N
Aimed at mid-sized workgroups,
the ADS-3000N is a solid deal: it
supports both USB and Gigabit
Ethernet network connections, while
offering 50ppm scan speeds, a robust
5,000-page daily duty cycle and a
generous software package. £384
exc VAT from pcpro.link/278ads
REVIEW Issue 278, p94

Xerox DocuMate 6440
USB scanner, £386 exc VAT
from printerbase.co.uk

Oki C332dn
If you’re looking for a budget-priced
A4 colour laser printer, stop your
search: you won’t find one for less than
this network-ready desktop model.
With 30ppm mono and 26ppm colour
speeds, only high running costs (2p
mono/11.4p colour) count against it.
£119 from okidirect.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 283, p97

support is second to none – the price includes 

WatchGuard AP420
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Plustek SmartOffice
PL4080
Looking for a low-cost flatbed
scanner? The PL4080 fits the bill
nicely, combining a fast 40ppm duplex
ADF with an A4 flatbed scanner.
With Plustek’s intuitive DocAction
software thrown in, it’s a great buy.
£296 exc VAT from cvpdigital.com
REVIEW Issue 278, p97

VIDEOCONFERENCING

This kit provides everything for a small business, with no need to hook
it up to a laptop or mobile. It’s flexible when it comes to positioning and
won’t be beaten for features or audio quality. REVIEW Issue 275, p98

Lifesize Icon 450
and Phone HD
The price is steep, but this complete
VC solution makes high-quality video
conferencing a walk in the park – it’s
impressively easy to deploy and use,
while the audio quality delivered by
the four built-in mics was top notch.
£3,462 exc VAT from uk.insight.com
REVIEW Issue 275, p96

Logitech
ConferenceCam
Connect
If you need a portable solution for
smaller rooms, this sleek device
can be set up in seconds. Despite
its size, it can’t be faulted for quality
and the price is right, too. £225
exc VAT from pcpro.link/275log
REVIEW Issue 275, p97

Polycom RealPresence Trio
8800 Collaboration Kit
Full VC kit, £1,417 exc VAT
from pcpro.link/275poly

This kit provides everything for a small business, with no need to hook 
it up to a laptop or mobile. It’s fl exible when it comes to positioning and 

Polycom RealPresence Trio 
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SECURITY SOFTWARE PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE CREATIVITY SOFTWARE
Bitdefender Internet Security 2018
A stellar selection of extras
including ransomware protection,
along with rock-solid antivirus
protection, makes this our top
choice for 2018. 3 devices, 1yr, £25 from
bitdefender.co.uk REVIEW Issue 279, p85

Avast Free
Antivirus
We recommend dumping
Windows Defender, but if
you don’t want to spend
a penny then Avast’s
superb protection makes
it the best choice. Just
ignore the inevitable,
relentless upsell. Free
from avast.com
REVIEW Issue 279, p84

Kaspersky
Internet
Security 2018
The best choice for power
users and tinkerers, with
little different from last
year’s offering – but with
so many features already,
that’s fine by us. 3 devices,
1yr, £25 inc VAT from
pcpro.link/279kas
REVIEW Issue 279, p86

Microsoft Office 2016
We’ll be honest: there’s very
little here for anyone upgrading from Office
2013. However, this is still the best office suite for
professionals.
Home & Student, £75 from pcpro.link/254off
REVIEW Issue 254, p62

LibreOffice 5
The interface looks
a little dated, and the
lack of collaboration
features is a shame. But
interoperability with
Word and Excel is better
than ever, making this
a fine upgrade if you
don’t want to pay. Free
from libreoffice.org
REVIEW alphr.com

Scrivener
A brilliant package for
serious writers: not
only a word processor,
but a tool that helps you
organise your ideas and
manage the process of
composition from start
to finish. Expensive, but a
trial is available. £32 from
literatureandlatte.com
REVIEW alphr.com

Adobe Creative Cloud
Adobe entrenches its position as an
indispensable resource for creative professionals,
with useful upgrades to the core print-orientated
apps such as Photoshop, and exciting new additions
for digital designers too. Complete plan, £50/mth
from adobe.com/uk REVIEW Issue 268, p72

Serif Affinity
Photo
Don’t be fooled by the low
price: this is a serious
rival to Adobe Photoshop
in terms of features,
even if it does require a
hefty system to make it
fly. Even professionals
should give it a look. £49
from affinity.serif.com
REVIEW Issue 271, p72

CyberLink
PowerDirector
16 Ultra
An excellent tool for 360
video production and
also a fine choice for
normal video, with
powerful plugins that
boost it yet further. Not
cheap but worth it. £53
from pcpro.link/278cyb
REVIEW Issue 278, p73

RACK SERVERS PEDESTAL SERVERS SECURITY
Broadberry CyberServe
Xeon SP1-208S
It may only have a single CPU socket, but this is a big
rack server with a Xeon Silver lining. It’s a good
option for SMBs, with plenty of room to grow and
the ability to keep costs down by choosing your
own storage devices. £1,995 exc VAT from
broadberry.co.uk REVIEW Issue 284, p94

WatchGuard Firebox T30-W
Small and
medium-sized
businesses looking
for seriously strong network protection at an
affordable price will find WatchGuard’s Firebox
T30-W ticks all the right boxes. It has all the
requisite security features, can be customised to
suit and is very easy to deploy. Appliance with 1yr
Security Suite, £942 exc VAT from watchguard-
online.co.uk REVIEW Issue 273, p102

BACKUP VOIP SERVICES

Acronis Backup 12.5
New features include granular Exchange mailbox
protection and built-in ransomware protection. With
extensive virtualisation support, ease of use and
excellent value, it’s a superb choice. 3yr licence, £689
exc VAT from acronis.com REVIEW Issue 277, p100

3CX Phone System
If you want to host your own IP PBX then 3CX Phone
System does everything you could ask for. It’s easy to
install while offering an incredible range of call-handling
features for the price. 4-channel licence, £270 exc VAT
from 3cx.com REVIEW Issue 261, p94

Sipgate Team
For a harried IT manager, Sipgate Team offers all the
benefits of VoIP with none of the hassle. There’s no
minimum contract, no on-site server, and easy
management via a web portal – plus all the features
you’d expect. From £15 per month exc VAT from
sipgate.co.uk REVIEW Issue 263, p101

Lenovo ThinkSystem SR550
This is an affordable entry point to the world of Xeon
Scalable processing. The design allows you to start
small and expand as your needs grow, while the server
management features are top-class. £1,858 exc VAT
from lenovo.com REVIEW Issue 284, p98

Dell PowerEdge T130
The T130 packs a lot into its compact chassis and won’t
disturb you even in a small office, with our audio tests
measuring a noise level of only 37.9dB. Storage features
are basic, but there’s room to grow – a fine first server.
£399 exc VAT from dell.co.uk REVIEW Issue 265, p98

Panda Adaptive Defense 360
A clever cloud security solution packed with features
and priced right for SMBs. It’s easy to deploy and its
smart detection and response service hardens malware
protection. 25 seats, 1yr subscription, £1,214 exc VAT
from pandasecurity.com REVIEW Issue 273, p101

NAS APPLIANCES

Broadberry CyberStore 224S-WSS
The perfect platform for Windows Storage Server 2016
Standard, the CyberStore offers 24 hot-swap SFF drive
bays at a great price. It also provides huge expansion
potential, with seven PCI-E slots. £5,445 exc VAT from
broadberry.co.uk REVIEW Issue 274, p100

Tandberg Data RDX QuickStation 8
This speedy RDX IP SAN appliance is a great choice for
SMBs that want total control over their backups. With
space for eight SATA drives, it has the power to handle
multiple backup jobs simultaneously. £3,262 exc VAT
from bechtle.co.uk REVIEW Issue 272, p101

Qnap TS-1277
Thought AMD’s Ryzen processors were for consumer
PCs only? Qnap clearly doesn’t, as evidenced by the
eight-core 3GHz Ryzen 7 1700 inside this blisteringly fast
NAS appliance. The TS-1277 raced through our
performance tests, but impressed just as much for
deployment, data
protection features
and cloud backup.
Diskless, £2,514 exc VAT
from span.com
REVIEW Issue 283, p101

Fujitsu Server Primergy
TX1320 M3
Fujitsu’s smallest ever tower server, the
TX1320 M3 will immediately appeal to
space-poor SMBs. Despite including a
3GHz Xeon E3-1220 v6 processor and
two 1TB cold-swap hard disks, it has a
price to match its compact dimensions –
and includes plenty of business-friendly
features. As reviewed, £593 exc VAT
from lambda-tek.com REVIEW Issue 277, p97
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*Example price for a Bare Metal Server S with a standard configuration for one full month. Invoice amount plus costs for any additionally booked resources is due after one
month. No setup fee, no minimum contract period. The preparation time of eight minutes is based on the server‘s provisioning time after booking. Prices exclude 20% VAT.

NEW

SERVER
BAREMETAL

Trusted Performance.
Intel® Xeon® Processors.

1and1.co.uk
0333 336 5509

TRIAL
TRY FOR
30 DAYS1 MONTH

SHORT TERM
CONTRACTS1 CALL

SPEAKTO
AN EXPERT1

DOMAINS | MAIL | HOSTING | eCOMMERCE | SERVERS

Next Generation: 1&1 Bare Metal Server
High-performance, dedicated hardware – flexible and expandable!

NEW: Dedicated server with cloud features
Ready to go in 8 minutes
Flexible billing model, precise to the minute
100% enterprise hardware
Latest Intel® Xeon® E3 v6 Processors
Individual firewall configurations
24/7 expert server support

Dedicated server
with cloud features

£49.99from /month*
excl. 20% VAT
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Profile

RIGHT Smartbox’s
devices are often a
primary means of
communication, so it’s
vital that they have
all-day battery life

Smartbox is a
family-owned
business that
makes assistive
devices and
software for
people with
disabilities.

LOCATION
Great Malvern,
Worcestershire

FOUNDED 2006

EMPLOYEES 70

WEBSITE
thinksmartbox.
com

KEY FACTS What are you looking for from your next tablet?
A high-resolution screen? Decent battery life? A
set of speakers that don’t make Netflix sound

like it’s being broadcast from inside a biscuit tin?
The list of requirements from Smartbox’s customers is

very different. They need truly all-day battery life – not
the ten hours or so that many manufacturers deem long
enough to market as a “day” – because their tablet is their
primary means of communication. Regular tablet battery
life would mean losing their voice at 4pm every afternoon.

And they don’t just need speakers that can make
Stranger Things sound reasonable, they need speakers that
make their voice heard across a crowded room or in the
middle of a bustling train station.

Smartbox isn’t making a rival to the iPad. It’s making
tablets, software and other products for people who rely on
technology for much more than keeping up with Twitter
and YouTube. This is genuinely life-changing technology.

Family business
Smartbox, like many great technology firms, was founded
in a back bedroom. Managing director Paul Hawes had
been working on assistive technology since the late 1970s,
helping to create the first European deaf communicating
terminall; this allowed the hard of hearing to type
conversations over the phone for the first time. Hawes
went on to work for the government on projects such as

helping deaf people use email (long before the days of
widespread internet access) and with a charity that
adapted computers for people with disabilities.

Eventually, on Independence Day in July 2000, Hawes
decided to break free. Having spent his evenings plugging
away in the back bedroom on several assistive software
packages, he left the charity to start his own business,
Sensory Software. In 2006, Sensory Software morphed
into Smartbox, a business focused not only on assistive
software, but the hardware to go with it.

“We started as a family,” said Dougal Hawes, Paul’s son
and the business development director at Smartbox. Mum
Alison is a non-executive director and brother Barney is
the technical director, meaning the immediate family fill
four of the six board-level roles within the firm. “We
started with a bit of software that ran on Windows and
enabled disabled people without speech to communicate
to a Windows computer.” Now the company designs and
distributes its own hardware.

Smartbox provides equipment for people right across
the disability spectrum. The company caters for those who
are born with a disability and people who acquire one
throughout their life, and both have very different needs.
“If you’re born with a disability that means you can’t
speak… you may well have an access issue as well,” Hawes
explained. “You can’t use a touchscreen, you probably
can’t use a mouse, so how are you going to operate the
device? That’s one of the big things we solve.”

The problems aren’t only physical – people born with a
speech disability aren’t gifted with literacy. “The solutions
we develop have to enable people who aren’t literate to
communicate, but also to develop their literacy so they end
up being able to spell and do all the other things that
involves later in their lives.”

At the other end of the spectrum, people such as
Stephen Hawking with an acquired disability are already
literate but have other needs. “He doesn’t need symbols to
help him communicate, he doesn’t need to develop
literacy, he just wants to be as efficient as possible,” said
Hawes, stressing that Smartbox doesn’t actually provide
the equipment for professor Hawking.

Taking charge of the tech
Hawes says the emergence of mainstream consumer
tablets such as the iPad have helped enormously to

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

Smartbox
Designing computers for the disabled comes with its
own challenges – and enormous rewards – for one British
family-owned business
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ABOVE Smartbox has
grown from one family
to 70 employees, half
of whom work at the
company’s HQ in
Great Malvern

What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could be
profiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

Our users don’t buy the
technology because they
like technology, they get
the technology because
they absolutely need it

improve the hardware for disabled people, too. “When we
first started, there were tablet computers around, but they
were typically very bulky, the touchscreens weren’t
particularly good, they didn’t have great battery life, they
weren’t particularly quick – there were a lot of challenges
there,” he said.

“We’ve been able to use tablets a lot over the years to
make a device. Now we’ve gone beyond that and make our
own tablets that are all bespoke for the job.”

How does one of Smartbox’s products differ from a
conventional iPad or Windows tablet? Amplification is a
key feature. “An off-the-shelf tablet might sound loud
when you’re in your bedroom, but take that into a school
playground or busy street and you can’t hear it.”

Enhanced battery life is another must-have. “Our latest
device has a 140-watt-hour battery, so it will work all day
and often with a hot-swap [battery], so if someone is using
it really intensively they can switch over,” Hawes said.

Additional hardware such as wheelchair mounting
plates, eye-tracking devices (for those who can’t move
their limbs) or switches are all supported on the latest
Smartbox-designed devices. “It’s about being able to
design for user need, rather than building around the
technology that exists for a consumer market,” said Hawes

of the advantages of taking
production in-house. “That’s a
huge difference and it’s obviously
really valuable to our users that
we’re able to make things exactly
as they need them to work.”

Meeting needs rather
than wants
Smartbox undertakes a lot of user

testing to identify the precise needs of its customers. And it
really boils down to needs, rather than craving the latest
and greatest features from the general consumer market.
“One of the key things for our users is they don’t buy the
technology because they like technology, they get the
technology because they absolutely need it,” said Hawes.

Some customers are nervous around the devices – often
because they’ve not been exposed to technology in the
same way toddlers are handed tablets these days – and that
requires a different set of design considerations. “The sort
of things we’ll see are people trying to put the power cable
into the headphone socket,” Hawes explained. “Or they get
a USB device and they just don’t know where to put it in
the machine. So, we have colour-coded ports and cables.”

Everyday software also requires a rethink. “There may
be people who’ve never used email before,” Hawes says of

his customers. “If you put them in front of Gmail or
Outlook it would be totally overwhelming and too
difficult. So, we have to spend a lot of time on UI to make
things as easy as possible.”

The device has to be truly multipurpose, too. Physically
disabled people can’t easily switch between tablets,
smartphones and other devices to perform different tasks.
Hence the Smartbox devices will cover the full gamut of
communications – from SMS messaging, to Twitter, to
WhatsApp – as well as some more unusual functions for
tablet computers. “They’ve got an infrared receiver and
transmitter built in, so they can operate their television,”
Hawes said. “There’s also a radio transmitter in there so
they can operate different sockets and alarms. They might
plug a lamp into the socket and turn their lights on, and the
alarm [is there to provide] safety in the home, so they can
alert people when they need help.”

If that all sounds very Alexa, Smartbox has got voice
assistants covered, too. “We’ve got resources that will talk
to Amazon Echo or Google Home,” he said. “You press one
button on the screen and it will read the whole command
out to your Echo and play music or whatever else. That sort
of feature makes a huge difference to people.”

Extended family
The company has expanded well beyond the family home
since the start of the millennium. Smartbox now has
70 staff, about half of whom are based at the firm’s Great
Malvern headquarters. There’s a development and
marketing office in Bristol, a US office in Pittsburgh and
“people dotted over the States”.

Worcestershire’s not exactly a hotbed of tech
development, I rather patronisingly put to Hawes as the
interview concludes. How hard does the company find it to
recruit and retain staff? “We have absolutely incredible
staff retention rates,” he fired back, instantly. “People
don’t want to leave when they’re in this industry, it feels
like a really special place to be because you get to work
with the latest technology and you’re genuinely changing
lives with it every day. It’s very motivating and that allows
us to achieve great things with a relatively small team.”It’s
not where you are, it’s what you know. BARRY COLLINS
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Viewpoints
PC Pro readers and experts give their views on the world of technology

I’ve been on the
security beat at
PC Pro for a good few
years now. Indeed,
when I first came
to the wonderful
world of antivirus,
Windows didn’t have
any sort of built-in
protection, and a
great many people
simply went without.
“As long as you’re
careful and don’t
visit dodgy sites,
there’s nothing to

worry about,” ran the receivedwisdom – but
it was entirely untrue. As I’ve argued in
features over the years, antivirus software
was necessary then, and it’s necessary now.

The thing is, you have to trust your chosen
security suite. Historically, we’ve tested
antivirus tools by pitting them against a
deluge of real-worldmalware and seeing
howmany nasties they block. But trust isn’t
just about knowing that a package will
protect you from specific threats.

To explain what I mean by that, it’s time
forme tomake a confession. Over the years,
I’ve amassed amodest collection of “hacking
tools” – little scripts and patches that strip
the copy-protection from various bits of
commercial software. It’s not something I
tend to advertise; I know how it looks.

Darien Graham-Smith is
PC Pro’s associate editor.
He used to dream of being
a hacker – now he’s just
a hack.

@dariengs

Butmy conscience is clear. Because, for
better or worse, manymodern applications
won’t work properly without some sort of
activation or online authorisation. Andwhen
a critical part of our benchmarking suite
insists that it can’t reach its activation server,
or decides that I’ve registered it toomany
times, and that I need to ask customer service
to reset my account, it can completely wreck
a tight production schedule. So I’ve stopped
playing along: we have a legitimate licence,
and if you’re going to be obstructive about
my product key, I’m just going to feed you a
fake one and get onwithmy job.

That’s the principle, anyway. However,
when I’ve actually tried to use one of these
tools, I’ve often been undermined bymy own
security software. TakeWindows Defender,
for example: as soon as it spots a patcher
or key generator, it leaps in and cries “a
hacking tool! Let me save you from this
horrific threat!” Cue a tiresome process of
temporarily whitelisting the offending item
before I’m allowed to run it – assuming it
hasn’t already been deleted.

Of course, youmight believe that this
intrusion is for my own good. Little hacks
that you download from the internet can
indeed have Trojan-like characteristics.
These days, I wouldn’t be at all surprised if

half of them contained Bitcoinminers. Yet
it’s funny: after I’ve insisted on running one
of these hacking tools, a subsequent system
scan never seems to find anythingmalicious
left behind inmemory, or onmy hard disk.
So is Microsoft actually looking out for my
security – or is it just trying to police the way
I usemy own computer?

It’s an infuriating situation, but not a new
one. In fact, to put the above into context,
I’m largely drawing on experiences from the
periodwhen I was creating and testing the
2011 PC Pro RealWorld Benchmark suite. But
it was all brought freshly tomind this month
by the experience of a chap called Graham
Marriott. A regular reader of our sister title
Computeractive, MrMarriott recently wrote
to that fine organ to voice his concern that a
piece of commercial software – Ashampoo
Driver Updater – was being flagged by his

Eset antivirus software as amalware risk. A
little digging revealed that the software in
fact blocks a whole range of system tools as
“potentially unwanted programs”. The idea
is to protect users from unscrupulous
“scareware” tools, and their amazing knack
of discovering dozens of critical system
errors that only the company’s paid-for
utilities can repair, but it seems to be a very
broad-brush treatment.

Isuppose the clue is in the name. More or
less any programmight be unwanted –
heck, I don’t want iTunes anywhere near

my system, thanks. And to be fair, Eset is far
from alone in flagging up PUPs, as they’re
known. Kaspersky is another big name that
offers the same protection, and it could be
valuable to users who aren’t quite as tech-
savvy and cynical as your average PC Pro
reader. In this specific case, the issue wasn’t
exactly that Eset had blocked the Driver
Updater installer – the issue was that it had
done so in a way that looked like a full-on
malware alert. If the warning had been a bit
clearer, MrMarriott might well have been
grateful for the heads-up.

Evidently there are some grey areas when
it comes to the role of a security suite. And
they’re about to get greyer, as Microsoft has

announced that a future update to
Windows Defender will flag up
apps that “display alarming or
coercivemessages ormisleading
content to pressure you into paying
for additional services”. This could
be a good idea, if it’s handled
thoughtfully and transparently.
Unfortunately, based onmy own
experiences withWindows

Defender – andMrMarriott’s with Eset – I
suspect it’s going to be implementedwith all
the nuance of a sledgehammer. Nevermind
the scareware, I foresee Defender popping up
“alarming and coercivemessages”, driving
users away fromwhatever applications
Microsoft deems politically incorrect.

This is whatmeanwhen I say that there’s
more to trusting a security suite than simply
believing in its effectiveness. I wouldn’t
recommend you rely onWindows Defender
at the best of times, in light of its persistently
mediocre performance inmalware tests. But
if it’s going to start making value judgments
about the software we choose to install, we
need start askingwhether it’s even genuinely
looking out for our interests. As far as I’m
concerned, Microsoft’s credibility in that
department is at rock bottom.

darien@pcpro.co.uk

Security software has an
important job, but it’s hard to trust
a tool that oversteps its role

Is Microsoft actually looking
out for my security – or is it just
trying to police the way I use my
own computer?

Block viruses
by all means,
but leave the
ethics to me
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I boughtmyself a
new smartwatch
recently, ahead of my
old Pebble turning to
stonewhen Fitbit
finally decides to
switch the servers
off. I didn’t want a
fitness tracker, but it
seems I have little
choice – themarket
for bog-standard
smartwatches has
evaporated faster
thanmy first Friday
evening pint.

And so I finally plumped for the Huawei
Watch 2 Sport, convincedmainly by a
whopping great discount that reduced its
price to £200. It’s got a battery of sensors
measuringmy heartbeat, cadence and
whether I’m pointing north or not. I pay little
or no attention to them, but they beaver
away in the background, collectingmore
data aboutmy health than I care to know. So
far today, for example, I’ve walked 4,522
steps, burned off 233kcal and climbed 54.8m,
withmy heart rate peaking at 112bpm.

None of this informationmakesmy life
richer. And yet, if it were combinedwith the
data of themillions of other smartphone or
watch owners out there – well, thenwe’ve
potentially got something very special.

Think about all the information your
phone collects. In fact, you really don’t need
to think that hard. If you’re an Android user,
go tomyaccount.google.com and have it laid
bare for you. Google knows everywhere
you’ve been, including the names of the
restaurants you ate at, the supermarkets you
visited, the coffee shop you stopped off at on
the way to work. It knowswhere work and
home are, because you’ve doubtless plugged
all that info into Google Maps before. It
knows how you got to work, how long it took
you, how fast youwalked between the

Tech loves early
adopters. They shell
out hundreds of
pounds for anything
newwithout pause,
paying to act as beta
testers. Having
something before
anyone else naturally
has appeal, but
being stingy and
cynical, I would
rather wait for the
price to fall and the
technology to prove
itself. Yet I was
tempted by the new

Amazon Echo Dot: not only did this tiny
circular puck start cheap at just £50, it was
frequently discounted to under £40 — and I
was desperate for a birthday present to give
my husband.

What amistake. There’s no question the
technology behind Alexa and its hardware
home is remarkable, but it frequently fails at
basic tasks. Rarely does it understandmy
requests on the first try – andmy Canadian
accent is hardly a challenge – and it turns on
at random, usually when the TV’s on in the
next room. Thankfully, it doesn’t laugh
maniacally, as some users have reported, but
it’s still unnerving to hear a voice in an
unoccupied kitchen: “I’m sorry, I don’t
understand the question.”

Most frustrating are its stupid decisions: I
tried to playmusic by a singer called Dan
Mangan and Alexa enabled a skill called the
“Name Game”. I argue with this machine
more than I domy husband, which just
doesn’t feel right.

Echo defenders will protest that none of
those problems are deal breakers; they’re

station and your office – and if you’ve got a
smartwatch on, it can tell you how fast your
pulse was racing when you got there.

And that’s only the information collected
by relatively dumb devices.We now have all
kinds of digital medical instruments feeding
data to our smartphones. A diabetic friend
of mine has a glucosemonitoring device
permanently affixed to his upper arm.When
hewants to check his glucose levels, he
presses a small transmitter to his arm and
takes a reading. The data is then sent
wirelessly to his iPhone. He gets both an
instant read out and historic data, helping
him to detect the peaks and troughs that
might otherwise send him into a diabetic
coma. (And no, regular readers of Jon
Honeyball’s column, I don’t mean Jon!)

As I write this very column, a story has
just broken online about a new sensor
that’s compatible with the Apple

Watch, which can detect dangerous levels
of potassium in the body. The sensor fits
into a slot on the watch strap andmonitors
the heart’s electrical activity, looking for
abnormal rhythms that are symptomatic of
excess potassium (or hyperkalaemia, as the
people whowent tomedical school call it).
Hyperkalaemia can apparently trigger heart
attacks and kidney failure, but it’s also very
tricky to spot.

Now imagine what we could dowith all
this rich data combined. Does repeated
exposure to smog in big cities increase our
risk to certain conditions? There’s strong
evidence that so-called particulatematter
increases the risk of lung cancer, but with all
the data collected from phones we could
perhaps tell if the risk was greater for those
who commuted into the city by train or by
car, or which city’s residents sufferedmost.

If, say, an NHS app let you report ailments
such as a stomach upset or diarrhoea, could
we link outbreaks of food poisoning to
specific restaurants or supermarkets? Google
already knowswhere you’ve eaten and
bought food from – it’s not amassive leap to
marry those two sets of data together and
close down every dodgy kebab shop.

It could also be used to smash a few
myths. If the location data revealed, for
instance, that those who spendmuch of their
time living close to phonemasts are nomore
susceptible to cancer than those who don’t,
the tin foil hat brigade would have to find
something else to worry about. TheDaily
Expresswould be out of business in weeks.

But it’s not confirming these links that
excites me asmuch as the chance findings
youmight discover from crunching all this
data.We still don’t knowwhat causesmany
types of cancer and other conditions. Could
studying the location, diet, heart rate, blood

glucose and othermedical data from
millions of people give us clues? It
certainly couldn’t do any harm.

Best of all, this would require
almost no effort on the part of the
participants. We’re all human data
farms already –we’re collecting all
this information, whether wewant

Barry Collins is the co-editor
of bigtechquestion.com.
He fears he’s just invented
a way to close his favourite
kebab shop.

@bazzacollins

Nicole Kobie is PC Pro’s
Futures editor. She heard
her husband screaming
at Alexa while writing this
column, so that present
was clearly a winner.

@njkobie

to or not. All that’s needed is our permission
to use it – anonymously, of course.

In the samewaywe carry donor cards to
pass organs to those who need them, we
could all become data donors, willing to hand
over our information stash to aidmedical
research. The key difference being youmight
still be alive to benefit from it, too.

barry@bigtechquestion.com

When it comes
to technology,
first isn’t
always best
Patience is preferable to bugs,
with Alexa’s evil laugh just the
latest in a line of annoying flaws

It’s time for
all of us to
become health
data donors
Farming the data we generate on
phones and smartwatches could
be the next medical breakthrough

We’re all human data farms
already – we’re collecting all this
information, whether we want
to or not
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When I was eight or
nine, one of my
Christmas presents
was an illustrated
book calledHowAnd
Why ItWorks, which
explained everything
from airliners to oil-
wells and telescopes.
It immediately
becamemy favourite.
My course in life was
set there and then. I
wanted to know how
everythingworks

– including you andme – so I became a
biochemist and then, through a series of
flukes, a computer nerd.

Books can still have that sort of effect on
me, though rarely nowadays, andwhen one
does I occasionally write about it here. The
last time it happenedwas in August 2016
when Endless FormsMost Beautiful by Sean
B. Carroll overcamemy reluctance to get to
grips with Evolutionary Developmental
Biology (evo-devo). That book helpedme
understand that all living things are indeed
computational systems, but not in the naive
way that the AI brigade would have us

believe. Every living thing contains a genetic
apparatus that combines a database of
inherited features with a collection of
distributed, self-modifying, real-time
processors and 3D printers whose outputs
are flesh, blood and bones, leaves, bacterial
cell walls, as well as nerves and brains.

Well, it’s just happened again. I’d been
aware for several years of a revolution in
gene editing, one that will enable us to
reprogram this system (for better or for
worse). But, as with evo-devo, I had pushed it
to the back of mymind, unwilling to tackle
themental effort needed to understand it.
What’s fortifiedme this time around is an

Patch Tuesday
is about to get
much more
interesting

small bugs in an otherwise impressive
technology. However, they show that the
system isn’t anywhere near finished – Alexa
and Echo are at best beta products, not fit for
store shelves. Indeed, I’m just about ready
to rehome the useless little puck into our
junk drawer.

That doesn’t bother Amazon – it already
has ourmoney – but whenmy friends and
family ask if they should invest in an Echo
with Alexa, I tell them not to bother. There
are plenty of ways to be frustrated for free,
after all. The giant technology companies
love early adopters because they act as
evangelists for the product, but if the gadget
is released underbaked, they’re not going to
be helping sales.

Amazonmay not need nor wantmy
marketing assistance, as it reportedly sold
millions of Alexa-haunted plastic over the
all-important Christmas holiday season, but
if it doesn’t improve the “skills” on offer,
make the voice-assistant less anger-
inducing, and iron out bugs such as crazed
laughter, many of thosemillions of people
gifted an Echomay not bother to pay to
replace it. After all, whywould you splash
out on upgrading amachine that bores,
frustrates or terrifies?

Amazon is hardly the only tech firm to
launch too early, and at least Alexa does sort
of work. Google Glass, by contrast, was
astonishingly terrible. The first time I used it,
I was surprised – I thought I must be using it
wrong. To be fair to Google, it stressed that
Glass wasmerely the developer version, an
early beta – but announcing it with skydivers
certainlymade the augmented reality
headset’s arrival feel like a consumer launch.
The idea of AR glasses is sound – particularly
for specific industrial uses – but Google Glass
was ahead of its time. That may sound like
praise, but it isn’t: Google Glass quite
possibly set back the entire augmented
realitymarket by someway.

Another idea that was pushed too soon
were chatbots – every single bot I tried a
year ago did nothing other than kill my
enthusiasm for the idea. I’m sure there are
plenty of useful bots, but theywere served up
before theywere done baking, and now I’ve
got a bad taste inmymouth.

Smart developers and engineers need to
learn to pace themselves andwait for
technology to catch upwith their ideas.
Release too early, andwe’ll be put off —
something to keep inmind for everyone
working on future tech, be it driverless cars,
blockchain or virtual reality headsets. By all
means, let us have a go and beta test, but
please iron out the bugs before you ask us for
our payment cards. Don’t kill a good idea
with impatience.

work@nicolekobie.com

article (pcpro.link/284lrb) in the London
Review of Books by Dr Rupert Beale, which
explains the new techniques of CRISPR.

Beale researches bacteriophages, viruses
that infect bacteria. It was work on phages
around 20 years ago (by a Danish industrial
yoghurt company among others) that
triggered this revolution. Bacteria, though
just single cells, have evolved a very simple
immune system –whenever they survive a
phage attack, they snapshot a chunk of its
genetic sequence into their ownDNA as a
memory of the crime. In any future infection,
a bacterium can recognise that sequence and
use an enzyme called Cas9 to snip it out, thus
killing the phage. These snapshots consist of
“clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats” – CRISPR for short.

Those of you involved in computer
security (hi Davey) might recognise
this as much the samemechanism used

by AV software to detect computer viruses
from their “signature” code sequence.
Molecular geneticists can now deploy the
combination of CRISPR and Cas9 as tools to
cut-and-paste gene sequences into the DNA
of other creatures besides bacteria, up to and
including homo sapiens.

In practice, they don’t actually snip out
target genes but rather disable them: Cas9
cuts the DNA strand but the host cell repairs
it, over and again until it makes amistake so
that the gene stops working. Knock out all
20,000 genes in the human genome one at a
time and you can build a vast library of
gene-removed cells, for example ,to test
cancer chemotherapy drugs by finding
which genes are involved in a response.

As Beale explains: “With CRISPR-Cas9
techniques we can kill genes, switch them on
and, if we are lucky, replace bits of one gene
with another. It doesn’t stop there: the
guidance system can be employed to perform
almost any function that can be bolted onto a
protein.” In other words, CRISPRwill make it
possible to directly code the human genome,

andwe’ll soon be seeing patches
that cure specific genetic diseases,
add resistance to infections and
more. Patch Tuesday could
become something you do at your
local clinic as well as on your PC.

Of course the risks, as well as
the benefits, of patchingwill
quickly become apparent
(hopefully theywon’t be as bad as

Windows 10). CRISPR has become big
business and there are ongoing squabbles
over the patent rights between various
corporations and universities. Jennifer
Doudna, a leading CRISPR researcher at UC
Berkeley, in her excellent bookA Crack in
Creation, tackles some of the ethical issues
that will arise as we supplant “the deaf dumb
and blind system that has shaped genetic
material on our planet for eons and replace it
with a conscious intentional system of
human directed evolution”. If GM lettuces
created a worldwide protest, expect way
more at the prospect of GM babies.

dick@dickpountain.co.uk

CRISPR will make it possible to
directly code the human genome,
and we’ll soon be seeing patches
that cure genetic diseases

In the same way AV software spots
threats, we could soon benefit
from superpowered gene editing

Dick Pountain is editorial
fellow of PC Pro. He won’t
be enabling automatic
updates once CRISPR
patches become available.
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from email and the web
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Email signing
I endorse Tim Watson’s letter
suggesting an article on email security
(see issue 283, p29). I’m also
encouraged that email signing seems
to have taken root in Jon Honeyball’s
influential mind. However, Tim seems
impressed by the DKIM initiative
which is, sadly, too little way too late.
All it does is certify that an email
comes from the domain it purports to
come from. It only addresses the class
of fraud that persuades the recipient
to click on a link and, even then, it can
easily be circumvented by registering
and certifying a close variant of the
target domain. Furthermore, there is

no easy way for a recipient to establish
if DKIM has been applied, so it fails to
provide either a positive or negative
basis of trust.

As I suggested in my original letter
(see issue 281, p28), what is needed is
end-to-end signing with certificates
that represent legally protected,
publicly recognisable properties such
as registered trademarks and
company numbers. Email clients need
to display this information inside a
distinctive visual envelope, and we
can then set about educating the
public to disregard any identity claims
made outside the envelope similar to
what has been achieved with the lock
icon in web browsers.

And Jon is right, why is it so damn
difficult (and expensive) to get signing
certificates that represent actually
useful claims? I am a member of the
Institution of Engineering
and Technology
(IET), which issues
paper certificates
of professional
qualifications. I have
tried to convince it
several times –
without any success
– to extend this to
cryptographic
certificates. Similarly,
my bank has verified

my identity for money laundering
regulations, so why can’t it provide
me with a signing certificate?
JohnHind

VPN: Very possibly nosy?
I read your feature on choosing a VPN
with interest (see issue 283, p46), but
it’s left me with questions. First, how
do you know that the VPN you’ve
chosen is trustworthy? Couldn’t it be
capturing and selling your data
without your knowledge? And
second, doesn’t using a VPN just alert
the authorities to the fact you might
be up to no good? Oscar Louis

Nik Rawlinson replies:
There are many legitimate
uses for a VPN. Crucially,
using one on a public
network means any data
that passes over the air is
encrypted, and kept safe
from snooping. No
“authority” could argue
against this. VPNs are
outlawed in some
countries, but usually as
part of state censorship.

That said, we wouldn’t recommend
using a VPN to cover up misdeeds. If you
are doing anything illegal, this could be
clocked and reported by your provider,
which leads us back to your first question.

You can never know for sure what your
VPN provider is doing with your data when
it passes through its servers, but the same
is true of your ISP and whichever mobile
network provides your data connection.
Pick a reputable, paid-for service that’s
had good reviews, and be prepared to
move if necessary.

Money well spent
I notice with interest that you’re
planning to run comparisons between
Microsoft Office and the various “free”
alternatives in next month’s PC Pro
[see p30]. I have no doubt that the
article is already written, but you
might be interested in my experiences
doing the same comparison.

We have at home three computers
of varying age on which we run an
ancient version of Microsoft Office
(2003) to our complete satisfaction.
Our printers and scanners are a Canon
Pixma MP970 inkjet and a Samsung
C1860 colour laser.

Starletter
Whilst I agreed with many of the points in “The identity
mystery: single sign-on and your business” (see issue
282, p102), I was surprised there was virtually no
mention of single sign-on (SSO) itself. Although there
is an overlap in functionality, the article also seemed
to blur the distinction between web password
managers and SSO.

Password managers, including LastPass,
Dashlane, RoboForm and 1Password, let users
manage multiple identities through a single tool. SSO
or identity management solutions use standards-
based approaches such as Security Assertion
Markup Language (SAML) to provide a single identity
across multiple web-based services. Examples of
companies with SSO products include Okta,
Microsoft, Centrify and SecureAuth.

Organisations with an existing on-site directory
service, such as Active Directory (AD), will typically
use a single sign-on solution so that users can
authenticate to web-based services with their AD
credentials. Their AD account becomes a single,
federated identity that can be used across multiple
online applications. Some SSO products even have
their own directories, removing the requirement to
integrate with an on-site directory service and
allowing identity management to be moved
completely to the cloud.

Most SSO
solutions support features including password
reset, two-step verification (2SV) or multi-factor
authentication (MFA). They also provide advanced
security functionality – for example, allowing you to
block users from logging in from two different
geographic locations simultaneously. Finally, many
will also do password management for those
applications that can’t be integrated via SAML, or
which organisations may choose not to integrate.

Implementing an SSO solution is arguably more
likely to provide a solid basis for security than
isolating computers on a network with software-
defined networking (SDN). As the article points out,
most office-based employees are anything but,
accessing services from a variety of different
locations and devices. Enforcing segmentation on the
office network via SDN will do little to help with that.
Andy Howell

Our star letter writer wins a copy of Serif Affinity Photo. Five years in the making, it
provides sophisticated image-editing tools and a meticulous focus on workflow.

BELOW Despite being
outlawed in certain
countries, there are
plenty of legitimate
uses for VPNs

Institution of Engineering Nik Rawlinson
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VPNs
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Protecting your privacy
online – it’s not just for
criminals and hackers.
Nik Rawlinson explains
why we should all take
steps to cover our tracks

V
irtual Private Network (VPN) technology

is perhaps best known as a sneakyway of

spoofing your location so you canwatch Netflix

US in the UK. It’s also a valuabl
e tool for any

business with amobile workforce, allowing

employees to access the com
pany network

without having toworry about remote security.

But even if you’re not trying to hid
e your location, or

log into a corporate serve
r, installing VPN software and

subscribing to a reputabl
e service is amust – because the

number of threats to your onl
ine security is growing.

For example, it’s alarmingly easy easy for criminals to

spoof aWi-Fi network, setting up a dummy hotspot that

looks like the real deal, b
ut which allows them to spy on

any data that passes betw
een the computer and the net.

Your passwords, credit card information andmore could

be at risk – and if you’re w
orking remotely, sensitive

customer information could also leak. That can
be

disastrous for your busin
ess, and it could leave you

open

to blackmail, or punitive fines for f
ailing to uphold your

data protection obligations.

VPNs reduce your exposu
re enormously, by encrypting

your connection from end to end. The data that
passes

between your laptop, tablet or pho
ne and the public

access point is secured, a
nd immune to even sophisticated

eavesdropping. It goes w
ithout saying, however, that you

do need to trust your VPN
provider. Andwith somany to

choose from, how you do pick the right one
?

O
E
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Why is it so damn
difficult to get signing
certificates that
represent actually
useful claims?

Most SSO 
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Authenticating users used to be easy: now,cross-platform cloud services make life a lotmore complicated. Steve Cassidy picks a paththrough the identity jungle

Authenticating users used to be easy: now, 

Single sign-on
and your business

personal lives, it’s been no surpriseto see passwordmanagers gainingpopularity all over the app andwebservicemarketplace.
Great, problem solved – no?Well, that was the theory. But cynicssuch asmyself weren’t at all

surprised when it emerged thatthese services had security
vulnerabilities of their own. In thesummer of 2017 we saw a spate ofaccusations that oneweb passwordmanager or another had been hackedor cracked.
Regardless of whether yourprecious identity data had actuallybeen compromised or not, this was apainful wake-up call for customers.Many had entrusted their passwordsto such systems believing this wouldallow them to stopworrying aboutsecurity scares; now they foundthemselves forced to think aboutquestions such as what happenswhen your passwordmanager getstaken offline and you don’t havepaper copies of all the passwords

you’ve loaded into it. Andwhat if youget caught without a Plan B on thedaywhen a hacker (or disgruntledstaff member) changes all thosepasswords and locks you out of yourown system?
Five years ago, one aspect of thisdiscussionwould have beenwhatmakes a good or a bad password.Today, that’s rather amoot point.First, due to the fact that folklore isthe dominant source of advice on thetopic for most people, your typicalCIO – or, as it often is, an

overstretched support junior – has tocopewith all the possible levels of
password quality
across their whole
organisation.

Secondly, it’s a fact
of life that most
companies are no
longer in a position to
fully dictate their ownpassword policies, thanks to anincreasing reliance on externalservice providers. Your companyproceduresmay state that allpasswordsmust be deposited inescrow, written in blood on vellum,

“Five years ago, one aspectof this discussion would havebeen what makes a good or abad password. Today, that’srather a moot point”

I t used to be the case that whensomeone said theywere havingan “identity crisis”, they wouldgo on to tell you about their
imaginary friend. However, this is2018 and issues of identity are allover the news – and of the utmostimportance to businesses. If you’rethe go-to person for an organisationof any size or scale, you’ll know thatproblemswith passwords have gonefrom a quiet, almost academic bit ofadmin to a headline-grabbing,company-destroying risk. So everybusiness should be asking: what arethe potential hazards, andwhat canwe do to protect ourselves?

The ID problem
Nobody can get away from the needfor passwords these days. They usedto be the preserve of the officenetwork, but now you can’t evenavoid them if you’re unemployed:benefit systemswant you to log inand prove who you are to accessyour personalised view, save yourdata and so on. And as online

security has become a growingburden, not just at work but in our

THEIDENTITY MYSTERY
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or changed every leap year: thereality comes down to the cloudoperator’s policy.

Security in the cloud
Ah yes, the cloud – the single greatestconfounding factor when it comes topassword security. At the start of thisdecade, it was still possible to talkabout “single sign-on” andmeannothingmore than granting accessto the LAN plus Active Directoryresources, and perhaps a fewHTTPservices. Meanwhile, in 2018, wehave to deal withmuch biggerchallenges of scope. Your accesssecurity systems have to work insidethe company office; in employees’homes; with the third-party servicesthat your business signs up to; withyour smartphone apps, on at leasttwo platforms; with physical tokensfor building access; on networkswhere you are a passing guest; inIPv6 environments... well, that’senough semicolons for now. You getthe picture.
Needless to say, where there’s atechnical challenge this confusing,there’s a proliferation of outsourced“solutions” that can help you get on.However, these are almost entirelyaimed at larger businesses, where adedicated individual is available tonegotiate betweenwhat the businesswants to dowith identities – theusual staff join/move/leave lifecycle– and the demandsmade by

regulations or relationships withthird parties.

And even then, recent trends inlarger business ITmake things verycomplicated. Remember, bothidentity solutions and line-of-business services tend to live in thecloud, and a lot of their appeal tocustomers is down to their ability tointeroperate with other services byway of inter-supplier APIs. So if, forexample, you’re logged into
Salesforce and hit a button to switchto another app, it’s not your PC thatforwards your credentials to the nexthost: Salesforce initiates a directconversation, server to server.We’reverymuch living in the age of thebusiness-to-business API economy– and good luckmanaging that.
Then there’s software-definednetworking (SDN) – an idea that candeliver a great security boost for yournetwork. SDN takes advantage of thefact that there’s enough computingpower floating around now for even ahumble network switch to activelyisolate, monitor andmanage thenetwork traffic generated andreceived by each individual PC. Thisis seriously useful when it comes toinfection control: after all, inmostcompany networks, PCs have next tono need to talk directly to each other– only viruses do that. SDN ensuresthat PCs only talk to the appropriateservers and routers, using rules thatrelate to the individual, rather than

to the floor or department theircomputer happens to be in.
The thing about SDN is that itrequires users to authenticate beforethey can have any sort of access tothe network. No biggie, youmightthink – users these days have beenschooled byWi-Fi to expect a loginprompt. However, if your identitybroker is in the cloud, you need awayfor users to access that before logginginto the SDN-secured network. Froman architectural perspective, theanswer is simple: just have a defaultaccess policy that lists the identityservers as always available, withoutcredentials. But that’s not quite thesame as saying that every cloud-based identity broker recognises theproblem. Many businesses undertakebig reorganisations in order to escapethe “Microsoft Trap” of server-centric networking, only to fall into amaze of incompatible authenticators,each of which is sufficiently new to

consider a three-year
product lifecycle in
this field as perfectly
normal. All of which
bringsme to another
issue: portability.

Moving your users aroundfrom service to serviceIf you’re thinking of engaging acloud-based password-managementservice, this is a key question: howeasy is it for the administrator to dodrastic things with the database ofusers and passwords? Is it possibleto upload bulk lists of users (say, onthe day your company takes overanother one) and indeed, downloadand examine such lists, looking forissues such as duplicate passwords?

“However, if your identitybroker is up in the cloud, youneed a way for users to accessthat before logging into thesecured network”

THEIDENTITY MYSTERY
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“I use it on my phone every single
moment of free time I have. I
learned Trump got elected
through it,” wrote Aidan Mitchell.
“It’s not a social aspect of life for
me, though, it’s more a place to kill
time if I’m bored”.

Andrew Benfield also used it for
reference, but less regularly. “I
use Reddit a couple of times a year
when I want to read up on a topic
beyond a Wikipedia entry.”

Others were less positive. “It’s
the embodiment of mob
psychology,” wrote David. “It’s
absolutely awful, but a necessary
evil. It rewards sensationalism
and promotes echo chambers
that potentially force people who
aren’t part of a particular
subreddit base to either be a part
of it or be ostracised.”

I’ve been experimenting with
LibreOffice version 5.3 to see if it can
replace the features of Microsoft
Office that we needwith something
more up to date. Up to now it has
fallen a longway short, particularly
with openingMicrosoft Office files
produced inWord and Excel, and
direct OCR import. Enter the
sparkling new LibreOffice version 6.

On our oldest computer, a 2008
Toshiba laptop runningWindows 7,
the results were promising, but Help
is unavailable and although I can scan
in images and export to PDF, I still
can’t find a way of doing direct OCR
into Calc andWriter. So, the winner
in this particular round remains
Microsoft Office 2003.

On the next oldest machine, a 2013
HP desktop, also runningWindows 7,
LibreOffice 6 appears to install but
refuses to run. I have had to go back
to version 5 on this machine, where I
can now do some of what I need
except openMicrosoft files
satisfactorily and direct OCR to Calc
andWriter Once again, Microsoft
Office 2003 is the winner.

On the newest machine, a 2015
Acer desktop runningWindows 7,
LibreOffice 6 installs and runs. Help is
available, but the program doesn’t
recognise the existence of either of our
scanners or printers and Help offers

no help. Hopeless. Once again,
Microsoft Office 2003wins out.
It’s been a superb investment.
Mike Gosling

Corrections & amplifications
In last month’s review of the Honor 9
Lite (see issue 283, p70) smartphone,
we stated that it didn’t include NFC.
This was incorrect. Our apologies for
this mistake.

Issue 282 saw the final sentence
chopped off the columns of two Real
World Computing contributors. Paul
Ockenden’s final sentence should
have read: “…there is good [GDPR]
training out there – it just doesn’t
pretend to be something that it isn’t.”
And in the samemonth, Davey
Winder’s concluding sentence should
have read: “Admittedly, [ClamWin] is
a bit of a pain to install as a portable
app, but it’s worth the hassle.
Download and configuration
instructions can be found here: pcpro.
link/282clam.” Apologies again!

There’s something for
everyone, and the upvote/
downvote system gives
something which other sites and
social media networks haven’t
been able to replicate
Anonymous

I find it one of the best places
to visit for up-to-date news… for
specific topics like video games
and so on, it’s somewhere I
always go
Darren

I learned there are other
people like me out there! There’s
a load of [rubbish] and so much
great content at the same time
Rob

In this issue, we’re looking at the sixth busiest site on the web: Reddit
(see p38). We wanted to see what PC Pro and Alphr.com readers thought
about it. This is what you said:

We have at home
three computers that
run Microsoft Office
2003 to our complete
satisfaction

Reddit sounds like a frog in
a library
mobailey
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Time
to dump
Office?

Office 365 promised continual
improvements, but is Microsoft
really making the core apps
better? Stuart Andrews
discovers if it’s time for loyal
subscribers to switch
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N o-one likes a stealth tax, yet that’s exactly what
some people accuse Microsoft of implementing.
While wewouldn’t want to go back to the days
of paying £400 for a single-user licence of Office
desktop software, themonthly drip of £6 to
£13 permonth starts to add up. So is Microsoft

delivering real value formoney or are we all mugs?
Make nomistake, Office 365 is a crucial part of Microsoft’s

drive towards a cloud-first future. Andwith it, profitability:
it made a $21 billion profit in 2017 compared to $12 billion in
2015, when Office 365was released. Through aggressive
pricing, marketing and a steady deprecation of the standalone
versions, Redmond has done everything in its power tomake
Office 365 the standardway to buy Office.

Sadly for Microsoft, not everyone is keen to jump on board.
The sales pitch for Office 365 has always focused on shifting
away from the big releases to a continually evolving office
suite, with new features rolling out on an almost monthly
basis. Yet, you don’t have to be a cynic to suggest that Office
365 still looks and feels an awful lot like the version that
launched three years ago, which closely resembled the one
that emerged back in 2012.

Are we paying a subscription for software that’s constantly
improving, its incremental improvements being overlooked



because we’ve forgottenwhat we
started with a few years ago? Or are
wemerely paying amonthly retainer
for the same old Office?

To find out, we’re going to delve
into Office’s features, focusing on
those that have rolled out since July
2015, when Office 2016 hit the shelves.
Are any of these features game
changers, or are they just the sort of
minor updates, fixes and cosmetic
changes that might previously have
arrived in a Service Pack?We’re also
going to look at the competition. If
Office has grown stagnant, are
Google’s G Suite and the open-source
LibreOffice catching up?

What’s changed
in Office?
If you’re a casual Office user

making light use of basic features, or
even an old-school power user with
an establishedway of working, you
might agree that Office hasn’t
changed noticeably in the past three
years. In terms of the basic look and
feel of its core features, Office 2016
wasn’t a huge leap forwards from
Office 2013, withmuch of the focus on
collaborative editing and teamwork
tools, alongside closer integration
with OneDrive and Skype.

Moreover, many of the
post-2015 enhancements
centre on current Microsoft
preoccupations, whichmay
ormay not interest you.
Many focus on the pen and
ink tools being pushed on
the company’s Surface
devices, or on support for
the 3D content tools that
camewith theWindows 10
Creators Update.

For instance, a new
customisable, portable pen
set can be used across all
Office apps on all devices,
while new ink and pencil
effects give you fresh
options for annotations,
notes and plans. You can use
a pen to select and change
objects inWord, PowerPoint
and Excel, or sketch out

rough squares, circles and blobs
before converting them into shapes in
Word. These featuresmight be game
changers if you’ve embraced the
stylus, but for those of us working on
a normal desktop or laptop, they’re
almost irrelevant.

As for 3D content, it’s interesting
that all themajor applications now
support 3Dmodels, allowing you to
pull one into a document then resize
and rotate it to your heart’s content.
But for many business users, the lack
of relevant content – or resources and
desire to create their own – is a real
sticking point. There’s good news for
2D artwork: the Remove Background
feature gives you Photoshop-style
tools that can remove a plain
background in amatter of seconds.

Other changes simply ensure that
features applymore consistently
throughout the suite. For example,
real-time collaboration features,
where you can see a document
updating, character by character, as
another editor works on it, were
restricted toWord in the initial
release. Now they’re there in Excel
and PowerPoint too, though you need
to share the files through OneDrive or
SharePoint to benefit. You can also
view and restore changes in shared
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BELOW Type in
a subject and
Researcher, which
is powered by Bing,
will bring up a list of
sources, making it
easy to get to grips
with a topic

LEFT Word’s Editor
tool is far more
than a replacement
spellchecker – used
wisely, it can
genuinely improve
your use of words

documents, making it easier to roll
back unwanted or unnecessary edits.

The helpful “Tell mewhat you
want to do” box – the stealth-Clippy
feature that tracks down features
from the search box – has also been
enhanced and rolled out across the
core applications, while the File |
Open dialog benefits fromRecent and
SharedWithMe shortcuts. All the
same, we’re not somuch talking
major new features as Service
Pack-level improvements.

Word
Domore dramatic
improvements emerge

when you drill down to the individual
applications? Let’s start withWord.
One of Office 2016’s biggest strengths
has become its use of Microsoft’s AI
andmachine learning to get you
started on commonOffice tasks or
enhance the quality of your work.
TakeWord’s Editor pane (seeWord’s
killer feature below), for example, or
the new Researcher tool.

Call the latter up from the
References tab, type in a subject,

Word’s killer feature
Word’s Editor pane replaces the old
Spelling and Grammar tool with a
more comprehensive, AI-driven
proofreader. This one doesn’t simply
pick out spelling and grammar errors:
it points out areas where your use of
language could be improved. Cynics
will point out that Microsoft has tried
similar features before, but the
Editor pane is smarter, throwing
up fewer minor grumbles and often
providing more than one suggestion.
If can you forgive its obsession with
clean, concise and unambiguous
language, it will make you think
about your writing.
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BELOW The best
of PowerPoint’s
new features are
the Design Ideas
templates, Smart
Lookup – which
provides useful
reference material
– and the ability to
import 3D models
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and Bingwill go away and search for
sources. From these you can pull out
notes and even quotes, with
Researcher tracking citations and
adding them automatically to the
document’s bibliography. Youmay
prefer working independently
through your browser, or youmight
trust Google to deliver stronger
sources, but Researcher can be great
for getting a head start on a topic or
searching for a relevant snippet of info
to support a key point. It’s arguably
of most use to students or journalists,
but if you spend any time trying to
pull notes together for a report or
meeting, having a built-in tool that
tracks sources and citations can be a
real time-saver.

Right next to Researcher, you’ll
find the new Smart Lookup, again
powered by Bing. Apply it to a word
or phrase and you’re presentedwith
not only a definition, butmore
in-depth explanations from a range
of different sources, alongwithmore
general web search results. Smart
Lookup isn’t always all that smart,
however. I looked up “fiesta”, in the
context of festivities, andwas shown
content around Ford’s small car and a
US grocery chain.

Other new featuresmight not set
the world alight. You can page
through longer documents like a book
instead of continuously scrolling
through them – great on a big desktop
screen, if almost useless on a laptop.
You can also add a character count to
the status bar, or view and restore
changes in shared documents without
leavingWord. Smart Quotes have
been improved to workmore
accurately around punctuation.
Meanwhile, the new Translator for
Office 365 feature is basically a
replacement for the oldMini
Translator window. On the plus side,
it’s a more effective tool, handling
longer passages and producing
reasonable working translations that
make almost perfect sense.

PowerPoint
PowerPoint hasn’t sat still
for the past few years,

either, with themost useful addition
being Designer.While no replacement
for a real designer or a strong set of
corporate templates, its Design Ideas
can transform a deck of slides into
something that looks professional.

If you’re pressed for time, the new
QuickStarter template could be
tempting. Just type in a topic and this
intelligent tool goes to workwith
the help of Bing, asking you to pick
from a selection of visual treatments
before coming backwith a suggested
structure, relevant facts to get you
started and even ideas for other areas
or points for further research. It’s a

feature that should play well with
Office 365 Home and Personal
subscribers, but is it useful in a
business context? Possibly not. It’s
one of those tools that hints at a future
where intelligent assistants dig out
ideas and insights to improve your
productivity, but at themoment it’s
more suited to the classroom than
the boardroom.

Other additions are smaller, but
potentially more useful. The new
Morph transition allows you to
duplicate a slide andmove or add
elements, thenmorph between the
original and the copywith all the
elements shifting simultaneously. It’s
a classic maximum impact, minimum
effort effect. The same is true of the
new Zoom feature. Insert a zoom
into a slide, select the slides or
sections youwant included and
PowerPoint will flick from one to the
next with a sweeping zoom in, zoom
out animation. It’s perfect for

summaries or amore kinetic,
attention-grabbing presentation.

Excel
If Word and PowerPoint
boast eye-catching new

features, Excel’s enhancements are
less immediate. Few of us thrill to the
sound of faster opening of complex
documents, improved autocomplete
or amore flexible copy feature, but all
improve basic usability, albeit in ways
that youmight not notice.

Other improvementsmakemore of
a difference when you’re dealing with
large or complex datasets in research
or enterprise. Over the past two years,
Microsoft has steadily drip-fed out
additions to the Query Editor, such as
new transformations for Adding
Columns by Example or splitting and
grouping columns tomanipulate their

PowerPoint’s
killer feature
Know what you want to say but have the
design skills of a one-armed kangaroo?
Then we have excellent news.
PowerPoint’s Designer looks at the
elements on your page before coming
back with sensible, stylish Design Ideas
that turn rough layouts into
professional-looking slides. Drop an
image or a chart into a slide, and
Designer will offer a range of different
treatments that improve on your
marsupial-fisted efforts. The tool
works effectively on both text and
image layouts, but also on other visual
elements such as charts, process
diagrams and graphs. We suspect
Microsoft has drawn inspiration from
Apple’s Keynote software…
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ABOVE Excel’s map
chart tool allows
you to compare
data – for example,
population density
– using maps
gleaned from Bing

BELOW Outlook’s
new, Google-style
Focused Inbox
view makes it easy
to quickly see your
most important
emails via a tab

data. Again, these features rely on
Microsoft’s algorithms to get Excel to
handle the grunt work, leaving you to
dig further or refine.When you do
come upwith something interesting,
closer integrationwith Power BI
makes it easier to share queries or
insights with colleagues. Of course,
not every Excel user ever touches the
Query Editor, let alone uses Power BI,
but if you do then the experience
should have improved.

Microsoft has also delivered a
couple of extra ways to visualise data
through the newmap and funnel
charts. The latter are designed to show

changes in value across multiple
stages of a pipeline or process.

Outlook
You could argue that, with
Outlook, Microsoft is

stealing Google’s tricks. The new
Focused Inbox view is one example,
borrowing fromGoogle’s Inbox, but
Outlook has also pinched Gmail’s idea
of sucking information out of your
incoming emails and using it to create
reminders or events. Gmail users will
know that this is particularly useful
for meetings and travel arrangements,
and Outlook does a reasonable job of
putting appointments, flights and
hotel reservations on your schedule
where they’ll bemore accessible,
thoughMicrosoft’s assistant isn’t

quite as smart as Google’s when it
comes to spotting and capturing the
vital info.

Vanilla Outlook 2016 introduced a
move away from sending files via
email to leaving those files in your
OneDrive cloud and sending
permissions to share, view, download
and edit. More recent changes have
made this more straightforward, by
allowing you to drag-and-drop
cloud-stored attachments as if they
were attached to the email. You can
also set permissions to these files,
ensuring that people can’t edit and
reuse them if you only want them
to view.

Finally, sales teams or smaller
businesses shouldn’t underestimate
the Office 365-exclusive Outlook
CustomerManager add-in. This
enables you to set up companies,
contacts, events and deals within a
customer-centric view, so that you
can view touchpoints, conversations,
meetings and opportunities company
by company, with all the relevant data
close to hand. It transforms Outlook
into something a little more like a
customer relationshipmanagement
tool; one that’s tracking your email
conversations and calendar events to
give you a bigger-picture view. Just be
aware, however, that it takes a while
to set up and start using, and even
more time before it starts getting to
grips with your data and throwing up
useful information.

Outlook’s
killer feature
Focused View is the key addition for the
majority of Outlook users. Like Google’s
Inbox, or indeed Microsoft’s own
excellent Outlook mobile app, it splits
incoming emails into Focused emails
that you really need to look at and Other
emails, which may not be such a
priority. The more you use it and give
feedback, the more effective it
becomes. Unfortunately, Focused View
doesn’t yet apply across all your
inboxes, with Gmail accounts being
one obvious absentee.

Microsoft has already announced that the next
standalone version of Office, dubbed Office
2019, will be landing in the second half of this
year. But don’t get excited: it’s unlikely to bring
any radical new features, instead introducing
improvements Office 365 subscribers have
already seen in the desktop versions.

Microsoft has given the clearest signal yet
that Office 2019 will the final “perpetual
licence” of Office. By perpetual it means that

you pay once and can keep on using the
software forever. Here, though, forever means
until October 2025, which is when Microsoft
says its support for the software will end.

That’s the same day support ends for Office
2016, so it doesn’t take Columbo to work out
that this could be one last fling – or thing – for
perpetual versions of Office.

Microsoft has also made it clear that it’s
gearing Office 2019 to corporate users –
consumers may not even be able to buy Office
2019, but that’s not confirmed. And even

corporates may be reluctant to bite as the
software will only be supported on Windows 10.
There’s no technical reason we know of for this,
so it appears to be a tactical decision.

In tandem with its decision to bar Office
2016 users from connecting to cloud services
such as Exchange Online and OneDrive for
Business after 13 October 2020, it’s clear that
Microsoft wants everyone to shift to Office 365.

So in answer to the question, “Office 2019:
What’s coming?”, we’d have to say “not a lot”.
From hereon in, it’s 365 or nothing.

Office 2019:
What’s coming?

Excel’skiller feature
The new Maps chart rakes maps from
Bing and visualises national or regional
data as a range of colour tones of
varying hue and/or intensity. Give Excel
geographically-related data to work
with and it will automatically pull the
map together, zooming in or out for the
best view of the area, and adding
customisable region and data labels.
It’s such a simple and effective
visualisation that you’ll wonder why
Excel hasn’t been doing it for years.
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LEFT The Explore
feature handles
different tasks in
different G Suite
apps. In Sheets, it
extracts potential
charts and
insights from the
spreadsheet data

BELOW In Slides,
the Explore feature
gives you new
layout ideas for
slides or images
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Google G Suite
Renamed fromGoogle Apps, Google’s
online office suite has become a
credible alternative to Office, with
well-integrated components and the
kind of slick, consistent interface that
Google has pursued across ChromeOS
and Android. That’s partly because
Google hasn’t tried to beat Microsoft
on breadth and depth of features, but
in areas such as collaboration and
searchwhere it already has the upper
hand. Andwhile its online nature used
to be an issue, G Suite’s offline
functionality has improvedwhile
high-speed access has grownmore
ubiquitous. Things appear to be
moving Google’s way.

Office has just about caught up
with G-Suite’s real-time collaboration
features, but Google’s still feel faster
and amore natural part of the editing
workflow. It’s incredibly easy to share
documents, edit and comment on
them together, and it’s also clear who
is doingwhat andwhere, with
improved controls over document
versions – including custom names for
milestone versions and a proper
version history.

Google Docs goes one step further
with its Suggested Edits feature.
Switch from Editingmode to
Suggestingmode and an editor can
suggest edits and deletions, which the
document’s author can review, accept
and reject. Tomake editing easier, you
can switch between a viewwith the
suggestions in and a clean, readable
versionwithout them. Anyonewho
has had to work throughmultiple
revisions of a document from different
layers of management will appreciate
howwelcome this is.

Docs has strong formatting tools

– powerful enough formost users
– although youmaymiss themore
sophisticated handling of text styles
and themes that you get withWord.
It also has an answer toWord’s new
Smart Lookup and Researcher
features in its Explore tool. Highlight
something, right-click and select
Explore, and you’ll see search results,
images and relevant content from
your Google Drive appear in the new
Explore pane to the right. If youwant
to use information from an article or
an online image, you can add citations
to your document automatically.

Explore also crops up in Sheets and
Slides. In Sheets, you can highlight a
range of cells then type in questions
using natural language and, provided
your spreadsheet has clear enough
column and row labels, Explore will
deliver the answers.Want to know
what your best-selling product was in
August across a range of stores? Just
ask. Andwhile you highlight a range,
you’ll see other
interesting data
in charts or
factoids. Sheets
has Filter and
Pivot Table tools
tomake sense of
data, but this
approachmakes
more sense for
less expert users.
Excel is still
unbeatable as a
power user’s
tool for serious
analysis, but in
terms of charts,
key formulae
and formatting
tools, Sheets is
catching up.

The competition
In Slides, the Explore tool works

more like PowerPoint’s Designer – put
it to work on a Slide and it will come
upwith alternative layouts, helping
you to get to amore polishedworking
design in less time. There are times
when Explore gets flummoxed,
throwing up nothing but a link to
information about the feature, while
Slides’ layouts and options aren’t
always as slick or sophisticated as
PowerPoint’s. Yet, Slides has other
strong suits, including decent
animations and transitions, importing
video direct from YouTube and the
ability to use voice to enter speaker
notes, which is handywhen you’re
drafting notes to gowith your
presentation.

Youwould expect Google’s apps to
play well with Gmail, Google Drive
and Google Calendar, and you can set
up an event in the latter, then attach
documents or presentations to share
during themeeting.What’s slightly
more surprising is just how nicely
G Suite plays with Office documents.
Macros andmore complex Excel or
PowerPoint features are always
going to cause problems, but the
vast majority go throughwith
their formatting, tables and
comments intact. What’s
more, you can preview and
comment on Office
documents in Drive or
Gmail using the Drive
preview feature
without opening
them up in another
application.
However, you
can’t preview
embedded
comments
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ABOVE Impress
offers a range of
templates and solid
design tools, but it
can’t help you put
your presentation
together in the way
PowerPoint and
Slides can

LEFT LibreOffice
now has its own
ribbon-style
interface, but it’s
an experimental
feature and isn’t
rolled out
consistently across
the suite

until you
open the file

within Sheets,
Slides or Docs.
G Suite isn’t a

fully-featured
alternative to Office,

but it has enough of
the core features to

cover the needs of
non-power users, and

you can add features such
as advanced grammar

checks, charts or translation
tools through add-ons. Using G

Suite is fundamentally a
different way of working, and one

that still works best in an always-
online environment where your
collaborators are also in the Google
tent. It’s not the answer for everyone,
therefore, but Google is making it
harder to ignore.

LibreOffice 6.01
Ever since the split from the
OpenOffice project, LibreOffice’s big
draw has been the promise of a free
alternative to Office, based on open
standards and open-source code, but
with equivalent power to Microsoft’s
suite. Inmanyways, version 6 holds
true to that promise, with component
applications that are dense with tools
and features, plus an emphasis on
customisation and easy expansion
through a growing range of add-ons.

The suite’s Achilles heel is a dated,
clunky look and feel – it’s easier to see
LibreOffice as a rival to Office 2003
than Office 2016. The range of
buttons, pull-downmenus, toolbars
and sidebars in each application
presents youwith a huge selection of
features and options, but you need to
knowwhat you’re doing andwhere
to findwhat you’re looking for.

The Document Foundation is
striving tomodernise, with an
experimental Ribbon-style interface
– the Notebook Bar – that does a

similar job of grouping tools and
options by context. However, there’s
a sense that this isn’t really finished,
and it’s inconsistently applied across
the suite. Collaboration is another
weakness because real-time
co-editing is only available through
an experimental, cloud-based
version, LibreOffice Online.

Writer, LibreOffice’s word
processor, is arguably themost
advanced of its core tools, and it’s a
perfectly usable and comprehensive
alternative toWord. Compatibility
withWord documents is much
improved on previous versions –
tables, images, styles and lists don’t
throw up any headaches, while
comments and revisions seem to come
through intact. But where LibreOffice
now excels in some areas, such as
handling text as it flows around a
shape or image, it still can’t match
Word for the usability of styles and
themes. Features you take for granted,
such as real-time previews of fonts
and styles as you hover over, either
aren’t there or don’t work
consistently. On the plus side, it has
all the features you need for longer

works, including citation and table of
contents tools, plus built-in export to
PDF and ePub tools.

Calc remains a very powerful
alternative to Excel, and one that’s
easy to get to grips with if you used
pre-2007 versions of Office. It has
strong data analysis features,
including pivot tables, plus effective
auditing tools. What youmiss are the
extras you get in Excel: the sparklines,
the automated styling tools, the wider
range of charts and visualisations.

Impress, meanwhile, highlights
LibreOffice’s biggest issue. It can do
most things that PowerPoint offers,
but not so easily or quickly or with
such polished results. Its templates
are dated, there’s no real help to set up
slides or presentations, and there are
limited tools for adjusting images
once in-situ. Useful content-specific
sidebars help surface themost
commonly used formatting tools, but
even these feel clunky. Andwhile you
have a decent selection of animations
and transitions, plus clear and
accessible scripting tools, you don’t
get the flashier effects or options that
you find in PowerPoint. Impress also
refused to import our MP4 or MOV
video files, although it was happy to
openWMVs.

There’s definitely an audience for
LibreOffice, coveringmore expert
users who honed their skills on Office
in the nineties and noughties, and
who have establishedways of doing
things and knowwhat theywant. For
them, it’s a functional, elegant suite
with a powerful set of features – and
its hard to arguewith the price tag.
Office file compatibility has reached a
level where you could comfortably
workwith Office-user colleagues and,
macros and advanced features aside,
not have any issues. But where
Microsoft is pushing aheadwith
automated features and Google with
collaboration, LibreOffice is
struggling to keep pace.
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look and feel, it gives youmuch of the
power of Office without the Direct Debit.

Let’s be clear: as a bundle of services
Office 365 is an excellent deal, but if you’re
only paying to use the core Office apps of
Word, Excel and PowerPoint, it might be
time for a rethink.
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S o, are you really benefitting
from that Office 365
Subscription? Based on the
incremental rollout of new

features, it depends. None of the new
features are what youmight call
game-changers. None seriously
impact everyday Office workflows or
are likely to transform theway you do
your job. In fact, if you use Office the
waymany of us do, workingwith
established tools and templates, you
might not even be aware that these
new features exist.

To balance, some are genuinely
useful. Word’s Editor is an
improvement on the old Spelling and
Grammar checkwhen you’re giving
work a read through. PowerPoint’s
Designer can help non-designers
produce better-looking slides.
Outlook’s Focused Inbox is a better
way to organise yourmail. Andwhile
Excel’s enhancements aremore
specialist, they provide similar
shortcuts for data analysis. Most of all,
these tools point to Microsoft’s wider
vision of an Office where intelligence
and automationmake it easier to get
real work done.

What’s there right nowmight not
be enough for those payingmonthly
or annual subscriptions and
wondering whyOffice isn’t evolving
faster, in which case the question is
howmuch value you’re getting from
the other benefits: the Outlook.com
email, the OneDrive storage or
SharePoint, Teams and Yammer in the
Business Premium version. If you or
your company use them, then it’s hard
to arguewith the package on value for
money. If not, Microsoft still has a way
to go before it convinces us that the “as
a service”model is really paying off.

Plus, there are alternatives.
G Suite can’t match Office
feature-for-feature, but it has
become a fantastic environment
for collaborative working, and
usability has improved
dramatically over the past
few years.While switching
to G Suite is a big
adjustment, the pricing
is competitive and the
apps keep getting
better. For personal
use, it costs you
nothing. The
same can be said
of LibreOffice,
and if you can
copewith
the dated

The verdict

Office 365 G Suite LibreOffice

EASE OF USE 5 5 3
POWER OF TOOLS 5 4 4
COLLABORATION 4 5 3
BUNDLED EXTRAS 5 4 3
VALUE FOR MONEY 4 5 5
OVERALL 5 5 4

BELOW Office 365’s great strength is its range of
bundled services, but do you use them?
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ABOVE Reddit
captures the ups
and downs of
human nature like
no other site – it
can be funny, kind,
cruel and abusive

One of the most notorious sites on the internet, and yet also
one of the kindest, Barry Collins explores the enigma of Reddit

W
hatmotivates anyone
to buy a Christmas
present for a complete
stranger? I’m not
sure, other than a

streak of innate human kindness, and
that isn’t something I’m often accused
of. Yet, there I was, withmore than
100,000 others, exchanging presents
as part of the Reddit Christmas Gift
Exchange 2017 –more out of curiosity
than anything else.

I’m paired with a youngwoman
fromNottingham, who shall remain
nameless for soon to be obvious
reasons. “I’m a little bit wacky, little
bit weird. Surpriseme. Gomental,”
the information sharedwithme in
her Q&A reveals, before adding:
“Don’t look throughmy Reddit
history. It’s embarrassing.”

Well, that’s a red rag to a bull. And
it doesn’t take long to findwhat I’m
guessing is the embarrassing stuff.
Candid revelations about sex on a
balconywith a boyfriend, andmore
disturbing posts about suicide bids as
a teenager and abusive partners. What
makes anyonewant to put this stuff
out there, least of all to practically

The very best
and the very
worst of us

signpost it to someonewho now has
their full name and home address?

And that’s Reddit in a nutshell: a
living onlinemuseum of all human
life. At its best, it’s a gathering of
people so infusedwith goodwill,
they’re prepared to send gifts to
random strangers, spend hours
colourising old photos of other
members’ dead relatives or even talk
others out of taking their own life.

However, there’s also a darker,
seedier side. Notmy giftee’s frank
confessions, but entire subreddits
(see Reddit lingo boxout) devoted to

sharing pornographic
videos where the
actor’s face is
convincingly replaced
with that of a celebrity,
or “jailbait” photos of
underage females. Both
only removed after
media firestorms.

“We stand for free
speech,” said the
former Reddit CEO
YishanWong. “This
means we are not going
to ban distasteful

subreddits. Wewill not ban legal
content even if we find it odious or if
we personally condemn it.”

Is Reddit any better or worse
than the sum of its millions of parts
– that is, us?

A random snapshot
Reddit is perhaps themost eclectic
site on the entire internet. So it’s
fitting that the fifth link in from the
top left of the website is labelled
RANDOM: clicking it will plunge you
into one of the 1.2 million subreddits
on the site.

Reddit
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Reddit lingo
If you’re going to spend time on
Reddit, you need to understand its
jargon. Here are the key terms
you’ll need to know:

Subreddit A forum devoted
to a particular topic on Reddit,
which can be as broad as
“technology” or as specific as
“CatsStandingUp” – a subreddit
devoted to pictures of cats on their
hind legs. Subreddit nomenclature
is /r/nameofsubreddit

KarmaReddit’s reward
system. You can earn a point of
karma when your posts or
comments are liked, and are a
deducted a point when you’re
downvoted. Karma is broken into
Post karma and Comment karma.
Your Post karma score is displayed
after your name in the top
right-hand corner of the homepage
when you’re logged in.

Gold Reddit’s premium
membership scheme. It affords
features such as no ads, themes,
custom avatars and more for $30
a year. You can also gift gold to
other users if they’ve made a post
or comment that you’ve found
particularly useful.

FlairFlair comes in many forms.
There’s user flair, where you can
click the edit button next to your
username on certain subreddits
and give yourself one of several
pre-determined labels (such as
“General” in a subreddit about
Call of Duty). Then there’s Link
Flair, which is often used to
categorise posts within a
subreddit (think “grooming” in a
dogs subreddit). Flair is handled
differently in each subreddit,
according to rules set by that
subreddit’s mods.

I click on the button and these are
the first three subreddits to appear.
The first is /r/BeforeNAfterAdoption,
“a place to share the amazing
difference a loving family canmake on
an abandoned ormistreated animal,”
and is full of people gushing over
cute animal photos. Cat pics on the
internet, who’d have thunk it?

The next subreddit is more left
field. Called /r/delusionalcraigslist,
it’s devoted to highlighting over-
optimistic sellers from the online car
boot sale – the kind of people who
attempt to sell ten-year-old beds for
$5,000. It’s niche, certainly, but with
40,000-odd subscribers and a regular
stream of new posts, there is no
shortage of people willing to shame
sellers of used false teeth (bids start at
$15) or heavily soiledmattresses ($70,
no timewasters).

The third is borderline disturbing.
/r/RegularRevenge is a subreddit
devoted to ostensibly real-life
anecdotes with a “form of revenge or
karma in them”. Over 20,000
“revenge enthusiasts” subscribe to
this litany of tales about shooting
farmers’ cows or threatening
childhood bullies. Most of it stays just
the right side of themoral line, but it’s
a strange old world where people
actively seek out stories of revenge
like Agatha Christie novels.

The problem – or plausible
deniability on Reddit’s part – is that
anyone can set up a subreddit once
they’ve had an account for 30 days
and have a sufficient quantity of
“positive karma”, the site’s reward
scheme formaking comments and
posts. Subreddits must not contain
pictures of violence, gore or anything

“We are not going to ban distasteful
subreddits. We will not ban legal
content even if we find it odious”

illegal, although that didn’t stop fake
celebrity porn appearing. As the site’s
FAQ explains: “If the subreddit is
participating in legal activities, it will
stay despite your qualms about its
contents, due to the diversity of
Reddit’s users and themany things
everyone finds offensive.”

And so I, for example, am now
themoderator of a subreddit called
/r/pcproreaders – created for no other
reason than because I could, but
you’re welcome to hop aboard. I can
kick you out for no reason, nuke your
comments on awhim or let as much of
your offensive waffle go as I like, and
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LEFT Reddit can
also be altruistic –
more than 100,000
users exchanged
Christmas gifts
with complete
strangers last year

as long as we fly under the site-wide
mods’ radar, we’re going to be able to
publish what we like.With nearly a
million of these on the site, staying
under the radar isn’t too tricky.

A problem
with women?
Youmight think that explains why
Reddit regularly finds itself at the
centre of media stormswhen it’s
found to be publishing stuff that’s at
best unsavoury, at worst immoral. But
there have been several occasions over
the past decade when Reddit didn’t
seem particularly keen to rid itself of
unpleasant content until it was
practically forced to.

In 2008, the /r/jailbait subreddit
– a section devoted to provocative
shots of teenagers – was voted as
“subreddit of the year” in the site’s
user poll, so it can hardly have escaped
the attention of the site’s overworked
moderators. Indeed, Reddit’s then
general manager, Erik Martin,
defended the continued tolerance of
such content. “Personally I think they
are gross,” he replied when asked on
the site what he thought of jailbait and
another self-explanatory subreddit
called /r/picsofdeadkids. “[But] we’re
a free speech site with very few
exceptions (mostly personal info) and
having to stomach occasional troll
reddit like /r/picsofdeadkids or
morally questionable reddits like
jailbait are part of the price of free
speech on a site like this.”

However, when jailbait became the
focus of a CNN report in 2011, creating
a traffic surge of 1.7 million views of
the subreddit in a single day, the
moderators decided to closed it down,
alongwith other such subreddits,
including /r/teengirls and /r/
niggerjailbait. So why did it take
Reddit three years to act andwho
decided the “price of free speech” was
exposure in themainstreammedia?

Since then, Reddit has been
involved inmore controversies,

many involving the exploitation
of women. The /r/creepshots
subreddit – a forum to post
sexualised images of women
without their knowledge – ended
upwith themoderator being
outed by Gawker and Reddit’s
then CEO defending the
subreddit, oncemore on the
grounds of free speech.

The /r/beatingwomen
subreddit was closed in 2014, but
only after moderators were
discovered to be sharing users’
personal information. And /r/
TheFappeningwas closed after a
month in September 2014, but
only after naked photos of female
celebrities such as Jennifer
Lawrence and Kate Upton had been
seen bymillions of users. A similar
controversy erupted earlier this year,
when the /r/Deepfakes subreddit of
pornographic videos that have actors’
heads convincingly superimposed on
themwaswidely exposed in the
media. Only after sites such as
PornHub had banned the videos did
Reddit decide to close the subreddit.

Why is Reddit so slow to act against
subreddits that demeanwomen in
particular? The site declined to
comment on this article.

Big-name attractions?
Despite a decade of controversies,
Reddit’s reputation remains largely
intact. Its AMAs – short for AskMe
Anything – has little trouble
pulling in big names. Barack
Obama, Stephen Hawking,
David Attenborough and
Bill Gates are among the
manywell-known
figures who’ve
submitted themselves
to an AMA grilling
over the years.
Indeed, Gates is now
the plum draw in the
Reddit Secret Santa
every year, dolling out

Xboxes and other great
gifts to a lucky recipient.

But it’s not the big
names that are the real draw
on Reddit. It’s themassed ranks
of redditors – over half a billion
monthly users – and the vast
number of topics you can
discuss that brings people back.
If you’ve got an interest in it,
Reddit’s almost certainly got
people willing to talk to you about it.
There are 31,000 Honda car
enthusiasts at /r/honda; more than
14,000 “nords” sharing dad jokes
about the game Skyrim at /r/
skyrimdadjokes; 39,635 readers
sharing their photos of and affection
for red pandas at /r/redpandas. It’s

hard to envisage a topic so niche
that it couldn’t sustain its

own subreddit. (Although
/r/pcproreaders may
stress-test that theory.)

And there’s no
shortage of acts of
generosity or
compassion that are
carried out on
Reddit, providing a
much-needed
counterbalance to the
more unpalatable

stuff. Take the teacher
who two years ago

turned to Reddit because
one of her students seemed to

“have lost almost all motivation
and joy in his life”, aside from the one
thing that made him happy –playing
Counter-Strike. “I know basically
nothing about it, but was wondering
if you folks know of anything I could
suggest to him to support this one
happy thing in his life.”

Within hours she was offered a
batch of equipment from accessories
maker Steel Series, offered a PC
pre-installed with a copy of the game
to help her play alongwith the
student, and shewas floodedwith
suggestions for eSports communities
he could join to bring him out of his

ABOVE One of our
five best subreddits
(see opposite),
/r/dataisbeautiful
is a celebration of
graphs, charts and
infographics

BELOW Over the
past few Reddit
Secret Santas, Bill
Gates has dolled
out Xboxes,
cookery books –
and a toy cow
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bubble. “I’m completely overwhelmed
(mostly in a goodway!) by the support
and suggestions, and have a lot of
thinking and casual chatting to do,”
she wrote later.

Then there are the subreddits
created specifically to reach out to
people in need, such as /r/
SuicideWatch. It acts as a tightly
moderated online support system for
people considering taking their own
life, perhaps providing someone to
talk to where none exists in real life.
The subreddit is necessarily very strict
on the kind of comments it permits: no
“tough love”, no pro-suicide posts, no
religious proselytising. And if visitors
are uncomfortable posting publicly,
even behind the easy-to-maintain veil
of Reddit anonymity, they can
privatelymessage themoderators.
“Wewill be glad to talk with you
privately, or help in any other way
that we can,” the subreddit’s
guidelines read.

Is such help effective? It’s
impossible to tell, but the number of
threads in which the original
“suicidal” poster is still engaged in
conversationwith people days after
they first posted is encouraging.

At the opposite end of the scale, it’s
the humour of the commenters – and
crucially a system that floats themost
highly voted comments to the top of
the pile – that keeps people addicted
to Reddit. “TIL [today I learned] two
babies were switched at birth, one
family was rich and the other poor,
the rich couple’s biological baby
became a truck driver and the poor
couple’s biological baby became a
CEO of a company,” read one recent
post on the site.

“So, picking your parents is really
themost important decision you can
make,” replied one commenter.

“I literally just picked the first mom
that showedme her boob,” replied
another in the same thread.

“Exact same strategy I did when I
choosemy first girlfriend,” added a
third commenter.

That’s the enigma of Reddit.
Funny, cruel, kind, abusive – it has all
facets of human behaviour, largely
because it hasmore than a decent
sample of the population among its
active userbase. Reddit’s an online
mirror of the very best and the very
worst of us.

Could it domore to disguise the
dark side of human behaviour?
Certainly. But it wouldn’t be the same
site if it did, either.

“That’s the enigma of Reddit. Funny,
cruel, kind, abusive – it has all facets of
human behaviour”

Five great
subreddits
for PC Pro
readers
/r/dataisbeautiful
A celebration of data, often in the
form of graphs and infographics
– and not those “infographics”
where they just print the numbers
in a massive font, either.
Typical post: “Mass shootings in the
US by presidential term”

/r/explainlikeimfive
A wonderful subreddit where
intelligent folk explain tricky
concepts to people without
patronising them. It’s a guaranteed
“learn something new every
day” forum.
Typical post: “How do chicken eggs
not crack inside their body?”

/r/oddlysatisfying
An enormously satisfying
collection of photos and GIFs of
things that are just sumptuous to
look at.
Typical post: “This crystallized
sugar in a jar of frosting that was
left out of the fridge”

r/RetroFuturism/
Visions of the future from those
in the past – basically a chance to
gawp in awe or amazement at
how badly they got it wrong in
the 1950s.
Typical post: “1959: ‘Nuclear
Rocketship on the Moon’, by Frank
Tinsley”

/r/pcproreaders
A community we’ve just started
for PC Pro readers. It may be
deathly quiet or it may be a thriving
community. You decide.
Typical post: “Is Tim really as young
as he looks in his mag pic?”
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13hidden
secrets
of the

Amazon’s voice
assistant can do a lot
more than just play
music and tell you the
weather. Nik Rawlinson
checks out the secrets
of the Echo
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howould have
thought that an
online bookshop
would end up
winning the AI
game? Google
and Apple are

playing catch-up, but Amazon’s Alexa
is way out in front. The company’s
almighty retail presence, and its
ability to sustain deep price cuts, has
helpedmake Alexa unstoppable.

Once the Echo is settled in your
home, though, what exactly do you
use it for? Formany of us, Alexa is
little more than an interactive
replacement for the radio. Yet there’s
a lot more that your always-listening,
ever-ready assistant can do. Here’s a
guide to some of the clever ways you
can customise the Echo andmake the
most of its extensive capabilities.

1 The name game
Out of the box, your virtual

assistant is called Alexa – but opening
vowels can be problematic for some
stammerers, and there’s plenty of
scope for confusion if
you have a child or pet
with a similar name.
Happily, while Google,
Apple andMicrosoft
are quite precious
about what you call
their assistants,
Amazon gives you
options: instead of
addressing your Echo
as “Alexa”, you can
choose to say “Echo”,
“Amazon” or – for
Star Trek fans –
“Computer”.

To change this
setting, open the Alexa
smartphone app, click
Settings and tap on the
device whose wakeword youwant to
change. Click Edit on the wakeword
line and choose from the dropdown
list. We’re using “Alexa” throughout
this feature, but obviously if you’ve
chosen a different name then swap it
as appropriate.

2 Set up Multi-Room
Music

If you havemultiple Echo devices in
your home, you can easily stream one
playlist or radio station to several (or
all of them) at once. But first you need
to put them into groups: you can do
this via the Alexa app by clicking
Settings | Multi-RoomMusic.

You can create asmany groups as
you like, but note that each device can
only appear in one group. So, if you
have two Echos downstairs and two
upstairs, you could create a

“downstairs” group for the
first two – but you couldn’t
then also add them to a
“whole-house” group.

To set up your first group,
all you need to do is tap the
Create Group button,
followed byMulti-Room
Music, give the group a
name and tick the boxes
beside the devices that
should be included.

Now, if youwant to play
music on your two
downstairs Echo devices,
you can simply say “Alexa,
play Kylie downstairs”. If Kylie’s not
to your taste, modify the instruction
as appropriate.

3 Create multiple
profiles

Alexa will listen to anyone – but that
doesn’t mean she has to treat
everyone the same. If you set up
separate profiles for each person in
your household, you can switch
between them to ensure that any

music played,
calendars accessed,
and accounts used for
shoppingwill be
appropriate to that
particular user.

Creating a new
profile has to be done
by the registered
owner of the Echo
device. Open Settings
in the Alexa app, click
Household Profile in
the Settings section
and then enter your
account password.
Now get the other
member to log in using
the same device and
link your accounts.

Aword of warning: when you tell
Alexa to order an item fromAmazon,
the systemwill use whichever
paymentmethod is set up for
the active profile – so to avoid
mix-ups, it’s worth checking
before you place the order. To
do so, just ask “Alexa, which
profile is this?”

4 Protect your
purchases

On the subject of voice
purchases, if you’ve got kids
in the house you’ll probably
want to set up a PIN code for
online shopping, to ensure
they don’t order a box of
Lego every twoweeks. To do
this, scroll down to Voice
Purchasing in the Alexa app
and add the code in the

W
“Require voice code” field. This will
need to be spokenwhenmaking a
purchase – somake sure they don’t
overhear you.

5 Connect external
devices

Everyone knows that the Echo, Echo
Plus and Echo Show can streammusic
from various online sources.What
youmight not realise is that these
devices can all also be used as external
Bluetooth speakers, meaning you can
– for example – use them to play
music directly from your phone. To
make the connection, either search
for the Echo device in your phone’s
Bluetoothmenu, or simplymake your
phone discoverable and say “Alexa,
pair Bluetooth” or “Alexa, pair
phone”. (Note that the Echo Dot lacks
this capability.)

Once connected, you can control
themusic with all the usual voice
commands, including “play”,
“pause”, “previous” and “next”, and
volume. To close the connection, say
“Alexa, disconnect Bluetooth” or
“Alexa, disconnect phone”.

6 Use IFTTT
You probably already know

about the free-to-use automation
service IFTTT – there’s a guide to some
useful business applications on p102
of this issue. For home use, though,
what’s perhapsmore handy is the
numerous Alexa integrations the
service now offers.

To get started, go to ifttt.com/
amazon_alexa and click Connect.
Enter your password on the Amazon
page that appears and authorise the
connection. You can now use the
pre-rolled applets to link Alexa to a
huge range of services and devices –
from a Roomba vacuum cleaner or a
WeMo coffeemaker to Facebook
Messenger and Google spreadsheets.

In our view, one of themost useful
integrations is between Alexa and
taskmanagement appWunderlist:
although Alexa already has a native
shopping-list feature,Wunderlist is
more flexible andworks across
almost every platform imaginable.

To set it up, search IFTTT for
“wunderlist” and you should see a
result entitled “Add Amazon Echo
shopping list items toWunderlist”.
Click the Turn On toggle switch, and
on the next screen enter “me@
wunderlist.com” in the “To:” field,
before clicking Save.

Now open IFTTT’s settings (by
clicking your name at the top of the
IFTTT interface) and link your Google
account. If you havemore than one
Google account, make a note of the
one you used.

1

2

4
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Finally, sign in toWunderlist at
wunderlist.com and open your account
settings, again by clicking your name at
the top of the sidebar. Click “Add or
manage your email addresses”, and
make sure that the email address you
just linked to IFTTT is allowed to add
items to your list by email. Now, when
you tell Alexa to add something to your
shopping list, it will be forwarded onto
Wunderlist, ready for you to pick up on
the web or on your phone.

7 Create your
own routine

If you frequently fire off the same
string of commands in a
row, why not create a
routine, so you can launch
the sequence with a single
instruction and save time?

To do this, tap Routines
in the Alexa Account section
of the Alexa app, followed
by the “+” to get started. Tap
“When this happens”, then
“When you say something”
and type the trigger phrase.
We’re using “Alexa, open
the office” to set up a routine
that will runwhenwe get to
our desk in themorning.

Save the phrase, then tap
“Add action” and choose
what should happen from
the News, Smart Home,

Traffic andWeather options. In the
example image above, we’re turning
on two lights and asking Alexa to tell us
what the day’s weather is.

8 Use Alexa remotely
Did you know that you can

communicate with Alexa evenwhen
you aren’t within range of its
microphone? Oneway is to use the
official Voice Remote: this connects to
the Echo over Bluetooth, so you can
still control your Echo even if you’re a
room or two away. But if you don’t
want to shell out £20 there are ways to
talk to Alexa for free.

One option is to
use the Echo Sim site
(echosim.io), which is
effectively a virtual
Amazon Echo that runs
in a web browser. To
use it, you have to log
into your Amazon
account. Once that’s
done, you can access
all your personal
information and skills,
and even control any
smart home devices
you have configured.
Just remember to allow
the site to access your
microphone, hold

space on the keyboardwhile you
speak, and prefix your commandwith
“Alexa” as you usually would.

Americans – but not yet Brits – can
also use the Amazon Shopping app.
This lets you tap themicrophone and
saywhatever you’d usually say to
Alexa. In this case, you don’t need the
wakeword as she’s already listening,
so “tell Hive to set my thermostat to
20 degrees” will workwithout an
introduction. Hopefully we Brits will
get the same capability soon.

9 Use Alexa as a
hands-free phone

Youmight well have seen Amazon’s
saturation advertising for Alexa
recently – some of which focuses on its
ability to act as an intercom or a
hands-free speakerphone. This may
sound like complicated stuff, but it’s
easy to set up.

To enable Alexa’s intercom
capabilities, first open the Alexa app
andmake sure that all your devices
have logical names (we suggest you
name them after the rooms they’re
located in). If you need to change a
name, click through Settings, select the
one that youwant to adjust, and then
tap Edit on the “Device name” line.

Once you’ve done this you can
easily open a channel between two
Echo devices using the “drop in”
command. For example, to call from
the bedroom to an Echo speaker in the
kitchen, just say “Alexa, drop in on
the kitchen”.

Aword of warning: as soon as you
activate this feature yourmicrophone
will go live – so don’t make any snarky
comments while you’re waiting for
whoever’s in the kitchen to reply.

Setting up phone call capabilities is
only slightlymore involved. First,
openxthe Alexa app on your phone
and tap the speech bubble on the
toolbar.When you originally set up the
app you’ll have been asked for your
phone number, and for authorisation

to pull in your contacts
from your address book
– and now you should
see them here.

To call or text one of
these contacts, tap the
person icon at the top of
the screen and then
select their name. You
will see options to send
either a text or call.
Texts will be read out by
the recipient’s Echo
device, as well as
appearing on their
phone, while a phone
call will make their
device ring so you can
speak hands-free.

“You
can still
control
yourEcho
if you’re a
roomaway”

7

9
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What if you don’t want to be
disturbed? Tap a name and use the
“AllowDrop In” switch to enable or
disable their access. Scroll to the
bottom of their card and there’s a link
to block them if you desire.

10 Enable new skills
by voice

Much of Alexa’s power lies in its
ability to gain new skills. Trawling
through the Skills store is tiresome,
though. If you know the name of a
skill youwant to use, you can activate
it by simply saying “Alexa, enable
Train Times” – swapping Train Times
for the name of the skill youwant to
use as appropriate. If you no longer
need a particular skill, you can
quickly remove it with “Alexa, disable
Train Times”.

11 Personalise your
Flash Briefing

A Flash Briefing is Amazon’s name for
a quick info dump that draws content
frommultiple sources, such as news
publishers, weather forecasters and
exchange rate trackers. To set one up
that’s personalised just for you, open
the Alexa app and click Flash Briefing
in the Settings section. Click “Get
more Flash Briefing
content” and select
the elements you
would like to add:
youwill find options
such as BBCWorld
Service, The
Guardian, MTV and
the Joke of the Day.

Each one you add
will be automatically
enabled, but you can
remove any source
from the briefing if
you choose: just return
to the Flash Briefing
section and toggle the
switch beside each
one’s name.

You can enable
sports content within the Flash
Briefing, too – but Alexa already
knows a lot about football and other
sports. Click Sports Update on the
Settings screen, then use the search
box to find the teams you’re
interested in. As well as the huge
Premier League clubs, youwill also
find local teams such as Leatherhead
and Taunton Town – although,
tragically, Lewes FC is missing from
the list.

12 Tell Alexa
where you are

Another way to personalise the
information Alexa feeds you is by
telling her where you live. The setup

procedure asks you for a
street, but a postcode
works just as well, and
will ensure you get
accurate weather and
travel information. This
should be set for each
device by clicking its name
in the app’s Settings
section and entering the
required details in the
Device location section.

If you oftenmake the
same journey between two
fixed points, you can also
set up a custom traffic
report. To set your start
and end points, step back from the
device settings and click Traffic in the
Alexa Preferences section. Then,
when you ask Alexa “what’s the
traffic like?”, she’ll respondwith a
full report.

13 Say goodbye,
Alexa

If you’re upgrading from a Dot to a
Plus, or from a regular Alexa to a
Show, youmight be tempted to pass
your old device on to a friend, or sell it
online. Before you do, make sure you
deregister it so that the new owner

can’t place online
orders using your
account. Open the
Alexa app, click
Settings, then click on
the name of the device
you’re getting rid of.
Youwill find the
deregistration option
in the About section.

Don’t worry about
the record that Alexa
keeps of things you’ve
said to her: this won’t
follow the device to its
new home. However,
if you ever want to
purge this information
from your own
account, you

can delete individual
recordings from the
homepage of the Alexa app,
or switch to your Amazon
account to delete the lot.

To do this, log in at
amazon.co.uk, click Your
Account, and find the link
to “Manage Your Content
and Devices”. Switch to the
Your Devices tab, click the
three dots beside the names
of each of your Echo
speakers, and choose
“Manage voice recordings”
on each one. Read the
disclaimer and click Delete
to wipe the slate clean.

“Muchof
Alexa’s
power lies
ingaining
newskills”
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J
une 7 2017 was a watershed
date for the UK. It was the day
the National Grid reported that
renewable sources provided
50.7% of the UK’s energy needs,

the first time renewables had providedmore
than half of our power.

If this trajectory continues, what does it
mean for the wider energy infrastructure?
With somuch power potentially available,
how canwe store it until we need it?

The day that renewables delivered half of
our energy needs was particularly sunny and
windy – something that we can’t always rely
upon. As we race to developmore electric
vehicles, alongside low-cost renewable-
energy sources, the question is if we have the
energy-storage infrastructure to collect and
deliver this resource whenwe need it.

The US Energy Department is already
funding 75 projects that aim to develop new
energy-storage systems. Closer to home, the
UK government has established the Faraday
Challenge, part of a four-year investment in
developing new battery technologies for
electric cars. “By any scale, the Faraday
Challenge is a game-changing investment in
the UK andwill make people around the
globe take notice of
what the UK is doing
in terms of battery
development for
the automotive
sector,” said Dr
RuthMcKernan,
chief executive of
Innovate UK at
the launch of the
initiative.

The effects of
new battery
technology are
likely to ripple
beyond the

automotive industry. After interviewing a
number of keymembers in the energy
sector, Energy UK’s Pathways for the GB
Electricity Sector to 2030 report found that:
“Many agreedwith the sense that the energy
sector is about to go through the same sort of
technology-led revolution that has been
witnessed in telecommunications and
banking in recent years.

“Electricity storage is widely regarded to
be the singlemost important technological
breakthrough likely to happen over the
period to 2030 and a complete ‘game
changer’ in the way that the power system
operates,” the report continued.

What’s in store?
Currently, the UK’s electricity network is
dependent on large power stations. Battery
storage presents the opportunity for amore
decentralised approach, andwill need a
network to be developed that can easily
switch between energy sources to deliver
unbroken power to users. Keeping the lights
on isn’t simply amatter of buildingmassive
battery storage facilities, although these are
beginning to appear on UK shores.

The hope is that with the falling cost of
generating our own power, we can take
more control of energy generation and
storage.With new low-cost PV
(photovoltaic) installation kits coming
onto themarket, there’s scope for us to
not only be energy consumers, but also
energy generators. It’s been possible for
over a decade to install your own PV
system, but today the cost of installation
has fallen to its lowest point, with new
battery tech spawning domestic systems
such as the Tesla Powerwall and the
Solarwatt MyReserve 500.

“Everyonewill have a couple of
batteries,” said Pol Spronck,
international sales manager for
Solarwatt. “People with surplus
electricity will share with neighbours
and the community, so if you go on

upyour Battery storage could result in us
selling power to people down the
street, finds Dave Howell
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holiday you can swapwith other people.
Blockchain technologywill make it possible
andmanageable to exchange electricity in a
small-grid setup.”

Thewider energymarket will focus on the
centralised generation of power and how this
will be stored. E.ON has completed the
installation and grid connection of its 10MW
battery at the BlackburnMeadows biomass
plant near Sheffield – a new energy-storage
project that will help keep supplies stable and
support the range of power-generation
sources feeding into the UK’s National Grid.

“Using battery storage is a significant
development formanaging the National
Grid,” said LeonWalker, commercial
developmentmanager at the National Grid.
“It’s an ultra-fast way of keeping electricity
supply and demand balanced. Over four
years, we estimate that this service will save
the system operator around £200million.”

There aremany different forms of energy
storage that could be considered, including
pumped hydro, compressed air energy and
liquid air energy storage. But experts say we
needn’t worry about inventing newways to
store power –we just need to work out how
to distribute it. “There’s no need for new
energy storage technologies, as many options
already exist,” said FernandoMorales, lead
business analyst at Highview Power. “What’s
missing aremechanisms tomonetise the
value that storage generates. Deploying
storage at the scale needed to store the
quantities of energy needed requires
significant investment and investors require
revenue certainty.”

Dr Alastair Martin, founder of Flexitricity,
agreed that focusing on storage technologies
isn’t enough: “Batterymanufacturers have
done an amazing job at slashing costs and
improving battery lifetimes.We now need
progress in economic long-duration storage,
but that is as much of a task for policy and
regulation as it is for technologists.”

Better batteries
Advanced battery technology is progressing,
driven by the burgeoning electric and hybrid
vehicle sector. The future looks to be one
where renewable energy production – the
US’s stance on fossil fuel notwithstanding –
becomes the norm, with efficient domestic
micro-generation, and all homes coming
equippedwith their own battery storage.

As renewable energy generation grows,
the capacity in themarketplace is also
expanding. Once dynamic pricing becomes
commonplace, and renewables with their
battery partners can deliver more than the
energy requirements of the country, lower
overall energy prices should follow. Spikes in
energy prices when there is nowind or the
sun isn’t shining are evened out, as battery
storage can be switched on at will.

Moves to reinstate a focus on fossil-fuel
energy, as the Trump administration seem to
be doing, appear naive in the extreme. “Most
countries around the world have renewables
programmes of some form, and so the general
direction is verymuch in towards clean
power, although that is not to say that every

country is going fully down that route,” said
Frank Gordon, policymanager at REA.

“When you look at some of the US’s major
competitor economies, however – such as
China, the EU and India – they all havemajor
renewable energy ambitions. The US is out of
line in relation to their major peers.”

So who is driving the development of
renewable energy and battery storage? The
answer is consumers. The signs suggest
homeowners are already pushing these shifts
in the industry. A recent report by Eaton talks
about a number of tipping points in the
energy business. “Tipping point 3 is when
rooftop PV systems become cheaper than
buying energy from the grid via a retailer,”
the report read. “Much of Europe has crossed
this economic tipping point, and additions
will in future be driven by consumer
adoption, local regulatory frameworks and
availability of rooftops.”

“We’ve now entered a completely new
era, where the way inwhich energy is
generated, distributed and consumed is
changing forever,” said Stephen Irish,
founder of Hyperdrive Innovation. “There
are some significant challenges, given the
ageing distribution network, but also huge
opportunities for making big steps forward.”

What has become clear over the past few
years is that calculating howwe generate and
store energy needs amultifaceted approach.
As renewables continue their rise to become
the dominant forms of energy generation,

everyone can play their part, from large
battery farms to new batteries installed in
our homes and garages.

“On the demand side, we predict
significant growth in electric vehicles
(EVs), and also behind themeter battery
storage,” said Patrick Caiger-Smith, CEO
of Cambridge-based home-energy firm
GEO. “For example, a recent surveywe
conducted of 150 industry people showed
that 72% are planning to buy an EV as their
next car. Looking at home batteries, 29%
are considering buying onewhich, given
the early stage of themarket, is a strong
leadingmeasure.”

The feed-in tariff for PV has now fallen
from 43.3p to a low of 4p per kilowatt hour.
The upshot is that it’s now cheaper to use
the electricity you generate at home than
sell it back to the National Grid. Those
batteries strapped to the side of your house
could easily pay for themselves.

BELOW It might not have the most exciting
name, but Tesla’s Powerwall is an automated
system that stores excess solar electricity

ABOVE E.ON has installed a 10MW battery at
the Blackburn Meadows biomass plant

BELOW The electric vehicle (EV) market is
set to grow significantly over the next few
years and industry reports show that
consumers are also now more open to
tech such as home batteries

ABOVE Solarwatt’s MyReserve 500
storage system allows you to store the
solar power you generate for later use
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There are dozens of reasons why businesses of every
size should employ a digital receptionist: to provide an
easier way to triage calls, rather than relying on a

human; to save time for incoming callers; and to save time
for your staff, particularly the poor soul who has to handle
all incoming calls.

This comes with a huge caveat: your digital receptionist
must be set upwith thought and care. It should allow you
to deal with simple queries immediately – not only saving
the caller time, but your employees too. Done correctly, a
digital receptionist will give your business a professional
sheenwithout irritating the caller.

In this article, we’ll explain how to set up a digital
receptionist using 3CX’s latest Phone System –which can
be deployed for free, both on your own equipment and in
the cloud – and provide tips so you can avoidmaking
commonmistakes.

Key features
Sowhat exactly can a digital receptionist do for your
business? Themost obvious thing is to efficiently direct
calls to the right person.

Imagine you’re a caller who knows exactly who they
want to speak to. If they know the extension number, they
can enter those digits and be put straight through. Or you
can give the option of “Connect to an extension”, which
will then list all the available extensions.

Inmany companies, it’s more likely that you’ll want to
offer options to speak to sales, support, marketing and so

RIGHT You can add
other functions such
as blacklisted callers,
office holidays and
even hold music in the
3CX settings page

on. Once you set these up as call groups within the
easy-to-use 3CXManagement Console (the Groups page is
on the left-hand side), you can assign them as an option for
the Digital Receptionist (see “How to set up a 3CXDigital
Receptionist” opposite). So, saying “Press 4 for sales” will
put them straight through to your eager sales team.

Often, the simplest way to deal with a call – for both the
caller and the business being called – is to simply add them
to the queue. Youmight choose for to put them straight
through to a (human!) receptionist or the sales department.
Again, this is a simple option during the setup process.

Naturally, there are times when callers simply want to
listen to the options again or decide theywant to speak to a
human. Convention has pressing “0” to go straight to
reception, while it makes sense to add an option to listen to
the choices again.

Give your business a professional edge with a digital receptionist to handle incoming calls,
in association with 3CX Phone System

3CX
HACKS

How to
create a digital receptionist



DON’T record a message
saying “press 1 to speak to
an advisor about earbuds
used in thermological
situations in the southern
Ecuador”. By the time the
caller gets to the end of the
message, they’ve forgotten
what number you said.

DO record a message such
as “for sales enquiries
about earbuds, press 1”.
Keep the instructions
simple, and make sure the
action – “press 1” – is at the
end of the sentence.

DON’T record messages
in a busy environment.
Always assume your caller
is on a mobile with poor
reception – you must
minimise distractions.

DO plan carefully what
you want to say and
practise saying it before
you record it for real. It’s
very important to speak
slowly and enunciate
clearly. It’s a good idea for
someone else to listen to
your recordings before
they go live.

DON’T implement a
digital receptionist
and then leave it alone
for six months.

DO ask people what they
think of the system. Did
they get through to the
caller quickly? Were they
unsure about any of the
instructions? Also,
examine the data. If people
are hanging up at a certain
point, try and determine
whether it’s because their
query was answered or
they simply got frustrated.

3CX Advertorial
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Download 3CX FREE at www.3cx.com

INSTALL 3CX If
you’re already
using 3CX, skip
ahead to step 2. If
not, download
3CX Phone
System for free
from 3cx.com
and install it on a
local system; or
opt for a hosted
phone system in
the cloud.

ADD A DIGITAL
RECEPTIONIST
Head to your 3CX
Phone System
Management
Console and
click Digital
Receptionist on
the left-hand
side. Once done,
select a sensible
name such as
“Main welcome”.

ADD A
RECORDING
Press the “+Add”
button to create
your welcome
message. 3CX
uses a specific
audio format, but
converting a
recording is easy.
Visit pcpro.
link/3cxconv for
more details.

CUSTOMISE
YOUR MENU Now
create options
for your callers.
3CX offers all the
obvious options,
but you can also
go straight to
voicemail or call a
second digital
receptionist (for
foreign language
options perhaps).

1 2

3 4

Advanced features
Those key features will cover 80% of your calls, if not more.
However, every business is different and 3CX anticipates
the need formore options bymaking one of the options
“Connect to Digital Receptionist”.

This isn’t somemaddeningMC Escher-like loop. It gives
you the option to create a new recordedmenu of options,
perhaps for people who need to hear the choices in a
different language. You could have a German, French or
Spanish language set of instructions – the only limitations
are the ten keys (0 to 9) that people can press.

It can also be useful to create a group voicemail for a
team, and allow the caller to leave amessage for them. Say
a customer calls with a problemwhen the office is closed.
Rather than simply asking them to call again, you can have
the option of leaving amessage for the support team to be
picked up the following day.

Another handy feature is to let callers enter someone’s
name and then be connected straight through. 3CX
prompts the caller to enter the first three characters of that
person’s surname using the keys on their phone – so
“Andrews” would be 263 – at which point theywill be put
straight through to the right person, or given a choice of
users that match those digits.

Out of hours
What happens if a caller phones upwhen the office is
closed? Not a problem. Head down to the Settings option at
the bottom left of theManagement Console. Youwill see a
block called “Timezone, Office Hours &Holidays”. This
tool allows you to set up opening hours for every day of the
week, alongwithmultiple break times.

If your office is always going to be closed over certain
dates – 1 January, for example – then you can upload a

custommessage (“We’re sorry, but the office is closed for
New Year. Press 1 if youwish to leave a voicemail with the
receptionist, or 2 if youwish to be redirected to a particular
extension.”). It’s a brilliantly flexible system.

What’s next for you?
Hopefully this guide has given you some idea of what the
3CXDigital Receptionist can do for your business. But the
3CX Phone System’s skills don’t end there: you can also set
up automatic provisioning of phones and hotdesking, as
well as record calls for training purposes. Download 3CX
for free from 3cx.com or call on 020 3883 9120.

How to set up a 3CX Digital Receptionist

Top tips for a successful digital receptionist
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The iMac Pro delivers power,
practicality and beauty in one
minimalist package: it’s the most
powerful all-in-one ever made
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W orkstations. Not a product
category onewould
typically associate with the

word “gorgeous” . Or “beautiful”, or
“stunning”. Yet all three trip off the
tongue in the Apple iMac Pro word-
association game.

To be fair, the same could be said of
any iMac that Apple has produced in
the past few years – and there’s very
little difference, from a physical
perspective at least, between the iMac
Pro and the 27in 5K iMac launched
four years ago.

That’s because the iMac Pro doesn’t
need a redesign. It remains the
epitome of cool sophistication and
minimalism. Its clean lines, smoothly
curved rear and low profile Magic
Mouse and keyboard look fabulous on
any desk, especially the kind of desks
favoured by Bauhaus designers with
rimless glasses.

Despite this, Apple has found a
couple of small ways to improve on
the practicalities. On the rear are now
four USB-C ports – all Thunderbolt 3
enabled – in addition to four USB
Type-A ports, a networking port
capable of supporting 10GbE, and an
SD card slot.

So what separates the iMac Pro
from its far cheaper siblings – aside
from the fetching Space Grey finish,
matchingmoody peripherals and
shock-treatment price? Barring a
couple of small improvements,
including the ability to VESAmount
the iMac Pro to a stand of your choice,
it’s all about what’s inside.

What’s inside counts
The iMac Pro’s components are
drastically different fromwhat you’ll
find in a regular iMac 27in, even the

top-line 5Kmodel. This starts with
the processor: instead of Intel’s
consumer-focused Core chips, here
Apple offers an array of Intel Xeon
Wprocessors.

Buried deep in the heart of the
model on review is a workstation-
grade eight-core, 16-thread Xeon
W-2140B processor running at
3.2GHz, but you can upgrade that to a
3GHz 10-core, 2.5GHz 14-core or a
4.3GHz 18-core chip.

Our reviewmachine has amere
32GB of 2,666MHz DDR4 of ECC RAM,
but again you can up that to 64GB or
128GB. The storage subsystem is
equally impressive, with an incredibly
quick 1TB SSD, upgradable at the
point of purchase to 2TB or 4TB of SSD
storage. Plus, there’s a choice of AMD
Radeon Pro Vega 56 or Vega 64
graphics; the former with 8GB of
HBM2memory, the latter with 16GB.

For context, themodel I have on
the desk in front of me is the cheapest
Applemakes, and that costs £4,899. If
youwant the 4.3GHz 18-coremachine
with 128GB of RAM, a 4TB SSD and a
Radeon Pro Vega 64 then prepare to
part with £12,279.

Ludicrous power
In all its guises, this is a ludicrously
powerful machine. It’s intended to
deal with power-hungry tasks such as
8K video editing and rendering,
complexmusic creation andmixing,
CAD/CAM, 3D visualisation and
design, even VR-driven
creation – the sorts of tasks that
bring even themost powerful
consumer systems to
their knees.

You don’t need an iMac Pro
if you’re editing basic 1080p
clips or even putting together
straightforward 4K video
editing projects. Nor is this the
machine for photo editing or
illustration – you’d have to be
working on files with
hundreds of layers and filters
for it to be worth the extra
outlay. But, if your video
projects are long and complex,
you’re workingwithmultiple
layer effects, or you deal with complex
3Dmodels on a regular basis, the extra
power will certainly come in handy.

As will the iMac Pro’s ECC RAM,
which shouldmake it slightly less
likely to crash – a potential life-saver
if you’re going to be using themachine
for long renders. And, as Apple is keen
to point out, creative professionals
will increasingly be working on
360-degree video and VR content in
the future, both of which place a huge
strain on computer hardware.

How does it perform? That will
depend largely on the sorts of tasks
you put it to, but in our suite of
benchmarks, the iMac Pro puts clear
water between itself and the regular
5K iMac.

Our in-house benchmarks carry
out a series of demanding image and

video conversion tests, then
tops these basic tasks with a
multitasking test. An overall
score of 281makes it more
than twice as fast as the 27in
iMac 5Kwe reviewed, which
is what you’d expect from a
machine that’s more than

double the price.
I also ran a series of workstation-

centric benchmarks on the iMac Pro,
including Cinebench and a down
conversion of a 4Kmovie file to 1080p
– the sort of process users of the iMac
Pro would be likely to perform on a
fairly regular basis – and none of these
threw up any issues.

Comparedwith the selection of
similarly equipped desktop

PRICE From £4,083 (£4,899 inc VAT)
from apple.com

“The iMac Pro is designed
for the sort of tasks that
bring even the most
powerful consumer
systems to their knees”

SCORE
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BENCHMARKS

Image
editing

50

Video
editing

275

Multi
tasking

363

BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 281

RECOMMENDED

BELOW There’s no
fundamental change
to the iMac Pro’s
design, but there
didn’t need to be

ABOVE The Space
Grey mouse and
keyboard look great
on designer desks
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workstations in our group test (see
issue 281, p76), this iMac Pro stacks up
competitively. It’s also worth pointing

out that throughout the
testing, the iMac Pro
remained responsive, quiet
and thermally stable.

Take the 4K down
conversion. Using Adobe Premiere’s
High Quality 1080p preset, the iMac
Pro completed this with OpenCL
hardware acceleration enabled in 405
seconds andwithMetal hardware
acceleration in 400 seconds. That’s
not quite as quick as the £2,500 big
boxworkstations from that Labs test,
or indeed the Dell workstation
opposite, but bear inmind those are
housed in big, bulky boxes.

In the Luxmark Hotel Lobby GPU
test, it fared better, beating all but the
super-expensive £4,650-plus
machines with a score of 3,577, while
a CPU score of 1,680 in Cinebench 15
places it mid-table once again.

The iMac Pro’s stellar performance
continues through to storage, and
here speed is more competitive. The
1TB NVMe SSD inside the iMac Pro is a
commanding beast. In fact, it’s made
up of two drives in a sort-of-RAID
configuration and it kicks out
impressive numbers. Sequential write
speeds hit 3,003MB/sec and
sequential reads of 2,487MB/sec in the
BlackMagic disk test, which is around

three times as fast as the 512GB
SSD in theMac Pro I reviewed
way back in 2014.

What’s more, it achieves
this with full AES disk
encryption in place –
hardware-accelerated by the
iMac Pro’s newApple T2
security chip. Not everyone
needs such a high level of
security, of course, but for
those that do, it’s good to see
that its application doesn’t
have a negative impact on
performance.

Graphics performance
doesn’t quite reveal the same
advantage. Tested using
Unigine’s Heaven benchmark,
the iMac Pro reached 48fps at
2,560 x 1,440 resolution and
medium detail, which is only a
slight improvement over the
5K iMac’s result. That’s still a
strong score and it’s worth
remembering that, if you do
needmore graphical grunt
– for GPGPU acceleration for
instance – you’ll shortly be
able to hook up external
graphics cards via one of the
iMac Pro’s four Thunderbolt
3 ports.

Sweet display
Right now, the Thunderbolt 3
connections on the rear of the iMac
Pro can be used to hook up two extra
5K displays in addition to the 27in
display already in place.

But you’re not going to buy an iMac
Pro for its display connectivity. If
that’s all youwant, you’re better off
buying a workstation PC in a big,
boring box from the likes of Dell, HP
or Scan. You’ll receive a similar level
of specification formuch less than
this, and can then specify amonitor of
your choice.

However, if youwant amonitor
that matches the iMac Pro’s for
quality, you’re looking at a total

spend that’s not far off that
of the equivalent

iMac Pro. The
difference

is, of course, that you don’t have to
buy themonitor again if youwant to
upgrade your processor, graphics
card or any other component.
Beautiful though the iMac Pro is,
practical and easy to upgrade it ain’t.

But, as I’ve come to expect over the
years, the screen attached to the iMac
Pro is an absolute corker. Out of the
box, the iMac’s 5K IPS panel comes
tuned to the DCI-P3 colour space.
When I tested it with our in-house
colorimeter, it successfully
reproduced 98.9% of the DCI-P3
colour space - a superb result.
Brightness and contrast are excellent,
too, reaching a searing 551cd/m2 and a
contrast ratio of 1,044:1.

The only complaint you could
possibly have about the iMac Pro’s
display is the broad bezel. In a world
where smartphone, laptop and tablet
manufacturers are falling over
themselves to fill the fronts of their
devices with nothing but screen, this
is one area where the iMac Pro looks
behind the times.

The gloss finish isn’t ideal if you
work in an office with overhead
strip-lighting, although in the time I
was using themachine, the iMac Pro’s
anti-reflective coating did a good job
of keeping distractions to aminimum.

Pros and cons
There’s no question that
Apple’s iMac Pro is a hugely
impressivemachine. Its
processing power, storage
subsystem and connectivity
are fantastic, and it isn’t even

badly overpricedwhen you take into
account the fact that it’s all attached
to a professional-grade DCI-P3
calibrated 27in 5Kmonitor.

Of course, you do get more bang for
your buck if you gowith separates,
especially as you bump up the
specifications for the iMac Pro. That
was always going to be the case. Note
the limited warranty too.

However, as an elegant, powerful
all-in-one for themodern digital
creative who’s pushed for space,
there’s nothing else like the Apple
iMac Pro on themarket. It’s powerful,
practical, flexible and capable. The
most powerful iMac Apple has ever
made is also the best all-in-one ever
made.JONATHAN BRAY

LEFT Graphics
performance is
relatively weak, only
narrowly beating the
5K iMac’s results in
Unigine Heaven

LEFT If you need more
graphics acceleration,
you’ll soon be able to
hook up external
cards to one of the
Thunderbolt 3 ports

SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 3.2GHz Xeon W-2140B processor
AMD Radeon Pro Vega 56 graphics with 8GB
of HB2M memory 32GB 2,666MHz DDR4
ECC memory 1TB SSD 27in 5,120 x 2,880
Retina 5K IPS display SDXC card slot 4 x
USB 3 4 x Thunderbolt 3/USB-C 10 Gigabit
Ethernet 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2
FaceTime HD camera macOS Sierra
Magic Mouse 2 Magic Keyboard 650 x 203
x 516mm (WDH) 9.7kg 1yr RTB warranty

BELOW If there was
one thing we’d change
about the iMac Pro’s
design, it’s the size of
the bezels

“If all you want is display
connectivity, you’re
better off buying a
workstation PC in a big
boring box”
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T he Precision 5820 is Dell’s latest
single-socket workstation for
content creators. It supports

Xeon processors up to 18 cores, dual
Nvidia or AMD professional graphics,
up to six hard drives, and various
flavours of Linux as well asWindows.

That doesn’t mean you have to
pay a fortune. Our review unit
features the basic 4GHz XeonW-2125,
a quad-core chip that supports
Hyper-Threading for improved
rendering abilities. Even though it’s
near the bottom of Intel’s Xeon-W
range, it offers high single-core
frequencies - it Turbo Boosts up to
4.5GHz - so it can copewith
modelling too.

Dell’s choice of 16GB 2,666MHz
DDR4 ECCmemory is a reasonable
starter amount, but I was surprised to
see it supplied as two 8GBDIMMs. This
leaves six DIMM slots free for upgrade
to the system’smaximum of 256GB,
but doesn’t take advantage of the
quad-channel memory architecture of
the Xeon Skylake-W. The Nvidia
Quadro P4000 graphics cardmakes
more sense. Part of Nvidia’s Pascal
GPU generation, it includes a hefty
1,792 CUDA cores and 8GB of GDDR5
memory on a 256-bit bus, capable of
243GB/sec bandwidth.

Youmaywant to complement the
512GB Class 40 NVMe Solid State Disk
with a larger hard disk for extra
storage capacity, but it’s very quick to
load software. Running
CrystalDiskMark 6, this drive
delivered 3,106MB/sec reading, which
is close to the best I’ve seen, even
though its 457MB/sec writing
performance is slower than some
SATA-connected SSDs.

Other than the warranty and
support provided by a huge company

reflecting that while the single-core
speed is good for applications such as
Photoshop, amere four coresmeans
it’s less impressive inmultithreaded
tasks. For example, Scan’s 3XS
WI4000 Viz, with a six-core chip,
scored 278 overall in our benchmarks.
The newApple iMac Pro was also far
quicker. Similarly, this specmakes for
amediocre 3D rendering system, as
reflected by 940 in the CPU portion of
Maxon Cinebench 15 – the Scan
managed 1,559.

3Dmodelling is where this system
sits most comfortably, a fact reflected
in its SPECviewperf 12.1 scores. The
result of 131 in 3dsmax-05 is on par for
a Quadro P4000 and roughly the same
as the Scan (which has identical
graphics). Likewise, 110 inmaya-04 is
on par with Scan, and a 168 score in
sw-03 shows strong abilities in the
popular SolidWorks product design
application.

Overall, the P4000 performswell
in a broad range of engineering,
product design and content creation
applications. The Precision 5820will
be a great tool for any of these types of
modelling work. Similarly, the result
of 180 in the OpenGL portion of Maxon
Cinebench 15 confirms this system’s
abilities when animating withMaxon
Cinema 4D (although the Scan
managed 227).

The graphics provide plenty of
benefit available for GPU-powered
rendering. The LuxMark 3.1 result of
3,149 is very good, as we expect from a
Quadro P4000, showing strong
OpenCL performance. Similarly,
OctaneBench 3 produces a score of
104, which implies strong CUDA
capabilities, and on par for the
number of cores available on the

P4000.
The Dell Precision 5820

Tower is a relatively quiet
workstation in operation,
and the configurationwe
were sent consumed less
than 200W evenwhen
under heavy load.While

£2,481 exc VAT for a relatively
entry-level system isn’t cheap, this is
only one specification (order it via
pcpro.link/284dell): you can change
whichever components you like.
Whatever you choose, this is a
well-constructedworkstationwith
excellent design and content creation
abilities that’s sure to find favour in
larger agencies andmedia companies.
JAMES MORRIS

ABOVE The
quiet-running Dell
may look boxy, but it’s
highly configurable

Dell Precision
5820 Tower
Dell’s single-socket
workstation platform is
packed with features and
performance potential

PRICE As reviewed, £2,481
(£2,977 inc VAT) from dell.co.uk

“Other than the warranty
and support, one of the
main reasons to buy from a
big name such as Dell is
chassis design”

ABOVE  The 
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SCORE

SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 4GHz Intel Xeon W-2125
processor 16GB 2,666MHz DDR4 ECC RAM

8GB Nvidia Quadro P4000 graphics 512GB
M.2 NVMe Class 40 SSD 950W power
supply Windows 10 Pro for Workstations
3yr Dell Basic next-business-day warranty

chassis design”

such as Dell, one of the reasons to buy
aworkstation from a big name is
chassis design. The 5820 Tower is no
exception. It’s extremely easy to open,
using a catch on the side panel, while a
tab at the rear allows this to be
padlocked shut. The interior is
efficiently laid out too, with tool-free
access tomany components.

The four front-accessible drive
bays sit behind a plastic grille that
pivots out with the press of a switch.
These are 3.5-in bays with quick-
release caddies, one of which contains
the NVMe SSDwhile the others have
SATA ports at the rear for drives to
slide into. Above this are some useful
ports, including a headphone jack,
two USB-C 3.1
ports, two Type-A
USB ports and an
SD card reader.
There’s even a
space for a slimline
optical drive, and
for the sake of its
£14 price is
probably worth
adding.

We ran a
mountain of
benchmarks on the
5820 to assess its
performance. An
overall 157 score in
our in-house
benchmarks is fast
but not blistering,

LEFT There’s
plenty of room for
expansion here,
should you need it
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Image
editing
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tasking
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BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 157
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E ver since
Dell announced
the new XPS 13 at CES,

I’ve been pestering the company to
supply a review unit. But they’ve been
rarer than a BMW driver who
indicates, which is why I jumped at
the chance to review this – the all-new
Dell XPS 13 9370, but with Ubuntu
installed rather than Windows.

Best design in town
The XPS 13’s design should be tired
after three years. But, while it isn’t
going to win over MacBook Air fans –
despite the arrival of an all-white
version – it’s just as brilliant than
ever. That’s because the things that
make it so fabulous are timeless: the
ultra-thin bezels on the left, right and
top of the screen still give it the visual
edge over rivals. Each generation, Dell
shaves that little bit more from the
bezel too: they’re now down from
5mm to 4mm, and that makes the
screen look even more dazzling.

It helps that this is an excellent
panel anyway. It still measures 13.3in,
with Dell now focusing on a 1,920 x
1,080 16:9 resolution rather than the
4K screens we’ve seen previously
(although these are still available).
That’s fine by me: a 4K resolution
drains the battery, and occasionally
you get thrown into tiny dialog
screens where you need fighter-pilot-
like accuracy to hit the X in a
window’s corner.

The non-touch IPS panel largely
glided through our technical tests,
with a peak brightness of 471cd/m2,
contrast ratio of 1,508:1, black level of
0.3109cd/m2 and a highly respectable
92.4% sRGB gamut coverage.

Professional photographers will want
to hook up a calibrated monitor,
though, because an average Delta E of
2.19 is strong for a laptop screen but
not enough to guarantee accuracy.

I’m a fan of the Dell XPS 13’s
keyboard. Despite the laptop’s
compact dimensions, you never feel
like the key size has been sacrificed:
everything is easy to hit, with the only
compromises being the cramped area
around the cursor keys (which also
squeeze in PgUp and PgDn). The
1.3mm of key travel also means there’s
just enough give in each key that you
know they’ve been hit – some
keyboards feel like you’re tapping on
cardboard – and there’s a minimial
amount of clicking to annoy fellow
travellers or office dwellers.

Unlike Toshiba with the Tecra
X40-E (see p56), Dell doesn’t include a
“nipple” in the middle of the
keyboard, so you’re reliant on the
touchpad below. That’s fine: it’s
smooth and wide, so will work
perfectly well with Windows gestures.

Power on tap
Dell spoiled us by sending in the
top-of-the-range XPS 13, sporting a
Core i7-8550U processor, 16GB of

RAM and a 512GB SSD. That’s a potent
combination that I would expect to
perform well in our benchmarks, but
unfortunately there isn’t a way for us
to run our own tests under Ubuntu.

We can, however, test in cross-
platform benchmarks such as
Geekbench, and a score of 15,812 in the
multicore Geekbench 4 test hammers
home just how fast this quad-core
chip is. Support for Hyper-Threading,
bringing the total number of threads
to eight, can only help. The XPS 13
scored a slightly less impressive 3,282
in the single-core test, but all told this
is a match for desktop PCs from a

couple of years ago. While
it may not crunch through
video-editing tasks at the
same rate as the new iMac
Pro (see p50), it will
complete the job.

There’s only one area
where it will always
struggle, and that’s

gaming. Intel’s internal graphics are
getting better every year, and the
Intel UHD 620 graphics typically
return 60fps at 1080p (High settings)
in Dirt Showdown. I couldn’t
persuade the game to run at that
resolution under Ubuntu, but

ABOVE If you’re a fan
of Ubuntu then you’ll
love Dell’s slick
implementation

Dell XPS 13 9370
The Linux variant won’t be to
everyone’s taste, but the
XPS 13 continues to be the
dominant ultraportable

PRICE From £1,041 (£1,249 inc VAT)
from dell.co.uk

“A score of 15,812 in the
multicore Geekbench 4 test
hammers home just how
fast the quad-core Core
i7-8550U processor is”

Dell announced 
the new XPS 13 at CES, 

I’ve been pestering the company to 
supply a review unit. But they’ve been 
rarer than a BMW driver who 
indicates, which is why I jumped at 
the chance to review this – the all-new 

Professional photographers will want 
to hook up a calibrated monitor, 

RAM and a 512GB SSD. That’s a potent 
combination that I would expect to 

ABOVE  If you’re a fan 
of Ubuntu then you’ll 

Dell XPS 13 9370
The Linux variant won’t be to 
everyone’s taste, but the 
XPS 13 continues to be the 
dominant ultraportable

From £1,041 (£1,249 inc VAT)
SCORE
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window’s corner.
The non-touch IPS panel largely 

glided through our technical tests, 
with a peak brightness of 471cd/m2, 
contrast ratio of 1,508:1, black level of 
0.3109cd/m2 and a highly respectable 
92.4% sRGB gamut coverage. 

top-of-the-range XPS 13, sporting a 
Core i7-8550U processor, 16GB of 

persuade the game to run at that 
resolution under Ubuntu, but 

BELOW The XPS 13 is
now part of a flexible
range of Dell XPS
laptops, including the
2-in-1 version (far left)
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BATTERY: video playback, 6hrs 31mins

dropping down to 1,280 x 720 returned
an average rate of 31fps.

Travel companion
The Dell XPS 13 has always excelled as
a travel companion. It weighs a
fraction over 1.2kg and, due in no
small part to that 4mmbezel, it’s
exceptionally compact. It will slip into
a rucksack, overnight bag or briefcase
with theminimum of fuss.

Even the power supply is tiny:
about the size of a travel mouse, our
calibrated scales returned aweight of
140g, although this jumps to 245g
once you add the British plug and
cable. The XPS 13 charges through one
of the two Thunderbolt/USB-C ports
on the left-hand side, where you’ll
also find a handy battery indicator
(press the button and up to five white
LEDs light up).

There’s a USB-C 3.1 port on the
right-hand side, plus amicroSD slot
and a 3.5mm jack, but notice that I
don’t mention traditional USB ports.
That can be a pain, which Dell
acknowledges by bundling a USB-C to
Type-A USB adapter. I suggest
bunging this in your bag for use on the
road, and seriously considering
investing in a proper docking station
for use in the home or office. Dell
suggests its Thunderbolt Dock, but
that’s a juicy £275.

The final travel consideration is, of
course, battery life. Dell claims up to
19hrs 46mins if usingWord or Excel,
but our video-rundown tests - with
the screen brightness reduced to
170cd/m2 - returned amore likely
figure of 6hrs 31mins. Again, I’d like to
test aWindows version of this laptop
to see how it performedwith better
power-management options.

Ubuntu
Which bringsme to Ubuntu. Now, I’m
not an Ubuntu aficionado. I played
aroundwith the OSwhen it started to
gain popularity a few years ago, but
ultimatelymy addiction toWindows
keptme loyal. Dell supplies the 16.04
LTS version, whichmeans it lacks the
latest features but promises to be both
stable andwell-supported: indeed,
Dell explicitly promises five years of
support and updates.

Ubuntu never tries to beWindows.
From themoment you boot up the
laptop for the first time and see the
strip of icons against an unfamiliar
purple background sitting on the left
of the screen, you know you’re in
unfamiliar territory. It hammers this
home by asking you to supply a
keychain the first time the desktop

SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 1.8GHz Intel Core i7-8550U
processor Intel UHD Graphics 620 1,920 x
1,080 IPS display 512GB PCIe SSD 16GB
2,133MHz LPDDR3 RAM 2x2 MIMO 802.11ac
Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.1 2 x Thunderbolt 3
USB-C 3.1 microSDXC slot Ubuntu 16.04
LTS 343 x 251 x 23mm (WDH) 1.2kg 1yr
on-site warranty

such as the Huawei MateBook X Pro
(see p57) undoubtedly winning
for style.

It helps that Dell is a familiar
and proven laptop brand:
while Dell has its critics, and
the XPS 13 has suffered from
BIOS glitches in the past, you
know exactly what you’re
going to get. Dell also executes
the staples brilliantly: the
keyboard, touchpad and screen

are a joy to use day to day.
The XPS 13 isn’t cheap, starting at

£1,249 inc VAT for the base version
with a Core i5-8250U, 8GB of RAM and
a 256GB SSD, but that’s a competitive
price for a 13.3in ultraportable. The
specification I tested – Core i7-8550U,
16GB of RAM, 512GB SSD – costs
£1,549withWindows and £1,499
with Ubuntu.

And it’s always worth haggling
with Dell and looking for offers: when
I initiated a chat with a sales assistant
to find a link formyUbuntu-running
XPS 13 (pcpro.link/284linux), he

loads, which
essentially
means an admin
password.

It’s
installing
software that
causes the
most bumps.
While some is
available direct
from the Ubuntu
Store, you’ll often
need to get your
fingers dirty by
installing software using
Terminal. Anyonewithmuscle
memory from the days of DOS should
be quite happy, especially if they’re
used to programming in Python –
summoning software using the sudo
command is brilliantly simple – but
buy this laptop for someone brought
up on iOS andWindows and you’ll be
inundatedwith calls.

What’s nice about Ubuntu is that
you know you aren’t going to be
nagged to pay extra for
software. LibreOffice
comes pre-supplied,
there are nomessages to
say that your 90-day
subscription to a big-name
antivirus software is going
to expire, andwhen you
visit the Ubuntu Software
the pre-selected highlights
tend to be open-source, free
or both.

I foundmyself working
in Google Chrome by
default, and admit that I
started to questionwhether
Windows is quite so
necessary as I assumed. My
biggest problemwith the
OS is sunk cost: I know how
Windowsworks, can tame
it tomywill, while Ubuntu
(and Linux as a whole) is an
unfamiliar beast where I
feel like a guest rather than
homeowner.

And that’s how I’d summarisemy
Ubuntu experience. Awelcome break
from theWindows lock-in, but I have
Stockholm syndrome. Even though
you can save £50 by choosing Ubuntu
rather thanWindows 10, I’d stick with
the safe and familiar if spending this
much on a laptop.

Buying decision
I’ve beenwaiting three years for rival
manufacturers to catch upwith the
Dell XPS 13 design, and there have
been plenty of sleek ultraportables in
that time. But, barring the placement
of the webcam below the screen
rather than above it, themix of
ultra-slim bezels and practical design
keeps it ahead. That’s despite designs

ABOVE Forget
old-style USB ports:
the new XPS 13 has its
eye on the future

ABOVE Dell has
introduced a sleek,
all-white version of
the Dell XPS 13

uttered the tempting line, “if you are
ready to order I will be happy to help
youwith best deal possible”.

Much to the salesperson’s chagrin,
I’m still happywithmyMicrosoft
Surface Book 2. But if you’re looking
for an ultraportable that can double
as amain PC, you should place the
XPS 13 right at the top of your list.
TIM DANTON
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I reviewed the Toshiba Tecra X40-D
sevenmonths ago (see issue 277,
p63), andwhile broadly positive

about its benefits for amobile
workforce I criticised its noise and
lack of speed. I’d hoped for a little
more than 55 in our benchmarks, and
wondered if there were thermal issues
that were cramping the processor’s
performance; while it was quiet in
general use, the fans would
occasionally kick in with abandon.

This refreshed version of the Tecra
X40 comes replete with an eighth-
generation Intel Core processor and
an abundant 32GB of RAM. The result?
Amuch stronger score of 70 in our
benchmarks – and this time the fan
noise wasmuch less conspicuous. If
you’re looking for amachine that can
number-crunch on themove, your
employees won’t be disappointed.

I emphasise employees because,
unlike the Dell XPS 13 with its
consumer aspirations, this laptop is all
about business. Even ignoring its
conservative dark blue finish,
consider all the security layers on
show: the touchpad integrates a
fingerprint reader, there’s an IR
camera forWindows Hello, and Tosh
adds its own layer of encryption via its
BIOS and a TPM 2module. Naturally,
Windows 10 Pro is at the helm, so you
have the option of BitLocker for
full-drive encryption as well.

Perhaps surprisingly for amachine
targeted at businesses, the Tecra
X40-E includes a touchscreen. I’m not
convinced about this, in part because
the screen doesn’t fold back
180-degrees so you can’t use it as a
giant tablet to scrawl upon. There are

BATTERY: video playback, 7hrs 11mins

ABOVE With a sleek
magnesium chassis,
the Tecra X40-E is
designed to look good
in boardrooms

Toshiba Tecra X40-E
Thick bezels mar its
visual appeal, but this is a
grown-up ultraportable for
serious work

PRICE From £799 (£959 inc VAT)
from toshiba.co.uk

“Unlike the Dell XPS 13 with
its consumer aspirations,
the Tecra X40-E is all about
business – as shown by its
security features”

SCORE

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual-core 2.7GHz Intel Core

i7-8650U processor Intel HD
Graphics 620 32GB RAM 14in IPS

touchscreen display, 1,920 x 1,080
resolution 1TB M.2 NVMe SSD 720p
webcam 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2 2 x
USB-C/Thunderbolt 3 USB 3 HDMI
microSD card slot Windows 10 Pro battery
capacity not stated 332 x 229 x 16.9mm
(WDH) 1.24kg 1yr RTB warranty
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BENCHMARKS

Image
editing

107

Video
editing
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tasking

51

BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 70
ABOVE Toshiba packs
in plenty of ports,
including two USB-C, a
microSD slot and a
full-size HDMI port

counter-
arguments
– perhaps your sales team
uses a quotation tool that works best
with finger prods – but only youwill
know if you’ll put it to good use.

If you’re a creative agency, though,
forget about this Tecra. An average
Delta E of 6.3 is way above the 1.5 or
below anyone requiring colour
accuracy would hope for. Likewise, its
58.2% sRGB gamut coverage reveals
that it won’t reproduce all the colours
necessary for photo-basedwork.

Nevertheless, if you pump the
screen up to its maximum 251cd/m2
brightness then 90% of people won’t
notice its technical shortcomings. It’s
true that an 886:1 contrast ratio isn’t
the best either, but again this is only
something you’d spot if watching a
moodily shot film andwanting to see
what was happening in the shadows.

The harman/kardon-branded
speakers are capable of adding
atmosphere to films, and can even
accurately reproduce fine vocal
performances (Björk’s It’s Oh
So Quiet inmy test).
Naturally, bass is missing,
but that’s an inevitable
characteristic of any
laptop’s built-in
speakers, let alone a
machine that measures
16.9mm thick.

It’s a light little
machine too, weighing
1.24kgwhen I put it on
our scales. While rivals
such as the Dell XPS 13 are
more compact, you can sling
this well-made laptop into your bag
without worrying that it will add
much of a burden. Note its full
complement of ports too: two
Thunderbolt 3-enabled USB-C
connectors on the right together with
a full-size HDMI output, a microSD

slot and, over on the
left, an ever-helpful

USB-A port and 3.5mm jack.
You should get a full day’s use out of

the battery too. Evenwith the top-end
specification, whichwill have some
effect on power draw, it lasted 7hrs
11mins in our video-rundown test.

So should you buy a Tecra X40-E?
Although I wish the screenwere
better, Toshiba does very little wrong
here. I haven’t gone into depth about
the keyboard, for instance, because

it’s a fine example of its
type, while build quality is
top notch – exactly what
you’d expect from a
Toshiba business laptop.

The specification as
tested is expensive, at
£1,699 exc VAT, but

Toshiba claims that final prices of the
X40 series will start at £799 exc VAT.
For a business laptop of this quality,

that’s a good starting price, so the
final buying decisionwill come

down towhether you can
find the right specification
for the right cost. One
thing’s certain: the Tecra
X40-E is a solid upgrade
on the X40-D andwill
be a huge upgrade on
what your employees
are currently using.
TIM DANTON
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T here’s somuchmore to the
Huawei MateBook X Pro
than its most eye-catching

feature: a webcam that pops up,
periscope-like, from beneath a key
in the centre of the keyboard’s
function key row. That’s a circus
trick, designed to do little more than
catch the eye in a promotional video.

What really makes the Huawei
MateBook X Pro special is its design,
with Huawei employing a similar trick
to the Dell XPS 13 – but this timewith
a 14in screen. The bezels measure
4mm all the way around, including
the bottom of the screen, giving the
MateBook X Pro a stunning screen-to-
body ratio of 91%.

There’s nothingwrongwith the
display, either. It’s a 3,000 x 2,000
resolution LTPS touchscreen, clad in
scratch- and smudge-resistant Gorilla
Glass, with a peak brightness of
488cd/m2. It has a punchy contrast
ratio of 1,515:1, reproduces 96.2% of
the sRGB colour gamut and has superb
colour accuracy, returning an average
Delta E of 1.27.

It’s a display that deserves a
sumptuous housing, and Huawei
delivers. Our reviewmodel was
finished in a satin-smooth “space
grey” (it’s also available in silver),
complete with diamond-cut
chamfering around internal edges and
a huge, glass-topped touchpad that
occupies roughly half of the palm rest.

It looks fabulous, but close scrutiny
revealed uneven gaps between the
bottom panel and the edging, while
our test unit arrivedwith a loose-on-
one-side cursor key. I’ll be charitable
and assume these issues are down to
earlymanufacturing.

ABOVE The 13.9in
screen with its 4mm
bezel is this laptop’s
undoubted high point

Huawei MateBook X Pro
The MateBook X Pro is a
class act: long-lasting,
fast, slim and light, it’s a
fantastic ultraportable

PRICE From €1,499 from huawei.com

“The MateBook X Pro is a
star buy – if you can find it
for sale. Let’s hope Huawei
changes its mind and makes
it available in the UK”

Huawei MateBook X Pro

SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 1.8GHz Intel Core i7-8550U

processor 2GB Nvidia GeForce MX150
graphics 16GB RAM 512GB SSD 13.9in
3,000 x 2,000 touchscreen 802.11ac Wi-Fi
Bluetooth 4.2 Thunderbolt 3 USB-C USB-C
3.1 USB-A 3.1 304 x 217 x 14.6mm (WDH)
1.3kg Windows 10 Home 1yr RTB warranty

SCORE

RECOMMENDED
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BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 76

BATTERY: heavy use 8hrs 14mins

ABOVE There’s no
room for the webcam
in the bezel, but
Huawei has an
ingenious solution

Aside from those problems, the
MateBook X Pro is every bit as usable
as a MacBook Pro. The keys on the
keyboard have a positive action and
just enough space in the troughs
around each one to keep typos at bay.
That huge touchpad is sensitive, yet
rarely succumbs to accidental
activation, while its built-in
mechanical button is perfectly tuned
for double-clicks.

The fingerprint reader is built into
the power button above the keyboard
to the right andworks, alongwith
Windows Hello, to unlock the laptop
with a simple touch. It’s even better
than before, though, in that you can
now power up the laptop from cold
and log in by pressing it once, instead
of clicking it to boot up, then tapping
it once again at the login screen.

There’s even decent connectivity,
with two USB-C ports on the left edge.
One supports Thunderbolt 3, the
other USB 3.1, and both are capable of
outputting a video signal and
accepting power. You also get a
3.5mmheadphone jack and, on the
opposite side, a full-sized USB Type-A
port. Wireless connectivity comes in
the shape of an Intel AC-8275 chip
with support for 2x2MIMO and
Bluetooth 4.2.

Even the speakers are great.
A quad-driver array
supporting Dolby Atmos
supplies treble from either
side of the keyboard, while
“bass” notes emerge from
slots beneath at the sides
firing downwards. The result
is a broad, detailed soundwith
plenty of volume.

Video conferencers will
appreciate the quad-microphone
array, which offers a range of effects
for enhancing recordings and audio
pickup in various situations.
Beamforming is the highlight, cutting
out all sound that isn’t immediately in

front of the laptop, but you still can’t
talk to Cortana from across the room
without hermangling your words.

There are three configurations
available, themost powerful featuring
an Intel Core i7-8550U, 16GB of RAM,
a 512GB NVMe SSD and discrete Nvidia
MX150 graphics. That costs €1,899
including sales tax. Less potent Core
i5-8250Umodels with integrated
graphics, 8GB of RAM and either
256GB or 512GB of SSD storage cost
€1,499 and €1,699 respectively.

Our top-end review unit
performed superbly, scoring 76
overall and pipping the Toshiba
opposite. This great result is no
surprise: I’ve been using the

MateBook X Pro for a few
weeks and haven’t once
cursed it for slowing
down, overheating,
running out of battery at a
critical moment or
spinning its fans up to
annoying levels.

Combine this with strong battery
life and you have an absolute star buy.
If, that is, you can find it for sale. It
looks like theMateBook X Prowon’t

be released in the UK, and if you
import it from Europe you
won’t get a UK-specific
keyboard. Not a big issue,
but potentially irritating.
Otherwise, the MateBook
X Pro is a class act. Let’s
hope Huawei changes its
mind andmakes it
available here too.

JONATHAN BRAY
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T he Raspberry Pi is a quirky
thing.When first released in
2012, it was positioned as

alightweight, almost disposable
computer for kids to learn to
program on and for hobbyists to
build their electronics and robotics
projects around.Aside from the
green PCB, it felt less like a piece of
tech andmore like a toy, and it
was priced like one too. That was
part of its charm.

Since then, though, the Raspberry
Pi has evolved into a capable little
machine. Now, the latest generation is
here: the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+. The
name is becoming amouthful, but
perhaps that’s appropriate for a
platform that’s progressively gaining
more features.

Juicy upgrades
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ brings
twomajor upgrades to the Pi design.
The first is a faster processor. Not a
new processor, mind you – it’s the
exact same Broadcom BCM2837
chipset as in the original Model B
(released in 2016), but the speed has
been dialled up from 1.2GHz to
1.4GHz. This means it runs hotter
than before, so it’s also acquired a
dinkymetal cover to dissipate
the heat.

Raspberry Pi 3
Model B+
A speed boost, but no price
rise, makes this iteration of
the Model B Pi more
tempting than ever

PRICE £27 (£32 inc VAT)
from thepihut.com

SCORE

RECOMMENDED

The other big change is a new
networking controller. TheModel B
had built-inWi-Fi but it only
supported the comparatively slow
802.11n protocol on the 2.4GHz
radio band. The newModel B+
introduces amoremodern dual-band
802.11ac radio, whichmeans you can
expect faster wireless transfers. The
built-in Ethernet socket gets a speed
boost, too, from 100Mbits/sec to
300Mbits/sec.

The only other notable change is
the arrival of a four-pin connector for
an optional power-over-Ethernet
(PoE) add-on, so you can use a
single cable to connect the Pi to IP
cameras, VoIP phones and other
networking appliances.

Despite these enhancements, the
price remains the same: a steal at £32

including VAT for the bare
board, although you’ll need to
budget for amicro-USB power
supply and amicroSD card on
top of that. Youmay also want
to buy a case. And the good
news here is that theModel B+
sticks with the established
Raspberry Pi form factor first
introduced in 2014, so works
perfectly with the thousands of
cases and other accessories that
are already out there.

Plus-sized performance
A 200MHz frequency boost
equates to about 17%, and in
benchmark after benchmark I
found this translated to a linear
improvement in performance. See
the tables of results on this page
and opposite.

Scores were similarly uniform
across various JavaScript-based
browser benchmarks – although, as
the highly visual MotionMark test
exposed, the CPU boost hasn’t been
matched by any increase in GPU
power, so graphical performance
remains the same across the two
generations.

So far, so fine, but I was less
impressed by the new networking
hardware. Using aMacBook Pro, I can
easily copy files to and frommyNAS
drive at upwards of 20MB/sec.With
the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+, those
same files came down the line at only
5.2MB/sec. Copying them back upwas
faster, at 9.6MB/sec, but still much
slower than expected.

To be fair, these speeds are still
better than the oldModel B, with its
last-generationwireless chipset
achieving 4.4MB/sec and 4.6MB/sec

respectively. And there’s
always the caveat that
wireless performance can
be heavily influenced by
environmental factors, so
youmight seemuch better
speeds on your own
network.

I suspect, though, that the
compact size of theModel B+ acts
as a limiting factor when it comes
to the effectiveness of the internal
aerial. There’s no provision for
attaching an external one to boost

the signal, either.
Lastly, I tried the same test
over Ethernet. Again, the
Model B+was faster than
the oldModel B, but not
by asmuch as I’d hoped.
Based on the advertised
connection speeds, files
ought to come up and
down the line three times
as fast; in practice I saw

only amodest improvement
downstream, and upstream

HARDINFO Model B Model B+ Improvement

Blowfish 41.3 35.3 15%

CryptoHash 32.8 38.1 16%

Fibonacci 12.4 10.8 13%

N-Queens 36.1 31 14%

FPU FFT 47.2 40 15%

FPU ray trace 42 35.7 15%

“The name is becoming a
mouthful, but perhaps
that’s appropriate for a
platform that’s gaining
more and more features”

BELOW This could be
the mini-computer
that tempts even
more people into the
Raspberry Pi project

ABOVE The faster
processor requires a
tiny heatsink to keep
it cool
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SPECIFICATIONS
1.4GHz quad-core Broadcomm BCM2837
processor 1GB LPDDR2 RAM
400MHz/300MHz VideoCore IV
multimedia/3D graphics core 802.11ac Wi-Fi

Bluetooth 4.2 4 x USB 2 300Mbits/sec
Ethernet 40 GPIO pins HDMI 1.3a 3.5mm
combo analogue audio/composite video jack

camera interface (CSI) display interface
(DSI) microSD slot

NETWORKING Model B Model B+ Improvement

Copy 2GB file
from NAS (Ethernet) 9.1MB/sec 11MB/sec 21%

Copy back to
NAS (Ethernet)

11.1MB/sec 20.9MB/sec 88%

Copy 2GB file
from NAS (Wi-Fi)

4.4MB/sec 5.2MB/sec 18%

Copy back to
NAS (Wi-Fi)

4.6MB/sec 9.6MB/sec 109%

BROWSER Model B Model B+ Improvement

Peacekeeper 620 685 10%

Speedometer 7.16 8.12 13%

JetStream 14.98 17.6 17%

MotionMark 5.61 5.52 -2%

performance was less than double
what it had beenwith the old
hardware.

Still, it’s hard to feel too hard done
by. The newModel B+ is undeniably
faster than its predecessor and doesn’t
cost a pennymore. Perhaps let’s think
of these results as a reminder that this
isn’t a cutting-edge workstation, and
even if certain boxes are technically
ticked, it’s wise to keep your
expectations low.

Jammy bargain
The Raspberry Pi has come a longway.
The first version had amere two USB
ports, no wireless of any sort and a
laggardly processor that ran at around
a quarter of the speed of today’s board.
By comparison, the Raspberry Pi 3

ROY LONGBOTTOM Model B Model B+ Improvement

Dhrystone MIPS 2,433 2,839 17%

Dhrystone MIPS
(8 threads)

5,776 6,684 16%

Whetstone MWIPS 911 1,053 16%

Whetstone MWIPS
(8 threads)

3,973 4,650 17%

Linpack MFLOPS 180 206 14%

Livermore loops
average MFLOPS

211 247 17%

ABOVE The new
arrival: a four-pin
connector for a
power-over-
Ethernet add-on

As it’s the same size
as the previous
Model B, thousands
of existing cases
will fit

Model B+ is a formidable
little computer.

To be clear, it’s no
PC-killer. That
Dhrystone score of 2,839
MIPS looks good next to
the 2,433 of the oldModel
B, butmy Core i5
Windows desktop scores
17,423 in the same
benchmark - and that’s
before we talk about things such
as RAM and storage speed. Although
the idea is far less absurd than it once
was, I can’t recommend you use a
Raspberry Pi as your everyday
computer.

Taken on its own terms however –
as a low-cost, hugely open-ended
foundation for experiments in

programming and electronics –
the new Raspberry Pi is a
stunner. If youweren’t excited
by the original Model B, this
incremental update isn’t going
to suddenly turn you into a
true believer. But if you’ve
ever been Pi-curious, you’ll be
pleased to know that the

platform is now faster, slicker and
more versatile than ever. At the

price it’s a simply irresistible deal.
DARIEN GRAHAM-SMITH

The wired
networking port
is faster, but not
by as much as
we’d hoped for
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WI4000-Series
Based on the mainstream Intel® Socket 1151 platformwhich supports
Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7 CPUs with up to six cores and dual-channel
DDR4 memory for excellent performance in a wide variety of DCC
applications.

WI6000-Series
Based on the high-end Intel® Socket 2066 platformwhich
supports Intel® Core™ i7 and i9 CPUs with up to 18 cores and
high-bandwidth quad-channel DDR4 memory for superlative
performance in a wide variety of DCC applications.

3XSWI4000 Design
• Intel® Core™ i5 8600K processor
overclocked to 4.8GHz

• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI4000Viz
• Intel® Core™ i7 8700K processor
overclocked to 4.8GHz

• 32GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£1,529.99 INC
VAT £2,279.99 INC

VAT

3XSWI6000 Design
• Intel® Core™ i7 7820X processor
overclocked to 4.5GHz

• 32GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI6000Viz
• Intel® Core™ i7 7900X processor
overclocked to 4.5GHz

• 64GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£2,139.99 INC
VAT £3,339.99 INC

VAT

Choose your perfect workstation today

Workstations for
every application
Bespoke PCs built to your requirements
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Intel Inside®. Powerful Productivity Outside.

WI8000-Series
Based on the ultra high-end Intel® Socket 3647 platformwhich supports
a pair of Intel® Xeon™ Scalable CPUs with up to 28 cores each and high-bandwidth
6-channel DDR4 memory for superlative performance in a wide variety of DCC
applications which require a lot of CPU cores.

3XSWI8000 Sim & CFD
• 2 x Intel® Xeon™ Silver 4114 10 Core with HT
• 96GB ECC Registered DDR4 2400MHz
• 2GB NVIDIA Quadro P600
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI8000Viz
• 2 x Intel® Xeon™ Silver 4114 10 Core with HT
• 96GB ECC Registered DDR4 2400MHz
• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£4,019.99 INC
VAT £5,699.99 INC
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The spectacular Lilac Purple finish
and improved camera are the

stars of the redesign, but battery
life disappoints

Samsung
Galaxy S9
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ABOVE The camera is
the star, but it’s good
to see tweaks such as
repositioning of the
fingerprint reader too

“There are new colours to
accompany traditional
black – Coral Blue and Lilac
Purple, which catches the
light beautifully”

BELOW The new DeX
Pad means you can
use the S9 in
landscape mode when
connected to your PC

PRICE £616 (£739 inc VAT)
from samsung.com

F or the Galaxy S9 to stand out in
an ocean of equally competent
Android smartphones in 2018,

Samsung knew that its camera had to
be the best. Tomake that happen, it’s
pulled out all the stops. First, by
fitting it with an f/1.5 aperture camera
– the brightest aperture ever seen on a
smartphone – and second, by
implementing dual aperture, so the
camera can adapt to different light
conditions. By combining this with a
new 12-shotmulti-frame noise
reduction, Samsung hoped to
maintain its position as the
manufacturer of the world’s best
smartphone for yet another year.

On paper, it’s a winner. That
aperture is a huge 28% brighter than
the primary camera on last year’s
already impressive Galaxy S8. At the
launch, Samsung demonstrated this
by pointing the phone at a box full of
flowers lit at a lower light intensity
than 1 lux (0.87 to be precise) and
comparing the results with those
achieved by a Google Pixel 2 XL.
Unsurprisingly, given that this was set
up tomake the S9 look good, the
results were superb, with the flowers
looking dark in the Pixel image but
clearly distinguishable on the S9. The
noise levels and colour retentionwere
good, too.

Howwell does it work in the real
world? In someways, brilliantly. It
continued to perform superbly in all
conditions and particularly in low
light, capturing colours with uncanny
vibrancy andmanaging to keep noise
at bay. Meanwhile, in good light, the
camera captured sharp details across
the boardwith automatic exposures,
in general, judged to perfection.

But this doesn’t appear to be due to
the larger f/1.5 aperture. In fact, in
some circumstances I
found that in Automode
using the f/1.5 setting the
camera would trigger the
use of a higher ISO level
than the same scene
captured in Promodewith
f/2.4 selected.

The dual aperture
appears to bemore
effective.With larger
apertures, you typically
see a fall-off in sharpness
towards the edges of the
frame and that’s very
much in evidence here.
You have to look closely
but once zoomed in it’s
clear that, in f/1.5 mode,
shots are far softer at the

top, bottom, left and right
edges of the frame than they are
in f/2.4.

The narrower aperture also
stops the phone from
overexposing images in strong
light. But note that it isn’t about
adding creative options such as
changing the depth of field; the
difference between f/1.5 and
f/2.4 on a camera with a sensor
this small is minimal when it
comes to depth of field.

Overall, despite the slightly
bizarre and inconsistent
implementation of the bigger
f/1.5 aperture, the Samsung
Galaxy S9 has an excellent
camera and, once you take into
account the quality of the video,
I’d say it was better than the
Google Pixel 2.

Video star
The Galaxy S9 can, of course, record in
4K resolution at 60fps, but it can’t
record this fully stabilised like the
iPhone X can. The footage looks great,
though. It’s crisp and highly detailed,
and there’s little of the focus hunting
that so badly afflicts other rivals, such
as the Huawei Mate 10 Pro.

There’s also the new ultra-slow-
motionmode, capable of capturing
720p resolution at a frankly silly
960fps. This is fun, but if that’s your
bag, check out Sony’s latest Xperia
XZ2 and XZ2 Compact phones, which
have trumped Samsung Galaxy S9
phones by doing the same but at Full
HD resolution.

To be fair, Samsung does
implement ultra-slow-mo slightly
better than Sony. Acknowledging the
difficulty of capturing precisely the
right moment in the limited 0.2
seconds you get to record your
slow-motion footage, Samsung places
a yellowmotion-detection box
on-screen that you canmove
wherever youwant in the frame. The
camera only goes into slow-motion

modewhenmovement is
detected in the box, making it
far easier to set up shots.

Finally, Samsung has added
extra software to allow the
8-megapixel f/1.7 front-facing
camera to capture your
expressions and create
animated, personalised emoji –
dubbed AR Emoji by Samsung.
This is a bit like Apple’s Animoji,
the difference being that
Samsung creates its emoji in the
form of animated GIFs so you
canmore easily view them on
other platforms. The places you
can use them is still limited,
though. I was able to get them to
work in the phone’s standard
messaging app, in Facebook and
Twitter, but notWhatsApp or
Slack.

Tweak city
Aside from the headline-grabbing
camera, there are nomajor overhauls
here, but the incremental
improvements are all welcome. The
bezels above and below the screen are
slightly slimmer than before so the
screen fills evenmore of the front.
There are new colours to accompany
traditional black – Coral Blue and the

lovely Lilac Purple, which
catches the light
beautifully. It’s much
nicer than any pink or rose
gold phone I’ve seen.

The Galaxy S9 is
slightly heavier than the
S8, but only by 8g. It’s also
amillimetre shorter,

0.6mmwider and 0.5mm thicker.
None of these numbers will make any
difference to the way the phone feels
in your pocket.

What is likely tomake a difference
to the way you use the phone is the
location of the fingerprint reader:
Samsung has repositioned its
fingerprint readermodule from beside
the camera lens to below it. But, and
call me pernickety if you like, I prefer
fingerprint readers to be larger and
inset more than this one is.

Otherwise, the phone retains all
the features of the previous Samsung
flagship. It’s IP68 dust- andwater-
resistant, it still has the Bixby button
on the left (Bixby has a couple of
minor improvements here, including
live language translation), the SIM
tray has space for amicroSD card so
you can expand the internal storage
by up to 400GB, and there’s still a
3.5mmheadphone jack.

Speed demon
Inevitably, the Samsung Galaxy S9 is
quicker than the S8 and this is
courtesy of its faster Exynos 9810

SCORE



SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.7GHz/1.8GHz Exynos 9810 Octa
processor 4GB RAM Mali-G72 MP18
graphics 5.8in AMOLED screen, 1,440 x
2,960 resolution 64GB storage
microSDXC slot (up to 400GB) 12MP rear
camera 8MP front camera 802.11ac Wi-Fi

Bluetooth 5 NFC USB-C connector
3,000mAh battery Android 8 68.7 x 8.5 x
148mm (WDH) 163g 1yr warranty
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Huawei Mate 10 Pro
Samsung Galaxy S8
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HIGHERISBETTER
HIGHERISBETTER

HIGHERISBETTER

processor. This is an octa-core chip,
built on a 10nm process in the same
forge as the newQualcomm
Snapdragon 845 (only in the US does
the Galaxy S9 run an 845). The Exynos
9810 comprises two quad-core CPUs,
one running at 2.9GHz, the other
“low-power” core running at 1.9GHz.
This is backed up by 4GB of RAM and
64GB of storage.

Just like the Samsung Galaxy S9
Plus, this results in significantly
quicker performance than last year
(see the graphs, right). The Apple
iPhone X still has a substantial lead,
but Samsung has put clear space
between it and its nearest Android
competitors.

While performance is certainly
nippy, battery life is disappointing.
The Galaxy S9’s capacity remains at
the same as the S8 at 3,000mAh. It
comfortably lasts a day, and a little bit
into the next, but it falls a longway
short of phones such as the Huawei
Mate 10 Pro, which I found lasted
almost two days at a time.

In our video-rundown test, the S9
kept going for a reasonably
respectable 14hrs 23mins, but this is
two-and-a-half hours short of the S8’s
performance from last year, andwell
short of the 20hrs 52mins returned by
the far cheaper OnePlus 5T.

Display of power
The display is just as good as ever. As
with the S8, the S9 includes a 1,440 x
2,960 18.5:9 aspect ratio screenwith
an AMOLED panel, withmultiple
resolutions and colour profiles to
choose from in the phone’s display
software settings.

The default is FHD+ (1,080 x 2,220)
and Adaptive but you can drop the
resolution to 720 x 1,440 and change
the colour profile to Basic (sRGB),
AMOLED Cinema (DCI-P3) or
AMOLED Photo (Adobe RGB). In each
of thesemodes the screen returned
coverage percentages of 99.3% and
98.8%. That’s as good as it gets.

Colour accuracy is decent, contrast
is effectively perfect andmaximum
brightness is stupendous. I recorded
992cd/m2 with a 10%white patch
displayed on a black background and
with a full white screen the brightness
peaked at 465cd/m2. Note that, as
usual with Samsung devices, you’ll
only seemaximum brightness if you
leave the phone in auto-brightness
mode. Inmanual mode, the screen
peaked at a far lower 302cd/m2.

Minor upgrades
There aremoreminor upgrades
compared to the S8. The speakers are
louder, for instance, and now support
Dolby Atmos. They sound great, with
more body and volume than before.
There are a couple of minor

improvements to Samsung’s DeX
system, too. First introduced on the
Galaxy S8, DeX allows the phone to be
plugged into a dock and display a
desktop operating system on a
connectedmonitor.

Here, there’s a new dock, called the
DeX Pad, that holds the phone flat,
exposing the headphone jack and
allowing the screen to double as a
touchpad. It’s due out in June but
Samsung hasn’t announced the price
yet. ITmanagers can now also apply
policies that display their logo on the
desktopwallpaper and lock out
certain apps in the desktop
environment.

Elsewhere, Samsung has improved
the Samsung Galaxy S9’s iris and
facial recognition systems. On their
own, these two aren’t all that exciting.
The Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus introduced
these biometric login techniques last
year, but in the Samsung Galaxy S9
they’ve been combined and given a
name change.

With this “Intelligent Scan”mode
enabled, the phone tries to unlock
using bothmethods at once, the idea
being to reduce the frequency of failed
recognition attempts. And it works.
It’s about as quick as the Apple iPhone
X’s face unlock feature, but since it
unlocks directly to the last screen you
were using when the phone locked
itself, it’s effectively quicker. It isn’t
quite as slick as the OnePlus 5T’s face
unlocker, though, whichworks
almost instantaneously.

The final change of note is another
software tweak. The S9 can now be
used in landscape 100% of the time,
with UI elements adapting on the
homescreen, the app drawer and
settingsmenus. That’s great
news for those who prefer
tomount their phones in
landscape when they
use it as a satnav in
the car. Previously,
you’d have to tilt
your head or remove
the phone from the
dock if youwanted
to use themenus or
homescreen.

Price and verdict
Taken as a whole, the
Samsung Galaxy S9 is a
fabulous phone. It’s better
overall than the S8, despite slightly
weaker battery life and a rather odd
implementation of its low-light
camera algorithms. It’s faster, the
screen is just as good, it has better
speakers, better facial recognition and
ultra-slowmotion video.

In fact, alongwith its larger
sibling, the S9 is the best phone on the
market today. However, these
differences are small, and £739 is a lot

to pay for a phone that’s only slightly
different to last year’s offering,
especially given howmuch cheaper
you can pick up a Samsung Galaxy S8
today. It was about £500 on Amazon

at the time of publication.
Eventually, that picture
will change. The Samsung
Galaxy S9will fall in
price over time to a
similar level to the
the S8 today and
then it will be an
absolute bargain.
For now, though,
Samsung’s latest
flagship smartphone
isn’t one I’d
recommend you buy:
its upgrades simply

aren’t worth the
£300 premium.

JONATHAN BRAY

BELOW Slimmer
bezels mean the
screen consumes
even more space

64
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A superb phone, and arguably a
better buy than the S9, but not enough
upgrades to make us excited

A superb phone, and arguably a

Samsung Galaxy S9+

ABOVE As with the
S9, you can buy the
S9+ in blue, grey, lilac
and black

good, HDR content included.
Peak brightness is great, too, pretty

muchmatching previous Galaxy
handsets. In our tests, the phone
reached peaks of 992cd/m2 with a 10%
white patch displayed against a black
background, and 465cd/m2 with the
screen filled with white with auto
brightness enabled. As is typical with
Samsung phones, you’ll only see the
screen hit its brightest level in
auto-brightness mode – inmanual
brightness mode, this display reaches
a lowly peak of 302cd/m2.

So to the big question: should you
buy the Galaxy S9+? It’s a super phone
with two great cameras that shoot
fabulous photos and video. It’s also the
quickest Android phone yet, and
pretty darned gorgeous in Lilac
Purple. In fact, it’s probably the best
phonemoney can buy.

But I do have problemswith it.
First, the price: the Samsung Galaxy
S9+is £869 SIM free. And there are
other things about it that irritate. Low
light photography is amazing, but it
still isn’t as good as it could be. The
battery life is fine, but not as good as
the best its rivals canmuster.

It also faces the same problem as
the S9, in that it isn’t much better than
its predecessor. This typically costs
£150 less. Unless you really love the
updated design, I’d advise you save a
few bob and buy an S8+instead.
JONATHAN BRAY

BELOW You can spot
the S9+ due to its dual
camera setup at the
rear of the phone

T he Samsung Galaxy S9+ is, as
you’d expect it to be, a bigger
version of the Galaxy S9. It has a

larger screen and a bigger battery than
its smaller sibling, and (inevitably) a
significantly higher price. Last year,
that’s where the differences ended
between the two Galaxy S8 phones,
and I was reluctant to recommend the
Galaxy S8+.

This year, the gap has widened:
Samsung has finally added dual-
camera capability to one of its
mainstream flagship phones, and the
result is that the Samsung Galaxy S9+
now hasmuchmore to recommend it.
As a camera, it’s nigh-on identical to
the Galaxy S9, right down to the f/1.5
aperture and the oddway it catches
images in bright light. Here, though,
the second camera provides a
telephoto view - a 2x zoom,
effectively, just like on the Apple
iPhone X. Note, though, the second
camera’s aperture is f/2.4, not f/1.5.

The end result is a telephoto
camera that takes excellent photos in
a range of conditions.When you’re in
low light, the larger aperturemeans
more light - so you get lower ISO, less
noise and cleaner photographs. In
better light, you can safely use the
zoom and be confident the f/2.4
aperture will give you sharp details.
My one caveat is that zooming in while
you’re recording video isn’t quite as
smooth as it is on the iPhone X and
iPhone 8 Plus.

Physically, the S9+ enjoys similar
physical tweaks to the S9. Same colour
options, same fingerprint reader
position, same super-slim bezel. Here,
though, there’s a 6.2in display with an
aspect ratio of 18.5:9 and a QHD+
resolution of 1,440 x 2,560 pixels, just
like last year’s S8+. It’s bulkier in the
hand than the regular Galaxy S9, but
not enough to be bothersome.

With the same processor as the S9,
and 6GB of RAM to 4GB, it’s no shock

PRICE 128GB, £724 (£869 inc VAT)
from samsung.com

SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.7GHz/1.8GHz Exynos 9810 Octa
processor 6GB RAM Mali-G72 MP18
graphics 6.2in AMOLED screen, 1,440 x
2,960 resolution 128GB storage
microSDXC slot (up to 400GB) dual
12MP/12MP rear cameras 8MP front
camera 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 5 NFC
USB-C connector 3,500mAh battery
Android 8 73.8 x 8.5 x 158mm (WDH) 189g

1yr warranty

that it performed virtually
identically in benchmarks
– which is to say, fast (see
the graphs opposite). You
won’t be disappointed.

I wish I could say the same
about battery life. I’ve been using the
Samsung Galaxy S9+ for a week now,
and its GSAM Battery Monitor rating
was at 22hrs 39mins per complete
charge versus 18hrs 44mins on the
regular S9. Neither of those scores are
great: after a week, the OnePlus 5T
was upwell above a daywhile the
Huawei Mate 10 Pro was closer to two
days.

In our video-rundown battery test,
the plus-size phone’s performance
was equallymiddling. It lasted 14hrs
36mins, or around 13minutes longer
than the Galaxy S9. In this test,
neither phone comes close to the best
in the flagship category; in fact, both
the OnePlus 5T (much cheaper) and
the S8+ (much cheaper) did
considerably better, reaching out and
beyond 20 hours.

Still, one thing that you can rely on
Samsung for is tip-top display quality
and it’s fabulous here. Its AMOLED
panel fills most of the front of the
phone, leaving narrow strips across
the top and bottom, and Samsung
again ships the phonewith the display
rendering in FHD+ (1,080 x 2,220).
You don’t really need a
higher resolution than
this.

Quality is
great - but not
as great as
previous Galaxy
phones. It
delivers 98%
sRGB coverage
in Basic mode
and an average
colour accuracy
Delta E score of
1.94. These are
very strong
numbers and
the bottom line
is that anything
displayed on this
screenwill look

SCORE
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Your bonus software
We scour the globe to negotiate the best software deals for
our readers, from extended licences to full programs you
don’t need to pay a penny for. Here’s this month’s lineup

Full product worth £26
novapdf.com

NOVAPDF IS A powerful tool for creatingPDFs. It
installs as a virtual printer driver,which lets you
output PDFs fromanyWindows application.

It couldn’t be easier to use: simply openyour
document, choose Print and select novaPDFas the
output device.The software also integrateswith
MicrosoftOffice applications, adding anovaPDF
tab, fromwhichyou canhave your file saved as a
PDF in a couple of clicks.

However you start the conversionprocess, you
haveplenty of options for customising the finished
file. Bookmarks,metadata, font embedding, link
detection, text optimisation, layout PDF/Aand
Linear PDFoptions are all available,while a smart
Profile systemmakes it easy to groupparticular
settings together. Youmight have oneprofile for
homedocuments and another forwork, for
example, to switchbetween as required. REQUIRES Windows XP or later; 10MB hard drive space; online registration

novaPDF Lite 9.1

How to claim your bonus software

For more information, see pages 66 and 67 in the main magazine

Your unique coupon code

Download
instructions
If you have any queries about our
download service, please contact us
at software@pcpro.co.uk

www.pcprodownload.co.uk
Enter the issue number

from the magazine’s spine

into the box under the PC

Pro logo and click submit.

You’ll also need the code

printed below

Enter the web address printed above into your
browser’s address bar. Then enter this month’s
issue number (which you can find on the
magazine’s spine) into the box under the PC Pro
logo, and click Submit.

Enter your email address and the unique

coupon code printed below into the relevant
boxes, then click the Submit button.

Browse through this month’s choices and
follow the instructions to download and register
the software.

The registration process varies from program
to program, so please read the instructions
carefully. They explain exactly what you need to
do for each program.

To download your software

ABOVE If you’ve bought
the Bonus Software
edition of PC Pro, it will
include this card between
the current pages

1Visit the PC Pro
download site at
pcprodownload.

co.uk. You’ll need to
enter the coupon code
printed on the card,
along with your email
address. We’ll send
you an email to confirm
that your code has
been registered. On
subsequent visits,
you’ll be able to access
the download area by
entering only your
email address.

3If the software
needs registering,
click the purple

Register button, or
follow the instructions
on the left of the product
page (again, please read
these carefully). In some
cases, you may need to
register for a PC Pro
Software Store account
– if you don’t already
have one – and you
might be prompted to
re-enter the coupon
code on the card.

2Once you’re into
the download area,
you can access this

month’s bonus software
by navigating to the
relevant product page
and clicking the red
Install button. For trial
software, freeware
and other downloads,
click the Install button
below the product
description, or
follow the onscreen
instructions (please
read these carefully).

4Please be sure to
install and register
your bonus

software before the
date shown below.
After this date, we can’t
guarantee that it will
still be possible to
download or register
the bonus software.
If you need assistance
with the coupon code
or registration issues,
please contact us at
software@pcpro.
co.uk.

pcprodownload.co.uk
Remember to claim your software by 31 May 2018

Total
value this

month
£147
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BoostSpeed 9
12-month licence worth £42
auslogics.com

THIS HANDY SYSTEM toolmakes it easy to speedup
Windows, bootmore quickly, disable unnecessary
startupprograms and root out potential threats. It
can remove junk and leftover files; clear yourweb
andapplicationhistories; and explore your drive to
findwhich folders are consuming themost space.

Itwill also cleanupand compact theRegistry,
and ensure your internet connection is running at
full speed. You can configure settingsmanually, or
let BoostSpeeddo everything for you. Bonus
modules help youundelete files, fix harddrive
problems, securely shreddata, orwipe entire drives
tomake sure sensitive files can’t be recovered.

This latest build brings ahost of improvements
to enhance theprogram’s overall effectiveness, fix
bugs, improve configurability, and ensure it does an
evenbetter job of boosting yourPCsperformance. REQUIRES Windows XP or later; 100MB hard drive space; online registration

Minimise the number of read andwrite operations performed in
regular use, and extend the usable life of your drive
Optimise a range of drive-related settings – including indexing,
defragmentation, prefetching andmore
Can also improve the performance ofmechanical hard drives,
without any technical knowledge required

Transformyour photos into stunning greetings cards, complete
with your own text and captions
No artistic or design skills required – includesmore than 50
professionally designed templates for every occasion
Move and resize your photos, and adjust opacity, saturation,
brightness and contrast for best results

SSD Fresh 2018
Full product worth £9
abelssoft.com

REQUIRES Windows 7 or
later; 50MB hard drive
space; in-application
registration

Full product worth £13
ashampoo.com

REQUIRES Windows 7 or
later; 15MB hard drive
space; in-application
registration

Photo Card 2 iClone 6 Standard

Powerful real-time 3D animation suite that’s easy to use but offers a
stack of professional features
Build andmanipulate characters from templates, or bymoving your
body in front of a KinectMotion Capture system
Drag and drop newbody templates, outfits and props; tweak facial
expressions, and adjust lighting effects for realistic results

Iolo System Mechanic 17

All the tools you need to clean and speed up your PC, fix system
problems and protect your privacy
Defragment your hard drive, optimise your internet connection for
faster downloads, tweak the boot sequence andmore
IncludesWindows tweaking tool giving you easy access tomore
than 100 keyWindows settings

Six-month licence
worth £20
iolo.com

REQUIRES Windows XP
or later; 50MB hard drive
space; online registration

Full product worth £37
reallusion.com

REQUIRES Windows 7 or
later; 10GB hard drive
space; online registration
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B ack in issue 281 (see p72), I put
six wireless keyboard and
mouse combos to the test. Two

of those were from Logitech, and
truth is I could have filled all six slots
with a set from the company: when it
comes to keyboards andmice, it’s
more prolific than Barbara Cartland in
her 1980s pomp.

Sowhy has Logitech chosen to
introduce yet another wireless
keyboard andmouse combo, sitting
firmly in themid-range at £50?
Simple: for the clumsy. Because this
set shouldn’t really be called the
MK470 Advanced but theMK470
Idiot-Proof.

I’m happy to plantmyself in the
Idiot category. Inmy excitement to
remove the keyboard andmouse from
their packaging, I knocked over the
cup of coffee onmy desk. Fate decided
to empty its contents straight onto the
keyboard, and so it was with relief
that I realised theMK470 is
waterproof. And coffee-proof, as it
happens. Twominutes later I was
happily rinsing the keys with water to
ensure the keyboardwouldn’t smell
of stale coffee the following day.

It’s now twoweeks later, and
during that time the keyboard has
behaved perfectly. Although I have
managed to avoid spilling anything on
it since. The other ace up this board’s
sleeve is longevity, which comes
in two forms. First, Logitech
promises that the stickering
on the keys is designed to
withstand abrasion over
time; I prefer Cherry’s
approach of lasering on
each key’s label, but if
Logitech’s promise
turns out to be true
then it’s a solid
compromise.

The second
longevity trick is due
to the extremely long
battery life. The
keyboard is designed to
last three years on the
supplied pair of AA

SPECIFICATIONS
Wireless Keyboard K540 Wireless Mouse
M310 2.4GHz USB receiver keyboard, 457
x 194 x 24mm (WDH) mouse, 62 x 112 x
39mm (WDH) keyboard, 850g mouse, 98g
(both with batteries) 2yr limited warranty

Logitech MK470
Advanced
Designed to survive life’s
accidents, this is our top
choice if you can afford the
clumsiness premium

PRICE £42 (£50 inc VAT)
from logitech.com

“This wireless keyboard
and mouse combo shouldn’t
really be called the Logitech
MK470 Advanced but the
MK470 Idiot-Proof”

BELOW Should you
accidentally spill the
water onto your
keyboard, it will keep
on working fine

batteries, while themouse should
keep going for 18months. Part of that
is likely due to the use of 2.4GHz
wireless rather than Bluetooth, with a
single USB receiver in the box. It’s
tiny, too, only jutting out by around
6mm from the socket.

All this would be for nought if the
keyboard andmouse weren’t
enjoyable to use, but fortunately they
succeed in this core task. The keys will
never compare to amechanical
keyboard for sheer chunky
satisfaction, but they’re quiet enough
to avoid being irritating (although not
dampened enough to be described as
silent). Nor are there any irritations
when it comes to key placement:
everything is where it should be, with
no function doubling or space-saving.

One of the advantages of buying
Logitech is its Options software. This
allows you to customise F1 to F8with
your choice of shortcuts, with the
default selection covering everything I
can think of. But if there’s a particular
keystroke youwant to assign, you can
do that too. There are four handy
shortcuts above the numeric keyboard
- Calculator, battery check, Lock and
Eject - with both Lock and Eject again
being programmable.

There are a couple of nice usability
extras too. Logitechwisely splits the
media playback controls into two
clumps of three (previous, play/pause,
next on the left; mute, volume up,

volume down on the right) tomake
them easier to hit without looking at
the board. You can also adjust the
height of the keyboard’s rear from flat
to 4 degrees to 8 degrees, to suit your
typing preferences. And, despite the
emphasis on long battery life, pressing
Caps Lock activates a tiny green LED
to let you know it’s switched on.

Themouse is more basic. There’s
only one programmable button, the
middle one, and initially I felt the
mouse was too light at a shade under
100gwith the battery inside. Over the
past twoweeks, however, I’ve grown
used to the way it sits snugly intomy
hand - note its equally suited to left-
and right-handers. And because it
isn’t too huge, I’ll be slinging it inmy
bag formy next work trip too.

If there are drawbacks
to this set, it’s that it lacks
features compared to the
MK850 Performance.
While this costs around
£30more (pcpro.
link/284mk850), it allows
you to switch between

three different setups at the press of a
button – indeed, it’s clever enough
that if youmove yourmouse to the
edge of the screen then it will move
over to a neighbouring display, as if
the two computers are operating one
huge extended desktop.

And, truth be told, there’s no need
to spend £50 on a keyboard andmouse
combo. As I type this review, you can
buy the basic LogitechMK270 set for
£18 fromAmazon (pcpro.
link/284mk270). If I needed to buy a
newwireless keyboard andmouse
combo, however, there’s no doubt
which I’d choose. TheMK470
Performance can copewith lummoxes
likeme and keep chuggingmerrily
along, and includes quality in all the
right places. TIM DANTON

RECOMMENDED

ABOVE The mouse
should last for 18
months on one set of
batteries, while the
keyboard keeps going
for up to three years

SCORE
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Readeroffer
Norton
SecurityDeluxe+
WiFiPrivacyVPN
We’ve teamed up with Symantec to provide a
unique offer: a three-device Norton Security
Deluxe subscription PLUS Norton WiFi Privacy
VPN – for just £22. That’s a stonking £78 off the
recommended price.

Claim your offer here
pcpro.link/279bundle
Want two years of Security Deluxe cover for £40?
Visit pcpro.link/279bundle2

@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O Readeroffer

Secure private information such as your passwords, bank details and credit
card numbers when using public Wi-Fi on your PC, Mac or mobile device.

Protects the data you send and
receive when using public Wi-Fi

Adds bank-grade encryption to
protect you on public Wi-Fi hotspots

Browse the web anonymously

Allows access to your favourite
apps and content anywhere you go

Encrypts your data with a no-log
virtual private network that doesn’t
track or store your activity

NortonWiFiPrivacy

EXCLUSIVE
BUNDLE!
JUST£22

+
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T here’s no doubt what Huawei
had inmindwhen it started
work on theMediaPadM5 Pro. If

Apple could win over creative
professionals with the iPad Pro for
£719, it could surely do the samewith
a slick Android tablet that undercut its
rival by £200.

Its key weapons are the bundled
M-Pen stylus and a number of tweaks
to Android that make it almost feel
like aWindows laptop.When dropped
into the optional keyboard case, it
gives you the option of switching to a
desktop-style UI running on top of
Android Oreo. Just to add to that
Microsoft feel, it lets you run
windowed Android apps rather than
full screen.

Don’t dump yourWindows laptop
just yet, though. You can’t connect an
external monitor and, while Android
is great on phones, not all Android
apps thrive in a desktop-style
interface. Some are fine, most notably
Google Docs andMicrosoft Office, but
quite a few don’t even support
autorotation. Also note that the full
mobile version of Microsoft Office
isn’t free to use on theMediaPad since
it has a screen larger than 10.1in;
you’ll need to pay or be an Office 365
subscriber.

Turning our attention to the
“creative” rather than the
“professional”, Huawei largely hits
the spot with theM-Pen. The stylus
has 4,096 levels of pressure sensitivity
and is capable of both tilt and shade
functions, so it’s great for both
sketching and taking handwritten
notes. It’s a touch hard and

unforgiving comparedwith the
Microsoft Surface Pen or Samsung’s
S-Pen, both of which have a
softer-feeling nib, but remains a
great inclusion.

Style in spades
Just like Apple and Samsung, Huawei
knows how to create a stylish tablet.
The combination of curvedmetal
body, a glass front that curves
subtly at the edges, and a slender,
7.3mmprofile means it’s a
masterpiece of tablet design.

Holding the tablet in landscape
mode, there’s a front-facing
8-megapixel camera at the top of the
device and a lightning-quick
fingerprint sensor on the right-hand
side. A 13-megapixel camera and
powerful set of four Harmon Kardon
speakers sit at the rear. These are
truly excellent: distortion-free,
they’re capable of reproducing an
accurate sound throughout the
frequency range.

However, Huawei giveth and
Huawei taketh away: there’s no
3.5mmheadphone jack. You’ll have to
rely on the supplied but easily mislaid
USB-C-to-3.5mm adapter for wired
headphones, and note there are no
other ports here: unless you have a
splitter, you can’t use your wired

headphones while charging
the device.

The placement of the USB-C port
in the bottom right corner is
awkward, too. If youwant to use a
keyboard such as the Logitech K480,
which has a slot for propping
up your tablet, the low placement of
the port means the cable snags on the
slot, so you have to use the tablet
upside down.

At least wireless connectivity is
well rounded. You get 802.11acWi-Fi,

Bluetooth 4.2 and even 4G
connectivity, plus
microSD card expansion
with support for cards up
to 256GB in size.

Solid display
Themost important thing

to know about theMediaPadM5 Pro’s
display is its size and resolution:
measuring 10.8in across the diagonal
andwith 2,560 x 1,600 pixels, it looks
sharp despite its size. It loses out only
when placed next to the brilliant
displays of the iPad Pro 10.5in and
Samsung Galaxy Tab S3.

Both of these have squarer displays
(theM5 Pro’s is a classic 16:10 ratio),
which somemight argue is a
disadvantage whenworking laptop-
style with a keyboard, but both also
win for quality. In the iPad’s case,
that’s due to the smooth 120Hz screen
- it really does give it a paper-like feel
- while AMOLED technology on the
Samsung lends images that extra pop.

But, to emphasise, the M5 Pro’s
display is a pleasure to gaze at. Huawei
uses an IPS panel that can be tuned to
an accurate or vibrant colour profile,
denoted by Normal and Vivid in the
settingsmenu. In eithermode, the
screen shines. Videos and

ABOVE Slot this 10.8in
tablet into a suitable
keyboard and you
have something akin
to a laptop

Huawei MediaPad
M5 Pro
A stylish Android tablet with
the iPad Pro in its sights. A
tempting alternative if the
price turns out to be right

PRICE 64GB with 4G, €499 inc sales tax
from huawei.com

“The combination of curved
metal body, subtly curving
glass front and a slender,
7.3mm profile means it’s a
masterpiece of design”

BELOW For once, this
tablet’s camera is
worth taking pictures
with

70

SCORE
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SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.3GHz HiSilicon Kirin 960
processor 4GB memory 10.8in 2,560 x
1,600 IPS touchscreen 64GB storage
microSD slot 13MP rear camera 8MP
front camera 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2

nano-SIM (4G) GPS Android 8
7,500mAh battery 259 x 172 x 7.3mm (WDH)

498g 1yr RTB warranty

iPad Pro rival?
We’re still waiting for
confirmation of the UK price, but
Huawei’s stated €499 in
Euroland (including sales tax)
buys you a lot of machine: 64GB
of storage, 4G connectivity and
theM-Pen. Don’t want 4G? Then
buy the 64GBWi-Fi version for
€449. There’s also a non-Pro
10.8inMediaPadM5, which is

€399, but this doesn’t ship with –
and isn’t compatible with –
theM-Pen.

€499might seem like a lot of
money for an Android tablet, but
its closest rival, the 64GB 10.5in
iPad Pro, costs £719 and doesn’t
ship with a stylus. The smaller
9.7in Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 does
include a stylus, but costs £530
and comes with half the amount
of storage.

TheMediaPadM5 Promight
not replace aWindows 10 2-in-1,
and yes it lags behind the 10.5in
iPad Pro for apps and general
performance, but it’s far cheaper
than the Apple tablet, larger than
the Samsung Galaxy Tab S3, and
competitive in terms of
performance and features. If you
like the idea of using an Android
tablet for play and a little bit of
work, theMediaPadM5 is a fine
choice.CHRISTOPHER MINASIANS
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photographs look great, and
viewing angles are
spectacular, too.

Maximum brightness is
363cd/m2, which is fine for
indoor use but indicates you
might struggle to read
material displayed on-screen
in bright sunshine. The
contrast ratio is decent, at
1,331:1, while 87.3% coverage
of the sRGB gamut is good.
The problem isn’t the M5
Pro’s screen; it’s the
competition.

Solid performance
Huawei owns the HiSilicon
semiconductor
manufacturer, so it’s no
surprise to see one of its chips
inside theMediaPad: in this
case, a 2.3GHz octa-core
HiSilicon Kirin 960
processor. Together with
4GB of RAM,multitasking
proved a breeze, and theMediaPad
M5 Pro ran smoothly nomatter
what I threw at it.

Benchmarks don’t lie, though.
It’s nomatch for the A10X Fusion
in the 10.5in iPad Pro, proving to
bemore akin to the Samsung
Galaxy Tab S3 in CPU-intensive
tasks. For gaming you can expect
around 20 to 30fps in taxing titles,
which is acceptable. But, for
gaming, it’s slower than the Tab
S3 and a longway behind the
Apple iPad Pro.

Battery life is more impressive,
lasting for exactly 12 hours in our
video rundown benchmark. The
iPad Pro lasts a little longer, but
only by an hour. Also note the
MediaPad’s 7,500mAh battery
charges quickly – it’s full in just
under three hours.

I wouldn’t normally dedicate
anymore than a fewwords to a
tablet’s camera, as I can’t see why
you’d want to use such a big
device for anythingmore than the
occasional snap, but here theM5
Pro is so impressive that it
deserves a little extra attention.

Its rear f/2.2 13-megapixel
camera with phase detection
autofocus picks up plenty of
detail, especially with HDR
enabled. Switching this on
emphasised the red brickwork of a
building I was photographing
without overexposing the sky.

In low light, however, the rear
camera struggles. There’s lots of
image noise, blurry text and softened
details. Its front-facing f/2.2
8-megapixel camera suffers the same
softened look.

So it isn’t perfect. Neverthleless,
for a tablet, it’s a great camera setup.
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I s this the smartwatch that breaks
into themainstream? Fitbit hopes
so. It’s stripped away the non-

essentials from its first smartwatch,
the Fitbit Ionic, to provide a cut-down
price and a cut-down size. In doing so,
it also hopes to attract more ladies to
the smartwatch party, which until
now has been dominated bymen.
Albeit the kind of menwho glance
nervously at their smartwatches and
and refuse to dance.

The obvious benefit is the size of
the watch on the wrist. I’m used to
wearing a bulky Garmin Fenix 5X, so
the Versa feels ridiculously
compact and lightweight
in comparison.Women
who are used to
wearing delicate
and featherlight
watchesmay not
feel quite the
same, of course.

Admitedly, it
loses out to
designer watches
for style, despite
Fitbit softening the
corners with a
rounding effect. You can
choose between three colours
– grey, rose gold and black – but the
largest degree of customisation comes
from downloadable watch faces and a
choice of straps. A silicone strap
comes in the box, and you can buy a
designer leather strap for £50, for
instance, or perhaps ameshmetal one
for an excessive £70. Fitbit is doing its
best to create the versatile black dress
of watches, transformed by
accessories, but isn’t ashamed to
make a bit of cash on the side.

One inevitable consequence of
dropping down in size is a smaller
battery, which is why the Versa lasts
for just over four days on a single
charge, compared to the Ionic’s five
days. That seems a sensible
compromise, as Fitbit’s battery life
claims ring true – based onmyweek
with the Versa – and it recharges in
under two hours. There’s even a neat
charging station that you slip the
Versa onto, but note that this uses a
proprietary charging system and is

incompatible with the Ionic.
Also note that, tomaximise the

battery life, the screen is off most of
the time. You can activate it by a

flick of the wrist, but I
found that only worked

about half of the time
– often I had to
press a button to
check the time.
Thankfully, the
300 x 300 screen
is vivid and
bright when it
does activate.
As the lack of

GPS indicates, this
isn’t an outright fitness

watch in the ilk of Garmin
Forerunners. If youwant to

track your run or bike ride down to
the last metre, you’ll need to bring
your phonewith you so that the Versa
can “borrow” its GPS chip.Without, it
still attempts to track how far you’ve
been, but naturally isn’t as accurate.
The good news is that it’s waterproof
to 50m, and in the pool it will
track lengths swum, calories
burned and number
of strokes.

While it hasmany
elements of a fitness
smartwatch, the
Versa is better
thought of as a
lifestyle watch. Not
just in terms of
fitting in with your
lifestyle, but aiming
to improve it. For

instance, by default it nags you to get
up and take some steps every hour of a
working day. In that same spirit of life
improvement, there’s a Relax app
that’s call-the-lawyers reminiscent
of the Apple Breathe app, and you’re
encouraged via the Fitbit phone app
to join its community of users for
encouragement and support.

The watch’s Fitbit OS is
incredibly easy to use. It supports
all the usual smartwatch
notifications – emails, texts,
phone calls – and it’s always
obvious what action you need to
take to silence a notification or

respond. Themain navigation is
via swiping and pressing the big
Home button on the left of the screen,
but there are also two physical
buttons on the right that can be used
in certain situations.

You shouldn’t expect a huge app
store to rival Apple’s. Fitbit only
opened up its SDK to developers last
year, and there are still fewer than 100
apps to choose from. You’ll find a
handful of big names – Strava, The
NewYork Times, Philips Hue, Yelp –
but in themain the third-party apps
are from individual developers. Most
developers’ focus appears to be on
watch faces, with hundreds available
to suit everyone from the data
obsessed to theminimalist.

The final app of note is for
music-subscription service Deezer.
This allows you to sync playlists to
your watch, andwith room for up to
300 songs that should be enough
variety for several workouts. Deezer
costs £10 permonth, though, so you
may prefer to download your own
tracks to the device. One final thing I
feel duty bound tomention is the
presence of an NFC chip for the Fitbit

Pay app – but don’t get
excited. Right now, only
two obscure credit cards
are supported in the UK.

So the Versa isn’t as
slick as the AppleWatch,
but it comes surprisingly
close. Keen runners and

cyclists will be better served by a
watchwith GPS inside, but the Versa
is something you canwear every day
without being conscious of the lump
of silicon, glass and plastic strapped to
your wrist. With Fitbit’s community
to back it up, it’s a great buy at £200.
TIM DANTON

ABOVE There are
hundreds of clock
faces to choose from,
with this the default

Fitbit Versa
A versatile smartwatch with
four-day battery life and a
compact design, all backed
up by the Fitbit community

PRICE £167 (£200 inc VAT) from fitbit.com

“While it has many
elements of a fitness
smartwatch, the Fitbit
Versa is better thought of
as a lifestyle watch”

SCORE

SPECIFICATIONS
1.34in LCD display, 300 x 300 resolution
4GB storage (2.5GB available) 802.11n Wi-Fi

Bluetooth 4 NFC accelerometer
gyroscope altimeter SpO2 monitor
optical heart-rate sensor Fitbit OS 39 x 38
x 10mm (WDH) 23.1g (without strap) 1yr
RTB warranty

RECOMMENDED

RIGHT You can download
apps to the Versa, but don’t
expect huge variety – yet

LEFT The optical heart
rate sensor allows you
to track your heart
rate over weeks and
months
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Laptops and PCs
We run our own benchmarks on every
Windows andmacOS systemwe test.
These are based around image editing,
video editing andmultitasking (where
we run the video editing benchmark
while simultaneously playing back a
4K video). At the bottom of each laptop
and PC review you’ll find the system’s
score in each of these tests, plus an
Overall score.

If a laptop scores 70, say, then it’s
30% slower than our reference
system – a PCwith a Core i7-4670K
and 8GB of RAM. If it scores 160, then
it’s 60% faster.

We test laptop battery life by playing back a full-screen video until the
battery runs out.We set the screen brightness to 170cd/m2, or as close as we
can get using its settings, and switch to Flight mode.

How we test
What our awards mean

Screen quality
In each laptop,
phone, tablet and
monitor review you
will see our
conclusions about
the screen quality.
Some of this will be
subjective, but we also
test each screen using a
Display i1 Colorimeter.We
measure formaximum
brightness, colour accuracy and

consistency – theremay be a
difference in brightness,

say, from themiddle
and the edges of
the panel.

We alsomeasure
Delta E, which gives
a guide as to how
accurately the panel

displays a colour.
Anything under 1 is

excellent and likely to be
difficult for the human eye to
distinguish; 1-2 is still strong; above
this suggests a panel that you
shouldn’t trust for colour-accurate
photo editing.

Phones and tablets
We run a selection of publicly
available benchmarks on all the
phones and tablets we test. First,

we run Geekbench 4
(geekbench.com). This
is a good test of the
processor and
memory in
particular, and
includes both a test
for single-core and
multi-core
performance. See

below for a selection
of scores to provide a

reference of what’s good…
andwhat’s not so good.

We also run the graphics-intensive
GFXBench (gfxbench.com) to see how
well the phones and tablets are likely
to perform in games.

As with laptops, we test
smartphone and tablet
battery life by playing
back a full-screen
video until the
battery runs out.
We set the screen
brightness to
170cd/m2, or as close
as we can get using
its settings.

ABOVE We put PCs
and laptops through
intensive benchmarks
and test laptops for
battery life

RECOMMENDED

Recommended
This, quite simply, is a
product we would
recommend
you buy – if it meets
your needs.

A-List
The best buy in its
category right now.
The product will also
feature on our A-List,
starting on p16,
updated each month.

Labs Winner
Each month we run a
group test, or Labs.
This product has
managed to beat all
others to top position.

The pcpro.link
Throughout the magazine you’ll see
pcpro.link shortcuts. Enter these into
the address bar of your browser and it
will take you to a particular page, which
will either be too long or awkward for
us to publish or will take you to the
precise shop from which to buy. If it’s
Amazon, note that we have an affiliate
deal in place so we will receive a
commission from each sale. This will
never affect our verdict of a product,
and if another reputable vendor is selling
the product cheaper then we will use
them instead.

Prices will vary
Prices we publish are correct on the day
we publish, but we often see prices
change – especially on sites such as
Amazon. However, we do work with
British PC retailers to ensure the prices
we quote for their systems are correct.
If the price isn’t being honoured, contact
us via letters@pcpro.co.uk.

626

Geekbench 4, multi-core

Apple iPhone X
OnePlus 5T
Samsung Galaxy S8
Google Pixel 2
LG G6
Honor 7X

6,629
6,303

4,137

6,658

3,457

10,390

BELOW We play back
a video, setting the
screen to 170cd/m²,
until the battery runs
out to test battery life

LEFT & FAR LEFT To
measure a screen’s
sRGB gamut coverage
and Delta E, we use a
Display i1 Colorimeter

Reviews How we test@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O
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Has the once mighty NAS become a niche
product? Not as much as you might think.
True, cloud storage has become cheaper and
faster. Arguably, music and movie streaming

services make the whole idea of a media server seem
old-fashioned. However, there’s still much to be said
for having huge amounts of centralised storage on a
local network.

For a small business, a NAS can provide backup and
file-sharing capabilities without the slow transfer
speeds and latency of cloud. It can secure all the crucial,
irreplaceable data in your home, and stream music,
photos and video to nearly every device found within it.

Most of all, NAS makes sense from a cost
perspective. Storing terabytes of data in the cloud soon
gets expensive and whether you’re an enthusiast,
creative or small business owner, you could be looking
at hundreds of pounds per year. With a NAS device,
you make an upfront investment, but as long as the

hardware keeps on rolling, there’s nothing else to pay
other than electricity.

And there’s more to network attached storage than
the name suggests. Most NAS appliances are now really
stripped-back servers, capable of running content
management systems, video surveillance streams, chat
and email services and even Office suites.

A NAS working as a media server won’t just store and
stream media, but transcode it for different devices on
the fly, or even double up as a media player in your living
room. Some now provide cloud-like sync and storage
services, while others can run virtual machines or
moonlight as a simple Linux PC. A new NAS might be
niche, but it’s a smart investment. We’ve picked 12 of the
best for you to choose from.
CONTRIBUTOR: Stuart Andrews
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BUYER’SGUIDE:
KnowyourNAS

The term NAS covers a huge gamut of devices. To help whittle
down your options, we provide the questions you need to answer

76

What do you need
a NAS for?
If you’re buying a NAS for business
backup and file-server duties, you
don’t have the same requirements in
terms of processing power and
connectivity as someonewanting a 4K
video-streamingmedia server. If your
needs are simple, spend less on the
NAS andmore on the hard disks it will
use for storage. If you know youwant
to domore – or just plan to see what a
NAS can do – then invest in the best
NAS you can afford, even if that means
a two-bay device. Talking of which…

Two-bay or not two-bay?
Don’t dismiss two-bay NAS devices.
You can buy onewith between 2TB
and 12TB of storage built-in or choose
a barebones NAS or enclosure and fit
your own drives. 8TB drives are now
widely available, giving you up to
16TB of space.

But there is a counter-argument:
with a four-bay NAS, you can take
full advantage of RAID. In a simple
RAID0 or JBOD (“just a bunch of
disks”) configuration, you get the full
capacity of each drive, but you’re
missing out on one of the key benefits
of NAS: redundancy.With a RAID1
configuration, any data you copy to
the NAS is mirrored across both
drives, giving you a backup if one fails
but halving the effective capacity. It
means that an 8TB NASwill deliver
roughly 4TB of space.

That’s where the benefits of a
four-bay NAS come into play.With
four drives in a RAID5 array, you use
one of your four drives as a parity
drive to offer the same data protection
as RAID1, but without halving the
capacity. You only lose one drive’s
worth of capacity, plus a 10% to 15%
overhead, meaning you still keep
approximately two-thirds of the
capacity available for use.

Four-bay appliances tend to use
more power than two-bay appliances,
so factor in your overall running costs.
10Where and theremakes a difference
with a device that’s designed to run
24/7, although sleepmodes and
hibernationmodes will help reduce
power usage overall.

Barebones or built-in?
This boils down to convenience and
cost. Buy an enclosure-only or

barebones NAS and you’ll need to
purchase and fit the drives yourself.
Fitting drives is mostly easy, thanks to
slide-out, tool-less caddies that enable
you to fill a four-bay NAS in under ten
minutes.What’s more, it’s nearly

always cheaper to take
this approach, and you
can look around for the
best deal on drives and
the enclosure.

However, some
manufacturers sell a
pre-filled NAS at

surprisingly competitive prices, and
you have the advantage that the NAS
comes ready to go and that there’s
only one point of contact should the
NAS or a drive fail.

ARM or Intel?
Dual-core or quad-core?
Beyond capacity, the biggest
difference between a budget NAS and
a high-end unit is processing power.
A NAS is effectively a simplified
Linux-basedmicroserver, and the
more users it serves andmore
demanding the applications it runs,
themore processing power it’s going
to need. If you’re simply running a
daily backup to one or two PCs, this
isn’t much. But, when you have
several users copying or accessing
files stored on the NAS, slow transfer
speeds and latency come into play.

Throw in higher-end applications,
such asmedia transcoding and
cloud-like sync services, and your

processor requirements grow.
Given this and the affordability
of a well-specified NAS, we
would recommend avoiding
anythingwith a single-core CPU
and less than 1GB of RAM.
Dual-core and quad-core
ARM-based processors should
be fast enough for small
businesses, homes and
mainstream applications, but
may be stretched bymore users
or heavier workloads. That’s
where Intel dual- and quad-core
Celeron processors prove their
value, handling tougher
workloads or transcoding 4K
videowithout breaking a sweat.

“Fitting drives is mostly
easy, thanks to slide-out,
tool-less caddies that enable
you to fill a four-bay NAS in
under ten minutes”

ABOVE Don’t write off
two-bay devices: they
are cheaper to run
and can come with
12TB of built-in storage

BELOW Dual-core and
quad-core ARM-based
processors should do
the trick for small
businesses and homes
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How much connectivity?
This is effectively a question about
how you plan to use your NAS. If
you’re buying one primarily to store
and servemedia, youmight also want
it to work as amedia player, sending
1080p or 4K video directly to your TV
screen. If that’s the case, then you’ll
need a NASwith an HDMI connection.
And if you plan to use your NAS as a
computer or amini office server,
multiple USB 3 ports are amust. These
let you connect an external hard disk
to expand the NAS device’s pool of
storage or back up its data (look out
for drives with a front-mounted USB 3
port and one-touch backup button
specifically for this), but USB ports
can also host a printer, mouse or
keyboard; vital when it moonlights as
a desktop PC.

NAS appliances connect directly
to a switch or router using a wired
Gigabit Ethernet connection. This
makes it imperative that you have a
switch or router that supports Gigabit
Ethernet, for the simple reason that
without the fast connection almost
any NASwill crawl.While certain
NAS devices have optional Ethernet
through a USB dongle, this effectively
cripples its performance.

What’s the killer app?
We can’t emphasise this enough: a
great NAS is as much about having
great software as about having the
hardware to run that software
effectively. This means two things.
Firstly, an operating system and a
user interface that makes it easy to
initialise the NAS, configure and build
the RAID, create andmanage folders
or “shares”, andmanage user and
their access rights.

Secondly, an app store or software
library that adds additional functions
to the NAS. These usually start with
media server and backup features,
then grow to encompass integration
with cloud services, so that you can
either back up data from your NAS to
Amazon S3, Google Drive or Dropbox
or – better still – sync folders between
your NAS and the cloud so that folders

We asked manufacturers to send two-bay and
four-bay NAS units suitable for enthusiast home
users or small to medium-sized enterprises. We then
put the appliances through their paces, using the
existing drives where the manufacturers sent a
pre-filled unit or 2TB Seagate IronWolf drives when
not. We configured each NAS device using the
manufacturer’s default or recommended settings,
picking a RAID1 or similar configuration where there
was a choice.

For each NAS we then created a test folder and
mapped it as a network drive before running
CrystalDiskMark to give us an idea of performance,
both with large file transfer jobs and challenging 4KB
random reads and writes. We also ran real-world file
transfer tests on 4K resolution video files and mixed

backup jobs. Then, to simulate more demanding
workloads, timed file transfers of 1GB of small Office
document files while the NAS streamed 4K video. See
graphs of results on p90.

Performance isn’t everything, however, so we
also looked at how easy it was to configure key
settings in the NAS firmware or OS, and at the
selection of apps you could download and install. We
downloaded and installed key applications to see how
well they worked and how smoothly they ran on each
NAS, paying particular attention to the default media
server apps, where we tested streaming capabilities
to a Windows 10 laptop, Android smartphone and
Samsung Smart TV. We also tested cloud sync and
remote access features, including mobile and
desktop sync or sharing apps.

How we test

on your NAS are backed up and
accessible from anywhere.

However, NAS appliances have
grownmuchmore versatile. With the
right apps they canwork as a control
centre and recorder for IP surveillance
cameras or as a hosting platform for a
contentmanagement system. Some
can be used as a web development

platform or a testbed, or
to host numerous services
in containers or virtual
machines. Many now have
powerful, cloud-like
capabilities that enable
you to sync files between
different devices, share

them and even open themwith
built-in office apps, such as your own
private Google Drive or G Suite.

These are the exciting “glamour”
features, but don’t ignoremore
prosaic abilities such as the ability to
mount storage spaces on the NAS as

an iSCSI target: this means desktops,
servers and virtual machines can use
them like a local hard disk and take
snapshots that enable the NAS to
reconstruct the data as it was at a
specific time. It’s also useful to be able
to encrypt RAID volumes or individual
folders for security, particularly
where the drives themselves are
physically accessible.

Is it future-proof?
The best NAS appliances give you
room to grow, not just through
additional or larger hard drives but
through upgradablememory,
optional support for M.2 SSDs to use as
a cache, or expansion cards that add
10GbE connectivity or a solid-state
cache. If your requirements are
simple, thesemay be irrelevant, but if
you plan tomake themost of your
investment, this kind of future-
proofing is a great idea.

“A great NAS is as much
about having great
software as about having
the hardware to run that
software effectively”

ABOVE A software
library can add
additional functions,
such as media server
and backup features,
to your NAS

ABOVE If you want to use your NAS as a mini
office server, multiple USB 3 ports are vital
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RECOMMENDED

Asustor AS6302T Asustor AS6404T Buffalo TeraStation
TS5210DN

Netgear ReadyNAS
422

Qnap TS-453BE Synology DS218

Overall rating

Pricing and supplier

Model number AS6302T AS6404T TS5210DN RN42200 TS-453BE – 4G DS218

Price (inc VAT)1 £258 (£309) £450 (£540) £523 (£628) £273 (£327) £429 (£515) £202 (£242)

Supplier (best price) cclonline.co.uk overclockers.co.uk laptopsdirect.co.uk amazon.co.uk amazon.co.uk amazon.co.uk

Warranty 3yr RTB 3yr RTB 3yr RTB with 24hr disk
replacement

5yr RTB 3yr RTB 3yr RTB

Reliability rating2 N/A N/A 83% 85% 92% 94%

Dimensions (WDH) 108 x 230 x 164mm 170 x 230 x 186mm 170 x 230 x 170mm 136 x 239 x 194mm 179 x 226 x 168mm 108 x 233 x 165mm

Technical features

CPU Intel Celeron J3355 Intel Celeron J3455 Annapurna Labs Intel Atom C3338 Intel Celeron J3455 Realtek RD1296

CPU speed, cores 2GHz dual-core 1.5GHz quad-core 1.7GHz quad-core 1.5GHz dual-core 1.5GHz quad-core 1.4GHz quad-core

RAM/maximum RAM 2GB/8GB 8GB/8GB 4GB/4GB 2GB/2GB 4GB/8GB 2GB/2GB

Bays/free bays 2/2 4/4 2/0 2/2 4/4 2/2

Drive type SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec

Max internal capacity 24TB 40TB 16TB 20TB 56TB 24TB

RAID modes JBOD, 0, 1 JBOD, 0, 1, 5, 6, 10 JBOD, 0, 1 JBOD, 0, 1 JBOD, 0, 1, 5, 6, 10 JBOD, 0, 1, Synology Hybrid

Hot swap?

Bay type 3.5in caddy (screw-in) 3.5in caddy (screw-in) 3.5in caddy (TBC) 3.5in caddy (screw-in) 3.5in caddy (clip in) 3.5in caddy (clip-in)

2.5in drives supported?

Status display 2-line LCD 2-line LCD 2-line LCD

Connectivity

Gigabit Ethernet ports 2 2 2 2 2 1

10GbE ports 1 Optional (PCI-card)

USB ports (rear) 2 x USB 3, USB-C 2 x USB 3, USB-C 2 x USB 3 2 x USB 3 4 x USB 3 2 x USB 3

USB ports (front) USB 3 USB 3 USB 3 USB 3 USB 2

Other HDMI 2, S/PDIF HDMI 2, S/PDIF eSATA

802.3ad link
aggregation

Load balancing

Network failover

Major network
protocols

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, TFTP,
WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, TFTP,
WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, Active
Directory, WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, TFTP,
WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, TFTP,
WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS,
WebDAV

iSCSI target

USB expansion options Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, keyboard/
mouse, printer, hard disk

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, keyboard/
mouse, printer, hard disk

Bluetooth, keyboard,
mouse

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

Major apps and services

Main desktop software Asustor Control Centre,
Backup Plan, Download
Assistant

Asustor Control Centre,
Backup Plan, Download
Assistant

NAS Navigator, B-Sync,
NovaBackup Buffalo
Edition

RAIDar, ReadyCloud Sync Qfinder Pro, Qsync, DDNS Synology Assistant, Cloud
Backup Drive

Remote access CloudConnect, DDNS CloudConnect, DDNS BuffaloNAS.com ReadyCloud, OwnCloud myQNAPcloud, Qsync Synology Drive,
QuickConnect, DDNS

Cloud integration Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive

Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive

Amazon S3, Dropbox Amazon Cloud Drive,
Dropbox

Box, Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive

Amazon S3/Cloud Drive,
Box, Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive

Backup CrashPlan, ElephantDrive, CrashPlan, ElephantDrive CloudStorage, B-Sync,
Time Machine

rsync, Time Machine Hybrid Backup Sync ElephantDrive, rsync, Time
Machine

Media UPnP Media Server,
SoundsGood, LooksGood,
Plex, Twonky

UPnP Media Server,
SoundsGood, LooksGood,
Plex, Twonky

ReadyDLNA, ReadyNAS
Photos II, Plex,
TwonkyServer, iTunes

Music Station, Video
Station, Plex, MinimServer

Audio Station, UPnP Media
Server

Surveillance Surveillance Centre Surveillance Centre ReadyNAS Surveillance QVR Guard, QVR Pro
Surveillance, Surveillance
Station

Surveillance Station

Other major services VirtualBox, Kodi,
SugarCRM, OwnCloud,
OwnCloud Enterprise,
VPNServer, MailServer

VirtualBox, Kodi,
SugarCRM, OwnCloud,
OwnCloud Enterprise,
VPNServer, MailServer

Drupal, Joomla, SugarCRM,
Transmission

Joomla, WordPress, Linux
Station, Container Station,
Virtualisation Station

Synology Chat, Synology
Office, SugarCRM Joomla,
WordPress, LogicalDoc,
Mail Server

Encryption Folder level (256-bit AES) Folder level (256-bit AES) Volume level (256-bit AES) Volume level (256-bit AES) Folder level (256-bit AES) Folder level (256-bit AES)
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WINNER RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED

Synology DS418 Synology DS918+ Thecus N2810Pro Thecus N4810 WD My Cloud EX2 Ultra WD My Cloud EX4100

DS418 DS918+ N2810Pro N4810 EX2 Ultra EX4100

£313 (£376) £421 (£505) £229 (£275) £238 (£286) £117 (£140) £254 (£305)

ebuyer.com laptopsdirect.co.uk scan.co.uk scan.co.uk amazon.co.uk amazon.co.uk

3yr RTB 3yr RTB 2yr RTB 2yr RTB 3yr RTB (populated), 2yr RTB
(diskless)

3yr RTB (populated), 2yr RTB
(diskless)

94% 94% N/A N/A 85% 85%

199 x 223 x 166mm 199 x 223 x 166mm 102 x 213 x 146mm 172 x 250 x 192mm 99 x 157 x 165mm 170 x 232 x 192mm

Realtek RD1296 Intel Celeron J3455 Intel Celeron N3160 Intel Celeron N3160 Marvell Armada 385 Marvell Armada 388

1.4GHz quad-core 1.5GHz quad-core 1.6GHz quad-core 1.6GHz quad-core 1.3GHz dual-core 1.6GHz dual-core

2GB/2GB 4GB/8GB 4GB/8GB 4GB/8GB 1GB/1GB 2GB/2GB

4/4 4/4 2/2 4/4 2/2 4/0

SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec SATA 6GB/sec

48TB 48TB 28TB 56TB 20TB 32TB

JBOD, 0, 1, 5, 6, 10, Synology
Hybrid

JBOD, 0, 1, 5, 6, 10, Synology
Hybrid

JBOD, 0, 1 JBOD, 0, 1, 5, 6, 10 JBOD, 0, 1 JBOD, 0, 1, 5, 10

3.5in caddy (clip-in) 3.5in caddy (clip-in) 3.5in caddy (clip-in) 3.5in caddy (clip-in) Slot-in bay 3.5in caddy (clip-in)

2-line LCD 2-line LCD

2 2 2 2 1 1

USB 3 USB 3 2 x USB 3 2 x USB 3, USB-C 2 x USB 3 2 x USB 3

USB 3 USB 3 USB 3 USB 3 USB 3

eSATA HDMI, DisplayPort, S/PDIF HDMI, DisplayPort, S/PDIF Additional PSU

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, WebDAV SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, WebDAV SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, FTP,
WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, NFS, FTP,
WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, FTP, Active
Directory, WebDAV

SMB 1 to 3, AFP, FTP, Active
Directory, WebDAV

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Keyboard, mouse, printer Keyboard, mouse, printer Storage only Storage only

Synology Assistant, Cloud
Backup Drive

Synology Assistant, Cloud
Backup Drive

Thecus Setup Wizard, Acronis
TrueImage OEM

Thecus Setup Wizard, Acronis
TrueImage OEM

WD SmartWare Pro WD SmartWare Pro

Synology Drive, QuickConnect,
DDNS

Synology Drive, QuickConnect,
DDNS

DDNS, T-OnTheGo, SyncThing DDNS, T-OnTheGo, SyncThing My Cloud, WD Sync My Cloud, WD Sync

Amazon S3/Cloud Drive, Box,
Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive

Amazon S3/Cloud Drive, Box,
Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive

Amazon S3, Dropbox,
ElephantDrive

Amazon S3, Dropbox,
ElephantDrive

Amazon S3, Dropbox,
ElephantDrive

Amazon S3, Dropbox,
ElephantDrive

ElephantDrive, rsync, Time
Machine

ElephantDrive, rsync, Time
Machine

rsync, Time Machine rsync, Time Machine Time Machine Time Machine

Audio Station, UPnP Media
Server

Audio Station, UPnP Media
Server

Plex, MiniDLNA, Twonky, Bubble
UPnP, OrbWeb

Plex, MiniDLNA, Twonky, Bubble
UPnP, OrbWeb

Plex, Twonky Plex, Twonky

Surveillance Station Surveillance Station NAS Surveillance Centre NAS Surveillance Centre

Synology Chat, Synology Office,
SugarCRM Joomla, WordPress,
LogicalDoc, Mail Server

Synology Chat, Synology Office,
SugarCRM Joomla, WordPress,
LogicalDoc, Mail Server

Kodi, SickBeard, SickRage,
OwnCloud, WordPress, Piwigo

Kodi, SickBeard, SickRage,
OwnCloud, WordPress, Piwigo

Joomla, WordPress,
Transmission

Joomla, WordPress,
Transmission

Folder level (256-bit AES) Folder level (256-bit AES) Volume level (256-bit AES) Volume level (256-bit AES) Volume level (256-bit AES) Volume level (256-bit AES)
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Qnap TS-453Be
A powerful all-rounder
with a slick interface and
future-proofing through
expansion cards

PRICE £429 (£515 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284qnap

enough to equip the TS-453Be as a
media player or a desktop computer –
two roles it’s been specifically
designed to play.

Qnap allows a choice of a setup
routines: via the cloud, on yourmobile
using Qnap’s Qfinder Pro utility.
Notably, the cloud-based andmobile
processes can identify and configure
the NAS from aQR code on the chassis.
All three work, but on a smartphone
you’re hampered by configuration
screens designed for a PC display and
keyboard, making them nigh-on
impossible on a smartphone screen
with touch.

Qnap’s QTS operating system is
maturing nicely, matching Synology’s
for the overall user experience and
ease-of-use. Key settings and control
panels are easy to find and there’s
plenty of built-in help, plus an app

store in the style of iTunes and Google
Play. This hosts toomany apps to list,
but if youwant to run Joomla or
WordPress websites, servemedia
through Plex or Qnap’s Music and
Video Station apps, or run IP cameras
through Surveillance Station, you’re
well covered. You can sync files and
folders across the NAS, PCs andMacs
using QSync or run virtual machines
using the Virtualisation Station app.

More ambitiously, Qnap’s Notes
Station app is a streamlined text editor
with sharing features, like a simplified
Google Docs, while the Linux Station
app runs an Ubuntu installation inside
a container on the NAS, with Chrome,
Firefox and LibreOffice pre-installed.
While no replacement for a proper
desktop computer, it’s surprisingly
nippy, andwith four USB 3 ports at
the rear, your keyboard andmouse
aren’t hogging all the connectivity.

Given the spec, wewere surprised
to find the TS-453Be’s performance
isn’t stellar. It’s right up there for
sequential reads andwrites on
massivemedia files, but somewhere
in themid-range when it comes to
sorting smaller files. Thankfully,
copying scores of tiny documents
while streaming 4K video didn’t seem
to phase it. If you’re after the fastest
NAS, look to the Thecus, Buffalo and
NetGear appliances, but if youwant a
powerful, versatile, future-proof NAS,
we’d say go for the Qnap every time.

The Qnap TS-453Be is a new
variant of the TS-453Bwe
reviewed in last year’s NAS

group test, where we praised it for its
versatility and expandability but were
put off by the price. This year’s model
ditches a few consumer-oriented
features of the old one, including the
bundled remote control, USB-C port,
SD card slot and the titchy two-line
OLED display. Luckily, it still has the
same Celeron J3455 processor, along
with 4GB of RAM, and retains one big
advantage over rivals: expansion
potential through an internal
PCI-Express slot.

Using the latter, you can install a
QM2 expansion cardwith a 10GbE (10
Gigabit Ethernet) port and anM.2 SSD
slot to boost performance with a
high-speed cache. Alternatively, you
could fit a compatible TP-Link
network card to turn your NAS into an
802.11ac wireless access point, or a
USB 3.1 expansion card for 10Gbits/
sec connections (although drives that
offer that level of performance are
few and far between). You can also
upgrade the RAM to amaximum 8GB
or connect a UX-800P or UX-500P
expansion unit to add an additional
two or four bays to the RAID. In short,
as your needs grow or 10GbE grows
more affordable, the TS-453Bewon’t
be left behind.

Right now, it’s a solid andwell-
designed appliance, with a clip-on
smoked plastic cover protecting the
four drive bays. The slide-in caddies
workmuch like Synology’s, making it
possible to fit four drives within a few
minutes. There’s
a USB 3 port at
the front with a
button you can
configure for
one-touch
backup, while
the rear holds
fourmore USB 3
ports, two HDMI
ports, dual
Gigabit Ethernet
ports and three
audio jacks.
That’s more than

ABOVE A smoked
plastic cover protects
the four drive bays

BELOW There are four
USB 3 ports, two
HDMI ports, dual
Gigabit Ethernet ports
and three audio jacks
on the rear

RECOMMENDED

SCORE
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Synology DS918+
Not the fastest here, but this
feature-packed NAS makes
a brilliant addition to any
home or office

PRICE £421 (£505 inc VAT)
from laptopsdirect.co.uk

rather than in the cloud. Sure, the
feature set of the office apps is limited
in comparison to G Suite’s Docs,
Sheets and Slides, but if you’re after
privacy and control it’s a compromise
you may be willing to make.

Elsewhere, you get all the benefits
of Synology’s DSM OS, including
simple, browser-based setup and
configuration, as well as a vast
selection of apps. Individual shares
can be protected with hardware-
based 256-bit AES encryption, and
the software supports two-step
verification to prevent unauthorised
users from logging on. Synology’s
Hybrid RAID (SHR) technology offers
a different, more flexible approach,
enabling you to create volumes from
disks of different sizes, with an
effective balance between maximum
capacity and RAID redundancy.

You can connect the DS918+ to
Amazon S3, Dropbox, OneDrive, Box
and Google Drive, run virtual
machines or Docker containers, use

it as a security PVR with Surveillance
Station or set up a WordPress or
Joomla CMS. And while it doesn’t
have the HDMI outputs or add-in apps
to function as a media player or
moonlight as a desktop Linux PC, its
media server capabilities are hard to
fault, down to streaming and
transcoding 1080p and 4K video
content on the fly.

At times, Synology seems to be
trying too hard to replicate every
cloud-based service on a NAS drive,
and we can’t really see the point of the
slick but vapid Moments photo
manager and streamer, but the polish
of its apps and their user interfaces is
in a different league from its rivals.

If the DS918+ falls down anywhere,
it’s raw file-transfer performance.
Don’t get us wrong – this is a speedy
NAS, particularly when it comes to
sustained file transfers of large
media files – but it’s not as adept at
handling lots of smaller files as the
Asustor 6404T, the Netgear ReadyNAS
422, or even the less expensive
Thecus N4810.

How much performance matters
depends on what type of NAS you
want. If you’re buying for business
rather than home, this is the best
package on test, and the same goes if
you’re more swayed by Synology’s
Google Drive-like features than
Asustor and Qnap’s media player
skills. This is a powerful, intuitive
NAS with serious potential to grow.

I f the DS218 and DS418 reflect the
value side of Synology’s latest
lineup, the DS918+ sits at the

performance end. While those two are
powered by quad-core, ARM-based
Realtek processors with just 2GB of
RAM, this high-end model has the
quad-core Celeron J3455 and 4GB
ready to go.

Synology doesn’t go in for LCD
displays or gleaming LED status bars,
and instead simple indicators tell you
what’s going on with the NAS and the
hard disks. Nor does it go overboard
on connectivity, with a single USB 3
port at the front and another one at
the rear, along with dual Gigabit
Ethernet ports. Yet there’s something
elegant and functional about the
design of the DS918+. The four caddies
slide out easily and you can add and
remove drives in seconds, with the
clips that hold them in place working
perfectly. In general operation, it’s a
very quiet and unobtrusive NAS.

It’s expandable, too. Turn the unit
upside down and remove the covers
and you can fit up to two NVMe 2280
M.2 SSDs, which the NAS will use as a
speed-boosting cache. Remove all the
drives and you can get to a second
SODIMM slot, enabling you to boost
the 4GB of preinstalled memory up to
8GB. There’s even an eSATA port on
the rear to connect an extra hard disk
or SSD, not to mention Synology’s
own five-bay DX517 expansion unit.
This takes the maximum capacity
from 48TB up to a staggering 108TB.

The DS918+’s beefed-up
specification makes a tangible
difference when you’re running more
intensive apps, and if you want to take
full advantage of Synology’s app
ecosystem, the DS918+
is definitely the NAS to
buy. Install Synology
Drive, Synology Chat
and Synology Office
and you have a
workable alternative
to Google’s G Suite
that’s suitable for a
small team, except
here it’s running on
in-house hardware

ABOVE Instead of an
LCD display or a fancy
LED bar, the DS918+
has simple indicators
for the NAS and disks

BELOW The four
caddies slide out
easily and you can add
and remove drives in
mere seconds

performance end. While those two are 

SCORE
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Thecus N4810
A superb-value four-bay
NAS with a few rough edges,
this is a great choice for
experienced techies

PRICE £238 (£286 inc VAT)
from scan.co.uk

Windows 10 refused to recognise the
NAS or provide access to its folders,
forcing us tomap a network drive to
the IP address before we could get
content on or off the shares.Weirdly,
turning on link aggregationmeant the
NASwas lost again – even though
we’dmaintained the same fixed IP
address – until we turned it on and off
and rediscovered it in the Thecus
SetupWizard. Thecus can’t really be
blamed for this given the woefully
unpredictable state ofWindows 10
networking, but we didn’t experience
this kind of aggravationwith any
other brand of NAS.

Once up and running, the software
is still a little clunky in comparison to
Qnap’s or Synology’s – think Linux
desktop of ten years ago rather than a
modern desktop UI.What’s more, the

app lineup isn’t as strong. All the
basics of backup, cloud integration,
surveillance andmedia server
functionality are well covered, with a
choice of OwnCloud or SyncThing for
storage and synchronisation, but the
virtualisation or desktop computing
features of the Asustor and Qnap
appliances aren’t in place.

Althoughwe hesitate tomention it,
where Thecus does dowell is with
apps such as Couch Potato, SickBeard
and SickRage. These questionable
inclusions watch for newmovies and
TV shows on torrent sites and usenet
groups before downloading them
automatically. That done, you can
thenwatch them straight from the
NAS by installing Kodi.

Ease-of-use is the N4810’s biggest
weakness, but if you can live with its
foibles there’s a lot of NAS here for the
money. It doesn’t cost significantly
more thanmany two-bay appliances
but gives you all the RAID and future
upgrade options of a serious four-bay
NAS, alongwith the spec tomake
more demanding applications fly.
Performance in our tests was excellent
with high sustained read andwrite
speeds over larger files and equally
impressive read andwrite times with
smaller files, evenwhile streaming 4K
video. It’s not as versatile as its rivals
and needs expertise, but if youwant a
cut-price NASwith room to grow, the
N4810 is hard to beat.

Thecus pitches the N4810 as a
“high value NAS” and it’s hard
to disagree. This four-bay

appliance includes dual Gigabit
Ethernet connections, HDMI and
DisplayPort video outputs, a quad-
core Celeron N3160 processor and 4GB
of RAM, yet you can still find it for
under £300.

For this reason alone, we are
willing to cut the N4810 a certain
amount of slack. General build quality
is perfectly good, but the design isn’t
as stylish or as effective at noise
dampening as Synology’s, and the
lockable slide-in caddies feel rougher
sliding in and out. Also, the pins on
the clips that hold the drives in place
are tricky to fit into the relevant holes.

On the plus side, remove the casing
and you can easily upgrade the RAM
from 4GB to 8GB through a spare
SODIMM slot. Meanwhile, there’s a
two-line LCD display alongwith four
buttons, allowing you to check
systems info and configure basic
settings without connecting to the
NAS through your browser.

It’s hard to overstate howmuch
Thecus’s firmware has improvedwith
the release of its Thecus OS7, yet there
are still some obstacles to get over
when setting up the N4810. The
Thecus SetupWizard does little more
than find the NAS and configure the
network and the admin password,
leaving you to type the IP address
into the browser to connect to the
web-based admin interface. This takes
you throughmore in-depth network
setup and RAID
configuration, with
plenty of options for
power users, but
intuitive and user-
friendly it is not.
Once that’s finished,
you’re in for a
painfully longwait
while the NAS builds
and verifies the
volume, during
which you can do
absolutely nothing.

In our case, once
that was over

ABOVE The design is
more rough and ready
than rivals, but the
LCD display is useful

BELOW The N4810
has dual Gigabit
Ethernet ports, plus
HDMI and DisplayPort
video outputs – all for
less than £300

RECOMMENDED

SCORE
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WD My Cloud EX4100
An effective and speedy
office NAS appliance that’s
ready to roll up its sleeves
and get to work

PRICE £254 (£305 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284wd1

these are hidden away tells you that
this isn’t really what this NAS is built
for. Because it’s not trying to be a
home-server-meets-media-centre-
meets-Linux-PC, the EX4100 benefits
from a clean and simple dashboard
interface that looks and feels like a
modern cloud-based app.When
you’re trying tomanage andmonitor
the RAID or folder activity, it’s easy to
find the tools you need. It even packs a
couple of surprises: at this price, you
might not expect enterprise-friendly
features such as Active Directory
linking or iSCSI and virtualisation
support, but the EX4100manages to
cram these in as well.

WD also scores by supporting the
NASwithmatchingweb services and
desktop andmobile apps, all with one
coherent look and feel. Users can
drag-and-drop files from any browser
direct into the NAS folder or use the

app to sync files and folders, pulling
off a convincing impression of
Dropboxwhile it does so. Themobile
app includes automatic photo and
video backup features, which you
can set to useWi-Fi only, as well as
basic tools tomanage users and the
NAS. But iPad and iPhone users should
note that there’s no integrationwith
the iOS files app.

Despite having an underwhelming
specification – aMarvell ARM-based
dual-core processor and just 2GB of
RAM – the EX4100 flies when it comes
to transfer speeds, performing
particularly well when it comes to
mass writes of smaller files, even
while streaming 4K video. Power
consumption is on the high side,
peaking at 36.2W, but the NAS is very
efficient at going into a 12W power
savemodewhen not in active use.

You can buy the EX4100 pre-filled
in capacities ranging from 8TB up to
24TB. However, we’d recommend
buying the enclosure and drives
separately – you could save nearly
£100when fitting four 4TB drives. If
you’re a hobbyist looking for a
versatile home server, this isn’t the
NAS for you, and the same goes if
media-streaming features are your
thing. But if youwant a NAS that can
get some serious work done, the
EX4100 does it simply, effectively and
affordably, making it the best small
business NAS on test.

Take note of that business-like
demeanour.While other NAS
units promote themselves as the

Swiss Army knife of storage or the
ultimatemediamachine, theMy
Cloud EX4100 is focused on SME-
friendly backup and storage, plus
cloud-like remote access features.

Once you’ve signed up to theMy
Cloud service you can access your
shared folders from anywhere
through a browser, or use theWDSync
applet to sync files and folders
between your computer and the NAS.
The EX4100will workwith a small
team of users and provide a Dropbox-
like service. Meanwhile, itsWD
SmartWare Pro software can handle
backup across the team’s PCs.

Be aware of what you’remissing
out on: this isn’t the NAS for
enthusiasts. It works as a simple and
flexible media server, but that’s about
it. Connectivity is limited to a single
USB 3 port at the front for one-touch
instant backups, alongwith twomore
USB 3 connections at the rear. But,
there’s some smart functionality
onboard here. Plug in a USBmemory
stick or hard drive and the NAS can
mount it automatically as a share.

We like the EX4100’s unassuming
design. Drives slide effortlessly into
four trayless bays, andwhile this has
the disadvantage that there’s nothing
to grab onto if you need to hot-swap,
you can fill all four up inminutes
without breaking a sweat.What’s
more, while theMy Cloud EX4100 is
incredibly noisy when it starts up,
drowning out the fan noise from our
hardly unobtrusive test PC, it’s
near-silent in general
operation.With its gently
glowing LCD status display
and discrete LED indicators,
it’s one of the least distracting
appliances in this Labs.

Click the link to open the
admin control panel and you’ll
find a tab for additional apps,
including a tool to sync folders
with Dropbox, Joomla and
WordPress installations and
the Transmission BitTorrent
client. However, the fact that

ABOVE The EX4100 is
well designed, with
drives sliding smoothly
into the four bays

BELOW Connectivity
is limited, but you can
automatically mount a
USB memory stick or
hard drive as a share

RECOMMENDED
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just 18.2W when pushed. Plus, you can
leave it hibernating at just 7.2W, and it
will kick into action when woken
either on the LAN or through the web.

Setting the AS6302T up could be
easier. While you’re urged to go online
for setup, this only prompts you to
download the Asustor Control Centre
app – which does a reasonable job of
taking you through configuration.

The Linux-style UI lacks the
modern feel of Qnap or Synology’s,
but we can’t fault the apps and
services. Media apps are obviously a
focus, with Asus’s own media server
plus optional installs of Plex or
Twonky, but you can also stream
through Kodi or watch Amazon Prime
Video when connected to a display
through Asus Portal.

However, Asustor hasn’t neglected
more serious applications: there are
tools for syncing folders with Google
Drive, OneDrive or Dropbox; support
for the SugarCRM and WorldCard
Team contact management systems;
not to mention support for OwnCloud,
the roll-your-own cloud service. The
AS6302T can also do a few things you
might not expect, including running
virtual servers through VirtualBox or
a full Debian Linux desktop through
the Linux Center app. Using the latter
disables Kodi, but it runs smoothly on
the Celeron CPU.

It’s tempting to see two-bay NAS
appliances as entry-level devices,
but the AS6302T proves that this

doesn’t have to be the case. As well as
an Apollo Lake Celeron processor and
2GB of RAM, expandable to 8GB, it
packs an impressive number of inputs
and outputs: one USB-C and three USB
3 Type-A ports, a 4K-capable HDMI 2
output and S/PDIF. This enables the
Asustor to double as both media server
and player through the Asus Portal
and ever-popular Kodi app.

It’s well designed, with a robust
steel chassis and slide-out caddies,
although the two drives have to be
screwed into these. The flashing blue
and green status LED bars on the front
are a little exuberant, but can be toned
down. It’s also a frugal beast, using
around 14W while idle and rising to

enabling you to check and configure
the network connectivity, change
server names, initialise, shut down
and restart the NAS, without firing up
the browser-based control panel.
Otherwise, the AS6404T has the same
physical strengths as its baby brother:
rock-solid build quality and excellent
connectivity, complete with a USB-C
port. Having to screw the hard drives
into their slide-and-lock caddies is
fiddly, but it’s a minor inconvenience
in the grand scheme of things.

Asustor could do a little work on
the initial setup. You can set up
Synology or Qnap’s units purely
through a browser, without
downloading a specific configuration
tool. Plus, we had issues getting Asus’
preferred Universal Media Server app
up and running, and the media folders
accessible, until we reconfigured the
network connection, by pure
coincidence, to use Link Aggregation.

Beyond that, the ADM OS works
smoothly, delivering a platform for a
huge range of apps, covering cloud-
sync backup through Google Drive,
OneDrive and Dropbox, media
playback through Plex and Twonky
and even business apps through
LibreOffice, SugarCRM and
WorldCard. The AS6404T can also still
function as a powerful, 4K-capable
media player via the Asus Portal app,

Asustor’s four-bay NAS won
our previous NAS Labs test
and is still a contender nearly

one year on, combining a powerful
spec with some extremely versatile
software. The move up from the
two-bay AS6302T takes you from
the dual-core Celeron J3355 to a
quad-core J3455, while RAM leaps
from 2GB to 8GB. This gives you
scope to run a more demanding set
of apps, including virtual servers
through VirtualBox and a full Linux
desktop with Asus’s Linux Center
app. Connect a display to the HDMI
port, and a mouse and keyboard via
USB, and your NAS can moonlight as
a working PC.

Moving up the Asustor lineup also
nets you a two-line LCD status display
along with four navigation buttons,

ABOVE The two-line
LCD display allows you
to check and control
the NAS without
opening a browser

ABOVE The AS6302T
is a compact NAS that
features handy blue
and green LED status
bars on the front

Asustor AS6302T
A great mid-range two-bay
NAS appliance with some
impressive talents

PRICE £258 (£309 inc VAT)
from cclonline.com

Asustor AS6404T
Last year’s champ is still a
brilliant powerhouse NAS,
albeit for a chunky price

PRICE £450 (£540 inc VAT)
from overclockers.co.uk

There’s nothing entry-level about
the Asustor’s I/O performance. Its
sustained read speeds aren’t great, but
the write speeds hit the limits of
Gigabit Ethernet, while it coped well
with the smaller files in our more
demanding multitasking test. If
Asustor could match its power with
more polished hardware and a slicker
user experience, the AS6302T would
be a barnstormer of a two-bay NAS. As
it is, it still feels like a premium NAS
without a premium price.

running Kodi or streaming video from
Amazon Prime.

In terms of file-transfer
performance, the four-bay Asus sits
somewhere in the middle of our
lineup, beneath speed demons such as
the Buffalo TeraStation and Netgear
ReadyNAS but well clear of the slower
units. The only sticking point is the
price. Given what the Asus offers it’s
still good value, but the Synology
DS918+ and Thecus N4810 offer
similar features for less.
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without a premium price.
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discovery – you have to browse to a
device-specific URL and download
Buffalo’s NAS Navigator utility. You
use this to discover your NAS and
configure basic settings ormap
network shares, then use the web-
based configuration panel for more
in-depthwork.

The user interface isn’t that
friendly, either, but then again this
isn’t the kind of NAS that rewards any
tinkering. There are no apps as such,
just features to sync folders on the
NASwith Dropbox folders, or back up
files and folders to Amazon S3.
Dropbox users definitely get the better
deal, with options to encrypt files in
transit, create share links and
schedule synchronisation. Andwhile
the 5210DNwas picked up as amedia
server by aWindows laptop and an
Android phone running VLC, it
doesn’t have anymedia server
capabilities as such. It’s an appliance
for centralised file storage, sharing
and backup – and that’s about it.

Why bother with the 5210DN,
then?Well, it’s not alone in
supporting iSCSI, Active Directory
and virtualisation, but it’s VMware
certified and covered by a three-year
warranty with 24-hour hard disk
replacement. It’s also the only NAS on
test with 10 Gigabit Ethernet built-in,
with a single 10GbE port alongside

Make nomistake: this NAS
means business. Relatively
compact but impressively

heavy, the 5210DN looks purpose-
built for the corporate data centre,
with the two drive bays concealed
beneath a locking panel complete
with tough hexagonal grille. There’s
an enormous 8cm fan at the back
of the unit, and this kicks in when
the appliance is turned onwith a
ferocious roar. It’s much quieter in
general operation, but still far from
themost unobtrusive unit in this test.
It’s also the sole unit that you can only
buywith drives pre-installed, but you
can still replace the drives yourself.

It’s not the easiest NAS to set up
and configure. Forget automatic

you have to use an online portal to
find the NAS and set up your
ReadyCloud account before going into
the browser-based UI to configure the
RAID and set up folders. The UI keeps
things simple, focusing on storage
and backup over themore esoteric
features championed by other drives.

Make your way to the admin page,
however, and you’ll still find a good
selection of media servers and torrent
clients, plus tools to run Drupal or
Joomla CMSes on the NAS. There’s also
ReadyNAS Surveillance, albeit with a
stingy allocation of two camera-
licences as standard. It’s a media
server, not a player, andwhile HD
video, photos andmusic all streamed
perfectly to our test laptop, Android
phone and Samsung Smart TV, 4K
video didn’t play without stuttering.

Cloud-style storage is where the
ReadyNAS is strongest. While it
doesn’t have the fastest CPU or the
most RAM, it’s still super-speedy,
with good sustained read andwrite
speeds to cover largermedia files,
alongwith excellent results in our
smaller file backup test and our
multitasking test.

Thanks to this, Netgear’s
ReadyCloudweb portal and app offers
a Dropbox-like experience through
the NAS; slick, quick andwith options
to back up your photos or access files

It’s not often you find a NAS that’s
eye-catching – the best you can
usually hope for is discrete – but

the ReadyNAS 422makes a bigger
first impression. It’s larger and heftier
than your usual two-bay NASwith
a bright two-line LED display, but
it’s the cross-shaped layout of cursor
controls that dominate the flap that
sits front and centre of the NAS. The
display provides useful info and
comes in handy if you need to reset
the NAS, and underneath the flap
you’ll find the drive bays, featuring
ingenious tool-less caddies that make
fitting disks easy (although 2.5in
drives will need to be screwed in). The
overall build is well thought out and
reassuringly robust.

Sadly, you can’t use the onboard
controls to initialise the NAS. Instead

ABOVE Whisper it,
but the bright display
and cross-shaped
controls mean this
NAS is nice to look at

ABOVE The 5210DN
is a hefty NAS, with
the two drive bays
concealed under a
lockable panel

Buffalo TeraStation
5210DN
A great NAS for business
storage and backup, but it’s
limited elsewhere

PRICE 4TB, £523 (£627 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284buff

Netgear ReadyNAS 422
A strong, almost stylish
performer with useful
cloud-sync features

PRICE £273 (£327 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284net

two Gigabit Ethernet ports with link
aggregation. Most importantly, it’s
extremely fast. Its CrystalDiskMark
scores were underwhelming, but the
TeraStation 5210DNwas consistently
speedy in our file-transfer tests, both
for sustained high-speed transfers of
largemedia files, andwhenwe
transferred large numbers of smaller
files while streaming 4K video. It’s not
a versatile, do-it-all NAS, but as a
plug-in business storage solution it
makes a certain sense.

through the ReadyCloudmobile app.
With power consumption of just
18.3Wwhen pushed and 16.2Wwhen
idle, it’s not too expensive to keep
running all day, either.

This is a pricey two-bay NAS
when set against the competition, but
you can buy it with two 2TB drives
already fitted for little more than the
barebones enclosure. If you don’t
want to fit your own and ease-of-use
matters more than features, this could
still be the NAS for you.

SCORE

SCORE
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and use it as amedia player, with no
HDMI port: with a single USB 2 port at
the front and a USB 3 port at the rear,
connectivity is basic. This is one of
only two NAS drives on test with a
single Gigabit Ethernet port.

That’s where the disappointments
end. Theweb-based installation
routine couldn’t bemuch easier, and
while you’re left to configure RAID
volumes, users and shares yourself,
it’s all intuitive. The setup defaults to
Synology’s SHR configuration, which
tries to balance the capacity of a
RAID0 array with the resilience of
RAID1, evenwhen using drives of
different capacities. You can also
encrypt your files folder by folder.

The DS218 has basic storage and
backup covered, but a whole lot more
besides. It works flawlessly as amedia
server, streaming 1080p and 4K video
to a Samsung Smart TV, Android
phones andWindows laptops with
real-time transcoding, although
frame rates were a little choppywhere
there wasn’t a Gigabit Ethernet link
the whole way through. You can run a
mail server, VPN server orWordPress
websites or implement Synology’s
Drive, Chat and Office apps.With a
Realtek quad-core CPU and 2GB of
RAM, these aren’t quite as responsive
as they are on the higher-end DS918+,
but they can still service a small team.

Where there used to be a gulf
in capabilities between
your basic, budget two-

bay NAS and the all-singing, all-
dancing appliances, it’s one that’s
being bridged bymodels such as
the Synology DS218. £250 buys you
a speedy two-bay NASwith all the
features of Synology’s DSM operating
system plus enough performance to
take advantage.

The design is classic Synology, with
the two tool-less bays protected by a
nicely bevelledmatte black plastic
chassis and the drive bays covered by
a curvedmagnetic flap.With the
drives removed you can access an
additional SODIMM slot, enabling you
to add a further 4GB to the 2GB of
installed RAM. It’s a shame that you
can’t connect this quiet NAS to a TV

cover power, network and drive
status, while connectivity is limited
to single USB 3 ports front and back,
plus two Gigabit Ethernet ports,
supporting link aggregationwith
load-balancing and failover options.

The hardwaremight seem
stripped-back, but it’s in the software
that Synology pulls ahead. Synology’s
browser-based NAS discover and
configuration process works like a
dream, and it’s surprisingly intuitive
to set up a RAID, volumes and shared
folders. That said, a one-click setup
option for less experienced users
might be a nice idea.

Once you have the NAS running,
you’re in line for an impressive range
of apps from the built-in store,
covering everything from Synology’s
ownDLNAmedia server apps to VPN
servers,WordPress and Joomla
setups, CRM software andmore. And
as the DS418 has the same Drive, Note
Station, Chat and Office apps as its
smaller two-bay sibling, it hasmore to
offer home office and small business
users than file backup and storage. It’s
a pain-freemedia server too, dishing
up HD and 4K video to our laptop,
Android phone and Samsung Smart
TVwithout any problems. Use
Synology’s slick Video Station app and
it’s like running your own streaming
video service fromwithin your home.

The four-bay version of the
DS218, the DS418, sees Synology
bring high-end features to

an affordable four-bay NAS. This
involves a few compromises here and
there, with fairly basic connectivity, a
simple design and a Realtek quad-
core processor instead of themore
powerful Intel Celeron sported by
costlier rivals – but if you’remore
interested in server features than
media playback, the DS418makes a
compelling proposition.

Synology is still a leader when it
comes to physical design, and the
DS418 has the elegant, tough plastic
chassis and simple slide-out caddies
you’d expect from the brand, with a
neat, tool-less clip system thatmakes
it easy to fill all four bays with drives
inminutes. Simple LED indicators

ABOVE Synology’s
elegant, tool-less clip
system makes it easy
to fill all four bays with
drives in minutes

ABOVE Despite the
basic connectivity
options, the matte-
plastic DS218 feels
well designed

Synology DS218
All the software features
of a high-end NAS at an
attractive, entry-level price

PRICE £202 (£242 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284ds2

Synology DS418
A solid NAS with lots of
features, but rivals offer
better value

PRICE £313 (£376 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284ds4

Performance in our
CrystalDiskMark sequential and 4K
random read tests was solid, but keep
inmind that read andwrite speeds
with larger files are relatively slow.
Nevertheless, the Synology DS218 is
all aboutmaximum features for
minimal cost. It might not have the
performance of a powerhouse NAS
drive, but youwill still be amazed at
what this little NAS can do.

Performance is the Synology
DS418’s only serious drawback – it
will still max out a Gigabit Ethernet
connectionwhile copying over large
files, but other NAS units are faster
when handling smaller files enmasse.
Plus, some of themore advanced
features, such as Drive and Office,
aren’t as instantly responsive as they
are on themore powerful DS918+.
This leaves the DS418 squeezed
between that model and the cheaper
Thecus N4810, and out of contention
for awards.

SCORE

SCORE
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clips on the tool-less caddies are fiddly
when you’re trying to fit drives. And
Thecus still hasmuch to learnwhen it
comes to setup and configuration,
asking you to type in the default IP
address to run the browser-based
initialisation routine. On the plus
side, the routine takes you through
all the basics with detailed settings for
building the RAID, and it even
finishedwithout an internet
connection.

Inmoving to its latest firmware,
Thecus OS7, Thecus has ditched a dull,
unfriendly user interface for amore
modern, desktop-style UI. It’s both
attractive and intuitive, but still
formidably technical and slightly
laggy. More tellingly, Thecus can’t
match Synology or Asustor for the
depth and breadth of the app
selection. There’s integrationwith
Dropbox and ElephantDrive, though,
as well as a good selection of web
development platforms and tools. The
N2810will runWordPress or a Xeams
email server if required. But its biggest
strength is definitelymedia, with
media servers from Logitech, Plex,
BubbleUPnP and Twonky, media
streaming through Kodi, plus a few
apps, such as Couch Potato, SickBeard
and SickRage, that cater for those who
like to acquire TV shows andmovies
from unofficial sources.

E ffectively a two-bay version of
the N4810, the Thecus N2810Pro
gives you the same features and

performance inside a smaller chassis.
Like its larger sibling, it’s a hugely

versatile NAS, particularly if you’re
looking for a unit that can also work
as amedia streamer sitting under
amonitor or TV. Hook up the NAS
using the HDMI 2 or DisplayPort 1.4
video outputs, and you’re equipped
for downloading, storing and sharing
1080p and 4K video files. It has the
spec to play them, too, with a Celeron
N3160 quad-core processor and 4GB
of RAM, which is upgradable to 8GB if
you’re happy to disassemble the NAS
and chuck away the existing SODIMM.

We’re not 100% convinced by the
physical design: the N2810 isn’t as
elegant as Synology’s DS218 and the

ABOVE The N2810Pro
isn’t as elegant as
certain rivals and
fitting drives can be
surprisingly fiddly

Thecus N2810Pro
This speedy two-bay NAS is
a real contender for more
expert users

PRICE £229 (£275 inc VAT)
from scan.co.uk

If yourmain interest is file storage
and transfer, the N2810 is a solid bet.
It’s one of the fastest NAS units for
sustained file transfers and a good
performer on smaller files, coping
well with hundreds of documents
while streaming 4K video –which it
handledwithout a stutter. While we
prefer Synology or Qnap’s software
and general ease-of-use, the N2810 is
a credible alternative for expert users
whowant speed and connectivity
without paying through the nose.

I f you opt for a barebones NAS
enclosure, you still have to fill the
appliance with drives. This doesn’t

necessarily mean filling a four-bay
unit – you can start with two drives in
a RAID1 configuration and addmore
– but you are looking at an investment
of between £100 and £1,600, with the
latter price assuming your NAS can
accommodate four 12TB drives.

While you can fill a NASwith
standard desktop drives, we
recommend resisting this approach.
Desktop drives are built for the needs
of desktop applications and a single
user over an average working day;
they aren’t designed for 24/7 activity
withmultiple users andworkloads
involvingmany simultaneous read/
write operations. Specialist NAS
drives are optimised for these
conditions andworkloads, prioritise
resilience over raw throughput and
have features such as vibration

sensors and vibration dampening
that are designed to keep the drive
working for years.

They also have advanced power
management tominimise
consumptionwhile running all day
andmay, like the IronWolf Health
Management features in Seagate
NAS drives, hook into the
management consoles of popular
NASOSes. These can give early
warning of problems and allow you
to prevent data losses. You don’t get
this stuff in desktop drives.

Drill down into the specs and
you’ll discover that where, say, a
Western Digital Black desktop drive is
designed to handle 300,000 load/
unload cycles in its lifetime, aWestern
Digital Red desktop drive will handle
600,000. The threemost widely
available NAS drives – theWDRed,
Seagate IronWolf and Toshiba N300
– promise onemillion hoursmean

time between failure (MTBF) and
workloads of 180TB/year.

Even if you’re filling your NAS
on the cheap, avoid the smallest,
cheapest 1TB drives. Not only do
you run the risk of running out of
space too soon, but they tend to
comewith small 16MB caches
instead of the 64MB caches found
on the 2GB and upwards drives.

Does your choice of drivemake
a big difference in performance?
Running CrystalDiskMark and
times tests on the Synology DS918+,
we found no significant speed

differences between a pair of 2TB
Seagate Ironwolf drives and a pair of
6TBWDRed Pro drives, although
distinctionsmay emerge undermore
stressful multi-user workloads. In a
home or small business NAS, Ethernet
and CPU performance aremore likely
to cause bottlenecks than your choice
of hard disk. It’s all about reliability.

ABOVE Seagate’s
IronWolf is one of the
most widely available
NAS drives and boasts
one million hours
mean time to failure

BUYINGDRIVES
ForyourNAS

SCORE
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balance between file protection,
capacity and speed.

Where other NAS drives go for a
desktop-style UI, My Cloud devices
have a simple, modern control-panel
style interface that focuses on creating
andmanaging your network shares or
storing and streamingmedia – you can
host yourmedia in any folder and just
flick themedia server switch. There
are additional apps to install through
the admin panel, including Dropbox
sync, Joomla,WordPress and the
Transmission Bittorrent client, but
these clearly aren’t seen as key.

The upside of this approach is that
it makes the NAS extremely easy to
workwith, particularly when it comes
to the personal cloud functionality.
Once the EX2 is registered to your
account, you can drag and drop files
from any browser or use theWDSync
app to sync files and folders with
your PC, using a Dropbox-like client.
Like its bigger brother, the EX4100,
the EX2 Ultra also has some pro-level
features, including iSCSI and
virtualisation support.

Despite being based on a lowly
Marvell dual-core processor and just
1GB of RAM, the EX2 Ultra feels
surprisingly nippy. Sure, it struggles
with transfers of masses of small files,
but sustained read andwrite speeds
are up there with higher-end

W ith theMy Cloud EX2
Ultra,Western Digital isn’t
targeting those whowant

to run virtual servers or a website, but
those needing fast, centralised storage
for files andmedia. Bear this inmind,
and the EX2 Ultra has a lot going
for it, particularly when it comes to
ease-of-setup and everyday use. Even
installing the drives is a simple job –
just push the catch to open the flap,
unscrew the lid and slide your 3.5in
drives into place.

Once that’s done, the browser-
based configuration takes you
through setting up your RAID and
connecting the NAS drive to aMy
Cloud account. Cleverly, it encourages
using part of the hard disks in a RAID1
configuration to cover resilience
and the rest spanned, giving you a

ABOVE Installing
drives in the EX2 Ultra
is a walk in the park:
just open the flap,
unscrew the lid and
slide in the 3.5in drive

WD My Cloud EX2 Ultra
Not superfast or super-
versatile, but it might be all
the NAS you need

PRICE £117 (£140 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/284ex2

appliances, even if speeds plummet
when you try to transfer files while
streaming 4K video. Nevertheless,
that’s a big ask for a small, budget
NAS, and this one punches above its
price. Cheap in its barebones form,
you can also buy it filled withWDRed
drives in 4TB to 20TB configurations,
and this can bemarginally cheaper
than buying separately.

Whenwe looked at NAS back
in 2014, the big newswas
the development of cloud-

style sync capabilities. Synology,
Qnap and Netgear had imbued their
high-end NAS appliances with remote
access share and sync features, then
backed those upwith desktop apps
that synced specific folders between
the NAS andmultiple PCs – plus
mobile apps for access on themove.

Effectively, you could run your
own Google Drive or Dropbox from
within your home or office, only with
terabytes of free capacity and none of
the third-party privacy implications.

Since then, things havemoved on.
Some firms, notably Synology and
Qnap, have developed Notes apps that
sync text and images between your
NAS and a desktop client, or allow you
to edit notes stored online within your
browser.WD’s My Cloud devices now
have auto-sync through desktop apps,

plus automatic photo and video
backup from your smartphone or
tablet through amobile app. Asustor,
Netgear, Qnap and Thecus all offer the
same through their mobile apps.

Synology, however, has taken its
cloud-style features furthest. Its Drive
app is effectively a clone of Google’s
Drive cloud ecosystem, only running
on your NAS rather than on Google’s
cloud. Beyond desktop folder sync
and browser-based access, you get
business-grade features such as teams
and team folder
management, integrated
chat – and built-in Office
applications. Not only can
you viewMicrosoft Office
documents within the
browser, you can convert
them into Synology’s
format and edit them.

The only real question
is: would youwant to?

Synology Drive runs smoothly enough
on the DS218 and DS418, and virtually
lag-free on the speedier DS918+, while
large files open and download at
higher speeds than theywould from
Google Drive or OneDrive. That is,
they do if you’re on the local network
– elsewhere you’re limited by the
upload speeds and latency of your
home or office internet connection.
Synology’s Office apps also aren’t a
substitute for Google’s. Edit text
documents, for example, and you’ll

find the image formatting
and layout tools very
basic, while blocks of text
can only be reformatted
one paragraph at a time.

This is an interesting
development, but it’s not
quite ready for prime
time yet – Google Drive
still wins on both
flexibility and features.

Labs NAS drives

BELOW Synology’s
Drive app is essentially
a Google Drive clone
but includes a range of
business-grade tools
such as teams

CANANASREPLACE
GoogleDrive?

SCORE
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L ike a fine cheese, the NASmarket
hasmatured nicely over the past
few years. Historically, NAS

drives were the preserve of techies
and ITmanagers alone, but they are
now commodities: open to all and, if
you buy the right one, straightforward
to use.

At the same time, they have
becomemore powerful. With their
quad-core Celeron processors and
4GB to 8GB of RAM, there’s not much
to differentiate amid-range NAS from
an entry-level server. And all these
appliances now run the same kind of
software: a multi-windowGUI with a
built-in app store, offering a broadly
similar range of apps.

How, then, do you differentiate
between them? Not in terms of pure
performance.When it comes to large,
sequential transfers you’re more
likely to hit the limits of the Gigabit
Ethernet connection than find any
difference in throughput, and it’s
only when you get down to the
smaller or random file transfers, or

multitasking tests, that you see those
NAS drives with faster processors and
more RAM pull away. Even here, the
difference is likely to be negligible
during everyday use. None of these
appliances would struggle in a basic
backup and storage scenario.

In the end, therefore, it mostly
comes down to software, and to the
specific apps or features that each
NAS andmanufacturer brings.
Synology has the slickest user
interface and the best suite of
proprietary apps, delivering rich
media-streaming features to the home
and attractive sync, storage and
productivity features for business.
Asustor has a slightly dated UI but
superbmedia player features and
what’s effectively a built-in desktop

computer. Thecus has
similar ideas but leans
more towardsmedia
aggregation and
playback, compensating
for a slightly clunky
operating systemwith

“Synology has the slickest
user interface and the best
proprietary apps, delivering
rich media streaming
features to the home”

impressively aggressive pricing.
Finally, Qnapworks as a compromise
between the three approaches, with
the smartest, most intuitive user
interface outside of Synology’s, but
the desktop computing andmedia
player features of Thecus and Asustor.

This has made rating and choosing
winners something of a struggle for
me – thanks everyone – and even
some of themore basic appliances
deserve credit just for making light
work of simple jobs. The Thecus
N4810 offers spectacular value for
money, albeit with a less refined user
experience, while the Qnapwins on
features and expansion potential. Yet,
while they’re not the fastest or
best-equipped appliances on test, I
keep coming back to the Synology
DS218 and DS918+ just because
they’re so well built, so easy to work
with, so unobtrusive and so packed
with features.

However, they’re not features that
sound cool on paper – they’re features
you’ll actually use.

Stuart is a former
PC Pro reviews editor
and is still discovering
new uses for his NAS

VIEWFROM
The labs

As the quality and usability of NAS appliances universally improves, the difference
between the worst and the best has shrunk – and that’s got to be good news
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The Network
Practical buying and strategic advice for IT managers and decision makers

Cheat Sheet: User experience
UX is key for online businesses,
but it’s easy to get wrong p99

Automate your business
We explain how IFTTT can make
your staff more productive p102

The Business Question
What are the benefits of leasing
IT equipment in 2018? p106

Choosing
the perfect
rack server
Ready to buy your first server? Or
looking to upgrade old hardware?
Dave Mitchell explores the huge
advantages of the latest systems

The cloud has its place, but
in-house servers are still hugely
valuable. If you’re a growing

business, youmight be planning to
buy your first purpose-built server
soon; in amore established
organisation, youmight have older
hardware that’s due for an upgrade.

Whichever camp you fit into,
you’ve never had it so good. Intel’s
huge range of server CPUs
allows you to configure a
system that’s perfectly
tailored to your workload.

In this month’s Business
Focus, we test-drive rack
servers from four big names
– Broadberry Data Systems,
Dell EMC, Fujitsu and
Lenovo. Althoughwe didn’t
specifically ask for 2U rack
systems, all four vendors
chose this format – a clear
consensus that it offers the
ideal balance of efficiency
and expandability for an
SME. Indeed, youmight be
surprised howmuch power
can be packed into one of
these compact frames.

BUSINESS FOCUS

Heavy metal
The first thing to decide is what sort of
processor you need. Intel’s entry-level
Xeon E3-1200 is still an option, but it’s
limited to single-socket systemswith
nomore than 64GB of RAM. These
days wewould only recommend it for
very lightweight roles.

Formost businesses, it makesmore
sense to invest in Intel’s newer Xeon

Scalable CPU family. This comprises
no fewer than 58 CPUmodels,
grouped into four designations –
Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum –
which reflect their differing features
and capabilities.

For a small business with a light to
moderate workload, the Bronze and
Silver levels are likely to bemost
suitable. For amore demanding role,

some of themore affordable
Goldmodels might be
appropriate. Don’t worry
about the Platinum range –
it’s aimed at data centres and
other enterprise-scale
environments.

This simplifies your choice
a lot, as the Bronze family
consists of just two processor
models, namely the six-core
Xeon Bronze 3104 and the
eight-core 3106. Both run at
1.7GHz and support up to
768GB of 2,133MHz DDR4
memory. They can be used in
either single- or dual-socket
servers, but lack Hyper-
Threading (HT) and Turbo
Boost capabilities.

BELOW Broadberry
provides server
remote control as a
standard feature
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The Silver series, meanwhile,
consists of fivemodels, with core
counts ranging from four to 12, at
speeds from 1.8GHz to 2.6GHz.
Memory speed is also raised to
2,400MHz, and there’s support for HT
and Turbo Boost as well. All of this
makes themmuchmore capable than
the Bronzemodels when it comes to
running business-critical services.

Above that, the Gold family is split
into the 5100 and 6100 groups. All of
these can be used in single, dual or
four-way server platforms; themain
architectural difference is that the
5100 chips have a 2,400MHzmemory
speed, whereas the 6100models hit
2,667MHz. The 6100 series also has
greater overall memory bandwidth
thanks to a third Ultra Path
Interconnect (UPI) – the latest
high-speed communicationsmesh,
which replaces the older QPI.

Buy only what you need
It’s tempting to aim highwhen
configuring a server – but curb your
enthusiasm, as the higher-end chips
are a lot more expensive. For example,
a Bronze 3104 CPU costs around £250
whereas a 16-core Gold 6130 could
cost you over six times asmuch.

And the great thing about the Xeon
Scalable range is that if your needs
grow to outstrip the capabilities of
your chosen CPU, you can easily
upgrade it. All models use the same
massive LGA 3647 socket, so if you
find your Bronze CPU is running out
of steam, you can simply drop in a
faster, more core-heavy Silver or Gold
model and keep on trucking.

We’ve just one caveat: look out for
the heat-dissipation capabilities of
your chosen chassis. Bronze and Silver
CPUs all have a low 85W TDP, which
means they’ll work in any enclosure
– but not all chassis will support the
higher 125W TDP ofmore powerful
processors. That’s something to check
if youmight want to upgrade your
processor at some future point.

Storage decisions
While you can easily upgrade a Xeon
Scalable CPU, things are trickier with
storage: if you need to expand an
overfilled RAID array, you’re looking
at an extended period of downtime or
degraded performance. It often pays
to start off with enough storage to last
the expected lifetime of your server.

Be aware that some blue-chip
server providers will require you to
buy their recommended disks, at a

price that may not be competitive –
or risk invalidating your warranty.
Independent vendors such as
Broadberry Data Systems, by contrast,
expressly allow you to install your
own hard disks.

When it comes to choosing drives,
SATA disks offer the best price-to-
capacity ratio, with large form factor
(LFF) models currently available in
capacities up to amighty 12TB. For
faster performance, consider Nearline
SAS (NL-SAS) or SAS drives – but don’t
forget that these will bemore
expensive, and you’ll need a suitable
controller card to support them.

On that note, check that your
server’s RAID controller offers a
minimum of RAID1mirrored and
RAID5 parity arrays. RAID5 is

normally the best
choice for a small
business, as it offers
a good balance of
capacity and fault-
tolerance, and can
be easily expanded
if need be. RAID6
protects against two
simultaneous drive
failures, but it’s
expensive in terms of
lost storage space and
some vendors only offer
it as a paid-for upgrade.

Backup and
management
A final point to consider
when buying a new

server is software support – and that
starts with backup. Don’t assume that
RAIDwill keep you safe: you need a
proper backup strategy, to ensure the
data and applications on your new
servers are protected against threats
such as fire and theft. There’s a huge
range of products to choose from –
see our A-List from p16 to check out
our recommendations.

Think about remotemonitoring
andmanagement tools, too, to keep
track of the health of your servers.
Most vendors now offer sophisticated
web consoles capable of delivering a
wealth of information. Some also offer
a dedicatedmanagement port, so you
can separate this traffic from general
data services. It’s even possible to get
full remote control of the OS – though
some vendors only provide this as an
optional, chargeable upgrade.

If this seems like a lot to think
about, count yourself lucky: SMEs
have the biggest choice ever when it
comes to rackmount servers. On the
coming pages we test a range of
contenders, with different levels of
processing power, expandability and
features to suit all budgets and
workloads. Read on to see which is the
best fit for your business.

ABOVE The Primergy
RX2540 M4 features
impressive remote
management abilities

LEFT The Quick Sync 2
feature let us manage
the PowerEdge R540
server from our iPad

LEFT The CyberServe
includes fast SSDs,
and comes with
support for RAID5
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Broadberry CyberServe
Xeon SP1-208S
A highly affordable single-
socket Xeon Scalable rack
server that doesn’t try to
gouge you on the storage

PRICE As reviewed, £1,995 exc VAT
from broadberry.co.uk

Servers based on Intel’s Xeon
Scalable CPUs can be pricey – but
Broadberry’s CyberServe Xeon

SP1-208S is great value. Powered by
an eight-core 2.1GHz Xeon Silver 4110,
this innovative 2U rack server offers
heaps of expansion and storage
potential, yet comes with a price tag
that’s just the right side of two grand.

There’s just one compromise to
note: the Supermicro X11SPL-F
motherboard is of the single socket
variety, so if youwant to add a second
CPU down the line, you’re out of luck.
However, the spacious interior allows
plenty of airflow, and supports TDPs
up to 165W – so you could upgrade the
supplied CPU for a beefier model,
perhaps even from the Gold range.

It comes with a healthy 32GB of
DDR4 RAM, in the form of two 16GB
modules. There are eight slots in total,
so if you really need tomax out the
memory, it’s easy (albeit expensive) to
get to the CPU’smaximum 768GB
using 64GB and 128GB DIMMs. Just
remember that the Silver 4110
restricts memory speeds to 2,400MHz.

Themotherboard also features
an embeddedM.2 SATA SSD slot,
supporting 80mm and 110mm card

For remotemanagement, the
embedded IPMI chip has a dedicated
network port, and its web console
offers plenty of useful data about
critical components. You can power
the server up and down or reset it
remotely, view sensor data for the
CPUs, memory, fans and voltages and
link their readings to email alerts. You
even get full KVM remote control and
virtual media services as standard –
something that all the blue chips
charge for as an optional upgrade. The
iKVM remote console uses HTML5, so
you should have no problem accessing
it from your browser of choice.

On top of this, you can also take
advantage of Supermicro’s free
SuperDoctor 5 software, which uses
the localWindows SNMP agent to

monitor the server. This
presents a cheerful web
console with coloured
graphs and speedo dials
for fans, temperatures and
voltages plus a detailed
hardware inventory, with
options to issue email

alerts and remote power controls.
The single CPU socket means that

Broadberry’s CyberServe Xeon
SP1-208Swon’t suit themost
demanding application-server roles.
But for cash-strapped SMBs it’s an
extremely persuasive deal – especially
since Broadberry allows you to use
your own drives.

ABOVE The free
management tools
make it easy to keep
track of server health

LEFT The airy interior
can happily cope with
Gold-series CPUs

“One thing we love is the
freedom to install your
own drives – which would
invalidate the warranty on
certain other servers”
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SPECIFICATIONS
2U rack chassis 1 x 2.1GHz Xeon Silver 4110
32GB 2,400MHz DDR4 (max 1TB) Intel C621

Intel RSTe, supports RAID0, 1, 10, 5 2 x
480GB Intel S4500 SATA SSDs (max 8) 7 x
PCI-E 3.0 2 x Gigabit Ethernet 2 x 740W
hotplug PSUs Supermicro IPMI/iKVM with
10/100 Ethernet 3yr on-site NBD warranty

Power: 88W idle, 105W peak

lengths – although sadly there’s no
second slot to allowmirroring. For
this reason, Broadberry has sensibly
left the slot empty, instead providing a
mirrored pair of 480GB Intel S4500
SATA SSDs for your operating system.

This leaves six hot-swap bays
available, with drive carriers
included. All bays are controlled by
the Intel C621 chipset, which
incorporates Intel’s Rapid Storage
Technology enterprise (RSTe) RAID
controller. Stripes, mirrors and RAID5
arrays are all available, and can all be
managed via Intel’sWindows utility,
which provides a status view of all
arrays and includes various alerting
facilities for when errors are detected.

One thingwe love about the
CyberServe is the freedom to install
your own drives – something that
would invalidate the warranty on
certain other servers. For testing
purposes, we hot-plugged three 10TB
Seagate SATA drives. At once, they
popped up in the RSTe utility, ready to
be combined into a RAID array.

Elsewhere, themotherboard also
provides dual embedded Gigabit
network ports – and there’s plenty of
room to expand further, via seven free
PCI Express slots.

Power redundancy is another
strength, with dual hotplug 740W
PSUs included in the price. These
should bemore than capable of
handling whatever you throw at the
server: in our tests, the whole system
drew just 88W in idle, and peaked at a
mere 105Wunder extreme load.

SCORE
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Dell EMC PowerEdge
R540
It’s pricey, but the R540 is a
very powerful package with
plenty of upgrade potential
and a class management act

PRICE As reviewed (Smart Value Flexi),
£5,489 exc VAT from dell.co.uk

“The Quick Sync 2 module
allows you to stand next to
the server with an iPad and
access system information
over Bluetooth”

SPECIFICATIONS
2U rack chassis 2 x 2.1GHz Xeon Gold 6130
32GB 2,667MHz DDR4 (max 512GB) Intel
C622 Dell PERC H740P SAS3/4GB NVRAM
cache/BBU supports RAID0, 1, 10, 5, 50, 6,
60 2 x 2TB Dell SATA LFF hot-swap drives
(max 14) 3 x PCI-E 3.0 (max 6) 2 x Gigabit
Ethernet 1 x 1100W Platinum PSU (max 2)
Dell iDRAC9 Enterprise 3yr on-site NBD
warranty Power: 125W idle, 360W peak

ABOVE Dell EMC
offers an impressive
range of server
management tools

Base configurations start with an
embedded Dell PERC S140 SATA chip,
supporting striped, mirrored or
RAID5 arrays. But themotherboard
also features a central riser for a
dedicated RAID card, and our system
included the H740P SAS3 controller;
this adds RAID6 to themix and comes
with 4GB of battery protected cache
memory (8GBwill be enabled with a
future firmware release). All the front
drive bays are cabled to this via a
single hot-swap backplane; the rear
drive cage is also cabled to the
backplane, so it can be serviced by the
same RAID card, but installing it
means you’re left with only one
accessible PCI Express slot.

The good news is, youwon’t need
that slot for a networking upgrade, as
the server supports LOM (LAN on
motherboard) cards; these fit into a
proprietary slot at the back and enable
either dual Gigabit Ethernet, 10GbE
copper or SFP+.

This in turnmeans that the spare
PCI-E slot can optionally be used for a
boot-optimised storage solution
(BOSS) card – effectively a pair of M.2
SSDs that store your operating system,
leaving all the standard bays free. It
costs £499, including amirrored set of
240GB drives.

Behind the backplane sit six
cooling fans, but these are only of the
cold-swap variety. Indeed, they’re
tricky to remove from the R540’s busy
interior, as their power connectors are
obscured by themounting bracket for
the RAID controller.

The server’s memory arrangement
is unusual, too: the first CPU gets ten

DIMM slots, while the other six come
to life when a second processor is
installed. You can use either RDIMM
or LRDIMMmemory, up to a
maximum of 512GB in a dual-CPU
configuration.

One high point of Dell EMC’s
offering is its remotemanagement
features. The new iDRAC9 has a smart
HTML5-basedweb interface which
exposes a wealth of operational
information. Inventory, power
consumption, CPU performance
graphs – it’s all there. Data centre
support staff will also love the Quick
Sync 2module, located in the server’s
left rackmount ear, which allows you
to stand next to the server with an

iPad and access system
information over
Bluetooth. The iOS app
presents detailed views of
server hardware, and
comes with convenient
options for remote control
and reboot.

And there’s even better to come:
Dell EMC’s OpenManage Enterprise
isn’t out yet, but we’ve tried an early
preview and found it impressively
slick and feature-packed.

The R540’s internal design is a bit
quirky and cluttered, but it has all the
features you could ask for – including
the potential for plenty of compute
power, and a huge bank of storage.

Dell EMC’s PowerEdge R540
aims to strike the right balance
of value and performance for

growing businesses. To that end, this
dual-CPU server targets a wide range
of apps, includingmessaging, video
surveillance, software-defined
storage and data backup. To ensure it
can handle those last two tasks with
ease, it also comes with support for
the latest 12TB hard disks.

The price listed abovemay not
seem likemuch of a value proposition,
but then the specificationwe tested
includes a tasty pair of 16-core Xeon
Gold 6130 CPUs. Formany businesses
that’s overkill, and you can save a lot
of money by choosing amoremodest
processor specification. Be warned
though: if youwant tomove upwards,
your options are limited, as thermal
limitations restrict you to CPUswith a
TDP of 125W or less.

The R540 comes with either eight
or 12 LFF front drive bays, and awide
range of storage options. If you need
evenmore drives, you can add a
two-bay carrier that slots in at the
back. This is also designed for LFF
drives, though: you can configure it
with SFF drives and SSDs, but they’ll
need an adapter to fit into the carrier.

LEFT Dual-CPU setups
can take advantage of
the full 16 RAM slots

SCORE
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ABOVE Fujitsu’s new
IRMC S5 controller
provides plenty of
information about
power consumption
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Fujitsu Server Primergy
RX2540 M4
The RX2540 M4 is a great
rack server package for the
price – and offers plenty of
scope for future upgrades

PRICE As reviewed, £4,390 exc VAT
from fujitsu.com

Fujitsu’s Server Primergy RX2540
M4 is ideal for companies with
big plans for expansion. Our test

system camewith a sensible, SMB-
friendly specification – but when the
time comes to upgrade, it will support
any Xeon Scalable processor with a
TDP up to 205W –which takes you to
the very top of the Platinum range. It
can also be loaded upwith a huge 3TB
of DDR4memory, and offers up to
eight PCI Express slots, with support
for amaximum of 28 SFF drives.

For now, though, let’s focus on
what you get for your £4,390 –
because that’s still a formidable
specification, including a ten-core
2.2GHz Xeon Silver 4114 with room for
a second CPU, 16GB of DDR4memory
and an 800Whotplug PSU. It also
features a PRAID EP420i controller
card, which brings SAS3 support and
RAID5 and 6 arrays into the equation.

The chassis offers an eight-bay
SFF drive cage, to which twomore
front-facing cages can be added and
connected via SAS expanders or an
extra RAID card. A four-bay cage can
also be fitted at the rear, taking the
total tally to the promised 28. Needless
to say, things get pretty hot with this
many drives all packed in together;
Fujitsu is releasing a special-order
liquid-cooling kit to ensure a fully

loaded systemwill workwith a
high-end Xeon PlatinumCPU.

If your needs aremoremodest,
Fujitsu also offers an entry-level
systemwith an eight-core 2.1GHz
Xeon Silver 4110, 16GB of DDR4, an
EP400i RAID card, eight SFF drive
bays and a 450WPSU for £2,216 exc
VAT. You can also use LFF drives
instead of SFF: up to 12 can be fitted,
but note that the low-end RAID
controller only supports amaximum
of eight SATA drives.

Whichever specification you
choose, it comes in a beautifully
designed chassis, with all components
easily accessible for maintenance and
upgrades. Cooling is handled by a
bank of three hotplugmodules, each
containing two fans, while the dual
CPU sockets and 24memory slots are
covered by a transparent air shroud.

Behind that sit six embedded PCI
Express slots, which can be increased
to eight using optional riser modules.
These risers also allow the case to
accommodate up to two Nvidia
Quadro or Tesla GPU cards – although
these have a big impact on thermal
capacity, so when using these cards
you’re limited to CPUmodels with a
maximum 150WTDP.

The basemodel comes with dual
embedded Gigabit Ethernet ports, but
our test configuration also includes
Fujitsu’s quad-Gigabit DynamicLOM
card, which snaps into a proprietary
slot on themotherboard. Other
options include dual Gigabit Ethernet,
dual copper 10GbE and dual or quad
fibre 10GbE ports.

It’s all powered by a single 800W
Platinum PSU – although there’s a

spare bay for a second, redundant
supply. Fujitsu also offers 450W,
1,200W and 1,300WPlatinum or
Titanium variants, althoughmost
businesses will find the low-power
models more than adequate: our
system drew amere 70Wwhen idle,
and peaked at 135Wwith the Xeon
Silver under 100% load.

Fujitsu’s ServerView systems
management software suite is getting
a bit long in the tooth, but the new
iRMC S5 controller is very likeable. Its
freshweb console offers tighter access
security than before, andmakes
critical system informationmuch
more accessible than its predecessor.

It also provides a complete
breakdown of power consumption for
key components, alongwith detailed
event logs and alerting facilities. The
price we’ve shown includes the iRMC
advanced licence, which allows full
OS remote control and video capture.

In all, the Primergy
RX2540M4 is perfect for
fast-growing businesses
seeking a server that they
won’t quickly outgrow.
Remotemanagement
features aren’t anything
special, but its expansion

potential is truly exceptional.

LEFT The internals
are sensibly laid out,
with easy access to all
the important parts

“It will support any Xeon
Scalable processor with a
TDP up to 205W – which
takes you to the very top
of the Platinum range”

SPECIFICATIONS
2U rack chassis 2.2GHz Intel Xeon Silver
4114 (max 2) 16GB DDR4 RDIMM (max 3TB)
Intel C624 Fujitsu PRAID CP420i SAS3/2GB
cache/BBU supports RAID0, 1, 1E, 10, 5, 50,
6, 60 3 x 300GB SAS3 SFF hard disks (max
28) 2 x Gigabit Ethernet 4 x GbE on
DynamicLOM card 6 x PCI-E 3.0 (max 8
with risers) 1 x 800W hotplug PSU (max 2)
Fujitsu iRMC S5 Advanced with GbE 3yr
on-site NBD warranty Power: 70W idle,
135W peak

SCORE
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LenovoThinkSystem
SR550
A great-value Xeon Scalable
server solution with first-
class management tools and
support for up to 16 drives

PRICE As reviewed, £1,858 exc VAT
from lenovo.com

Last year Lenovo introduced no
fewer than 12 new ThinkSystem
servers, ranging from

lightweight little 1U file servers to
mighty four- and eight-way
powerhouses. For cost-conscious
SMEs, the dual-socket SR550 is likely
to be of particular interest.

Alongwith a completely revamped
hardware design, a big part of the
appeal is Lenovo’s latest XClarity
servermanagement system. As soon
as we powered it on, the SR550
presented us with the new XClarity
Controller (XCC) interface on its
dedicatedmanagement port.

The XClarity ProvisioningManager
handles OS deployment with aplomb.
We selected its assisted installation
mode during boot up and it duly
guided us through the process of
setting up a RAID array and installing
Windows Server 2016; in under 30
minutes wewere ready to go.

The XCC remote web interface also
presents a slick home page offering a
wealth of information about system
health and critical components. It
provides quick access to remote
control, and shows coloured graphs
showing resource utilisation and
system-wide power usage.

Alongside hardware inventory,
you also get a complete breakdown of
fan and voltage status, plus internal
temperatures. RAID controllers can be
directly configured from the XCC
interface, and you can also update the
firmware andmanage access security.

We set up Lenovo’s XClarity
Administrator 1.4 in our lab inside a
Hyper-V instance; after adding the
SR550 to its console, wewere
immediately able to remotelymonitor
it, use its email alerting services and
employ its image library for firmware
updates and OS deployments.We
were also able to use Lenovo’s free
XClarity Mobile iOS app on our iPad to
remotely access the Administrator
host andmonitor our server on the go.

The hardware is solidly
constructed, and quite flexibly
designed, with support for 12 LFF or 16
SFF drives. Our review systemwas
supplied with eight LFF drive bays
plus the operator panel, and the price
also includes two 1TB “simple-swap”
(that is, cold-swap) SATA hard disks.

The embedded Intel RSTe
controller supports up to eight SATA
drives in striped, mirrored and RAID5
arrays; if that’s not enough then
Lenovo offers an optional RAID 530-8i
adapter which introduces SAS3
support. The 930-8i and 930-16i
expand things further with RAID6 and
2GB of cachememory.

Our review system camewith an
entry-level six-core 1.7GHz Xeon
Bronze 3104. You can, however, use
any Xeon Scalable processor with a
maximum TDP of 125W and up to 20
physical cores – which includes all

LEFT The SR550’s
single Bronze CPU can
be upgraded to a pair
of Gold-series units

“The XClarity Provisioning
Manager guided us through
the process of setting up a
RAID array and installing
Windows Server 2016”

SPECIFICATIONS
2U rack chassis 1.7GHz Xeon Bronze 3104
(max 2) 16GB 2,667MHz TruDDR4 (max
768GB with LRDIMMs) Intel C622 Intel
RSTe; supports RAID0, 1, 5, 10 2 x 1TB SATA
simple-swap drives (max 12 LFF/16 SFF) 1 x
PCI-E 3.0 (max 6) 2 x Gigabit Ethernet XCC
Enterprise with GbE 750W hotplug PSU
(max 2) 3yr on-site NBD warranty Power:
57W idle, 70W peak

ABOVE The new XCC
interface provides a
wealth of detailed
technical information

The Network BusinessFocus

RECOMMENDED

Bronze or Silver models, plus a wide
range of Gold CPUs. There’s a second
socket too, if you need to boost your
parallel processing power.

The price includes 16GB of
TruDDR4 RAM;with both CPU sockets
occupied, you can use the 12 DIMM
slots to install a maximum of 384GB of
RDIMMor 768GB of LRDIMMmemory.

It’s all powered by a single 750W
Platinum PSU, but you can configure a
second for hotplug redundancy.
Lenovo also offers 550WPlatinum and
750W Titanium PSUs, which should
be plenty formost people’s needs.
With its Bronze CPU, our test server
drew a tiny 57W idle, and even under
extreme load its power consumption
peaked at amere 70W.

The base system has
only a single PCI Express
slot, but two optional
risers increase the slot
count to six. Dual Gigabit
Ethernet is built in, along
with a dedicated XCC port,
and you can use Lenovo’s

LOM adapters to add dual GbE, dual
10GbE copper or SFP+ fibre ports.

The ThinkSystem SR550 is an
affordable entry point into the world
of Xeon Scalable processing. Its
flexible design allows you to start
small and easily expand as your needs
grow, and Lenovo’s latest server
management features are among the
best in the business.

SCORE
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“Users and developers
alike will have stories
about interfaces that work
fine in isolation, but don’t
add up to a usable process”
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The deplorable 404
One of the biggest no-nos in the
world of UX is the 404 error. You’ll
recognise this code from when you
mistype a web address – but you
might also see it if a website directs
you to a page that doesn’t work. This
is a heinous UX failure: if something
goes wrong then at the very least the
user should see a useful explanation,
rather than a generic error code.
This can then be fed back to the
developer to help them identify the
fault. More to the point, the user isn’t
left in the dark, wondering whether

their tax return has actually been
submitted or not.

Such errors do happen, though,
normally during “transactions” – a
jargon term that broadly refers to
multi-step processes. These can be
complicated things to manage, since
a transaction might happen within
one computer, or thousands: it can
involve a tiny queue of requests, or
the whole of Amazon’s shopping
basket system. This is why UX
disasters frequently involve systems
not seeming to talk to one another.

What is UX?
User experience (UX) is about more than website design.
Steve Cassidy explains why UX is so important for online
businesses – and why it’s so easy to get wrong

yacht spinnaker sail made of OLEDs. That says
nothing about the user experience: UX is much
more to dowith how a site or application
anticipates the user’s expectations. Can a visitor
easily find the content they’re looking for? Do
the buttons do the right thing, quickly and
intuitively? Getting it right isn’t just about
debugging a few lines of code: often it’s about
developers, designers, databasemanagers and
others all pulling in the same direction.

It’s beginning to sound like UX is an
unattainable ideal.
It doesn’t have to be an impossible target. The
complexity of the UX challenge depends onwhat
you’re trying to achieve, and to be fair an airline
is quite an extreme example of trying tomake
many processes and systemswork together. The
systems-analysis way of saying this would be
that UX quality is easier tomaintain for simple,
linear transactions with a start, finish and a
subsequent set of actions invisible to the
customer. The real difficulties comewhen a
transaction is uncertain (likemy flight), editable
ormade up ofmany parts distributed across
different systems. Suddenly it becomes
necessary to anticipate all sorts of different
journeys that the user – and their information
–might need to take. Up goes the blood pressure,
all round: users and developers alike will have
stories about interfaces that work fine in
isolation, but don’t add up to a usable process.

Phew. Ourwebsite doesn’t do complicated
stuff, so our UX should be easy to sort out.
Don’t be over-confident. UX isn’t something you
can sprinkle on likemagic fairy dust at the end of
a website redesign. As we’ve noted, it requires a

whole slew of IT entities to work
together, towards a common goal
of creating something that’s
convenient, responsive,
transparent, adaptable, legally
compliant, insurable – and
enjoyable to use. If you’re going to
get there, everyone needs to keep an

openmind, and to be constantly testing and
questioning as they go. Frankly, it’s probably
more of an upheaval thanWeb 2.0, and it’ll keep
developers and consultants in work for the
foreseeable future. Understanding the depth of
UX isn’t the end of the process, but the start.

I’ve heard of this one – it’s to dowith badly designedwebsites.
For example, there was this one I wasted hours on trying to...
I don’t mean to interrupt, but yes, to an extent we all know about UX.
Prettymuch everybody knows the frustration of having to jump
through arbitrary hoops. However, while everyone has stories about
bad user experiences with websites and apps, the ability to diagnose
and remedy such things – or, even better, to anticipate and design
around them – is much harder to come by.

But we can do our bit by bringing issues to the attention of the
developers, right?
Unfortunately, developers are very rarely looking for external
feedback – they answer to their bosses, whose targets are generally
focused on budgets and timelines.What’s more, very few users are
able to communicate their issues in a useful way. That’s not a
criticism, but a sad fact: woeful tales of UX purgatorymay be
cathartic, but to a developer they’re rarely very informative.

For example, let me share an experience of my own. Recently,
I was trying to check in online for a flight to Las Vegas. In light of
the badweather, the airline helpfully overlaid the check-in page
with a pop-up asking formy name and phone number, so I could be
contacted if my flight was affected. The trouble was, once I had
enteredmy details, the pop-up returned, insisting that I had entered
an invalid number. Every legitimate permutationwas rejected: I was
stuck staring at amodal pop-up, unable to enter my check-in details.

It was tempting to file a complaint that the site’s phone number
validation systemwas broken. Tempting, but useless: it turned out
that in fact an overloaded systemwas taking too long to process my
input, timing out andmisdiagnosing the error.

How disheartening. If a national airline can’t design awebsite that
works, who can?
The thing is, such problems are very rarely solely to dowithwebsite
design. You can have a page that shows a two-finger salute to the
customer from now until eternity, and it can be beautifully coded,
W3C compliant and viewable on any device, from a smartwatch to a
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Brother
MFC-L2750DW
Running costs are a little
high, but this mono MFP
is packed with features –
and very well connected

PRICE £189 exc VAT from
printerland.co.uk

Brother recently launched a
large-scale assault on the SoHo
and small-business printing

markets, with a new range of ten
affordablemono laser andmulti-
function printers. TheMFC-L2750DW
sits at the top of theMFP family, with
4-in-1 print, scan, copy and fax
functions, double-sided printing,
34ppm print speeds and connection
options galore – yet it costs just £189.

Those connection options include
USB 2 and both Ethernet and 802.111n
wireless (as usual you can’t use both at
once). For direct printing frommobile
devices there’s also AirPrint andWiFi
Direct, plus NFC for tap-to-print
connections. There’s even support for
scanning to and printing from cloud
services including Dropbox, Google
Drive and OneDrive.

Getting set upwas a breeze: the
installer automatically discovered the
printer on our network, then set about
installing the generous software
bundle. This includes a little status
monitor that lives in your system tray,
a TWAIN driver for the scanner,
Brother’s own ControlCenter4 (CC4)
scan and print utility, Nuance’s
PaperPort SE 14 OCR and document-
management software.

Brother’sWeb Connect portal
meanwhile makes light work of
setting up cloud services.We supplied
our Dropbox account details andwere
providedwith a unique
11-digit code; after entering
this at the printer’s 6.8cm
colour touchscreen, wewere
able to browse our Dropbox
account, print selected items
and save scans directly to the
cloud. PIN-protected access
prevents colleagues from
snooping through your files.

Scanning to email is
impressively easy too. The
printer’s built-in Easy Scan
to Email app lets you register
(and PIN-protect) multiple
email addresses as scan
destinations, with no need to
configure an SMTP server.

Other apps let you send scans
directly toWord, Excel or PowerPoint,
while the Scan toMobile app uploads
your scanned document to Brother’s
own server; this then shows a QR code
on the printer’s display, which can be
scannedwith yourmobile device to
download it. You can also use the
dedicated iPrint&Scan app; this is now
available forWindows as well as iOS,
but the iOS app currently has better
support for cloud services.

Access security features are
particularly strong. You can specify
precisely which print, scan, copy, fax
andWeb Connect services each user
can access. LDAP and Active Directory
authentication are supported, and you
can PIN-protect individual jobs so
they’re only released once you enter
the code at the printer.

Performance is impressive too. Our
34-pageWord document was swiftly
despatched in 60 seconds at both
600dpi and 1,200dpi resolutions (after
a wait of around 12 seconds for the
first page to emerge). Duplex printing
precisely halves the speed, so the same
document came out double-sided in
120 seconds.

Our challenging 24-page DTP
document was also delivered at
34ppm at 600dpi, although occasional
pauses at 1,200dpi lowered the overall
average to 19ppm.

Scanning is similarly quick: the
50-page ADF scanned a 10-page
single-sided document in 34 seconds,
and you can scan double-sided
originals too: a duplex-to-duplex copy
took 93 seconds.

We’ve no complaints about text
quality. Text was super-sharp at sizes
right down to 6pt, even on 80gsm
paper. Graphs and charts looked
beautifully clean too; photos were

somewhatmarred by
banding, but for the sort
of role this printer is
aimed at that probably
won’t be a big problem.

While the printer itself
is affordable, running
costs are a tad on the high

side; after you’ve exhausted the
700-page starter cartridge, high-yield
replacements work out at 2.8p per
page. Still, the only other consumable
is the 12,000-page drum unit, costing
amodest £69 to replace.

In all, the MFC-L2750DWoffers a
wealth of features at a tempting price.
It’s fast, print quality is perfectly good
for general office use – and youwon’t
find better cloud andmobile features
anywhere else. DAVE MITCHELL

ABOVE The scanner
whizzes along with the
aid of a 50-page ADF

BELOW The driver
offers extensive
access controls, and
great mobile support

“The Scan to Mobile app
uploads your document to
Brother’s own server, then
shows a QR code, which can
be scanned to download it”

SPECIFICATIONS
1,200dpi A4 mono laser MFP 1,200dpi colour
flatbed scanner 34ppm print speeds
600MHz processor 256MB RAM 6.8cm
colour touchscreen 10/100 Ethernet
802.11n Wi-Fi USB 2 NFC 33.6Kbits/sec
fax/modem 2 x RJ-11 duplex print/scan
250-page paper tray 50-page ADF rec
monthly duty cycle, 2,000 pages 410 x 399 x
319mm (WDH) 12kg 1yr limited warranty.
Options: 2yr warranty extension, £30 exc VAT

SCORE
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Synology RackStation
RS2818RP+
Performance is somewhat
uneven, but this feature-rich
NAS appliance offers a huge
capacity at a great price

PRICE Diskless, £2,308 exc VAT
from span.com

The RS2818RP+is the first 3U rack
NAS appliance in Synology’s
“Plus” series, offering cost-

conscious SMEs amore affordable
alternative to themeaty RS4017xs+.
With 16 hot-swap SATA drive bays, it
has the same enormous storage
capacity as its big brother – but a few
features have been trimmed to keep
the cost down. For one, the dual
embedded 10GBase-T ports have been
ditched – but you can install your own
10GbE card in the RS2818RP+’s single
PCI-Express expansion slot. We used
an Emulex dual-port 10GBase-T card
with no difficulties at all.

You also get only one Infiniband
disk shelf expansion port, and in place
of the eight-core Xeon processor
found in the RS4017xs+, there’s a
lightweight quad-core Atom C3538.
This is certainly less of a powerhouse,
but it’s more than ample for ordinary
file-sharing duties. Finally, the
appliance comes with amodest 4GB of
RAM, but you can expand this up to
64GB. None of these sacrifices ought
to be deal-breakers for a small
business – especially when theymake
the RS2818RP+ nearly £2,000 cheaper
than its sibling.

For testing, we installed a quartet
of 10TB Seagate IronWolf SATA NAS
drives; the carriers aren’t tool-free,
but fitting the disks is quick and easy.
Then, we dropped into Synology’s
discovery web portal to initialise the
drives. RAID5 and 6 are fully
supported, as is Synology’s own
Hybrid RAID system; this makesmore
efficient use of differently sized disks,
and lets you choose between single
and dual-drive redundancy.

With that done, the latest DSM 6.1
software was installed. The Atom CPU
is of the 64-bit variety, so the full
range of apps and features is available
– with data backup tools in particular
abundance. The Cloud Station Server
app, for example, works with the
Windows client to provide one-way
synchronisation. If it’s two-way
syncing you need, the Cloud Station
Drive agent has you covered. And then
there’s the Active Backup for Servers
app, which secures data onWindows
and Linux network shares.

On top of that, Synology also offers
free Active Backup apps for G Suite
and Office 365, while the Cloud
Station Server app provides excellent
backup and file sharing services. Even
better, BTRFS volumes support both
manual and scheduled NAS and IP
SAN snapshots.

If there’s a catch, it’s that network
performance proved quite variable.
With our IronWolf drives configured

as one big 27.3TB RAID5 array, we
used Iometer to test read andwrite
speeds between the appliance and a
Dell PowerEdge R540 running
Windows Server 2016 on dual Xeon
Gold 6130 CPUs. Read rates were
excellent, at 9.2Gbits/sec – but write
speeds averaged just 4.2Gbits/sec.

A similar gapwas evident in our
real-world file-copy tests, although
here the discrepancywas smaller: our
25GB test file was read from the
appliance at 4.2Gbits/sec, but written
back at 3.3Gbits/sec.

Still, backup performance was
respectable, andwewere able to write
a 22.4GB folder of 10,500 small files to
the appliance at an average of
2.2Gbits/sec. Encryption performance

isn’t bad either: our 25GB
file was written to an
encrypted folder at
1.4Gbits/sec. That’s far
short of the 2.7Gbits/sec
acheived by Qnap’s
Ryzen-powered TS-1277
desktop appliance (see

issue 283, p101), but it’s fast enough
for everyday office use.

There’s more good stuff on the way
too: Synology’s forthcoming DSM 6.2
software will allow the appliance to
host VMs running your choice of OS,
and features a vSwitch feature to
isolate VM traffic on selected network
interfaces. There’s also a new iSCSI
Manager app in the works, whichwill
addmore IP SAN features, including
simplified target management and
faster snapshot and recovery
processes. The StorageManager app is
in for a welcomemakeover too,
replacing the confusing Disk Groups
and RAID Groups with Storage Pools.

It’s certainly not the fastest NAS
we’ve seen, but the RS2818RP+ is an
impressive package for the price. It
offers a very high capacity – backed up
by dual-redundant PSUs – and a
superb selection of backup and cloud
features. DAVE MITCHELL

BELOW Synology’s
DSM software gives
you a great range of
backup options

“The Atom CPU is of the
64-bit variety, so the full
range of apps and features is
available – with backup tools
in particular abundance”

SPECIFICATIONS
3U rackmount chassis 2.1GHz Intel Atom
C3538 processor 4GB DDR4 (max 64GB)
16 x LFF/SFF hot-swap SATA drive bays
supports RAID0, 1, 10, 5, 6, SHR, hot-spare,
JBOD 4 x Gigabit Ethernet 2 x USB 3
expansion port PCI-Express slot 2 x 500W
hotplug PSUs 3yr hardware warranty

ABOVE With its 16
bays, the RS2818RP+
can house up to 192TB
of internal storage

RECOMMENDED

SCORE
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“You can think of IFTTT as a
virtual butler that carries out
minor tasks automatically on
your behalf without waiting
to be told”

Are your employees wasting time on
repetitive tasks? Nik Rawlinson explores
how simple automation can help workers
be more productive

Automate your
business using
IFTTT

Administrative tasks are an
inescapable fact of business
life, but they’re also the cause

of a lot of wasted time and potential.
It makes no sense to hire a talented,
experienced employee and then have
them spend half their days doing
menial tasks.

The element of distraction can be
destructive too. If workers need to
instantly respond to incoming
messages andwork requests, their
workwill suffer. Researchers at
GeorgeMason University found that
even brief distractions can
significantly affect the quality of a
person’s work. In an experiment, they
gave students a fixed amount of time
to write an essay, and interrupted half
of them for just oneminute. In every
case, the uninterrupted students
turned in a better, longer essay than
those who had been distracted.
Similarly, Gloria Mark of the
University of California found that it
takes the average worker 25minutes
to get back to a task fromwhich
they’ve been distracted.

Clearly, if your business is to
thrive, you need tominimise the
amount of time your staff spend

dealing with internal administration
tasks – and the number of time-
wasting distractions. And the answer
could be as simple as IFTTT.

Simple automation
Short for If This Then That, IFTTT is
a web-based automation platform.
You can think of IFTTT as a virtual
butler that carries outminor tasks
automatically on your behalf without
waiting to be told. It’s become very
popular thanks to its simplicity, and
its ability to inter-operate with a wide
range of online consumer services:
for example, you can activate
pre-configured IFTTT “applets” to
automatically download Facebook
photos to Google Drive, sync your
Alexa to-do list withWunderlist, or
be alerted when the International
Space Station passes over your house.

But IFTTT isn’t just for home users.
It can also hook into Slack, Trello and
a host of other office platforms –
whichmeans it can save businesses a
great deal of time and effort.

Signing up to IFTTT
IFTTTworks by interfacing with
services you already use, so to get

started you’ll need to set up an IFTTT
account and authorise it to access
these services on your behalf. You can
do this at ifttt.com/join. Don’t worry,
you don’t need to stay logged in all the
time: once you’ve set up your applets,
you can log out and close the browser
and they’ll continue to operate. You
only need to be logged in to edit
applets and create new ones.

Certain applets run completely
automatically,
responding to external
events and triggers
such as an incoming
email to a specified
address. You can also
create applets that
respond to direct

input from you: the easiest way to
provide this input is via the IFTTT
app, which is free for both Android
and iOS. Youwill need it to use some
of the applets described on the
following couple of pages.

Where do you start? Here. Read on
for our rundown of the tenmust-have
IFTTT applets that will save your
business time, plus a guide to building
a routine from scratch, so you can
automate your own processes.
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Add photos directly to Trello
pcpro.link/284ifttt1
If youmanage team projects with
Trello, this applet makes it easy to
share capturedwhiteboards and
documents with your colleagues.
You’ll need to give it access to your
Trello account, then select the board
youwant to add the photos to.
By default, it adds them to a list called
“DO Camera”, but we’ve created a
dedicated list called “Photos”. To
choose which list to send your images
to, click the cog at the top of the IFTTT
card and enter it into the List Name
box. You can also decide whether to
tag other board users, specify where
the photo should appear in the list,
and add useful metadata such as
where the imagewas shot.

Now to get our photos into IFTTT.
The easiest solution is to use a phone
widget: open the IFTTT app on your
phone and tap your new applet,
followed
byWidget
settings. Tap
the Add button
to add a
dedicated
button for
this workflow
to themain
screen. You
can call it
whatever you
like, but we
have chosen
“Trello photo”.

Now, when
wewant to
post an image
to Trello,
rather than
using the
regular camera
app, we can
simply tap the
newwidget on
the phone
homescreen and snap away. The
photo will be automatically uploaded
as soon as we close the widget. You
can do the same thingwith Slack
using the applet at ift.tt/2ogACJg.

Post a reminder to Slack
before a calendar event starts
pcpro.link/284ifttt2
Connect IFTTT to both Google
Calendar and your Slack account, and
it can remind all participants –
including yourself – of upcoming
meetings without anymanual
intervention. Now nobody has an
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excuse not to be there on time. By
default, reminders are sent 15minutes
before the event start time.

Add a task to Todoist
whenever you star an email
pcpro.link/284ifttt3
If you use Gmail, this applet lets you
quickly triage email andmake a note
of messages that need actioning later.
Once you grant IFTTT access to both
your Google and Todoist accounts,
starring amessage in your inboxwill
automatically add a note to your
Inbox list on Todoist. If youwant to
use a different list, create it in Todoist
first, then select it from the dropdown
on the IFTTT card. You can also set a
default priority between one (urgent)
and four (it canwait) – but you can’t
set these individually, so whichever
level you choose will apply to all
messages you star.

Send a hands-free
voice note on Slack
pcpro.link/284ifttt4
Running late? Let the whole
team knowwithout taking
your hands off the steering
wheel: this applet lets you
use “Okay Google” to post a
note to Slack. And, of course,
it can be turned tomore uses
than just informing your
colleagues not to expect you.
You could use it to quickly
assign tasks, or add thoughts
to a remote brainstorming
sessionwhen they occur.

Sync new files added
to Dropbox to your
Google Drive
pcpro.link/284ifttt5
Many of us have to share
assets across multiple
services. This applet makes it
easy, by automatically
syncing the contents of one

into the other. It’s particularly useful
if you’ve created a public Dropbox
folder to accept incoming files, or
your camera automatically syncs to
Dropbox overWi-Fi, as everything is
immediately sharedwith users of
both platforms.

Sync Gmail emails with
receipts, orders and invoices
to a Google Spreadsheet
pcpro.link/284ifttt6
Simplify your accounts by setting up a
dedicated Gmail address and asking
all staff to email their expenses,

receipts, orders and invoices to it
before they become due. IFTTTwill
automatically add each one to a
Google Spreadsheet, complete with a
link to the first attachment. In this
way, your staff can easily submit
documentationwhenever it suits
them, and no-one has to waste time
trawling through dozens of emails
looking for paperwork.

Track your work hours
in Google Calendar
pcpro.link/284ifttt7
This applet helps staff keep track of
the hours they spend in the office, on
client sites and elsewhere – valuable
information if they bill by the hour.
Once the applet is enabled, the IFTTT
smartphone appwill detect where
they are and automatically create an
entry on Google Calendar recording
their location for that period, for easy
billing at the end of the week, month
or project.

Schedule daily or weekly
recurring Trello cards
pcpro.link/284ifttt8
Certain jobs keep cropping up, and
it’s often helpful to track them on
Trello so they don’t get missed. That
means someone’s got to keep posting

the same card over
and over – unless you
use this applet. Set up
asmany jobs as you
like, and leave IFTTT
to add them to your
Trello lists at the
appropriate times.

Send live updates from
Twitter to Slack
pcpro.link/284ifttt9
Save time by forwarding one person’s
tweets directly to a Slack channel –
very handy if someone’s attending a
live event, as it allows everyone to
stay updatedwithout having to wade
through a busy timeline or keep
refreshing the Twitter app.

Add hashed tweets to a
Google Spreadsheet
pcpro.link/284ifttt10
Many businesses use Twitter to track
what’s being said about their
company. Save yourself the chore of
manually searching for relevant
hashtags with this applet, which
automatically searches for tweets
containing a specified hashtag and
adds up to 15 posts to the Google
spreadsheet of your choice.

“Your staff can easily submit
documentation whenever it
suits them, and no-one has to
waste time trawling through
emails looking for paperwork”

TOP 10 IFTTTAPPLETS FORBUSINESS
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As our top picks show, IFTTT comes with a library of useful pre-rolled
functions. But you’re not restricted to these applets: if none of them
meets your requirements, you can easily create a “recipe” of your
own. All you need to do is set up a simple procedure that checks for a
particular condition and runs a specified action when it’s met. Here,
we’ll build an applet that monitors an RSS feed for particular stories
and sends them to us by email, so we don’t need to manually check.

HOWTOCREATE
YOUROWN
AUTOMATED
WORKFLOW

1
Log in to IFTTT, then click your name at the top of the interface and pick New
Applet. Click the big blue “+this” link, then pick RSS from the list of available
services. Then, choose “New feed item matches”. (The other option, “New feed
item”, triggers an action whenever any new item appears on your specified RSS
feed, without checking for a particular subject or keyword.)

2
Let’s set up our applet to aggregate stories about Internet of Things (IoT)
from The Guardian’s technology channel. A quick web search tells us that
this RSS feed is located at “https://www.theguardian.com/uk/technology/
rss”, so we’ll enter this in the Feed URL box, and enter the search term “IoT”
to the keyword box. We now click “Create trigger” to store it. 3

Now we’ve set up our test condition, it’s time to add an action by clicking the
big blue “that” link. If you simply want to send the results to yourself, click
the Email action, which bundles them into a message and dispatches them
to the address you used to sign up with IFTTT. If you need something more
flexible, such as emailing to a group, pick the Gmail option.

4
From here, pick “Send an email”, and add up to 20 addresses in the To field.
You can optionally add up to 20 more in the CC and BCC fields, for a
maximum distribution list of 60 addresses. You’ll notice that the Subject
and Body fields are already populated, but you can change their contents
and append variables from the feed by clicking “Add ingredient”. 5

Click “Create action” to save your applet, then review it and click Finish to
make it live. It will be switched on by default: if you ever want to disable it,
click the “On” slider to change it to “Off”. To delete it, click My Applets at the
top of the IFTTT interface, click the cog at the top of its widget, then click
the Delete link at the bottom of the next screen.
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Leasing hard assets isn’t new –
businesses have been renting
capital goods and equipment for

years. However, themarket that
facilitates it is changing.

Ever since IT began, banks have
been reluctant to lend against
software and services: they don’t see
them as assets they can repossess if
the business falls behind on its
payments. But, with a new range of
funding brokers, and a dawning
appreciation for the fact that
hardware is only half of the equation,
things are starting to change.

The changing face of IT
procurement
If themarket is becomingmore
liberal, though, the news is taking its
time to reach British SMEs. “When it
comes to getting hold of the latest and
greatest technologies, many are in the
dark,” said SimonWillies, head of
commercial at Currys PCWorld

Business. “Business ownersmay
understand the benefits of
investment, but when facedwith the
costs of purchasing refreshed IT and
tech equipment, they turn pale.”

Steve Khela is director of
Birmingham-based Geex (mygeex.co.
uk) which, like Currys, runs leases of
two years or longer. “The refresh
period for computers is really about
two or three years,” he told PC Pro.
“On a 12-month lease, the figures start
to be quite a bit higher”, whichmakes
leasing a less attractive proposition.

Both Geex and Currys workwith
finance companies that, in Geex’s
case, sign over ownership of the
hardware at the end of the term. “At
that point, we have three options,”
said Khela. “We ask the customer if
they want to buy it, and they
sometimes pass it on to their children;
we can take it back andwe send it on
to aWEEE company for recycling; or
we offer it to charity.”

Such flexibility isn’t uncommon,
and it’s a greener option than sending
depreciating kit to landfill.

“We offer a three-year lease but
after two years you can send the
machine backwithout any further
commitment,” said Phil Morgan of
Hardsoft (hardsoft.co.uk). “If you
carry on for the full term, you can buy

themachine for an extra
£1 or, if youwant to pay a
little less, we have a pure
rental scheme, which is
15% or 20% cheaper per
month, at the end of
which there’s no option to
keep the kit.”

Stretching the budget
Few businesses have their eyes on
what would happen at the end of the
term at the point of signing up. The
primary benefit is getting access to
the hardware without bearing the
upfront cost.

“When it comes to getting
hold of the latest and
greatest technologies,
many British SMEs are in
the dark”

THE BUSINESS QUESTION

Nik Rawlinson explores the reasons why leasing makes sense, from
reducing debt to simplifying support and ensuring your kit is up to date
Nik Rawlinson explores the reasons why leasing makes sense, from Nik Rawlinson explores the reasons why leasing makes sense, from 

What are the benefits of leasing
IT equipment in 2018?
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“Leasing allows a company to
retain its working capital within the
business itself, to invest in other areas.
It could be amarketing campaign,
recruitment of new staff, anything,”
said Anne Baker of Baker Leasing
(bakerleasing.co.uk). “At the same
time, though, they’re getting
tomorrow’s technology today.”

Baker Leasing is an intermediary
that works with underwriters to
source funds for organisations that
have decided that leasing is the best
option for them. “If a customer wants
a £20,000 package, but they only have
a budget of £12,000, they’re going to
have tomake a decision. Do they trim
their expectations and buy something
that might not suit their needs, or do
they lease the whole package? The
difference between the twomight
only be aminimal monthly increment
over the term of the lease.”

This has obvious benefits. As
Currys’Willies points out, “SMEs have
long realised that there’s a link
between the latest tech and business
performance. The better the tech, the
better the business. With the right
lease they can update their hardware
whenever they need to, which helps
them stay ahead of the curve – and
ahead of the competition.” It also
means they can keep their cash close.

“Theymight get a deal on an advert
or some stock, in which case having
the cash that theywould otherwise
have spent on buying their IT outright
keeps them stronger,” said Hardsoft’s
Phil Morgan.

Support benefits
The hardware remains the property
either of the leasing company or the
underwriter that has provided the
funding until the end of the term.
This may sound like a disadvantage,
but Khela believes there are still
benefits to renting equipment.

“You’re getting your full support
andwarranty, and every three years
you get brand-new equipment.We
keep loanmachines in stock so if
anything goes downwe send the
customer one of ourmachines while
we get theirs repaired. If we can’t get
it repaired, we just send them a brand-
newmachine straight away.”

“Maintenance issues are
eliminated,”Willies agreed. “The
products that we lease are protected
as part of a fully supported service
solution, which holds for the entirety
of the leasing period.”

“A lot of the companies we deal
with don’t have an IT department,”
said Morgan. “So, we cover everything
with a no-quibble three-year
warranty.” If anything goes wrong,
Hardsoft dispatches a courier to
retrieve the faulty kit right away.

Financial benefits
Less obvious is that the leased
equipment’s depreciation is kept off
the renting company’s books. This can
make a big difference to the bottom
line – and the ease with which IT
managers can run their budgets.

“It doesn’t necessarily make sense
for a business to own depreciating
assets,” said Baker. “They’re better
off keeping the capital within the
business, and the lease payments are
deductible against corporation tax.
The leases themselves are what you’d
call ‘off-book’, too, in that they don’t
appear as a debt against the company
in its accounts the way a credit card
balance or overdraft facility would.”

Many leasing companies – Geex
included – can handle subscriptions to
services such as Office 365, which are
usually invoiced separately, allowing
the business to turn them on and off,
separate from the hardware lease.

The predictability of the leasing
cost, the flexibility of the software

“The predictability of the
leasing cost, the flexibility
of the software options and
the reliability of the backup
are a tempting mix”

It was Steve Jobs who once
estimated that major advances

in computing happen about once
every ten years. This was prescient,

because when he said it the whole business was
only three decades old – and he was right. Initially,
everybody leased their computers, not just
because the price tags were high, but because
everyone was at the bleeding edge, and neither
manufacturers nor users had any way of costing
simple repairs. Better to share the ownership a bit
and, therefore, the repair responsibility.

Yet, here we are in the ninth decade of
computing, and the underlying reasons for leasing
are under attack. Some devices that might seem
ideal for leasing turn out to have product lifecycles

shorter than the accepted minimum lifetime of a
lease. This can produce distorted marketplaces
where new software is itching to get out, but can’t
until a lot of now technically obsolete but functional
iPads reach the end of their lease arrangements.

At least what we do in the end-user compute
sector is as nothing to the crazy convolutions you
will find in the telecomms world. Here, you should
be wondering why your company-wide mobile
phone contract is with your local reseller, not the
multinational whose logos are all over the contract
but absent from the small print. The clue is in how
the deal is being financed: often your phones are
now part of a portfolio of debt carried by the local
reseller, thereby avoiding loading up the balance
sheet of the network or operator.

The interesting comparison, though, is with
the cloud. In many ways, this is the ultimate piece of
leasing: you’re accessing a huge IT resource that
you would never be able to afford on your own, yet
you’re only paying a fraction of the cost. That’s the
kind of deal I can get behind.

Before you enter into a leasing deal for more
humble hardware, ask tough questions of yourself
and your supplier. Do you really need the cutting-
edge kit they’re offering? Is there a particular
problem that leasing will solve – for example, does it
makes sense to lease rather than buy heavyweight
servers to get you through a merger? Likewise if
you need to react to a sudden increase in staff
numbers. If this Q&A session doesn’t make one of
you feel awkward, you’re doing it wrong!

The expert view Steve Cassidy

options and the reliability of the
backup and support are a tempting
mix for businesses. And, claims Baker,
“it’s not like a loanwhere the interest
is calculatedmonth bymonth on the
reducing amount you’re paying off.”

Formany, this is a selling point
– especially now that the Bank of
England is starting to put up interest
rates to tackle growing inflation. A
regular business loanwill usually be
affected by any base rate rise, making
the leased option cheaper.

Every leasing companywill want
to ensure that the borrower is credit-
worthy. Often this means theywill
need to demonstrate that the business

has been viable for three
years. This doesn’t rule
out startups, but the
founders and directors
will need to provide
personal guarantees. The
loanmay be secured
against their home.

In any case, the decision is usually
made inminutes. Currys PCWorld
Business will approve an application
online, while for Hardsoft, any firm
with two years’ trading history is
almost guaranteed acceptance. Geex
lets you add products to a leasing
basket andmake an online enquiry,
and Baker Leasing will talk through
quotes by phone before approaching
its network of finance providers.
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Ibought a new hoover. In fact, a
newHoover, given that this was
actually from the company of

that name. It wasn’t expensive, at
just over a hundred notes, but being
the irrepressible geek that I am,
I went for the one that’sWi-Fi-
attached. I wasn’t quite sure what
addingmyHoover to theWi-Fi
would achieve, but I was fairly sure it
wouldn’t magically turn it into a
Roomba-esque device that would
drive itself around the house onmy
behalf. Indeed, the IoT Hoover is just
that – a normal upright Hoover that
has someWi-Fi bits.

Now I’ll confess that I’m not the
world’s greatest housekeeper, and I
rely on the patience and kindness of
my husband for such domestic
matters. But I was intrigued to see
what this thing would do once
connected tomy network.

Being a bit of an idiot, I first fired
it up at the lab using a spare Android
phone onto which I had downloaded
the Hoover app. I created an account,
and then set about connecting to the
Hoover. Tomy surprise, pressing the
Wi-Fi button did nothing, until I
realised that the Hoover had to be in
full runningmodewith themotor on.
Setting up the device with a Hoover
blasting in your ears resulted in
inevitable sarcasm frommy staff.

The setup process was fairly
simple: run the setup app and add a
newHoover, giving the cloud service
the serial number of the device. Then,
the HooverWi-Fi booted up into a
hotspot mode that you joined using
your phone. In the app, you connect
to the Hoover hotspot, and enter the
information for yourWi-Fi SSID and
password. Then reconnect back to
your normal network and hopefully
the Hoover will be there. All this time,
themotor was running.

With setup complete, I could see
such fascinating statistics as how
manyminutes of hoovering I’d
completed, and the wear status on
various items. No sign of a “please
start hooveringmy lab carpet”
button, whichwould have been nice.
Somewhat disappointed, I boxed up
the item and took it home.

That afternoon, after the necessary
unpacking, I tried to set it up at home
on Andre’s iPhone using the iOS
version of the app. Now at this point, I
probably should have used the same
account name and password that I’d
used in the lab. But I’d alreadywiped
that Android phone, andwasn’t too
sure of the account details. Surely
this wouldn’t matter, because the
registration process would just join
the Hoover to a new account?

Howwrong I was. It got all the
way through the registration and
Wi-Fi configuration process only to
fail with an errormessage, saying
“Cannot complete enrollemntMac
address is already taken”. Yes,
“enrollemnt”. I tried again, and
it became clear that it couldn’t

register the Hoover to the newly
created account.

In the end, I gave up and phoned
Hoover technical support. I spoke
to a nice chapwho quickly decided
this was beyond his level. An hour
later, a higher-level tech-support
engineer calledme back and finally
graspedmy explanation that the
back-end database wasn’t allowing
a re-registration of theMAC address
of myHoover, and that it clearly
needed to bemanually de-registered
by someone in the database or
development team. Unfortunately,
they’re in Italy, and given it was
4pm on a Friday afternoon, the
chances of getting anyone to
respondwasminimal. He suggested
I try again in a week’s time. I decided
to go to the pub instead.

It really doesmakemewonder
how a product can be launched onto
themarket when even such basic
functionality is missing in action.Was
there no specification plan drawn up
that included the possibility that you
might give the Hoover to a neighbour?
Or buy it as a present for a relative,

but check it first before
delivering? Not being able to
reassign the Hoover’s MAC
address is astonishingly
lazy programming.

Hoover isn’t alone here.
Over a year ago, I bought the
then-just-released Uniti
Core fromNaimAudio in
Salisbury, a companywith
a long and hard-earned
reputation of analogue
engineering at the highest
level. Sufficient tomake it
the extra-cost upgrade
option for Bentley cars.

It bravely entered the
streamingmarket nearly a
decade agowith a product
called HDX, which, despite
its looks, contained a
Windows computer inside
the box.Work continued on
it – and its other NaimNet
family of products – for a

Jon is the MD of
an IT consultancy
that specialises
in testing and
deploying hardware

@jonhoneyball

“Withsetupcomplete,Icouldseesuch
fascinatingstatisticsashowmany
minutesofhooveringI’dcompleted”
You can’t just add Wi-Fi to household objects in a vacuum: you need to test
the software too. Plus, why Jon is unhappy about the price of toner

JONHONEYBALL

BELOW Wi-Fi woes
with my vacuum
cleaner – yes, you
read that right
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while, but then it simply fizzled out.
The last OS/firmware update was in
December 2014 for the 1.7b software.
It ran on Windows XP SP2.

Combining ripping, cataloguing
and streaming into one high-priced
box, it wasn’t without its quirks. For
example, if you were ripping a disc
that had surface errors on it, the
display would tell you there were
errors, but then clear this screen as
soon as the disc ejected at the end of
the rip. The only way to find out if
there had been a rip error was to
attach across the network, find the log
file and search for the word “error”.
This product went out of production
in early 2018.

So, you can imagine that I’d have
higher hopes for the brand-new Uniti
Core product, which shipped in
January 2017. A new custom OS kernel
designed from the ground-up to be an
absolutely no-questions approach to
the task of ripping, storing and
playing your CD material. At launch,
when I bought one, the iOS app was
fairly miserable and the Android
app completely absent.

Now, there are three things that
such a box needs to do. It has to rip
accurately and tell you when there are
problems. It has to get metadata from
the internet (track name, album,
composer, performer and so forth)
and allow you to modify this as you
wish. You might want Rachmaninov
spelt in the original Russian; or a
particular ordering on the names of
performers. And things get even more
complex when it comes to compilation
albums. Finally, it has to protect your
data by doing reliable and repeatable
backups and restores.

It took until May 2017 before
metadata editing was enabled, and
even then it had to be done via your
iOS or Android phone or tablet.
There’s still no desktop client, which
would make sense for a world-class
metadata editing tool. Editing was
track by track or whole album only,
and you couldn’t change multiple
items across multiple discs at once.
There was no editing at all for fields
important to classical music lovers,
such as Composer or Conductor. On
27 June 2017, the CEO said, “Other
features like metadata for composer,
conductor – for example –are in the
release planning.” To date, they still
haven’t been delivered.

The ripping engine simply
indicated that a track had been
ripped, and implied it was successful.
But when presented with a disc that
was damaged, dusty or dirty, it still
said the same thing. It took until 28
September 2017 for the app to be
updated to show ripping error
conditions. I tried it then, and lo and
behold, there were many green
tickboxes. Feeling a little curious, I
tried some known damaged discs.
They were all green boxes too, despite
the waveforms showing huge error
bursts. I reported it and discovered
that it required a firmware upgrade
for the box to enable this. That took
until early December 2017 to arrive.

Backup and restore? The
functionality is minimal at best, and it
won’t restore from a backup I did
some months ago. It seems to get
stuck in a loop.

And there we are. Over a year since
launch, and the application and
firmware support hasn’t yet reached a
level of meagre adequacy, let alone

that of a claimed world-class product.
Another app and firmware drop is
apparently coming within weeks, but
no announcement has been made as to
what that might fix. The amplifier
range announced at the same time
(October 2016) took until the summer
of 2017 to ship, with delays in
certification for some streaming
protocols being blamed.

Then there is Chord, a small
high-end UK hi-fi company that
makes exceptional products. Its little
Mojo portable DAC unit is stunning
in its simplicity, quality and overall
loveliness. A year ago it announced
the Poly add-on, which clips onto
the side to extend the length,turning
it into a full streaming end point,
complete with microSD storage and
Roon support. You can use it as a
target under AirPlay, for example. It
has Wi-Fi support, and it logs into
your network. But configuration is
somewhat a mess, and the long-
promised iOS app has still to appear.

I asked Chord about this at the
recent Hi-Fi Show in Bristol
in February, and the rep
showed me the app and
said it’s about to ship. But it
should have been there from
the start. I’ve spent most of
this morning poking it with
a SIM-removal tool to try
to see if it’s updating its
firmware to the latest version,
without success.

Naturally, there’s
no “download the current
firmware file from here” and
“upload it into the device
here” UI – that would be
too simple. Apparently, it
updates itself when it’s in
the right mood. Whenever
that might be.

“Over a year
since launch,
and the app and
firmware
support hasn’t
yet reached a
level of meagre
adequacy”

ABOVE Naim Audio
makes gorgeous
high-end hi-fi
equipment, but it
needs to back it up
with software
support

BELOW The Chord
Mojo is a lovely thing,
but we’re still waiting
for the long-promised
iOS app
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There are lessons to learn here.
Bolting some Wi-Fi onto an object to
make it IoT doesn’t necessarily make
it a better product. And when you
deliver a product that requires
software and firmware, it isn’t
acceptable to bring something to
market that barely works, is clearly
untested, and is more feature-
incomplete than complete.

It’s worse still when you start
playing in the playgrounds of the big
boys. Companies such as Naim and
Chord don’t set wire standards.
These are set by the likes of Google
and Apple, and other global players.
And once you decide to play in that
space, you quickly find yourself
being a very small fish in a very big
pond. Which comes as something of a
shock if you’re used to being a huge
fish in a tiny puddle. This is how
companies irreparably tarnish their
reputations, and crawling out of that
hole can take years.

A Microsoft update
You might remember me losing my
rag at Microsoft regarding its walk-in
store in Boston, Massachusetts, last
summer. I was in the Prudential
Center, which is a huge glass shopping
mall in the centre of town, and found
myself wandering past a full Microsoft
Store. I dropped in to have a play with
a few bits and pieces, maybe do some
shopping, and specifically to have a
look at the Surface Studio – the large
desktop machine aimed at iMac Pro
users, with a price tag to match.

Much to my annoyance, I
discovered that the store blocked

access to all the Google properties.
Now I’m a tolerant chap, and I can just
about swallow that Microsoft wants to
ram its own services down our throat
at every opportunity. But actually
going out of the way to block access to
Google seemed beyond petty. I asked
the staff why this was, and they said it
was because Google was a competitor.

I wasn’t amused – and vented my
wrath in this very column. I did
receive a reply from Microsoft in
mid-November. Apologies that
it’s taken until now for me to update
you, dear reader. A “Microsoft
spokesperson” said:

“Ensuring our customers have the
best possible experience every time
they’re in our stores is our primary
focus, and we’re sorry to hear your
visit didn’t meet those expectations.
Microsoft Store is intended to be a
place where you can test, touch and
experience the best we have to offer,
and that includes how our devices
interact with all platforms – including
Google. It is not our policy to block or
firewall any competitor’s site from
inside our store.

“We have been in touch with our
store management team in Boston
to ensure all of our associates are
aware of this policy and to make
sure all of the devices
can navigate to
these sites

properly. We sincerely regret your
experience and hope to be able to
welcome you back to one of our
locations in the future.”

Hopefully the matter is closed, and
it was a one-off configuration error.
However, I’ll be visiting the US on a
few occasions in the coming months,
and will do my best to drop back into
this store in Boston. I hope to see that
all is just as it should be.

Black Label audio
And now for some good news. If you
want a cheap little D/A convertor
and amplifier to hook up to your
smartphone then you should have a
look at the iFi nano iDSD Black Label
(pcpro.link/284nano). At just £200,
it’s a little miracle of simple and
elegant engineering. Why would you
use this on an iPhone? Because you
want to use good headphones
that have current consumption
requirements that are beyond
most smartphones.

To hook it up to your iPhone,
you need the Apple camera adapter
to get you from Lightning to USB,
and then a correctly orientated USB
cable to connect into the device. I’ve
tried it with my reference quality
Sennheiser HD800 headphones, and
the performance is excellent. The
extra oomph over the iPhone’s
headphone output circuitry is
welcome. Definitely worth a look if
you want something a bit special.

HP toner cost
Something is rotten in the world
of laser printer toner. I have the
excellent HP Color LaserJet 5550
A3 laser printer here in the lab. I’ve
had it for almost a decade, and it
has done sterling work. Duplex A3;
high-speed printing; good-enough
colour performance; five paper
trays. Safe to say, it has most things
I need. It cost nearly £5,000 when I
bought it, but it continues to work
just fine. It’s needed a little care and
attention over the years, but it’s still
trundling along well.

The display told me I needed
three new toners: cyan, magenta
and yellow. I went to Printerbase
(printerbase.co.uk), where I buy
all our printing consumables, and
found that a genuine HP black toner
cartridge is £235 plus VAT, and £330
plus VAT for each of the colours. So
that’s £1,225 before VAT for a full set,
lasting 13,000 pages for the black and
12,000 for each of the colours.

Printerbase also lists Xerox-brand
toner cartridges for the printer.
They’re £125 for the black and £172

BELOW If you seek
awesome audio
output from your
iPhone, take a look at
the £200 iFi nano iDSD
Black Label

ABOVE Microsoft has
assured us that you
should be able to
access its rivals’
services using its
Surface computers
in Windows Stores
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Paul owns an agency
that helps businesses
exploit the web, from
sales to marketing
and everything
in between

@PaulOckenden

for each of the colours, both plus VAT.
Intrigued, I kept looking. Cartridge
Save has appropriate toner cartridges
for £75 for the black and £105 for
each of the colours, again before VAT.
And Inks Direct want just £46 per
cartridge, and £154 + VAT for a set of
four (CMYK). Someone, somewhere
is taking the Mickey. And its name is
Hewlett Packard.

“ThisviewofGDPRexposesnuances
thataren’tobviouswhenlookingat
data-processingprinciples’”
Paul revisits GDPR from a different angle, looking at the
various rights that it brings to individuals

PAULOCKENDEN

Following on from my GDPR-
themed column two months ago,
readers got in touch to ask about

the various “rights” they’ve read
about in the press – “the right to be
forgotten”, for example – and how
these relate to the new data-
processing principles.

It’s actually the same thing.
Whether you look at the new
regulation from the point of view of
the data processor, as I did last time,
or the individual, as I’m about to
do here, the underlying rules are
identical. We’re simply coming at
things from a different angle.

This alternative view of GDPR is
worthwhile, however, because it
exposes nuances that aren’t obvious
when simply looking at the data-
processing principles. Much like those
principles, the individual’s rights can
be broken down into a number of
categories, of which there are eight
this time. I’ll look at each in turn.

1 The right to be informed
When you process data about
individuals, they have the right
to be told what you’re doing with
their data and why you’re doing it.
It doesn’t matter whether you’ve
obtained the data from the person
concerned (because they’re an
existing customer, say, or have
signed up to your newsletter), or
whether you sourced their data

from a third party (perhaps from a
mailing list provider).

So what information do you have
to provide to individuals? Well,
you’ll notice that it’s all about the data
(where you got it from, what you’re
going to do with it), but – in this right,
at least – it doesn’t involve divulging
the data itself. The information is all
quite generic, and deliberately so,
because the intention is that this
information should go into a privacy
notice, typically on a website. The
information we need to provide is:

a) The details of your company’s
data controller and data protection
officer. Importantly, this needs to
include details on how they can be
contacted, and if you use an agency
or other representative for data
processing, it needs to include their
contact details too.

b) You need to explain the “lawful
basis” for the processing you’re doing
and its purpose. You should be able to
see how this dovetails neatly with the
first and second key principles, and
particularly the lawful basis tests that
I described in the previous column.

c) If you’ve used the “legitimate
interests” test to assert the lawfulness
of the data processing (again, refer
back to the first principle) then you
need to spell this out – what the
legitimate interest is, and who it
applies to. Remember, it doesn’t have
to be the interest of the data subject;
you can use your own interest as a
legitimate reason for processing
marketing data, for example.

d) If you obtained the personal data
from a third party then you need to
spell out the categories of personal
data you’ve obtained.

e) You need to let the data subject
know whether anyone else will be
receiving their processed data. This
can either be a specific organisation,
or a category of recipient such as
“mortgage providers”. It’s sensible
to do the latter, since it allows for
future flexibility.

f) If, at any point in the processing
or final delivery of the data, it’s

BELOW When it
comes to personal
data, it pays to know
your rights

jon@jonhoneyball.com
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ABOVE At HP’s prices, it’s little wonder that the
market for compatible cartridges is thriving

A right to reply for HP
The quality and reliability of toner varies
enormously. It’s important to understand
the science, innovation and investment behind
HP Original Toner that ensures its superior
performance and reliability – which in turn can
deliver cost savings over time.

It is a proven fact that HP Original Toner
outperforms clone or remanufactured toner
when it comes to dependability and results.
HP also has a strong environmental record,
offering a free cartridge recycling process via
the HP Planet Partners programme.

In the 2016 SpencerLab Monochrome
Cartridge Reliability Study, no Original HP
Toner cartridges showed issues, while 71%
of non-HP versions exhibited reliability
problems. Original HP toner cartridges tested
also delivered acceptable pages 95% of the
time, compared to only 41.5% with non-HP
cartridges. HP Original delivers an average
of 21% more usable pages than non-HP.

Furthermore, the 2018 Market Strategies
Report revealed EMEA printer technicians
are almost four times more likely to service
a printer due to problems caused by the use
of non-HP toner cartridges, compared to
customers using HP Original Toner. Meanwhile,
75% of printer technicians said they clean the
HP LaserJet printer at least twice as often
when non-HP cartridges are used.

HP also has a strong environmental track
record. In 2016, HP used 9,000 tonnes of
recycled plastics in HP toner and ink cartridges.
No original HP cartridges returned through HP
Planet Partners are ever sent to landfill. The
recycle service is also free, with the return
process completely paid for by HP. As a result,
remanufactured toner cartridges have a 42%
larger carbon footprint versus HP Original.
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transferred outside of the European
Union – to other countries or to
international organisations – then you
need to document this, and include
the details of the safeguards put in
place to protect the individual and
their data.

g) You should spell out the
retention period that you use tomeet
the fifth principle as discussed in the
previous column. If you don’t have
a fixed storage time limit (which is
probably the case formost businesses)
then you need to explain to the data
subject how you determine the
retention period. For example, you
might explain how it differs for
various groups of customers, and
for different types of data.

h) I’ve no idea why this one sits
in themiddle (I’m following the
“official” order of things here), but
you need to tell the data subject of the
existence of these rights. Shouldn’t
that be the very first thing on the list?

i) You need to explain that if the
person has consented to having their
data processed (by ticking an opt-in
box on a form, for example), they’re
entitled to withdraw that consent at
any time.

j) Tell them that they have the
right to lodge a complaint with a
“supervisory authority”, if they
consider that the processing of their
personal data infringes the regulation.

ABOVE It’s no longer
acceptable to have
privacy notices full of
lawyer-speak

In the UK, the supervisory authority
is the Information Commissioner’s
Office, or ICO.

k) If the personal data wasn’t
given to you by the data subject, you
must explain where you got it from,
and let the person knowwhether it
came from a publicly accessible or
private source.

l) On the other hand, if this is about
data supplied by individuals then you
need to explain whether there’s a legal
obligation for them to divulge it
(perhaps, whowas driving in the case
of a speeding ticket), or a contractual
obligation (such as the “have you ever
had a speeding ticket?” question on a
car insurance form). In both cases,
you also need to spell out the
consequences for the data subject if
they fail to provide the information.

m) Finally, you’ll now need to
explain to the data subject whether
you’re going to do profiling or other
forms of automatic decision-making
based on their data. Critically, you
need to offer details about how those
decisions aremade, including the
significance of each data item and the
consequences. In recentmonths,
there have been stories in the press
about people receiving different
insurance quote prices depending
on the email domain usedwhen
applying. GDPR says that this kind
of thing needs to be spelled out.

As I mentioned, all of this
information is intended to sit within a
fairly standard privacy notice. The
regulation says that this needs to be
“concise, transparent, intelligible,
easily accessible andwritten in clear

and plain language” – in other words,
not the lawyer-speak privacy notices
that were common prior to GDPR!

2 The right of access
This is where things get more
personal. The first right was generic,
and can be covered by a one-size-fits-
all privacy statement. This second
right is all about the data subject
getting access to their own data – the
actual details you hold about them.
The intention is that with this right
they can verify that you’re processing
their data correctly. On request, a
company is required to first tell
someonewhether their data is being
processed; and if it is, provide access
to that data.

The regulation says that, inmost
instances, you should give access to
the data within amonth; and that
you’re not allowed to charge for this
unless the subject makes unfounded
or repetitive requests. Even then, the
charge needs to be reasonable and
based on your actual costs. You have a
right to refuse if the subject continues
to bombard youwith repeated and
unwarranted requests.

One important aspect of this right
is that you need to establish the
identity of the person before
providing access to their data. The
regulation doesn’t lay down formal
methods here; it just says you should
use “reasonablemeans”.

3 The right to rectification
At first glance, this one sounds simple:
GDPR gives people the right to have
their personal data updated if it’s
inaccurate or incomplete. As with the
right of access, you have amonth to
sort this out with the data subject.

Things get tricky in cases where
you’ve already provided the data to
other parties. Here, you have an
obligation to contact each recipient of
the data and pass on the details of the
update. Of course, theremight be
situations where this is impossible
(youmay no longer have contacts
with the third party, or maybe they’ve
gone out of business). Or youmight
determine that rectifying the data
with third parties requires
“disproportionate effort”. In this case,
you can explain this to the data
subject, and simply pass on details
about who received their data.

But hang on amoment –
“disproportionate effort” sounds a bit
woolly, doesn’t it? You’ll find that
most commentators gloss over that
fact. Dig deeper into the regulation,
however, and you’ll find that this
covers such tasks as backups and

“If the person
has consented
to having their
data processed,
they’re entitled
to withdraw
that consent
at any time”
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archiving (even if you change the
main database, the historical
backups will still be incorrect, and it’s
impractical to change them). Also,
with regards to Purpose Limitation in
the previous article, I explained that
people can have restrictions placed on
their rights to object when it comes to
the processing of their personal data
for scientific, historical or statistical
purposes. That’s also covered under
“disproportionate effort”.

4 The right to erasure
The right to erasure is what’s more
commonly known as the “Right to be
forgotten”. But that’s amisnomer;
there isn’t an absolute right to be
forgotten. The right to erasure is
provided only in specific – albeit fairly
broad – circumstances. Themain idea
is that it enables someone to request
the deletion or removal of personal
data, where there’s no compelling
reason for its continued processing.
But something like “because I don’t
like your company” isn’t one of the
specified reasons to invoke erasure.

The specific circumstances are:
a) The personal data is no longer

necessary for the original purpose for
which it was obtained or processed.

b) The personwithdraws their
consent. Note that this only applies
where consent has been given –
there’s much data processing that
happens without specific consent, so
this can’t be used for a blanket “stop
processingmy data” request.

c) The individual objects to the
processing and there’s no overriding
legitimate interest for continuing the
processing, using the same legitimate
interests test that I’ve referenced
elsewhere.

d) If the person’s data has been
unlawfully processed – in breach of
the regulation.

e)Where the personal data has to
be removed in order to comply with a
legal obligation.

f) Where the personal data is
processed in relation to a service
offered directly to children.

There are a few circumstances
where you can refuse a request for
erasure. The first is if youwish to
exercise your right of freedom of
expression and information. This
includes the processing of data for
journalistic purposes and also for
academic, artistic and literary

expression. This represents a slight
clash between two regulations
designed to protect people – data
protection vs human rights.

The other reasons you can refuse
erasure are: to comply with a legal
obligation for the performance of a
public interest task or exercise of
official authority; for public health
purposes in the public interest;
archiving purposes in the public
interest; scientific research, historical
research or statistical purposes; or the
exercise or defence of legal claims.

As with the right to rectification,
you should propagate this erasure
request to any other parties to whom
you’ve passed data. Thankfully, the
“disproportionate effort” rule applies
here too.

5 The right to restrict processing
Here, you can continue to store the
data, but are restricted from
processing it. It normally applies
where there’s a dispute over data
accuracy, or if you’re considering a
request for erasure. The processing is
effectively put into stasis.

An individual can also request this
right when it comes to being included
on a “do not contact” list. In this case,
it’s permissible to store and process
just enough of their data to ensure
that the restriction can be respected
in the future.

6 The right to data portability
There’s beenmuch rubbishwritten
about this. The intention here is to
allow you to switch between
providers of various services quickly
and easily. The problem is that it’s
vague. The regulation states that it
wants to create a level playing field,
but it doesn’t impose any
interoperable data standards on
suppliers. The only obligation is to
provide customer data (and even then,

only the data they’ve personally
given you) in a structured, machine-
readable format. That can be a basic
CSV file. There’s no obligation to
maintain systems that provide data
compatibility with your competitors.

I think there’s a lot of work
required for this right to become
useful in the future.

7 The right to object
There’s obvious overlap here with
some of the previous rights. This one
is a belt-and-bracesmechanism to
allow people to opt out from direct
marketing, from any processing using
the legitimate interests tests, or from
research. You can override the
legitimate interests objectionwhere
there are legal claims involved, and
the research objectionwhere there’s
public interest. You can’t override the
direct marketing objection, though.

8 Rights related to automated
decision-making, including profiling
Once again, there’s plenty of
misinformation about this one. In
essence, it states you should only use
automated decision-making and
profiling if it’s necessary for either
entering into or performing a contact,
and only with the individual’s
consent. This affects areas such as
risk-assessing someone applying for
a loan, or using automated tests to
determinewhether an applicant is
suitable for a job.

As you read through this list of
rights, it’s obvious that many come
from the data processing principles I
went through in the previous column.
When spelled out in the form of the
individual rights here, it’s possible to
see additional nuances that you need
to cover in your GDPR compliance
activities. I hope this article has been
helpful in that regard.

“You need to
establish the
identity of the
person before
providing
access to
their data”

ABOVE People have
a right to request
erasure – but not if
the reason is that
they don’t like
your company

@PaulOckenden
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LEEGRANT

“Ifthiswas2008,thecustomer
wouldhavecompletedtheupgrade
intwominutesfromhiskitchen”
Lee Grant shares tales from one of the toughest areas of tech support:
running a local computer shop, and dealing with Microsoft’s odd software

“Demand for
super-sleek
machines
means solid
backplates, no
handy hatches
and an obstacle
course of traps”

I f you’re the “techno-hero” for your
friends and family, I salute you.
Our business has been providing

techno-hero services to home users
since 2003 andwe’re needed now
more than ever. I’m not using the term
as a self-aggrandising label, but it’s
the kind of compliment given after
rescuing customers from tech snares,
scams and other nonsense.

Obviously, customers do ridiculous
things – such as sawing the end off
a stick of DDR RAM to fit it into a
laptop. However, most make
rational assumptions with the vague
information given by tech firms that
often presume toomuch knowledge.

Take the term “wireless”, for
example. One lady reported that her
laptopwouldn’t connect toWi-Fi, but
her other wireless device was fine.We
discovered that her router was faulty
and the functioningwireless device
was amouse. Rational and sensible,
but technically wide of themark.

We specialise in offering services
to the technically bewildered, from a
reassuring phone call to clarify that
it’s safe to click “OK”, through to the
full techno-hero rescue when scam
phone calls have encrypted data and
disabledmachines. On occasion, even
experienced PC users need our help…

Memory moans
A tech-savvy customer dropped his
gaming laptop into the shop to have
the RAMmaxed-out to 16GB.
Seemingly straightforward, but have
you attempted this on amodern
laptop? Gone are the days of flipping it
over, removing a solitary screw on the
access hatch to reveal empty DIMM
slots. Demand for super-sleek
machinesmeans solid backplates, no
handy hatches and an obstacle course
of traps. This customer has tinkered
withmachines for years, but admitted

that “the one thing YouTube videos
don’t teach is bravery”.

There are 21 screws holding this
HP device together; 20 came out
smoothly, but one has a stripped head
andwon’t budge. It’s the first time
I’ve seen such damage directly from
the factory, and neither the trusted
rubber band nor glue techniques were
helping. So, wemoved to option three:
cracking out a popular brand of
electric rotary tool to grind a groove
large enough to accommodate a
flat-head screwdriver.

I’ll confess to havingmixed
feelings about these sorts of jobs.
Delighted that the customer has
enlistedmy services; relieved that
they can’t seeme take a power tool to
their pride and joy. A steady hand, a
fountain of sparks and the screw is
out, leaving themachine undamaged.

Prising the laptop agape reveals the
web of ribbon cables attaching things
at the top to things at the bottom.
One assumes the lengths of such
cables are precisely calculated using
Excel: long enough to facilitate
assembly, but short enough that when
the unsuspecting upgrader pulls off
the keyboard, they’ll be shopping for
a new laptop. Thirty seconds with a

spudger reveals themotherboard, but
there isn’t a single RAM slot in sight.

Of course, they’d be on the
motherboard, face-down in a location
that would be staggeringly convenient
to access via a hatch on the case.
Another four screws come out along
with the wireless card, the speakers
and four ribbon cables before I can lift
the board, fit the RAM and rebuild the
laptop. It goes without saying that I
replaced the damaged screw.

If this was 2008, the customer
would have completed the upgrade in
under twominutes from the comfort
of his kitchen. Remember when your
Grandad could service the family car?
Under the bonnet of my current car is
a huge plastic engine cover that says,
“There’s nothing for you here. Take
me to a professional before you break
me.” Most modern laptops aremuch
the same.

New laptop time…
It isn’t only hardware problemswe
resolve. I’ve just sold a laptop to a
family, andMumwants everything
transferred from their faulty laptop,
which operates for around three
minutes before having an electrical
meltdown. This isn’t an unusual job,
but it throws a spotlight on the
operational procedures of a computer
shop that youmay find surprising.

The old laptop is aWindows 7
device with an email archive of
organised folders withinWindows
Live Mail (WLM). I stopped counting
at 20main folders and over 100
sub-folders, but a few clicks tell me
we’re dealing with an archive of
around 30,000messages. Not an
unusual amount.

Microsoft discontinuedWLM in
January 2017, so the objective is to

import the email
archive into Outlook
2016 – the family
has also purchased
Office 365. Now pay
attention to what is
about to happen.

As you know,
Office 365 needs a
registeredMicrosoft
account, but this
customer doesn’t
have one. In order to
proceed, I need access
to their email as the
registration requires
confirmation. A
sensible move from
Microsoft, but this
customer doesn’t
know their email
password sinceWLM

RIGHT Note to HP: a
hatch would make
a RAM addition so
much easier
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ABOVE Inside a
modern laptop, where
cable lengths are so
accurate they can be
tough to reattach

was set up years ago. I’m able to keep
themachine alive long enough to use
theMail PassView utility to reveal the
password, which I use to webmail into
her account for verification. A few
clicks and codes later, Office is
hauling its 3GB bulk towards the
new laptop.

The email migration requires a
different approach. The by-the-book
way of exportingmail betweenWLM
andOutlook is a non-starter, since the
laptopwon’t operate for long enough.
However, this method rarely works
before both clients point fingers at
each other then hide behind an error
message. Once the hard drive is
extracted and slaved to our
workbenchmachine, I unleash the
snappily titled “Kernel for EML to PST
Converter” by Lepide Software. I point
it in the right direction to transfer all
the email into a new PST file, which I
copy to the new laptop and import
into Outlook 2016. Job done? Ha!
Microsoft has a trap for us.

The email folders are intact but
the folders and sub-folder names are
gibberish, becauseWLMhas a quirk.
Nomatter what the folder is named in
theWLM interface, the actual folder
name on the hard disk has amaximum
of 15 characters. For example, the
customer’s Car Insurance Renewals
folder is actually named Car Insurance
Rhez, and it’s this naming convention
that’s imported.

This customer had stressed that her
email archivemust be complete, so I
use Acronis 2018 tomake a VM from
the old hard drive and load up the
defunctWLM to reveal the folder
names in all their loveliness. This final
stage requires a cushion, some coffee
and a packet of biscuits; I spend two
hours renaming folders. The result –
and this is themost important part – is
that the customer is very happy to
have not lost their email archive.

Ever wonderedwhy people
persevere with such agedmachines?
Allow this scenario to highlight a
typical reason. It isn’t the fear of
change, somuch as the fear of being
unable tomake the change. Building
systems is easy: giving customers the
confidence to retire a system they
knowwill fail is much harder.

Youmay be thinking that these are
insignificant revelations, but I hope
there are some of you screaming “YOU
HACKEDHER EMAIL PASSWORD!”

Absolutely, but entirely with the
customer’s knowledge and approval.
The customer is payingme to set up
themachine so that once she’s home,
everything is pre-loaded and ready to
run. I could have asked her to return
to the shop, log into her webmail
with the hacked password to
authorise Office, blindfoldingme
while she changes her email
password before typing it into
Outlook 2016. Sometimes, we have to
go looking for long-forgotten
passwords and codes – just think
about that the next time you hand
yourmachine over for repair.

Installation aside, Microsoft has
failed to improve the tools for Outlook
Express/WindowsMail/WLM users to
migrate their mail; theWindows 10
Mail app can’t import anything at all.
There are alternatives to Outlook, of
course, but these have their own
import traps too.

More Microsoft moans
We install around 95% of our Office
365 sales, so this sort of scenario is
common. Often, the other 5% struggle
to navigate the setup process too.

One customer was told by
Microsoft support to return the faulty
Office 365 for a refund. I examined the
bit of card, which flexed, created wind
whenwafted and, printing errors
aside, was incapable of developing a
fault. The issue was that the customer
was attempting to install Office 365
Academic versionwith a personal
email, instead of his university one.
TheMicrosoft tech failed to spot this,
but we had the customer smiling and
out of the door within tenminutes.

While on the subject of Microsoft
moans - during Steve Balmer’s
pirouette at the launch ofWindows 8,
he introduced the online “Microsoft

login” to sit alongside the local login
that home users didn’t know they
were used to. TheWindows 8 setup
proceduremakes it super-difficult to
evade aMicrosoft account;Windows
8.1 is worse, and Cortana resorts to
blackmail duringWindows 10
configuration. There’s nothingwrong
with it unless you’re sitting onmy side
of the counter, because the question I
must ask each customer is: “What is
the password to log in toWindows?”

I need to access amachine to fix
the problem. Some users do remove
passwords before arriving, but this
is impossible if it won’t boot. This
wasn’t a concernwith local accounts,
but now this single password controls
email, Skype, Office 365 and Xbox...
Terrifying, isn’t it?

Windows allows the creation of a
PIN alias, but when you start digging
in the back-end ofWindows 10, the
PINmysteriously becomes insufficient
and the proper password is required.
I’ve raised this numerous times with
Microsoft, offering a simple solution.
Make PIN access-all-areas. However,
I’m a small, family-run business and
seem unable to shout loud enough.

Some advice to pass around
Independent repair shops provide
services that large retailers don’t and
online can’t. I’m one of themany good
guys, one of themultitude of techno-
heroes that will treat your data,
machines and passwords withmore
care than you do, so avoid the
“tech-villains” that won’t. Do your
research and ask repair shop owners
how they operate; demand to see
their terms and conditions. If you
don’t get satisfactory answers then
go elsewhere. This is your digital life
– and you need to protect it.

“Building
systems is
easy; giving
customers the
confidence to
retire a system
they know
will fail is
much harder”

lee@inspirationcomputers.com
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DAVEY WINDER

“Abetterunderstandingofsecurity
hygienehasledtoSEOpenaltiesfor
sitesthataren’tproperlysecured”
Davey eats his own dog food when it comes to website encryption, and
provides some expert tips for searching through Gmail

Anyonewho’s ever gone
through the rigmarole of
installing, or renewing, a SSL/

TLS certificate will appreciate what a
ball-ache it can be. From generating a
certificate signing request (CSR) code
to configuring it via cPanel or Plesk,
not tomention navigating the vagaries
of whether you have a text-based
certificate or a CRT file to deal with,
it’s all stupidly bothersome.

Once up and running, though,
your site is secured and visitors get
the now required browser client
confirmation. This all used to be
optional, but a better understanding
of security hygiene has led to SEO
penalties for sites that aren’t properly
secured. From July, the Chrome
browser client will flag
all unencrypted sites as insecure and
display the dreaded “site not safe”
message that decimates traffic.

According to Google, 68% of
Chrome traffic on both Android
andWindows platforms is now via
HTTPS, rising to 78% on ChromeOS
andMac platforms.Worryingly,
Google also points out that only 81
of the top 100websites by traffic
volume use HTTPS by default.

Tomy horror, I recently discovered
that my own happygeek.com site was
among the unencrypted rabble, with
the latest Firefox client refusing to
connect on the grounds the certificate
had expired. This came as something
of a shock as I’d already renewed it –
or at least I thought I had.

Unfortunately, something had
gonewrong in the certificate
reconfiguration process, which
meant come the day that the old
one started singingwith the choir
immortal, the new one didn’t kick in
as valid. The answer? Let’s Encrypt.

I’ve long been a fan of the Let’s
Encrypt project (letsencrypt.org),

having recommended this method of
securing a site to friends, family and
clients. It was time to start eatingmy
own dog food. This automated and
open certificate authority is provided
by the Internet Security Research
Group (ISRG) and lives up to its
“enable HTTPS in themost user-
friendly waywe can” promise.

Anyonewith a domain name can
get a trusted certificate from Let’s
Encrypt for free. If your web host has
the Let’s Encrypt certificate
management agent enabled, andmost
have, then the process is automatic:
obtaining, configuring it securely
for usage and, importantly, fully
automating the renewal process. It
tookme a couple of minutes tomake
the switch and formy site security to
be tickety-boo oncemore.

But there’s more to Let’s Encrypt
than just being a free service, or even
one that’s on amission tomake the
webmore secure. It’s also on a
transparency crusade, with all
certificates issued or revoked being
publicly recorded and open for
anyone to inspect. Indeed, even the
automatic issuance and renewal
protocols are published as an open

standard for others to adopt, if they
so desire. Look up the Automatic
Certificate Management Environment
(ACME) protocol at the Internet
Engineering Task Force site (pcpro.
link/284acme) if you fancy a
technical read.

On the downside, Let’s Encrypt
doesn’t provide extended validation
(EV), as automating the issuance of
this type of certificate isn’t possible.
To be honest, most small businesses
don’t really need an EV certificate.
Yes, it offers an increased level of
authentication in that it requires
proof of company identity and control
over the certificated domain. Yes, it
will turn your browser client address
bar into a green thingwith that name
displayed. But it doesn’t change the
level of encryption used, and so the
confidentiality and integrity of a site
with an EV certificate is no different to
that of onewith a Let’s Encrypt one.

The subject is further complicated
by the fact that a domain validation
(DV) certificate of the type issued by
Let’s Encrypt will still turn your
browser bar padlock green; you
just don’t get the additional
green bar that comes with an EV
certificate. Personally, I don’t think
the considerable annual cost of an EV
certificate is worth it for most folk
outside of the retail/financial sectors.

Ovavu funny, Onavo less so…
As regular readers will know, I’m
no great fan of the resource hog
that is the Facebook app on Android.
Indeed, I’ve triedmany third-party
alternatives. Sadly, I keep coming
back to the genuine article as they all
seem to die, in one functional aspect
or other, over time. I won’t get into

the conspiracy theories as to
why that might be right now,
but instead I’ll jump straight
into another controversial
topic. Namely, would you use a
Facebook VPN? Or perhaps that
should be, whywould you use a
Facebook VPN?

I ask because it seems that
Onavo has reared its head once
more. The name remindsme of
Vic Reeves with his “ovavu”
catchphrase, but is nowhere
near as funny. Facebook bought
Onavo some years back, and it
was being pushed to users of
the Android Facebook app via a
“protect yourself” button a few
years ago. You can download it
from the Play Store if you like,
but I’d advise against it.

While the “protect yourself”
option has vanished from the

BELOW You can
test your own
site encryption at
whynopadlock.com
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ABOVE Don’t worry:
your Honor device
isn’t a security threat

BELOW Onavo is up
front about the data it
spews to Facebook

Facebook app, it’s resurfacedwithin
the iOS one. Click on this menu option
and you’ll be redirected to the App
Store for that Onavo download. So,
what’s my complaint here? Simple:
it’s the old be-careful-what-you-
don’t-pay-for thing. I’m not
suggesting that Onavo is being
deceitful. Indeed, go to the Play Store
and the app description clearly states
that it “may collect yourmobile data
traffic” andwill use it to “improve
Facebook products and services”. If
that’s what you expect from your VPN
app, then no problem. Frankly, I don’t
– and can’t see whowill benefit from
using this.

VPN apps are generally used to
provide a layer of privacy, not only
regarding your location but also the
traffic being sent. I don’t wantmy
VPN app to be sharing with Facebook
information that includes, according
to the iOS app description, “the
applications installed on your device,
your use of those applications, the
websites you visit and the amount of
data you use”. Rather than sounding
like something I’d use to protect my
privacy, it sounds like something
I’d want to prevent infectingmy
device. In other words, it sounds
like spyware.

But, hey – you get what you don’t
pay for, right?Which is whywhen I
need to use or recommend a VPN app,
I use or recommend the paid-for
variety. One that’s based in Panama
(outside of the Five Eyes nations
surveillance agreement) and doesn’t
record any logs and doesn’t track
me in anyway. Using a VPN that
compromises your privacymakes
absolutely no sense. I can see why
it wouldmake a lot of sense to
Facebook, obviously.What’s that old
internet adage again? If you’re not
paying, you are the product...

Chinese security takeaway
Regular PC Pro reader Eli got in touch
to ask: “What are your thoughts on
the US government coming out
against Huawei? I’m currently using
an Honor 7, manufactured by Huawei,
and I’m considering buying another
Huawei device. Do you think there’s
anymeat to the US government
claims that I’m compromisingmy
security by using a Chinese device,
or is it just politics talking?”

“No and yes”, would be
the simple answer to
that question. Or, you
could ask yourself another
question and extrapolate
from there. Howmuch of
the technology you use is
made in China? If there
was any real and present
danger from using Chinese
devices, then that threat
would surely be distributed
across almost everything
you ownwith internet
connectivity. You’d have
been pwned a long time
ago, alongwith the
US government.

I’m not alone in
thinking this, as the
decision by the National
Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) in the UK to
continue using Huawei
kit confirms. Furthermore,
Huawei even has a security
operations centre (SOC)
known as The Cell, which
runs from the GCHQ in
the UK. Researchers at
The Cell are supervised
by the NCSC andmonitor
for any threats within
Huawei equipment.

Inmy opinion, announcements
by the FBI, CIA and NSA carry the
Trumponian stink of protectionism,
rather than a genuine concern over
security. The US senators who have
introduced a bill to ban Huawei
phones for government personnel
use is just more proof of this pudding
that’s so happily eaten by the Trump
base. So, don’t worry; continue to use
the great kit made by Huawei and
other Chinese firms, while employing
best data security practice, and you’ll
be fine. Probably.

Getting to grips
with Gmail
At the time of writing, there are six
unread emails inmy inbox.Well,
showing as unread in the “important
and unread” view. This isn’t bad
considering I have 162,656 Gmail
“conversations” with 39,033 emails
currently inmy inbox. I’ve also sent
some 13,586 emails apparently.

To find out this kind of information
yourself, head into your Google

account and hit the
“Personal info & privacy”
option. Scroll down, and
under the “Review activity”
heading, you’ll find a link
to your Google dashboard,
where all becomes clear.
Finding a particular
email among all these
conversations, less so.

Sure, there’s that
prominentmagnifying
glass that points to the
search function in the
Gmail window, but
most people fail to get
themost out of it. One
such person being a
sometime client of mine
who recently complained
that considering Google is
the “God of Search” – let’s
not even go there – it’s poor
at findingwhat he wants in
his Gmail archive. It turns
out that he used the Gmail
search like he uses Google
itself: poorly. Banging a
couple of keywords into the
input field and hoping for
the best is noway to treat
such a truly powerful tool.

To get more out of
Gmail searching you need

to hit the More arrow, which reveals
an instant and easy-to-understand
ability to search by folder, by from
or to fields, the subject line, with
included and excludedwords, for
messages with an attachment and
within date perimeters, for example.

Boolean operators are used to
narrow a search, and you’ll probably
already be aware of using AND as well
as OR, for example.
Gmail automatically assumes an
AND operator if you usemore
than oneword in your search, so
typing Intel Processorwill return
messages that include bothwords.
If youwant to find emails containing
the precise phrase of “intel processor
security”, then containing it within
those quotationmarks does the job.
The case is irrelevant, by the way,
whichmakes life a bit easier.

Start playing aroundwith
operators and you could hone
this search evenmore by using
something like subject:“Intel
processor security”, whichwould
only returnmessages with the
phrase in the subject line.What
about subject:“Intel processor
security” -Spectre, whichwould
perform the same search but
exclude anymessages about the
Spectre vulnerability?

“Advice by the
FBI, CIA and
NSA against
using Huawei
phones carries
the Trumponian
stink of
protectionism ”
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Then there’s the AROUND
operator that looks for words that
are close to each other in themessage;
usedwith amodifier you could try
AROUND 6 to find the words within
six of each other, for example.
There’s a whole smorgasbord of
searchmodifiers you can use with
Gmail, many of which you’ll find at
pcpro.link/284search.

Have a convoluted Word
about patching
Credential thieves are always
looking for newways to get your
logins, such as using amalicious
Word document attached to an
email. Hold on, I hear you screaming,
that’s hardly new. True, and if this
were just another embeddedWord
Macro threat, I wouldn’t have given
it a second glance. However, it
isn’t, and it’s interesting to see how
complex some people are prepared
to be to evade detection.

The complexity of this threat,
whichwas uncovered by researchers
from Trustwave SpiderLabs (pcpro.
link/284threat), is so complex that
it providesmany an opportunity for
the attack to go belly-up. Stage one
involves the recipient of the spear
phishing campaign email opening
the infectedWord attachment.
This then accesses a remote RTF
document via an OLE object
within the file. That RTF file is then
executed to exploit CVE-2017-11882
(pcpro.link/284cve), which uses the
Microsoft Equation Editor to run
arbitrary code. By decoding ASCII,
a Microsoft HTML Application
(HTA) command line is executed
to download a remote HTA file
containing obfuscated VBScript –
which, in turn and via a PowerShell
script, downloads the password-
stealing binary.

So, plenty of steps that can fail
along the way and nullify the attack
of the victim. If he or she had kept up
to date with patches then it would
have been dead from the get-go, of
course. But – and it’s a big one – by
avoiding the usual run of scripting
file types and sticking with DOCX,
RTF and HTA, there’s less chance
of it becoming trapped at the
gateway level.

Continued from previous page

Steve is a consultant
who specialises in
networks, cloud, HR
and upsetting the
corporate apple cart

@stardotpro

STEVECASSIDY

“Therewasnodenyingthecrispness
ofthecable:flexingitexposedthe
copperoftheconductorwithin”
Steve tackles spontaneous computer combustion and the incoming effect
of 5G in business networks, plus a mix-up over moos and moons

For only the second time inmy
entire career, I’ve seenwhat
looks remarkably like a case of

spontaneous computer combustion.
As with the previous incident, this
was a desktop PC displaying a narrow
swath of extreme heat damage
starting from the central connectors
on a standard SATA power plug.

Unlikemy last experience, the
owner of this machine was convinced
his device wasn’t driving something
with a heavy power draw. Its only
external connectionwas to a CD drive,
which looked clean and tidy tome.
He’d followed the wisps of black
smoke to the offending PC – that being
the first sign of trouble. In common
withmost office PCs these days, the
machine wasn’t busy at the time. It
should have been in a sleep state, not
maxing out the power supplied to a
device that most of us haven’t had
cause to usemuch this decade.

There was no denying the
crispiness of the cable: flexing it
exposed the shiny copper of the
conductor within.While the interior
of this PCwas clean, the efficacy of the
sleep-states and powermanagement
meant that the standard heatsink and
fanwere finely coveredwith an
insulating blanket of fluff – a standard
result of running these parts at very
low temperatures and airflow rates.

The question this raised
was, just howmuch heat
energy is given off by a wire
burningwell enough to
leave black soot trails on
nearbymetal surfaces?
Howevermuch power that
was, it wasn’t noticed by
themachine’s thermostatic
fan controllers.

Neither I nor the client
had an appetite for
endangering other bits of
equipment by swapping
around parts to see if
anything else could be
induced to catch fire. The
PC still functioned at the
motherboard level – so the

power supply was working and
nothing had overheated on the
motherboard.

Rather irritatingly, this machine
and every other item in the building
with electricity passing through it was
adornedwith PAT testing stickers.
This test mightmake the owner feel he
was covered, but it wouldn’t extend
right down inside the guts of the
machine – and it certainly wouldn’t
regard a 12-volt power feed as a likely
source of an electrical fire.

To be fair, chances are that even if
there was a test for such low-power
cables, it wouldn’t provide a useful
early warningmechanism for such an
outcome. And for those who have ever
seen and then acted on a SMART disk
error warning – I don’t think it has
any probes that look at power at all.

Is there a sensible response to this
problem? I’m tempted to say no,
because I haven’t seen a high enough
incidence rate tomakeme feel anyone
should be investing in some power
super-controller idea, or whatever
youmight thinkwould achieve
genuine protection and no false
positives. I also haven’t heard
disk-recovery firms say that they only
wish they could have got to the dead
device before it set fire to its host PC,
which gives an indication of the
frequency of incident. Most of the

BELOW Okay, my
fire wasn’t quite so
dramatic, but
spontaneous
computer combustion
does happen!

davey@happygeek.com
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“As the
excitement
about networks
on the moon
shows, there’s
plenty of life
in the old 4G
dog yet”

time, disk failures are inside the
controller or in the spin or head
motors. Power is the category that
slips everyone’s mind.

The strange world of 5G
Making contact with big corporations
can be frustrating. Just before the
heavy snows of early spring, I got
excited about the prospect of coffee
with a CEO: an insider in the cellular
business. This is a rarer type of contact
for me than youmay expect. No-one
in the computing sector can
understandwhy the telephone and
cellular firms haven’t gobbled us all
up in a takeover andmerger orgy. One
of the key reasons that this hasn’t
happened is the infrequency of
relevant contact. Telephone
companies just don’t exist on
the same planet as us.

And in case you’re thinking
that this is just a serving of CSG
(Cassidy sour grapes), I offer
you the news snippet that
Falcon Industries, Nokia and
Vodafone have a joint venture
to put a cellular phone
network on themoon. I’ll pass
over all the resulting jokes – I
am, for instance, quite sure
that this won’t support PAYG
customers – andmove on to
the strange ways that this
announcement came to light.

The proposed Lunar
network, you see, is going to
be 4G. In the weird world of
public relations, this is being
interpreted as a counter to all
the noise beingmade at Mobile
World Congress about 5G. This
is where all the techies start
sighing heavily, shaking their
heads and frowning, because
5Gmost certainly isn’t the end
of the road for 4G; it simply
isn’t deployable in the same
way, for one thing.

Why am I interested in this,
if it’s somuch at odds with the
comparatively simple worlds
of networks and business
Wi-Fi? I started paying
attention some years ago,
when the Libor rate-fixing
scandal sent waves through
the finance community. Part
of the reason for this situation
reaching the scale it did, was
because the conversations

between the traders in
different firmswere
undetectable to the
companies in question. For
one thing, they happened
in public chatrooms; for
another, they took place
on smartphones talking
over the public cell data
networks, not viaWi-Fi
provided by the building
owner. Since that incident,
themarketplace in
connections hasmoved on
– but only in a way that
makes this problemmore
difficult, not simpler.

And, as this excitement
about networks on themoon shows,
there’s plenty of life in the old 4G dog

yet. Especially in the area of
MIMO. This is the tech that
improves the throughput of a
cell basestation by allowing
multiple conversations
between phones and the
antenna.When I first heard
about MIMO, I was shocked -
likemost networks people,
I left single-conversation
turnaround behind a long time
agowith the demise of coaxial
cables for Ethernet. It was a
surprise to find that the cellular
guys were only just getting into
that area in the second decade
of the 21st century.

Fast forward to 2018, and I
was in a watercooler planning
conversationwith an IT
manager, facedwith setting out
amedium-term infrastructure
plan for a semi-rural site. Of
course, he said, most of his
planningwas about wireless:
how high he couldmake his
mast; how fast the network
would run. Andwhether bring
your own device would even be
possible, because it would be a
continual fight between the
compatibility of consumer
devices such as tablets and
phones, and the security
features and threats presented
to a rawWi-Fi interface.

I encouraged him to stop
researching that kind of thing,
and to look instead at 5G.
What if the convergent trends
in networkingwere best
addressed by admitting
that designing everything to
withstand routing over public
services was themost likely
architecture? Certainly, a
whole lot of businesses like the
idea of BYOD, and prettymuch

demand that employees use their
personal connectivity to remain
available 24 hours a day. So what’s the
exact motivation for business-grade,
old-school, large-screen deskbound
computing or its infrastructure at all?

The answer seems to be in two
wildly divergent directions. 5G is a
short-haul technology. In pursuit
of speed increases that were less
mandated by the standards used, and
more by the expectations of operators
and governments, circling enormous
bandwidth auctions backwhen that
seemed like a goodway tomeasure
mobile service quality.

The jump from 4G to 5Gwas driven
solely by people harping on about
reported download speeds. By the
time the whole specification/bidding
stage had finished, the technology in
people’s pockets had already leapt
ahead, andmade a lot of those early
design decisions irrelevant.

But a standard is a standard, so
what we’ll get from 5G is close-up,
high-speed, low-penetration signals.
Perfect for, say, a football stadium.
Not so good for a tin shed full of men
welding a giantmetal structure, nor
for a large estate of modern houses.
It’s quite likely that almost any kind of
office or industrial building will block
a 5G signal from anywhere but next
door. Existing neat workarounds such
as cellular repeaters that plug into
your ADSL router and take the traffic
up via the internet can be expected to
enjoy a renaissance – although it may
then be that the ADSL used is nowhere
near adequate to the demands of 5G
phones and, of course, users.

The crossing point here is the
thorny issue of traffic analysis.
Nobody imagines that traffic analysis
of public mobile phone network data
is possible or desirable, yet the whole
business of analysing traffic inside
networks has taken off in the past 18
months – incredibly, taken off in the

LEFT Any excuse to
put a picture of a
rocket on these pages:
the SpaceX Falcon 9
will deliver 4G kit to
the moon

ABOVE At last, that
man in the John Lewis
advert will be able to
call the girl to say
thank you
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sense that people are realising this
could be a big, insuperable problem.

Say you’re a site manager, and
you have a lot of 5G repeater boxes
piggybacking on your internet link – it
turns out that a member of staff (or
even a van driver sitting in your car
park) has been passing through your
routers while engaged in a criminal
activity. What will you say when
the comparatively crude traffic
management of phone packets
delivers policemen to your front door?

The boundary here will become
blurred. On the one hand, the
short-range nature of 5G will increase
the number of small repeaters put in
by eager adopters. On the other hand,
the headroom for more development
in 4G, to handle less dense, more
long-range orientated connections,
will make the boundary between
“inside, safe company network” and
“outside, retail-grade, slightly
less-safe cellular connections” much
harder to identify and work with.

At the same time, BYOD machines
will be far more expensive for the
average worker to justify. I’ve heard
one oft-told story about a hospital
worker, who was horrified to find that
only after she got the job did she get
the instructions for connecting to the
hospital intranet – which only worked
on an iPhone costing £800.

Of course, regulations can catch up
quickly with this problem. Everyone
works with the antediluvian concepts
of mileage allowances – personal
vehicle versus company use – and
yet there’s almost no regulatory
management of the costs arising from
a job that mandates internet access
without costs to the employer. Nor yet
has the regulatory dancing around 5G
between cell firms and governments
figured out the exact costs and
benefits of the short-distance
transmission problem to the ordinary
consumer, employee, business owner
or, indeed, network services designer.

While people bemoan the loss of
network neutrality as a guiding
principle in the USA, this is always
going to have some positive outcomes
in the field of working out how on
earth your multiply-smart, multiply-
wireless, multiply-authenticated
devices are actually connecting to the
rest of the world. Being able to say
“this network isn’t only used for
business purposes but is also entirely

transparent and aware of the data that
passes through it” is a requirement
that isn’t coming down from the
ivory tower of a hopeful, blue-sky
regulator. It’s the guys on the front
line who are being given these
questions to answer, alongside
the techies from various sectors
(antivirus, firewall, software-defined
networking) being asked to meet
the brief.

Telephone companies aren’t
involved in this stuff. Their past
approaches to the issue of “what
passes through my network” have
been about criminal activity,
under-age access to adult material,
and forensic traces of traffic that
looks kosher but is implicated in
a fraud.

None of these areas have given
much comfort to those who think
they provide a fix for something
from the real world. The fact that
some home internet access providers
are specialised subsidiaries of
old-school telephone businesses
isn’t a clarification, either.

I’m pretty sure that the CIO of a
company with large premises – an
open-cast mine, for the sake of
argument – will find it difficult to use
5G as a wider-area network to support
their employees with both business
and personal connections. Why?
Because the person who signs off the
firm’s statement on data security will
take a dim view of services that aren’t
transparent to later enquiry on what
everyone has been chatting about.

This is the real problem standing in
the way of telcos getting themselves
into shape for the modern internet, or

sensible staff members
being able to show they’ve
been clean with their
personal devices exposed
to the work environment.
What happens when
someone makes allegations
about an infection or a data
breach, and who should be
justifying their actions
to the ICO?

It’s an exciting time to be
in this business, because the answers
are clearly still developing. I just hope
they develop quick enough to keep us
all out of trouble.

Mooncall or Moocall?
In one of those classic teeth-grinding
moments that the technology sector
seems to specialise in, I very nearly
wrote this month about the Moocall
Calving System (moocall.com).

It’s an IoT system that tells farmers
when their cows are in the early stages
of calving, by measuring the angle of
dangle of their tail. A big green collar
goes around the tail, right at the top;
bearing in mind what else happens in
that general area on most cows, I’m
happy to say that I wasn’t given the
chance to examine this tech close-up.

Inside the collar is a battery, some
phone hardware and an inclinometer.
While I’m far from an expert on the
risks of cattle in labour, I assume there
are benefits to a bit of early warning
for everyone involved, starting with
the cow, her offspring, the farmer
and, I guess, the vet too.

It’s a great example of IoT and an
area where cellular connections,
battery life, infrastructure required
and outcomes all make sense together.
Cows on Wi-Fi is a bit of a challenge in
terms of range, after all.

However, it wasn’t the best
story of that wintry week. While I
was busy reading the Moocall site
and trying to select a cow picture,
other parts of the PR machine
were gearing up to talk about a
cooperation between Elon Musk’s
Falcon Industries and Vodafone, to
land a cell network on the moon. As
stories go, that one probably suits PC
Pro readers better than something
that could end up resembling an
out-take from Withnail and I.

Why oh why did I end up with
the agricultural example, when
next door in the out-tray of the
business was something about
ROCKETS to the MOON? It couldn’t
have been anything as simple as the
difference between “mooncall” and
“moocall”, could it?

“The short-
range nature of
5G will increase
the number of
small repeaters
put in by eager
adopters”

ABOVE Without going
into graphic detail – a
picture tells a
thousand words – the
Moocall hardware sits
on a cow’s tail and
reveals if she’s calving

cassidy@well.com
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Free extended
trial of GDPR
compliance tools

Getting ready for GDPR? We’ve
teamed up with GDPR365, a
service that aims to give firms all
the tools they need to comply

Why we partnered with GDPR365
PC Pro does not receive any money if you take up this offer. The reason we partnered with GDPR365 is
that it’s offering a solution to a problem faced by many of our readers, who may not be in the position to
hire their own data protection officer.

With the General Data
Protection Regulation
(GDPR) deadline fast
approaching, we’ve

teamed upwith GDPR365 (gdpr365.
com) to offer PC Pro readers free
access to its suite of tools to prepare
your company for compliance.

After a short self-assessment
exercise, you’ll gain access to tools for
managing all the key aspects of GDPR,
whether that’s handling data breach
incidents, creating new governance
policies or offering tailored training
assets for your employees.

The reports provide visibility and
accountability, with complete
oversight of all compliance issues.
In particular, you will be able to:

Manage data protection via the
web interface
Demonstrate compliance through
central record-keeping tools
Measure impact and show your
progress towards compliance

GDPR365 normally charges amonthly
subscription fee for this service,
dependent upon your business size
and complexity. This costs from £49
permonth. However, youwill have a
unique opportunity to trial the service
until 31 July 2018 before deciding
whether to pay a penny.

RIGHT See at a glance
how compliant you
are in the key areas

Find out more by visiting
pcpro.link/282gdpr

RIGHT The site
includes helpful video
guides to explain
unfamiliar terms and
how to set things up
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Seeing into the future isn’t easy.
Andwhile we love tomock those
who thought the iPhonewould

be a dud or who crow that blockchain
is the future of everything, there is a
method to futurists’ madness.We
spoke to three futurists – although
they don’t all call themselves that – to
find out how they peer beyond the veil
of time.

Finding the future
Futurists are often employed by
companies, tech and otherwise, to
help plan products, services and
organisational structure. Now a
consultant, author and professor,
Brian David Johnsonwas Intel’s first
futurist. Due to the difficulties of
fabrication, the chipmaker needs to
have a sense of what consumers want
years before they themselves know.
“It took them ten years to design,
develop and deploy a chip, so it’s of
vital importance for them to know
todaywhat people want to do ten
years ahead,” he told PC Pro.

Johnson’s first chip was the CE
3100, a system-on-a-chip for smart
TVs.While laying out the spec

requirement in a 150-page document
in 2005, he figured that graphics
would need to improve; rather than
showing bars to indicate an increase
in our TV’s volume, wewould expect
better. That led Intel to include built-
in graphics and spot amissing hole in
their supply chain – all thanks to a
futurist who predicted what TV
watchers would expect in 2015.

Tom Cheesewright is an author and
consultant, and describes himself as
an applied futurist. That means he
doesn’t specialise in any particular
sector, but has amethodology for
looking at anymarket to understand
where it’s headed, covering areas

from “supermarkets to superyachts”,
he says – though he normally works
for global firms and governments.

His work falls into three areas:
strategic, where he helps senior
leadership and boards build longer-
term plans, often in response to “a
shock they have faced”; informative,
whichmeans speaking at conferences
and to themedia about what the
futuremight hold; and promotional,
working onmarketing and sales.

“Any predictions I make are really
just a tool to helpme show clients that
they have to bemore adaptable, more
agile,” he said. “If they want to build
sustainable success, it probably won’t
come from doingmore of the same
thing for the next decade.”

Method(ology)
in the madness
Futurists may seem to bemerely
guessing, but there is methodology to
their work. One key technique is trend
analysis, which looks at historical
data for change or growth patterns,
and extrapolates those lines to see
what will happen next. For example,
we can predict the processing speeds

BELOW In a “futures
cone”, the cone is
divided into what is
plausible, probable
and preferable

It’s easy to mock futurists for playing guessing games, but
both logic and data lie behind their deductions. Nicole Kobie
explores the techniques they use to predict the future

Slug SectionheadSlug SectionheadFutures
We explore the trends and technologies that are set to shape the future

Machines at work
We take a look at the robots
already on the job p126

What is... Quantum internet?
Experts hope to use qubits to send
unhackable information p127

Q&A: Boosting batteries
How sensors could extend the
life of existing batteries p128

futurists reveal how
they see what’s next

Tech time travel:
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of chips usingMoore’s Law, which
holds that the number of transistors
will double every 18months. Combine
that with data such asminiaturisation
trends or storage laws “and you have
a sense of where that line is heading”,
explained Dr Chris Brauer, director
of innovation at the Institute of
Management Studies at Goldsmiths
College, University of London.

Othermethodologies include
cyclical pattern analysis (looking at
boom and bust trends), environmental
scanning (intelligence gathering on a
subject) and scenario planning, which
is a way of sayingmade-up stories.
Scenarios can include “backcasting”,
in which you set a goal and look back
at what you need to do to reach that
point, or experimental design, where
youmock up fake products.

One frequently usedmethod is the
“futures cone”; plural because there’s
not just one future discussed. It’s a
simple idea: the entire cone is what is
possible – which is everything – and
inside are divisions betweenwhat is
plausible, probable and preferable.

For example, self-driving cars are
possible; that the required visual and
computing technologies exist are
being worked at makes them
plausible; and they are probable if
those technologies are perfected.
Preferable describes what wewant to
happen.Will they replace existing
cars? Revamp public transport? Or
something else? That’s the preferable
future, and this model offers a range of
results and a goal to work towards.

“That’s where you’re trying to
shape the future that youwant, in the
decisions youmake today,” said
Brauer, noting that powerful tech
firms can “shape the future” of their
markets by choosing to acquire a firm
or boost investment, or even just
market technologies to encourage
them to be used in certain ways.

One benefit of the futures cone is
flexibility. “You track the evolution of
it, and as you get more information or
new technology, you shift your ideas
into different columns,” Brauer
explained. A big breakthrough in
computing vision could shift self-
driving cars from probable to
plausible, for example.

There are plenty of variations in
these ideas to workwith, and
futurists’ methods are their selling
points – some even have their own
proprietary techniques. For instance,
Cheesewright teaches his “tools” at
the University of Salford and licenses
them to analysts such as KPMG.
“They’re specifically designed to help
people look at the near horizon and
produce a concrete set of challenges
that can be addressed, rather than a
broader view of whatmight be in the
more distant future,” he said.

“My primary tool helpsme to
work out where the bigmacro
trends will intersect with the
existing pressure points inmy
clients’ markets. I believe right
now that technology – in the
broadest sense – is the biggest
driver of change, so I start from
there. Based on themain effects
that technology has on everymarket
it touches, howwill it affect them?”

Sci-fi stories
Being a futurist requires a head for
data, but also a bright imagination.
Brauer describes one approach
called experimental design. If you
want to know how people would
use a technology that doesn’t
yet exist, fake it. Back in 2005,
Brauer ran trials on virtual
assistants such as Siri and Alexa
–which had yet to be created.

“In the event that an AI
assistant were to emerge,” he said,
“what kind of characteristics would it
have, andwould people want it?” To
answer that, his team simulated the
capabilities and functions, using
consumers in 2005 to see how
consumers in 2018 will react.
“Consumer behaviour is pretty
stable,” he added.

Johnson uses another
similarly imaginative technique
of his own creation: “science-
fiction prototyping”. It’s
essentially effects-based
modelling – setting a preferred
outcome and figuring out how to
reach it – but with a literary twist: if
youwant to knowwhat type of
product people in the future will use,
write a short story about it.

“An effects-basedmodel is a
person in a place with a problem –
which is basically how youwrite a
story,” Johnson said, noting that as a
sci-fi author, looking through that
lens appeals to him. “If you’re not an
expert in synthetic biology, but read
science fiction based on fact… it gives
you an on-ramp.”

Building the future
Much of Johnson’s work is via a
technique called “futurecasting”,
essentially effects-basedmodelling
that mixes technical researchwith
social science such as cultural history
that gives companies a range of
outcomes and help reaching them.

“What this futurecasting process
does is synthesise disparate inputs…
andmodel the effect youwant to
have,” he said. “Then you reverse
engineer, or backcast, it.” In other
words, he gives clients a range of
outcomes, they choose the one they’d
prefer, and then theymap a path to
reach that goal – it’s not merely seeing
the future, butmaking it.

And that’s why it’s difficult to be
wrong as a futurist – they’re not
predicting what’s next, they’re
helping it get built. Johnson has 50
patents to his name, simply by looking
further ahead thanmost. He cites
famed computer scientist Alan Kay,
saying: “The best way to predict the
future is to invent it.”

That said, looking
back, each of the futurists
PC Pro spoke to have been
incorrect about aspects of
their predictions – just as
a flip through ten-year-
old issues of this
magazine showswe’re

not always right about what’s next.
Brauer admits he didn’t see AI
developing as quickly as it has,
Johnson says his prediction that Big
Data from televisionwould change
video hasn’t come true, and
Cheesewright thought we’d have
week-long battery life by now.

“Predictions are just a tool for
futurists tomake our clients think
about whatmight be,” explained
Cheesewright. “And, if we got
everything right, it would be a very
boring world indeed.”
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“That’s why it’s difficult
to be wrong as a futurist –
they’re not predicting
what’s next, they’re helping
it get built”

ABOVE Intel futurist,
Brian David Johnson

ABOVE Applied futurist
Tom Cheesewright

ABOVE Director of
innovation, Chris Brauer
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WemaystillbealongwayoffBladeRunner-styleandroids,butrobotsarealreadydoing
traditionallyhumanjobs–fromflippingburgerstosawinglumberandhelpingoutwith
labour-intensivefruitpicking

WE HAVE HEARD ad nauseum that robots
are coming for our jobs, and that’s
already true in factories around the
world. But more of us are set to see
robots at work, whether replacing
human colleagues or simply helping
to carry the load. Here are three robots
already helping flip burgers, slice
wood and schlep fruit.

Miso Robotic’s Flippy
Your next burger could be flipped by
Flippy. This 5ft 6in machine has 3D,
thermal and camera-based vision, the
company told PC Pro, and runs Miso
Robotics’ own AI platform, which can
be updated with new skills as needed.
Flippy detects when a burger patty is
placed on the grill, flipping as needed,
and can switch between spatulas (one
for raw meat, one for cooked), clean
its tools, and scrape down the grill. It
costs $60,000 and has a 20% annual
fee for the AI and maintenance.

“As the patties cook, Miso AI
displays the cooking time on a screen,
which also alerts kitchen staff when to
place cheese on top or when to dress a
burger,” said David Zito, co-founder
and CEO of Miso Robotics – in other
words, fast-food workers still have a
job even if Flippy is behind the grill.
Flippy will start work at 50 locations
of CaliBurger, an American chain.

MIT’s AutoSaw
Want to get into DIY but not keen on
all those spinning blades? Let
AutoSaw help. Born in MIT’s

hand near a blade,
you’re at risk. To
avoid that, we’ve
largely automated
the process using a
chop-saw and

jigsaw.” So far, the
AutoSaw is limited to

a few set templates and
requires a fair amount of

setup, but this could be the
future of customised furniture.

Augean Robotics’ Burro
Fruit pickers have a tough gig, but the
Burro wants to help. This drone
wheelbarrow follows pickers, hauling
their load back for them. There are
two versions: a two-wheel drive
Burro can carry 300 pounds and the
four-wheel drive manages 450
pounds. They can cover ten to 15 miles
depending on terrain, claims CEO
Charlie Andersen. Prototypes are
already running on Augean Robotics’

test farm, with customer trials
set for this season.

The initial cost will be
$9,000 for the two-wheel drive
and $10,000 for the four-wheel
drive. “Over time with scale we
will be able to bring this cost
down, but in applications like
hand picking where people
spend 20-30% of their day
walking up and down rows
rather than picking, paybacks
are under two years at those
price points,” Andersen said.

Machinesatwork:the
robotsalreadyonthejob

ABOVE The 5ft 6in
Flippy robot can not
only flip patties, but
also clean its tools and
scrape the grill

RIGHT MIT’s AutoSaw
can cut wood to a
template – although
it’s still up to you to
assemble the pieces

BELOW Burro, from
Augean Robotics, is a
wheelbarrow-style
drone that does heavy
lifting for humans

Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory (CSAIL),
the AutoSaw system
lets users choose
furniture from a
template,
personalise the
colour, size and other
details, and then the robot
saws slices and dices the
pieces. We still assemble the bits, but
avid Ikea fans should have no trouble
with a bit of assembly.

“If you’re building a deck, you have
to cut large sections of lumber to
length, and that’s often done on site,”
CSAIL postdoc Jeffrey Lipton wrote in
an MIT report. “Every time you put a

already running on Augean Robotics’ 
test farm, with customer trials 

$9,000 for the two-wheel drive 
and $10,000 for the four-wheel 
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Quantum is the new next-gen
buzzword for computing, promising
hyper-fast processing power that
could take out existing encryption.
But what happens if you apply the
same quantum ideas to network
communications? That’s the idea
behind quantum internet: using the
physics of qubits – quantum bits – to
send and receive information, in a
near-perfectly secure way.

What is a quantum internet?Rather
thanuse radio frequencies to send
information, a quantum internet
would use quantum signals. At
the core of quantumphysics is
entanglement – fiddlewith this bit
here and it affects one elsewhere –
and teleportation,whichuses that
connection to send information.
The state of a particle is transferred
to the secondparticle, erasing the
state in the first. Nothing physical
is being teleported, but it looks as
though it has. If you think your
broadband is fast now, quantum
communicationshappen instantly.

Would we even need a network?The
informationmaybe “teleporting”,
but youneed to link up your
photons to get thementangled
first. For that, photons are sent
along the network to connectwith
those that are communicating.
However, they don’t like to travel
as far aswe’d like.

What’s holding this back?Quantum
communications have beenheld
back by distance, as the photons
can’t travel further than a few tens
of kilometres downan optical line
without having issues. And you

can’t simply send copies andhope
one gets there – that’s contrary to
quantumphysics,whichmeans
you can’tmake identical copies.
Solutions abound, such as
quantum repeaters andnodes to
link up shorter lengths of fibre, but
working out the kinkswill take
time. There are other challenges,
notably thatwhen the information
arrives downa quantum internet
line,we’re not very good at storing
it, soweneed to figure out the best
material for quantummemory.

Is anyone building one?Academics
are battling to seewho can create
the first quantum internet. The
University ofDelft has plans to link
four cities in theNetherlands by
2020,while there’s a quantum
network linking Beijing and
Shanghai, although it relies on
nodes to cover the distance. The
researchers behind theChinese
network believe a global quantum
network could exist by 2030, and
they’vemanaged transmissions
over 1,200kmvia a quantum
satellite, sending information from
ground level to space using
entangled photons. But other
academics aren’t holding their
breath thatwe’ll have a large
quantumnetwork in our lifetimes.

Quantum for everyone!There’s no
reason to stop using your existing
network. Instead, a quantum
internetwould be ideal for secure
communications. Themessage and
encryption key can be sent
separately so it’s obvious if anyone
meddleswith either, creating an
essentially unhackable network.

Whatis...
Quantuminternet?
Wehavequantumcomputers,quantumsecurityand
quantumleaps–well,maybethelatter’sonlyonTV.
Here’swhathappenswhenqubitsgetnetworked

Ican seemy nearest bus stop frommy home office
window, the red Transport for London roundel
peeking over the top of a fence, half obscured by a

lovely tall tree. Buses trundle by every fiveminutes or so
during peak times, so when I need a ride all I need do is
shrug onmy jacket and go.

But that’s not good enough for tech companies: they
think such buses could be “smarter”. Silicon Valley giant
Uber is eyeing public transport while Citymapper has
been trialling its own bus route through London – and
it’s now expanding that to a ride-hail minivan service
called Smart Bus.

Want a ride? Open the Citymapper journey planning
app and, if you’re in the catchment area, you’ll be told
where to go stand for the van to pick you up. It’s like a
cross between a taxi and a bus.

There’s only problem: why on Earth would I use it?
With the Smart Bus, I’d have to open the app every time I
took a bus, going to a different “stop” that suits the
driver. The low-tech bus – same place, same time, all the
time – savesme steps and time.

At the same time, I can think of numerous places
where the smart bus concept could be incredibly useful.
Bus coverage has hit a 28-year-low in the UK this year,
with some rural areas and smaller towns left without
public transport. A hail-as-you-need idea could let rural
Brits catch a ride when it suits, without operators having
to send an empty bus rambling down country lanes
when it’s not needed.

By all means, test the idea
in London – it’s where
Citymapper is based, after
all. But tech companies
are infamously great at
replicating existing
services, such as Uber’s
“invention” of the
minicab. Instead, it
would be truly smart to
take the idea where it’s
really needed, to
Britain’s
underserved
communities,
where a bus – or
three, as the
adage goes –
isn’t rumbling by
every fiveminutes.

@njkobie

Ifitcan’tbeat
abus,your
transport
techisn’tall
thatsmart

OPINION
NicoleKobie
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Weallwantourphonestohavemoretimebetweenpowerpointsandrecharge
faster,butwedon’tnecessarilyneednewbatterytechnologiestoachievethat–
researchersattheUniversityofWarwickbelievebuilt-insensorscouldholdthekey

BUILDING BETTER BATTERIESwill take years
– but our smartphones will run out in
hours. In themeantime, Dr Tazdin
Amietszajew has your back.

Rather than invent a completely
new battery – with thematerials
science, chemical compounds and
threat of explosion that involves –
the researcher at the University of
Warwick and his colleagues have
instead created sensors to embed in
existing battery designs. These let
manufacturers know exactly how far
we can push those technologies for
faster charge times andmore capacity.
Right now, the threat of overheating
means that we don’t push batteries
very hard, but better datameans we
can expand their capabilities without
dangerous consequences.

For us, that means a smartphone or
laptop that lasts longer and charges
faster – without pesky explosions.
PC Pro spoke to Dr Amietszajew to
find out exactly how these tests will
change charge times, boost capacity
andmake batteries safer.

Where did this idea come from?
Coming from a thermodynamic
background, I know that if we
understand the system better, then
we can squeezemore out of it. If we
apply different types of sensors and
different types of investigation to the
batteries, thenwe can definitelymake
them better.

Batteries are black boxes.
Manufacturers themselves have
simple tests, but they
treat it as a closed
system, with no data
from inside the cell.
They just observe it
externally – the external
temperature and
fuel-cell voltages, which
is the basic data. It’s not
really telling enough
about what’s happening
inside; it’s okay for
quality control, but not
really if youwant to play
with performance.

What’s your solution?
We use different types of
sensors. You can use
fibre optics. You can put

fivefold – it’s quite a big improvement.
Some batteries will, of course, be
better. Somewill be worse. The
bottom line is you can always do
better. Next steps are to expandwhat
we can dowith the sensors: charging
time is one thing, then you have
safety, and then you have capacities –
all these things can be improved.

How else can this help?
We’re developing the sensors so
that they last longer, so they get more
data out, and they’re easier to use.
The ultimate scenario is that you get
batterymanufacturers to put the
sensors inside the cells as they
produce them… they communicate
wirelessly and check in every now
and then, so that you the end user
have your car battery telling you that
it’s all fine. But as soon as something
happens, it’s reported straightaway.

Whenwill this be used to
boost our batteries?
It depends on themanufacturers.
With smartphones, it will take time to
trickle down. For carmanufacturers,
however, it could bemuch faster. If
you’re going to buy an electric car
next year, then youmay see the
impact very soon, because wework
with the automotive companies and
there is interest from them.

Q&ABoostingthe
batterieswe’vegot

RIGHT The battery-
boosting sensors
could be used in
electric cars as early
as next year

BELOW The sensors
work in-situ without
impacting the battery
performance

gratings on the fibre optics, which
expand and contract from the
temperature that is surrounding the

fibre. It’s beneficial
because it’s… not
impacting the battery,
because we don’t put
any current down it.
We don’t change the
magnetic fields, we just
play with light.

The second type [of sensor is]
thermistors, so its elements change
the resistance depending on the
temperature. And the third one is that

we putminiature
reference electrodes in
the cylindrical parts, so
this waywe have a full
spectrum of data from
inside the cell. We’ve
also designed our own
type of connector… that
can be read by any
device, really.

Howmuch can you
boost batteries by?
The concept is that you
can always get more,
but howmuch depends
on the battery.With the
batteries we’ve worked
with so far, we improved
the charging times

Dr Tazdin Amietszajew
is a research fellow
at the University of
Warwick

“With the batteries we’ve
worked with so far, we
improved the charging
times fivefold – it’s quite a
big improvement ”

researchers at the University of Warwick believe built-in sensors could hold the key 
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Onelastthing...

So the whole problem of Facebook and data,
specifically Cambridge Analytica, has
exploded onto the news. Commentators are

“shocked”, “appalled” and “deeply worried”.
MPs demand to haveMr Zuckerberg himself
come to grovel in front of them. MrsWilliams of
55 Acacia Gardens,Wimbledon, is now scared to
do her weekly online shopping at John Lewis and
Ocado, in case her proclivity for the occasional
bottle of gin “just as a pre-dinner drinkie, dear”
marks her out as a raving alcoholic.

It’s hard to knowwhere to start. Was this
predictable? Absolutely, yes – andwe have been
predicting such an incident for years. Was it
avoidable? Absolutely, yes. Is Facebook
complicit in this?Without a doubt.Will it
happen again? Of course. Is Facebook in trouble
over this? Hopefully, yes.

The stark reality is that Facebook doesn’t give
a damn about us – we are the ingredients that it
uses to bake its financial cake. Knowing about
us lets Facebook sell advertising and other
information to third parties. This is what it does.
It’s what it has always done andwill always do.
Facebook provides the playground for free, and
believes its just reward is tomake somemoney
from knowing about what we do.

Some are arguing that Facebook should have
a premier product that’s paid for, whereby a
higher tier would be protected from such data
slurping and sell-off. Maybe that would work,
but let’s think it through. First, it would require
customers to be prepared to pay. That’s quite a
challenge. But it would alsomean Facebook
would be in deep trouble if it broke the contract.
And that’s an even bigger challenge.What’s to
stop it taking the, let’s say, $5 permonth for a
PremiumAccount and then just saying “oops”
when you feature in some datamining in the
future? It’s highly unlikely youwould ever find
out that you had been targeted. Even if you did,
it could get awaywith a paltry “we’ll give you
your $5 back this month as an apology”, and it’s
just business as usual. Oh, and now it has
concerned citizens handing over their credit
card data as well.

Some are arguing that Facebook is too
complicated formost people to configure in a
moderately secure way. That may be true, but
the stark reality is that most people don’t

MrZuckerbergisn’t
theproblem–it’sthe
billionofuswhouse
Facebook,explains
JonHoneyball

actually care. They don’t mind that they’re part of an ad campaign.
They’re not selective about their friends – theymight collect them by
the thousand. It is, after all, a badge of “respect” to have thousands of
“friends”. That’s what Meeja Slebs have, and so getting it yourself
might turn you into the next superstar. It’s hard to arguewith the
logic, even if the likelihood of a positive outcome is almost nil.

Some are arguing that we should regulate Facebook and force
them to behavemore responsibly. But this is an organisation that
states “youwill not use Facebook if you are under 13. Youwill not use
Facebook if you are a convicted sex offender” – while it has nomeans
of validating either.Why? The cynic inme says it doesn’t care!Why
should it? It can always turn around andwail “but he lied to us!”.

Will the users decide to lock things down? It’s unlikely because
they don’t see this as being a problem, yet. It seems that younger
generations aremoving away from Facebook simply because they
don’t want their parents watching over them. If Facebook can’t, or
won’t, introduce the sort of controls and tools that allow teens to feel
comfortable with their parents around, then it’s unlikely that it will

introduce the sort of controls that cut it off
from the foodstuff (that’s you andme). Look at
the battering that Facebook’s share price has
been receiving. Investors are concerned that
Facebook’s ability to continue to ride on the
gravy trainmight be limited.

This is symptomatic of the short-term view
of financiers. “What’s the return onmymoney
in the next day/week/month?Who gives a fig
about next year or five years’ time?”

The lesson to be learnt here is that we have had communities
before. And they have withered and died. Facebookwill go the same
way too over time, because it too is refusing to innovate and put its
users first. It will take time, of course, but there is nowhere to go
when you have themajority of computer users on the planet using
your service. The only question is the speed of the descent.

Likemy friends, I am looking for other islands onto which I can
move. Facebook is still useful, but only because I trust most of my
friends to be as cynical about this as myself, and to ensure that they
don’t put the collective group into danger.

AndMr Zuckerberg? I suspect he doesn’t give a damn. He’s made
moremoney than he can ever spend. Plaintively wailing about a
foundation to do good deeds rings hollowwhen his firm has
systematically screwed his userbase for profit.

Jon Honeyball is a contributing editor of PC Pro, but not for long: he wants to run
for prime minister. He’s sure Zuckerberg can help. Email jon@jonhoneyball.com

Facebook doesn’t
give a damn about us –
we are the ingredients
that it uses to bake its
financial cake
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